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ABSTRACT:
NEREUS is a compact self-contained low-power submersible membrane-inlet mass
spectrometer, designed to measure dissolved volatile gasses in the water column. It is
capable of intelligent data collection, analysis and state-based mission control while
operating as a stand-alone instrument or onboard the Kemonaut autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV). Kemonaut is an Odyssey class AUV with increased payload carrying
capacity and dynamic stability, and is intended for freshwater and coastal marine
applications to depths of 300 meters. The NEREUS-Kemonaut system characteristics
allow for greatly improved dissolved gas data collection rates, accuracy and mapping
resolution over presently available technologies. Applications particularly well suited for
the NEREUS-Kemonaut system include identification and mapping of pollution sources
such as chemical spills, investigation of enigmatic freshwater and marine ecosystems,
assessment of subsurface natural resources and estimation of marine-related greenhouse
gas cycling.
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A gift is pure when it is given from the heart to the right person at the right time
and at the right place, and when we expect nothing in return.
The Bhagavad Gita
To my mother
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FOREWORD
As I approach the conclusion of another chapter in my education, I have welcomed
the writing of these pages as an opportunity to re-examine the ideas that first led me to
become a student of engineering and the sciences. I am eternally indebted to Ramana and
Sambrajyam Reddy for accepting me into their home with open arms and seeing to my
education. Over these many years their unceasing encouragement and decidedly Eastern
perspective has both supported and tempered my studies. Through their support, my
research endeavors have freely followed in the wake of my curiosity and intuition. This
allegiance to inquiry has sometimes been obscured by the rigors of research activities, but
has always returned after a proper night's rest or sometimes just a good meal. Time and
again, usually during late night commutes home from the lab, I have vaguely pondered
the value of research. A precise answer still escapes me, but the nights spent cycling
home through Cambridge's streets have led me to appreciate science as a method for
better comprehending nature with our imperfect senses, and engineering as a means to
transcend limitations of natural form. Nevertheless, advancements of the 19th and 20'
centuries are tainted with disadvantages that will confound us for generations to come.
Therefore, it would seem that increased understanding must be coupled with increased
technological dependence so that we are not only principled in how we conduct our
scientific investigations but also wise enough to recognize the limitations and outright
perils of our solutions.
Throughout the course of my graduate studies, the Institute's culture has afforded me
great latitude across academic disciplines and more importantly, access to people for help
and collaboration both within and external to MIT. Among these people are my doctoral
committee Dr. Jack Germaine, Dr. Jim Bales and Professor Harry Hemond, each member
a vital counselor and guide for my research program. Harry's research vision, Jim's
design expertise, and Jack's voice of reason combined to generate a challenging, yet
tractable, research program that has fulfilled my educational goals. Several members of
the Parsons Laboratory have also directly contributed to the success of this research,
particularly: Sam Arey, Dan Brabander, Sheila Frankel, Gunnar Granberg, Jenny Jay,
Vanja Klepac, John Mac Farlane, Vicki Murphy, Hlene Planquette, Janelle Thompson
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and Enrique Vivoni. In addition, members of the MIT Sea Grant AUV Laboratory: Rob
Damus, Sam Desset, and Jim Morash played a critical role in operations support and
assistance in vehicle construction. I am sincerely grateful for financial support from Sea
Grant, the National Science Foundation, the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, and the W. H.
Leonhard Professorship, which has made this research possible. Special thanks also to the
Constitution Marina for the generous use of their equipment, members of the Winchester
Boat Club for their kind assistance and lending of facilities, and to the US Coast Guard
for authorizing Kemonaut operations and their extra efforts to monitor vessel traffic and
overseeing deployment area safety while sea trials were being carried out. Perhaps most
of all, I must credit my family and friends for their devotion and camaraderie. In among
these pages is Ivan's NEREUS logo design, as well as details of components that Julia
and Luis helped to fabricate when they unsuspectingly paid a visit to Boston and became
machine shop conscripts. What has not been included is a complete account of the
immeasurable help that has come from these people being my safety net over the years.
Whether it has been through making sure that I have enough money for a plane ticket,
insisting that I stop by for dinner, driving me to the emergency room in the wee hours of
the morning, cheerfully volunteering as crew on the cold New England water, providing
regular comic relief, or sometimes just being there to listen, I could not have reached this
point without them. Thank you: Alain, Alaric, Amin, Anand, Brendan, Brian, Chris,
Geraldine, Ivin, Jerry, Julia, Lakshmi, Luis, Madhu, Nani, Ravi, Ravindra and Tony.
As this segment of my studies draws to a close, I can only hope that the pace of
learning that I experienced at MIT continues throughout the rest of my life. The poet
Kahlil Gibran once wrote, "no man can reveal to you aught but that which already lies
half asleep in the dawning of your knowledge." I suspect that curiosity does not allow our
thoughts to sleep for long.
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16th century painting of Alexander The Great descending in a glass diving bell
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The aquatic environment is interwoven throughout the history of mankind, serving as
a transportation conduit as well as a source of sustenance, religion, wealth, beauty and
death. Approximately 37% of the world's population lives within 100 km of an ocean [1],
yet humanity's understanding of the hydrosphere has remained extremely limited. At
present, our understanding of the dark side of the moon exceeds what is known about the
bottom of the Earth's oceans. Like the surface of the moon, the submarine environment is
inhospitable to humans, requiring technological devices for exploration, and since ancient
times mankind has sought to observe the submarine environment in-situ. Writings as
early as Aristotle's Physika Problemata chronicle the use of submergence systems that,
'enable the divers to respire equally well by letting down a cauldron; for this does not fill
with water, but retains the air, for it is forced down straight into the water; since, if it
inclines at all from an upright position, the water flows in" [2]. Many legends also
surround Alexander The Great's use of a diving bell [3], known as the Colimpha, during
his siege of Tyre to observe demolition divers removing underwater obstacles from the
harbor. The advantages of in-situ observation have persisted through modem times,
leading to the use of manned submersibles such as the Trieste, Archimede, Alvin, and
NR1 for scientific survey of the deep [4]. Although extremely useful, the danger and
operational costs associated with these manned submersibles [5] have prompted the
development of smaller robotic survey platforms, including buoyed sensors, drifters,
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs).
AUVs, which are the newest of these technologies, are doubtlessly the most challenging
of the unmanned systems to develop because of their reliance on embedded expert
systems for navigation control and operations decision-making, but they also appear to
hold the greatest promise.
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1.1 Autonomous machines
Water clocks, arguably the first autonomous machines, have existed since at least the
reign of Amenhotep I in Ancient Egypt, some 3500 years ago. Over the millennia
technological advancement has expanded the domain of autonomous machines to include
the steam engine built by Hero of Alexandria in 100 AD and the mechanical automata of
General de Gennes, Jacques de Vaucanson and Henri Maliardet in the 17 th through 19 th
centuries [6], but it was not until the latter half of the 19th century that the fundamental
value of closed-loop feedback in control systems was recognized [7]. Shortly thereafter,
the advent of long-range weapons systems and telephone switching electronics initiated
the rapid development of highly accurate inertial guidance systems for warships and
aircraft. By WWII control and guidance systems had advanced to the point of allowing
unmanned weapons such as the Vengeance I buzz bomb, an early form of cruise missile,
to be used against Britain, a technological accomplishment that cost the lives of
thousands of people. Ironically, the M9 gun director and SCR-584 radar system, a then
radically advanced type of semi-autonomous anti-aircraft weapon capable of automatic
target tracking and firing, was used to fend off the buzz bombs, downing 57% of the
missiles that they engaged [7].
During this same wartime period less sinister autonomous systems were under
development in England by an American neurological researcher, W. Grey Walter. His
creations, a light and impact-sensitive mobile robot named Machina speculatrix and a
later, more advanced, mobile robot further equipped with memory and sound sensitivity,
Machina docilis, were used to demonstrate that machines could exhibit traits of
spontaneity, autonomy, Pavlovian conditioning, and self-regulation. While studying these
machines, Walter identified several emergent behaviors that were sufficiently
sophisticated to be described in anthropomorphized terms such as "speculative mode",
"learning", "reflex" and "free will" [8, 9]. In the decades since Walter's work a great
deal of research has been dedicated to developing autonomous agents which rely on
embedded intelligence to operate within complex natural environments in order to fulfill
predetermined mission objectives. The resulting multitude of highly specialized systems
includes, among others, walking robots such as Genghis [10], space probes such as the
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DS1 [11], and autonomous unmanned submersibles including the MIT Odyssey Class
AUVs [12].
1.2 Autonomous underwater vehicles
Although AUV use for oceanographic research complements the strengths of manned
submersibles and tethered robotic vehicles, the challenges and benefits of AUV
operations are fundamentally different from those of existing platforms [13]. As a result,
AUV technologies are evolving in a niche where they will serve as a low-cost mechanism
for "spatio-temporal sampling; using multiple vehicles in combination for mapping out
rapidly evolving phenomen[a]; and transiting long distances to a site for making
observations as a part of a first response team at the sight of interest" [14]. Unlike other
unmanned platforms such as moorings, tow fish, and remotely operated vehicles, an
AUV does not require a tether, thus allowing a spatial survey to be conducted faster,
follow bathymetry better and operate in high sea states; translating into increased data
collection per unit time or cost, especially when a priori knowledge of the survey area is
limited. Presently, there are several dozen types of AUVs in operation around the world,
ranging in size from the diminutive 37 kg 1.6 meter long REMUS vehicle [15], to the
massive 12 meter long ISE Theseus with its one-ton cargo capacity [16]. In recent years
several AUV designs have transitioned from the experimental stages into commercially
available vehicles, including the Kongsberg Hugin 3000 and the MIT allied Bluefin
Odyssey III.
The Odyssey Class AUVs, originally developed at MIT Sea Grant, are relatively
small, easily deployable, low component cost survey platforms that have been used in
numerous missions throughout the world [13]. These vehicles make use of low-cost, mass
produced, hollow glass spheres to house vehicle electronics, sensors and power systems
in a dry, one-atmosphere environment. This maximizes buoyancy efficiency and permits
the use of a free flooding vehicle fairing, thus minimizing vehicle displacement.
However, the minimization of vehicle displacement makes the tradeoff between range
(i.e. power storage) and payload capacity a critical design consideration [17].
There is a need for in-situ chemical sensors for AUVs. The creation of such sensors
presents significant challenges, particularly for smaller vehicles like the Odyssey class
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designs. Issues such as size, power consumption, and instrument signal stability have,
until recently, excluded the use of highly capable analytical instruments such as mass
spectrometers and gas chromatographs on these platforms. Thus, AUV generated
chemical data has usually been limited to a select few parameters using ion-sensitive
electrodes, mainly: dissolved oxygen, salinity, ORP, pH, nitrate, phosphate and ammonia.
However, as Bales and Levine aptly state, "To achieve widespread acceptance within the
oceanographic community, AUVs must also deliver, as a minimum, data of comparable
quality to that collected today. Sensing and measurement systems designed for
deployment from the surface (e.g. on a sampling rosette or tow-body) do not always meet
the size and power limits imposed by AUVs" [18]. In general, ion-sensitive electrodes do
not meet this stringent standard.
This research focuses on an emerging role of mass spectrometry for submerged,
autonomous, in-situ operation. Specifically, we detail the development and deployment
of the Kemonaut AUV and the NEREUS autonomous submersible mass spectrometer.
The Kemonaut is a small, shallow water, AUV capable of operating to depths of 300
meters. It possesses a unique forward payload bay for carrying scientific instrumentation,
such as NEREUS. The NEREUS instrument provides a means for rapid and in-situ
quantification of many gases which have, until now, required offsite analysis. Although
NEREUS is designed for operation aboard the Kemonaut AUV (Figure 1-1), it can also
be used within a Bluefin Odyssey III AUV as well as a host of other platforms.
Operation of the NEREUS instrument onboard an autonomous underwater vehicle
enhances the advantages of in-situ analysis of dissolved volatile chemicals by increasing
the range and overall accessibility of data collection areas.
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Figure 1-1: Rendering of the Kemonaut AUV
1.3 Mass spectrometry
The principles of mass spectrometric analysis are well understood. Ion repulsion and
attraction, a central phenomenon governing mass spectrometry, was observed nearly 150
years ago by J. Plucker in his investigations of magnetically induced light pattern
deformations within a glow tube. In 1897 J.J. Thomson demonstrated that cathode rays
could be deflected by electrostatic and magnetic fields [19], followed in 1898 by W.
Wein's discovery that a type of ray emitted during electrical discharge at low pressure,
known at that time as a Goldenstein ray, was actually a positively charged ion beam and
could also be deflected by a magnetic field [20]. This phenomenon was later elucidated
with Thomson's investigations of the parabolic trajectories of hydrocarbons and other
polyatomic ions in his book, Rays of Positive Electricity and Their Application to
Chemical Analyses [21]; thus establishing that ions could be separated based on their
mass to charge ratio when accelerated through a magnetic field. From this work came the
mass spectrograph, a predecessor of the mass spectrometer, which relies on a
photographic plate to record the presence of ion beams. However, the variable ion
sensitivity of this early instrument's photographic plate prohibited precise quantification
of ion intensity. For this reason, Thomson modified his parabola mass spectrograph
through replacement of the photographic plate with a Faraday cup and electroscope. By
varying the magnetic field strength and measuring the resultant ion current, he thereby
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created the first mass spectrometer and produced a mass spectrum that quantitatively
described the relative abundances of individual gases present in a mixture [22]. The terms
mass spectrometer and mass spectrograph would be later coined by F.W. Aston in 1920
[20].
In subsequent years mass spectrometers have evolved to allow for precise mass
determinations, measurement of relative ion abundances, and electron impact studies.
This has lead to mass spectrometric analysis becoming a standard procedure in a wide
range of investigations outside chemistry and physics, including among others, industrial
process control, clinical diagnoses, isotope fractionation, radioactive half-life
determinations, and environmental monitoring. In 1942 Consolidated Engineering
Corporation built the world's first commercially available mass spectrometer for the
Atlantic Refining Corporation [20]. As new applications have emerged, specialized
instruments have been developed to better suit particular constraints, resulting in highly
innovative component variations such as ion source, mass selector, and detector.
Technological advancements, particularly in the areas of integrated circuitry and
materials science (such as magnetic materials) have permitted the development of more
compact mass spectrometers. This, in turn, has enabled mass spectrometers for in-situ
investigations ranging from terrestrial battlefields [23], to Jupiter's atmosphere [24].
These "field portable" instruments were reduced in size and ruggedized to be transported
by spacecraft [25], aircraft [26], and large land vehicles [27, 28] . More recently, a
generation of miniaturized mass spectrometers have been developed which are
sufficiently compact and lightweight to be carried by a person to a measurement site [23,
29-31].
1.4 Autonomous In-situ mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometers are well suited for autonomous in-situ analysis of dissolved gases
in a water column, because a mass spectrometer can quickly detect multiple dissolved
chemicals at low concentrations, and can work without exhaust or consumable reagents.
By implementing automated control and data processing (such as calibration and
fragment peak separation) sample components can be quickly identified and quantified in
the presence of mixtures. In contrast, conventional environmental chemical analysis
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such as gas chromatography or wet chemistry involves collecting and transporting
samples to a laboratory for off-site analysis, resulting in sampling and measurement that
is generally labor intensive and time-consuming. Additionally, error often arises because
of chemical and physical changes occurring to the sample during transport such as
degassing and biological or photochemical degradation. Although in-situ devices such as
dissolved oxygen probes avoid the drawbacks encountered with off-site analysis, they are
commonly limited to detecting one or a few gas species [32], with separate sensors
required for each specie and sensitivities of typically about I ppm. Continuous sampling
techniques, such as the Weiss equilibrator, are generally limited to shipboard use with
modest sampling depths, and have equilibration times that vary with gas species and
range from minutes to hours [33, 34]. The resulting data sparseness often leads to
temporal aliasing (translating into spatial aliasing when sampling from a moving
platform), which can mask important chemical and biological features in an aquatic
environment.
Various approaches have been undertaken to address the design constraints of
submersible mass spectrometer operation. Instruments such as the TUHH submersible
membrane introduction gas chromatograph - mass spectrometer (GCMS) use a
commercially available EM640 field portable GCMS housed within a cylindrical metal
pressure vessel [35]. This system, which uses a hollow fiber analyte introduction system,
displaces approximately 400 kg and draws several hundred watts, requiring that it
function aboard a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) which is powered and controlled via
a tether from a surface ship.
Recently AUVs have been developed with reliability, payload carrying capacity, and
mission endurance adequate for deployment of a mass spectrometer. Nevertheless, mass
spectrometer operation aboard an AUV still introduces several critical instrument payload
design constraints, including manditory autonomous operation, small size, and
exceptionally low power consumption [14]. Instruments such as the University of South
Florida Center for Ocean Technology's (COT) quadrupole and ion trap mass
spectrometers [36] utilize off-the-shelf but repackaged Leybold Inficon Transpector and
Varian Saturn 2000 analyzers, respectively. Both use a membrane inlet system designed
for operation aboard an AUV. The COT quadrupole instrument has been deployed aboard
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the 6.4 meter 1.4 ton displacement ARCS AUV [37], but both systems consume power at
high rates (in excess of 100 watts), have delicate membrane inlet systems that limit depth
of operation to 30 meters and sampling rates no greater than 12 samples per hour for their
operating time of a few hours.
The core design concept of the NEREUS membrane inlet mass spectrometer, was to
develop an in-situ dissolved gas analyzer that is fast, robust and highly optimized for
operation onboard a small autonomous underwater vehicle and various other submerged
platforms, including as a self-contained autonomous moored system [38]. To address
these and other constraints, the NEREUS system is completely self contained within a
17-inch-diameter glass pressure sphere, compatible with the Odyssey-class AUVs. It
weighs 22 kilograms, and is capable of operation to depths of 100 meters (a depth that
can be extended with minor modification) on a self contained power supply drawing less
than 20 watts, while sampling at rates exceeding 240 samples per hour. The NEREUS
system is also unique in that it requires no reagents, has no moving parts, and possesses
an autonomous control system capable of adapting its mission directives and sampling
regimes to better monitor its environment. Much of the NEREUS prototype draws upon
prior research focused on component development [39], which culminated in the
construction of vital NEREUS elements such as the vacuum envelope and data
acquisition system, and the modeling of system behaviors such as membrane kinetics and
vacuum maintenance within the analyzer. A previous generation backpack portable mass
spectrometer [29], served as the conceptual model from which the preliminary NEREUS
design was based. Drawing from these resources, NEREUS development proceeded with
completion of a prototype (chapter 2) and bench testing (chapter 3). After bench testing,
it was deployed as a stationary "buoyed" type sensor (chapter 5). Upon successful
demonstration as a buoyed type sensor, the Kemonaut vehicle was designed and built
(chapter 4). NEREUS was then configured for operation onboard the Kemonaut AUV
and deployed (chapter5).
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Power (w) 20 95 150 500
Weight (kg) 21 50 75 65
Size (M3) 0.014 0.035 -0.6 0.118
Analyzer mass range (AMU) 2-150 2-200 unknown-500 2-640
Maximum sampling rate (/hr) 600 12 12 6
Detection limit (ppb) 1-10 1-10 1-0.1 10-100
Instrument endurance Weeks Days Days Unknown
Depth rating (m) 100 30 30 300
Vehicle platform AUV AUV Intended for AUV ROV
Table 1-1: Comparison of submersible mass spectrometer specifications
When used in conjunction with the Kemonaut or Odyssey III vehicles, NEREUS can
rapidly generate high-resolution data for mapping temporal and spatial distribution of
dissolved gasses on local to basin scales. The relatively light 200 kg displacement and
300 meter depth rating of the Kemonaut vehicle enable routine single day operations,
with minimal support equipment (e.g. a small dinghy and transponder array), throughout
the entire water column of many freshwater bodies such as inland lakes and rivers, as
well as shallow marine coastal areas like Chesapeake Bay and Cape Cod Bay. The larger
Odyssey III, which is capable to 6000 meters depth and possesses and endurance of up to
7 days [41] can, with minor modifications, be deployed with the NEREUS system to
generate high resolution maps of volatile chemicals, covering a linear distance of over
1,000 kilometers, containing approximately 7,000 high resolution spectra of multiple
chemical species. In contrast, current technologies require orders of magnitude longer
time frames to generate equivalent data sets.
' Does not include submersible inlet apparatus
2 EM640 specifications from 40. Einfeld, W., et al., Environmental Technology Verification Report.
1997, US Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Research and Development: Washington DC. p. 1-
78.
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NEREUS ICOT Quadrupole COT Ion Trap ITUHH GC-MS 1
Figure 1-2:NEREUS instrument pictured beside laboratory microscope for size
reference
1.5 Applications
Dissolved gases in marine and freshwater environments can vary significantly both
spatially and temporally [42-45]. Potential applications for the NEREUS-Kemonaut
system are numerous, including geochemical, ecological, hydrological, and chemical fate
analyses.
Geochemical applications are wide ranging, including marine mapping of dissolved
gases from hydrothermal vents, active volcanic areas and low temperature ocean floor
seeps. Investigations are valuable for offshore oil exploration [46] and global
climatological research [47, 48]. Methane is often observed in increased concentrations in
areas of freshwater inputs [49, 50], anaerobic zones of bottom sediments [51], oil and gas
deposits, destruction of crystallohydrates, and emission along fractures in the earth's crust
[52].
In-situ mass spectrometric analysis of terrestrial volcanic emissions is used as an
indicator of volcanic activity, particularly with regard to Carbon/Sulfur ratios and Helium
concentration [53, 54]. Active undersea volcanic areas are also known to emit volatile
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chemicals into the water column [55-58]. Thus, analysis of gases dissolved in marine
waters may be useful for predicting undersea eruption events. For example, Kick'em
Jenny, an undersea volcano just north of the island of Grenada last erupted in December
of 2001. Micro-beam survey of the volcano has revealed a massive horseshoe shaped
fault scar which most likely resulted from a major slope failure of an earlier cone,
suggests that the volcano may be unstable and a future hazard for the region [59]. Survey
of dissolved chemicals such as S02, C0 2 , and He in waters overlaying the cone crater,
which lies about 190 meters below the sea surface, may be useful in predicting the
activity of the volcano. Advanced warning of impending eruptions are particularly
important in volcanic regions such as this to allow adequate time for evacuation of nearby
islands to prevent large scale loss of life [60, 61].
Deep-sea hydrothermal vents have also been subjects of increased interest for global
climatological and biological research. For example, sources such as anhydrite chimneys
of the North Fiji Basin have been shown to emit gases in concentrations exceeding 14.5
parts per thousand of carbon dioxide, 49 ppm of methane, and approximately 937 ppb of
helium [62].3 In some cases, the reduced gases from these vents are known to give rise to
entire chemosynthetic ecosystems [63, 64] which oxidize methane or sulfide to produce
energy. Detection of gases at these concentrations is possible with the NERUS
instrument.
Hydrologic research often utilizes dissolved gas data to determine source and age of
waters. NEREUS is a potentially convenient tool for studying mixing of waters in
marine and fresh water bodies. Concentrations of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and
methane can provide valuable clues as to origins and inflow rates of ground and surface
waters into lakes, rivers, and coastal areas [65, 66]. The ability of the NEREUS system
to identify and quantify the distribution of these biogenic gases in a water column is also
useful for many aspects of ecological research. High spatial and temporal resolution data
is valuable for monitoring phenomena such as algal blooms, seasonal stratification &
turnover, productivity, and eutrophication [43]. In addition, the NEREUS system could
be used to unobtrusively monitor water quality, especially urban runoff, shipping lanes,
and point sources of pollution such as sewage outfalls [18].
3 For consistency, concentrations are expressed as a mass fraction
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Mapping of marine oil spills for impact assessment and cleanup is yet another
potential NEREUS application. Oil spill surveillance relies almost exclusively on remote
sensing such as infrared, ultraviolet, and radar imaging from satellites and planes [67,
68]. These approaches are only suitable for detecting surface slicks, and are unable to
detect dissolved petroleum fractions at depth. Oil spill assessment based on surface slick
as well as sub-surface data is important when DNAPL or water-soluble fractions are
present and when wave induced mixing is a factor. For instance, approximately 77% of
the 825,000 gallons of petroleum from the North Cape oil spill was dispersed into the
water column [69]. Estimates of this spill's size, based upon oil-slick area,
underestimated the magnitude of the disaster, thus contributing to an ill-prepared cleanup
response. Although NEREUS would be unable to detect many of the heavier
hydrocarbons with low volatility or mass to charge ratios greater than 150, such as poly-
aromatic hydrocarbons in an occurrence such as this, NEREUS sensitivity models predict
detect limits of many petroleum fractions, including benzene, toluene, butane, and
methane in concentrations down to the tens of parts-per-billion level. Furthermore, the
petroleum "fingerprinting" may be possible based on the relative distribution of these
hydrocarbon constituents [70].
1.6 System performance
Freshwater and marine deployments have been conducted with the NEREUS
instrument and the Kemonaut AUV. Tethered and towed operations of the NEREUS
instrument have established the ability to map dissolved volatile chemical species in the
water column. Sea trials of the Kemonaut AUV demonstrated the unique ability of this
Odyssey class AUV to carry the NEREUS instrument as payload. Analysis of vehicle
design and performance indicates that the Kemonaut-NEREUS combination is well
suited for scientific survey of dissolved gases in freshwater and marine environments to
depths of 100 meters. NEREUS data collected during these operations confirm the ability
of the instrument to efficiently collect meaningful chemical data in a variety of platform
configurations.
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Chapter 2
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRONIC
HARDWARE
The NEREUS instrument is fully self-contained within a 17" Benthos glass pressure
sphere (Figure 2-1). This housing was chosen based on its compatibility with Odyssey
class AUVs and its ability to withstand the high compressive loads experienced at
abysmal depths. Design and construction of the prototype for operation onboard the
AUV, while within the pressure sphere, required careful analysis and optimization.
Foremost among design concerns were: instrument miniaturization, response time
minimization, chemical sensitivity maximization, power consumption minimization to
Figure 2-1: The NEREUS instrument with upper glass hemisphere removed
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less than 25 watts, ultra-high vacuum maintenance within the vacuum system,
autonomous operation and data interpretation, resistance to vibration, impact, and roll-
over. NEREUS can be ostensibly divided into five component groups: vacuum system,
analyzer, electronic hardware, software, and mounting apparatus.
2.1 Vacuum system
Two paramount challenges to submerged deployment of marine sensors are to survive
the hydrostatic pressures encountered at depth and the corrosive effects of seawater. In
addition to those considerations, in-situ mass spectrometer design presents the unique
requirements of ultra-high vacuum and magnetic field maintenance. Therefore, the
vacuum system, which consists of the membrane inlet apparatus, inlet tube, vacuum
envelope, and ion pump were fabricated using #304 stainless steel. Although stainless
steel is generally more porous to gases than other metals such as aluminum, 304 stainless
was chosen for constructing the sample inlet apparatus, sphere penetration, inlet line, and
vacuum envelope, based on weldability, low magnetic permeability, chemical inertness,
and mechanical strength. Like the pressure sphere, the sample inlet apparatus, which
serves as the interface between NEREUS' high vacuum analyzer and its aquatic
environment, is required to withstand ambient hydrostatic pressure. In addition to
external pressure considerations, the inlet system must also allow for adequate
permeation of analyte gases into the vacuum chamber while maintaining an internal
vacuum of no greater than 10-8 Torr.
2.1.1 Vacuum envelope
The vacuum envelope is roughly the size of the soft drink can (Figure 2-2) and was
designed to be small enough to fit within the pressure sphere, yet permit satisfactory
conductance of excess gases into the ion pump [39]. Volume minimization also serves to
decrease the overall vacuum system's internal volume, thereby minimizing pump down
requirements and increasing conductance, thus decreasing the residence time of analyte
gases in the region of the cycloid. The cycloid maintains a high vacuum seal with the
vacuum envelope by way of eight bolts that firmly compresses a 2.112" diameter PTFE
O-ring between the 3 3/8" diameter envelope flange and the cycloid flange.
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Figure 2-2: Vacuum Envelope cutaway view
2.1.2 Inlet apparatus
Preferential selectivity of dissolved gases over water and water vapor is accomplished
by means of a thin semi-permeable membrane that is passively exposed to the water
column, thereby allowing analyte gases to diffuse into the vacuum system. The
membrane inlet is positioned outside the pressure sphere and connected to the analyzer
with a small diameter (approximately 2mm) flexible stainless steel inlet tube. The inlet
tube traverses the lower hemisphere through a .6 inch diameter penetration point and 1.5"
diameter mounting flat. Although differing in dimension and backing plate material, this
inlet design is similar to the membrane inlet described by Hoch and Kok to permit
continuous sampling of gases from photosynthetic organisms, that utilizes a thin
polyethylene sheet which is held in place over a porous plate by a threaded annular crew
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cap and Teflon washer [71]. Whereas, the NEREUS inlet apparatus consists of a Imil
thickness polyethylene membrane placed over a stainless steel micro-etched backing
plate and secured by a Teflon washer in series with an annular stainless steel cap that is
threaded onto the stainless steel inlet body [72]. Polyethylene is superior to other
membrane materials such as PDMS for submerged operation because its relatively low
permeability to water [73]. In addition, the small .01" diameter holes of the porous
backing plate along with the low compressibility of this material, relative to other
polymers, help avoid excessive compression and sagging encountered at depth with other
inlet designs (i.e. silicone rubber tubing), thereby minimizing unwanted permeability
variation as a function of depth.
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Figure 2-3: Membrane compression and sagging resulting from hydrostatic pressure affecting
membrane permeability for the NEREUS inlet system using 0.001" thick LDPE material versus
0.018" thick silicone tubing inlet system. Permeability change calculated using Young's modulus to
determine membrane thickness at a given pressure, which is then applied to calculate change in gas
flux rate as a function of pressure dependent membrane thickness (refer to Equation 5-4). Values
expressed as percent change normalized to value at 0 depth or 1 atmosphere.
The NEREUS membrane inlet threads onto a VCR fitting on the inlet feedthrough,
which functions to transport analyte gases to the analyzer residing within the glass
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pressure sphere, while preventing water from entering the glass pressure sphere. The
feedthrough traverses the lower hemisphere wall using an integrated 1 2 inch diameter
flange with a recessed rubber O-ring that contacts a ground glass flat surrounding a 0.6
inch diameter feed-through hole on the lower hemisphere's external surface, providing a
water-tight seal (Figure 2-4). The feedthrough is secured onto the pressure sphere using a
rubber washer, to prevent damage to the glass, in series with a 3" stainless steel washer,
followed by a stainless steel backing nut.
Figure 2-4: Sample inlet apparatus
Portions of inlet tubing residing on the interior of the pressure sphere are constructed
of thin walled corrugated tubing because these sections are only required to withstand
approximately one atmosphere of pressure, but must be flexible to accommodate partial
disassembly of the instrument during maintenance procedures. A flexible corrugated inlet
line is connected to the internal junction of the inlet tube penetration to carry sample
permeant to a inch diameter manifold, located at the rear of the instrument. This
manifold bifurcates and attaches to two parallel high vacuum bellows valves (model SS-
BNV5 1), linking to separate, bent rigid, lines that terminate at a quick-flange type fitting
and at the vacuum envelope inlet. These parallel lines allow, respectively, the vacuum
system to be rough pumped down to a point at which the ion pump can begin useful
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operation, and the vacuum envelope and ion pump to be sealed off from the inlet during
storage. All vacuum system connections use VCR type couplings.
The inlet apparatus is the most likely component to fail under high hydrostatic
pressure. This is due to the fact that the inlet membrane resides outside of the pressure
sphere and is exposed to ambient water pressure while maintaining a near-perfect vacuum
on its internal surface. Possible failure modes include backing plate collapse caused by
excessive hydrostatic pressure, membrane rupture caused by excessive hydrostatic
pressure, as well as excessive water vapor influx across an intact membrane due to a
thermally or chemically induced increase in membrane permeability. In addition to the
problems associated with a catastrophic failure of the inlet, significant water vapor input
can cause a reduction in signal response through the collision of water molecules with
analyte ions. Based on calculations previous calculations [39], inlet membrane and
backing plate strength was determined to allow for an absolute maximum deployment
depth of approximately 100 meters, with the backing plate being the limiting factor.
Destructive pressure testing of the inlet system design has shown the inlet to successfully
withstand pressures greater than 100 psi, corresponding to a water depth of
approximately 75 meters [72]. To date the NEREUS system has been successfully
deployed to a depth of 25 meters.
2.1.3 Ion pump
The vacuum system must first be rough-pumped down to a pressure of no greater than
10-5 Torr before the instrument's onboard ion pump can be used to create and maintain
free molecular low conditions within the vacuum system [39]. This 8 1/s diode type ion
pump is bolted directly to the vacuum envelope at a 2 Y inch conflat flange fitting
located near the center of the vacuum envelope to maximize conductance of excess gas
away from the cycloid. The ion pump is powered by a high gain DC-DC converter which
accepts the +12 volt input from the battery and generates +3000 volts at its output. When
operating at under normal gas loads at steady state conditions, the ion pump typically
draw less than 200 pA, or 0.6 watts. The ion pump and power supply, combined, require
less than 2 watts of power.
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aFigure 2-5: Ion pump (with un-machined housing), cycloid and vacuum envelope
assembly
Owing to the ion pump's weightiness, the pump housing has been radically machined
to help reduce overall instrument weight to a point of neutral buoyancy. This entailed
machining away the pump housing's mild steel sidewalls to a total cross sectional area of
2 in 2, thereby still permitting sufficient return path for the ion pump's magnetic flux
density of 1,270 Gauss. Additionally, concave lenticular surfaces were machined into the
external faces of the pump housing. These surfaces were produced by machining a series
of concentric circles of parabolically decreasing depth as a function of distance from the
center, intended to accommodate the increasing magnetic flux density developed in
relation to distance from the center. The resulting housing weighs 2.8 kg, a 33%
reduction from its initial weight of 4.2 kg, yet maintains a flux density of 1,270 Gauss
across its interior.
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Figure 2-6: Machined ion pump housing
2.2 Analyzer
The analyzer component group, which is mostly contained within the vacuum
envelope, includes the ion source, cycloidal mass selector, Faraday cup detector, and
elecrometer. A permanent magnet, which is positioned outside of the vacuum envelope
provides a homogenous B-field for the cycloid. During operation, sample gases first
diffuse from the water column in across the membrane inlet, and then migrate through the
inlet tube, toward the vacuum envelope. The limited volume of the inlet system,
particularly within the vacuum envelope, has the added advantage of short residence
time. Once gas molecules enter the vacuum envelope, they are ionized and then
accelerated through the mass selector, finally impacting the Faraday cup detector.
Electric field for the cycloid is produced by a high voltage operational amplifier
which supplies a variable potential to accelerator plates within the analyzer. Total
instrument power consumption is kept below 20 watts, in part through a high frequency,
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duty cycle modulated, emission regulator [38]. To further reduce power consumption, a
permanent magnet is used to generate the required B field across the analyzer region.
2.2.1 Analyzer magnet
The analyzer magnet is of an asymmetric U-shaped geometry with an air gap of 1
inch and pole piece diameters of 3.5 inches. The pole pieces and yoke are constructed of
low carbon steel to allow for maximum magnetic permeability, while the coercive force
of the magnet is generated by two cylindrical NdFeB magnetic members, each residing
between a pole pieces and the yoke. Pole pieces are shaped to minimize fringing effects
within the air gap region, whereas the yoke is shaped asymmetrically to minimize space
requirements and mass. The analyzer magnet of the Hemond backpack instrument served
as an initial benchmark for the NEREUS magnet, with a weight goal of less than 11 kg
and a flux density of at least 3,500 Gauss for the NEREUS analyzer magnet.
Preliminary magnet designs were prepared using SoldWorks CAD software for shape
optimization [39] based on the maximum magnetic permeability (Bmax ) of low carbon
steel and a minimum calculated cross sectional area of 3.85 in 2. This type of steel was
chosen because of its higher Bmax relative to standard mild steel. The yoke and pole
pieces of the magnet body were then machined from this metal, using a venerable
Monarch lathe and Bridgeport end mills at the Parsons Lab machine shop. The magnet's
two cylindrical NdFeB elements were constructed by Group Arnold at low cost by virtue
of pie shaped magnets that have been compressed and sintered together into a cylinder.
These cylindrical magnets are nickel plated to protect the brittle magnetic material from
cracking and to minimize exposure to damaging hydrogen gas. Once initial machining
and fabrication was complete, four bolt holes were drilled and tapped into the rear of the
magnet body to secure the yoke pieces together. Then, using extreme care, the magnetic
elements with their pole pieces were positioned on the yoke and are held securely in
place using only the magnetic field itself. It is worthwhile noting that serious dangers are
posed to fingers and hands by metal objects such as wrenches, which can be caught
within the magnet's field and rapidly accelerated to high velocities.
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Flux measurements of this initial design revealed a flux density of 4,200 Gauss. To
further decrease space requirements and weight, the magnet was carefully disassembled
and a subsequent machining of the magnet yoke was undertaken to aggressively trim
away areas of low magnetic flux. Areas of reduction were selected presuming curved
lines of magnetic flux through the magnetic return circuit and that cross sectional area
requirements directly above the magnetic elements range from zero at the distal end of
the body, to maximum at the proximal end. Therefore, the external intersections of the
magnet body (where the bolts are attached) were rounded using a 1.125 in radius of
curvature and a 160 bevel was machined on one of the side surfaces (the surface facing
the electrometer and ion pump when fully assembled) and on the surfaces directly above
and below the magnetic elements. The resulting magnet weighs approximately 8 kg and
generates a flux density of 4,270 Gauss across the air gap, along its central axis.
Figure 2-7: Asymmetrically shaped analyzer magnet
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2.2.2 Cycloid analyzer
NEREUS employs a modified CEC 21-620 cycloidal type analyzer, as described by
Robinson and Hall [74], which uses orthogonally crossed fixed homogenous magnetic
and variable homogenous electric fields to impart trochoidal trajectories to sample ions
(Figure 2-9). The cycloidal ion trajectory is given by Bleakney and Hipple [75]. This
geometry has the inherent property of perfect direction and velocity focusing, making the
analyzer less sensitive to misalignment and vibration, and because the ion trajectories
loop in on themselves a relatively compact flight path, and therefore size, is achievable.
These geometry characteristics allows for a mass range of approximately 2-150 atomic
mass units, and a mass resolving power of 100 [20], permitting detection of dissolved
biogenic gases, atmospheric gases, light hydrocarbons, and the differentiation of many
isotopes.
-Ion ath
Fi2ure 2-8: Ion traiectory of cycloidal mass analyzer
Modifications to the cycloid include the addition of a cycloid-mounted inlet tube,
which directs incoming analyte gases into the ionization chamber, described in detail by
Camilli [39]. Also, the cycloid used within the NEREUS prototype lacked an electron
trap. To correct this shortcoming, an electron trap was fabricated from a stainless steel
double-butted bicycle spoke that was cut and filed into an L-shape with a flattened square
tip. This electron trap is held in position by a stainless steel armature, fabricated from a
discarded desktop PC motherboard shield, which is bolted to plate 0 and, in turn, bonded
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to the electron trap with non-conductive epoxy. In addition, an aluminum shim has been
inserted between the cycloid's mounting arch and plate 0, thereby providing an offset to
properly align the cycloid within the vacuum envelope. The shim measures 0.865" x
0.105" x 0.275" with two 0.15" diameter holes drilled with a 0.6" spacing to
accommodate two cycloid mounting screws. The relatively close tolerances of the cycloid
within the vacuum envelope necessitate that the cycloid be aligned to within 1 millimeter
of its required position to prevent short-circuiting of the electric field plates to the walls
of the vacuum envelope.
Samples are first ionized by the ion source housed within the ionizing chamber
portion of the cycloid, located immediately in front of the ion pump inlet. These ions are
produced using a heated tungsten filament to thermionically emit electrons that are then
accelerated by a 70volt potential, causing these electrons to impact and ionize analyte
molecules that have entered the ionization chamber. An electron trap located to the
exterior of the ionizing chamber collects free electrons and negatively charged ions.
Positively charged ions are then repelled out from the ionizing chamber by a repeller
plate (held at a positive potential relative to the ion chamber) and accelerated into the
cycloid mass selector by the injector, which carries a positive charge smaller than that of
the repeller. Once within the mass selector region of the cycloid, the analyte ions are
acted upon by the fixed magnetic field developed by the analyzer magnet and orthogonal
electric field created by five electric plates, causing the ions to assume curved trajectories
toward one of two Faraday cup detectors. By varying the potential of the electric field in
unison with the repeller and injector potentials, ion beams of varying m/z can be made to
come into focus on one of the two Faraday cups. Ions with mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) of
12 or less can be made to assume trajectories in the direction of the 1800 sector Faraday
cup, while ions with m/z of 12 or more can be focused on the cycloidal path Faraday cup.
All control signals are sent to the cycloid through its Amphenol type 17 pin connector
which is secured to the 3 1/8" flange opening of the vacuum envelope. Connection pins
and functions are listed in Table 2-1: Cycloid pin out.
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Figure 2-9: NEREUS cycloid tube constructed from a modified CEC 21-620
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Cycloid pin
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
M
N
P
Q
R
S
T
Function
Filament
Shield/ground
Plate heater
Plate heater
Plate 0/ ground
Electron trap
Plate 2
Plate heater (omitted)
Plate heater (omitted)
Filament heater
Plate 5
Plate 1
Plate 3
Injector
Repeller
Filament
Plate 4
Mass selector i
1 & 2
6
7
3
5
4
9
10
8
Table 2-1: Cycloid pin out
The ion beams generate an ion current which is detected by the Faraday cup and sent
to the electrometer via one of the two BNC type feed-through ports located on the
vacuum envelope's 2 1/2 inch conflat flange (Figure 2-10). The conflat flange contains
two machined recesses that prevent the Faraday cup pickups from contacting the conflat
flange and producing a short circuit. Ion current is sent from the Faraday cup pickups to
curved music box-like tines that extend perpendicularly from the internal feed through
rods. These contacts are constructed from the same lightweight stainless steel material as
the electron trap mounting bracket and are tin soldered to the feed through rods. Using
these feedthrough contacts, the electrometer senses this ion current and transforms it to an
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amplified voltage signal. This electrometer output voltage is then converted to a digital
signal by a data acquisition (DAC) board and transmitted to an embedded computer,
which interprets and stores this data.
Figure 2-10: Conflat flange with dual BNC feed through
2.3 Electronic Control
Autonomous operation requires that the MIMS instrument be able to perform all
necessary functions via a pre-programmed embedded computer system (i.e. a computer
system residing within the instrument housing). Minimum functionality includes
powering instrument on & off at predetermined intervals, mass step calibration,
accelerator potential control, emission regulator control, data collection and handling, and
systems diagnostics. To fulfill these operation needs as well as power and space
limitations, NEREUS uses embedded PC-104 computer coupled with mass selector
controller, data acquisition system, electrometer, and an emission regulator.
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2.3.1 Embedded computer
Although higher clock frequency Pentium® type systems offer the highest
performance, it comes at an energy use premium. Given the power constraint of
approximately 5 watts for the computer and DAQ board, an Ampro 386 SX core module
operating at 25MHz was initially utilized in combination with an Ampro VFP-II VGA
flat panel controller. The IDE bus of the 386SX module does not permit use of a
flashable solid-state (PC card) disk for non-volatile memory storage, therefore, the 1 MB
EEPROM was partitioned allowing it to function as a hard drive. After successful short-
term deployments, the core module was replaced with a 486DX module operating at 100
MHz; thereby permitting use of a removable solid-state flash disk and thus extending
available mission time. In addition to the increased storage space, the faster clock speed
and onboard math co-processor of the substituted core module accelerates command line
execution, resulting in an increased sampling speed of up to approximately 1500 samples
per second while adhering to a power budget of less than 5 watts.
Each data point requires information concerning scan voltage, m/z, and time,
imposing a memory requirement of up to a maximum of 248 data bits per sample. To
address the data storage needs, NEREUS uses a commercially available 128MB SanDisk
Compact Flash disk (commonly used in digital cameras), which has the advantages of
extremely small form factor, low power consumption, high tolerance to vibration, impact,
and pressure fluctuation, low cost, and modular data transfer from the NEREUS
computer to a laptop (i.e. by physically exchanging cards). Presently the embedded
computer uses this solid-state disk as a bootable disk, which contains the operating
system and instrument code compiled as an executable file. The operating system and
instrument code together require approximately 500KB, allowing the remaining 127MB
to be reserved for data storage. Because NEREUS employs signal averaging, memory
requirements are decreased to less than 2 MB per hour of operation, thus permitting at
least 2 days worth of data storage when the instrument is in continuous operation.
2.3.2 Communication
In addition to onboard data storage, the embedded computer is capable of
communicating to send data or receive commands from either of two RS232 serial ports
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operating either a null modem to AUV control computers or a half handshake protocol to
a radio transceiver via a tethered surface float. The radio transceiver receives power from
the internal NEREUS power system, with a total power requirement of approximately
150 mW, and operates using a 418 MHz FM frequency with an effective broadcast range
of approximately 150 meters when the companion laptop transceiver is within clear line-
of-sight and broadcasts to shorter distances when obstructions are present.
Communications with either radio transmitter or standard wired serial link require
transmission at 9,600 bits per second through a 50 ft. long 9-pin Impulse MIL-9-MP
waterproof marine cable pin arrangement is described in Table 2-2.
Impulse cable pin color Function DB-9 pin
1 Black GND 5
2 White Power 9
3 Red TXD 3
4 Green RXD 2
5 Orange RTS 7
6 Blue CTS 8
7 Purple DSR 6
8 Yellow CD 1
9 Brown DTR 4
Table 2-2: Waterproof cable pin assignments
2.3.3 Data acquisition and instrument control
The controller/data acquisition system, or DAQ board, is a revised version of the
circuit previously described by Camilli [39] , which functions as a compact (12cm x 9
cm), low power (1.5 watt), 16-bit resolution controller and sensor. It is compatible with
computers using 8X86 through Pentium® microprocessors, interfacing via a printer port
conforming to a PS-2/bi-directional protocol (IEEE1284). The IEEE 1284 standard
permits a maximum data width of 8-bits; consequently, the DAQ board makes use of a
multiplexor array, which allows for a "two pass" 16-bit transfer of both controller and
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sensor data. The DAQ board relies on an Analog Devices 7884 ADC to send commands
to the mass selector and an Analog Devices 569 DAC to quantify electrometer voltage;
both converters possess sample-and-hold capabilities, permitting simultaneous operation
of the sensor and controller.
This generation DAQ design incorporates several improvements over the previous
generation described by Camilli [39]. Included is an optional -5V input offset circuit for
electrometer input (jumper selected), thereby enabling use of the full -5V to +5V scale of
the AD7884 analog-to-digital converter. Additionally, all 5 status register bits of the
parallel port have been made available for possible use as indicators of instrument states
such as excessive internal pressure, ion pump failure, fail-safe activation, and low battery
condition. Bit 3 of the control line operates a relay controlling the emission regulator's
on/off state, thus permitting a computer selectable low power sleep mode. Additionally,
digital-to-analog output is now routed to an on-board isolation operational amplifier,
which uses the scan board's "floating" power supply to generate scan board input
voltages. Finally, the new DAQ design makes use of Analog Devices' BQ and AN line of
integrated circuits, which offer improved noise characteristics over AQ models.
Error correction algorithms have been incorporated into the DAQ board execution
code to increase accuracy. The controller correction is simply a computed 4mV offset,
while the sensor correction is a slope-offset algorithm designed to accommodate a 2's
complement architecture. To further decrease sampling error, a signal-averaging regime
has been included into the sensor code. Previous DAQ board performance testing
demonstrated capabilities of sense and control functions with sample speed independent
16-bit accuracy, and operational speed dependent on the command line execution rate of
its host computer [39].
2.3.4 Mass Selector
Electrical potential is delivered to the repeller, injector, and accelerator plates by an
isolated high-gain circuit. This circuit is adapted from the Hemond scan board [29]; a
design that is, in turn, based on a CEC controller developed in the early 1950s [74] which
relies upon vacuum tubes common to that era.
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The NEREUS scan control input voltage, generated by the embedded computer and
DAQ, is relayed via an onboard BurrBrown model 124 isolation operational amplifier.
The output of the iso opamp is routed to the negative input of a heat-sinked operational
amplifier (Apex model PA88) acting as an inverting amplifier. This high voltage opamp
provides a gain of approximately -60 X relative to the input scan control voltage. It is
necessary to isolate this high voltage circuit so that the repeller, injector, and accelerator
plates can make use of a "floating" ground reference, thereby allowing accelerator plates
#1, #3, and #5 (focus) to develop substantially negative potentials without requiring a
dedicated negative power supply.
The operational amplifier makes use of a "floating ground" power supply created by
a ±15 volt DC-DC converter (PICO model 12GR 150), with the +15 volt output
transformed into +300 volts by a second set of three serially connected 100 volt DC-DC
converters (PICO model 12A100). The +300 volt output is then routed through a 1000
ohm resistor to limit current. A I0 pF accumulator capacitor is shunted to the common
terminal of the circuit to stabilize the 300 volt output, while two 150 volt zener diodes in
series protect the circuit from reverse polarity damage. Finally, the +300 volt and -15
volt supplies are routed to the supply pins of the PA88.
The output of the PA88 is connected to a resistor ladder, which acts as a voltage
divider for the accelerator plates. These plates are arranged so that the even numbered
plates (2 and 4) develop respectively increasing positive potential, and the odd lumbered
plates (1,3, and 5) develop increasing negative potential, respectively. Plate 0, which also
serves as the cycloid mounting spar is held at ground potential relative to the negative
electrode of the battery pack and vacuum envelope. Resistor ladder arrangement is
detailed in Figure 2-11.
The scan board was initially unable to generate the requisite plate voltages for
focusing ions with m/z less than 17. Major revisions to a second resistor ladder operating
in parallel with the accelerator plate ladder to source voltage to the injector and repeller
plates, were made to reduce the overall current demand placed on the PA88 opamp and
100 volt DC-DC converters. It is likely that this scanning limit is a result of increased
plate voltage needed to match the 20% increase in field strength of the scan magnet over
previous magnet designs. To accomplish current reduction and thereby enable higher
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plate voltages without requiring increased power, variable voltage to the injector and
repeller plates is provided by way of two parallel 100K ( 1 watt potentiometers
connected to the PA88 output and shunted to the common terminal via a lOOK n resistor
tail. Through this modification the overall resistance of the circuit was increased from
45.8K Q to 55K , resulting in a 20% decrease in power demand and thereby extending
the scan range to m/z of less than 12. After completing these modifications, accelerator
plate voltages were tuned to maximize ion peak height while maintaining baseline
linearity. Greatest performance was achieved by tuning the potentiometers to produce the
voltages described in Table 2-3, where all potentials are referenced to the vacuum
envelope, and a voltage of -1.174 volts is applied at the input of the scan controller.
100k +- INJECTOR 100k +-REPELLER
1 00k
604k
10k
INPUT -
RETURN
PA885
1 00k
5
20k
13k
27k
27k
50
PLATE 4
PLATE 2
PLATE 0
& VACUUM
ENVELOPE
P1 ATE 1
13k
PLATE 3
13k
PLATE 51k J50k (FOCUS)
Figure 2-11: Scan controller detail
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Cycloid E-field Cycloid pinEdge connect pin Potential (volts)
Repeller R 10 34.5
Injector Q 9 24.36
Plate 0 E 6 0.0
Plate 1 N 5 -11.16
Plate 2 G 7 11.20
Plate 3 P 4 -22.12
Plate 4 T 8 22.09
Plate 5 M 3 -36.02
Table 2-3: Cycloid electric field potentials
2.3.5 Emission regulator
Ionization of sample analyte is accomplished by means of electron impact, wherein
electricity is supplied to the filament from an electronic circuit, causing electrons to be
ejected from the heated tungsten filament. This process accounts for the majority of the
instrument's power consumption; therefore, to improve energy efficiency over that of a
simple resistive element regulator, the NEREUS ionization circuit, developed by Hemond
[38], relies upon a TL494 integrated circuit, operating as a square wave generator to drive
two field effect power transistors, which are connected in a push pull arrangement. The
current driven through these transistors is then rectified and sent to a DC-DC converter,
where its voltage is decreased from 12 to approximately 2 volts and current increased to
approximately 3 Amperes before acting upon the filament. By varying the duty cycle of
this square wave instead of circuit resistance, losses are minimized. Regulation of the
square wave duty cycle is maintained through a negative feedback loop that senses
electron trap current and adjusts the duty cycle to match potentiometer specified current.
Electric current is delivered to the filament via two 12 gauge wires which are
affixed to square pads on the circuit board. Typically, the emission regulator draws 9
watts of power while operating at 8 kHz. A Simpson micro ammeter that electrically
connects the electron trap to the emission regulator's sensory circuitry, and is physically
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mounted directly above the emission regulator, can be used to visually monitor trap
current developed by the ionization chamber. Trap current is typically around 7 pLA
during instrument operation. Power and sensory lines (including trap current and on/off
control logic) are input to the emission regulator trough a DB-25 connector. Size of the
emission regulator was reduced to a NEREUS compatible footprint through the use of
miniaturized components such as DC-DC converters and ceramic capacitors and the
circuit being etched onto a double-sided board measuring 3.5" x 3.5". Care was taken in
circuit board layout to place high noise components such as switching power transistors
and converters into areas away from sensory components and to minimize trace lengths.
The emission regulator is switched on and off via software, using the computer's
parallel port control bit-3 line to direct a bipolar transistor which drives a reed type relay
switch connecting the TL494 on/off line to ground. In this way, the computer can turn off
the emission regulator during periods of inactivity, decreasing power consumption from
approximately 18 to 9 watts. This control circuit is integral to the DAQ circuitry and, due
to its position above the ion pump housing and analyzer magnet, requires B-field
shielding for satisfactory relay actuation.
+5 V
TL494
ON/OFF
CTRL 3
Fi2ure 2-12: Software controlled emission re2ulator on/off relay
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2.3.6 Electrometer
The extremely low ion currents generated by the Faraday cup requires that the
electrometer produce a large gain while keeping noise at minimal levels. Given the 16 bit
resolution and -5 to +5 volt input signal range of the DAQ's analog to digital converter,
the electrometer should be able to amplify the smallest ion current of interest to at least
153 p volts. However, the need for high gain requires the use of a feedback resistor
valued greater than 109 ohms, which dominates all other electrometer voltage noise
sources. Additionally, the response time of the electrometer is determined by the resistor-
capacitor time constant of the feedback resistor and the stray capacitance across the
resistor. This time constant determines the maximum bandwidth of the electrometer and,
consequently, can be the limiting factor for overall instrument sampling speed (i.e. when
multiple mass peaks are required in a spectral scan). Therefore, adequate instrument
performance requires an optimization of the electrometer's amplification, noise tolerance,
and bandwidth parameters.
Initially, an electrometer previously developed for the Hemond mass spectrometer
(Hemond 1991) was tested for use on the NEREUS system. This circuit uses a circuit
based on a Teledyne 1702 operational amplifier connected as a current-to-voltage
converter, followed by a unity gain inverting buffer (Figure 2-13). The 1702 op-amp
generates an extremely low bias current, which is achieved with a parametric input stage.
The low noise characteristics of this electrometer permit quantization of ion current
signals as small as 1014 amps. However a 1011 Q feedback resistor and 2pF of
capacitance, yield a response time of approximately one half second, making
electrometer time response a major limiting factor because successive scans across the
spectral range are required. For example, if 1,000 mass steps (including molecular ions
and fragments) are needed to accurately represent mass peaks across a single spectrum,
and measurement of ion current at each mass step requires 0.5 second, the time needed to
complete the scan exceeds 8 minutes. Therefore, a new electrometer was developed that
possesses the same low noise characteristics as the Hemond design, while increasing its
effective bandwidth.
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Figure 2-13: Teledyne parametric op-amp electrometer design by Hemond
For design purposes, minimum required signal amplification can be calculated
assuming a 153 pvolt minimum DAQ detectable voltage (10 volts of dynamic range/ 16
bits). Given an assumed minimum detectable ion current of 10-14 amperes, overall
electrometer gain must be at least 1.53x1010 (where 1 ampere = 1 volt/ampere). Based on
this gain value, an appropriate feedback resistor can be calculated. Feedback resistor
selection is limited because large value resistors are produced in only limited sizes.
Presuming that the Johnson noise of the feedback resistor will be the dominant noise
source, a noise value for the feedback resistor can be easily computed as a function of
temperature (the NEREUS instrument package is not intended to operate in water bodies
that exceed 300'K) and frequency; where i is current in amps, K is the Boltzmann
constant of 1.38x10-23 Joules/ Kelvin, T is temperature in Kelvin, B is bandwidth in
Hertz, and R is resistance in ohms.
e 2=4KTBR
Equation 2-1: Fundamental thermal noise of feedback resistor
Using Ohm's law to compute the output signal voltage for a given resistive value, the
output signal (given a 10-14 Ampere input) can then be compared against its output
thermal noise voltage to find a signal-to-noise ratio. For example, a 1010 Q resistor
produces a voltage signal of 100 ptV, but generates Johnson noise of equal value (S/N= 1)
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when bandwidth is 60.4 Hz and temperature is 300 Kelvin; while a stray capacitance of
IpF in parallel with 1010 Q yields a time constant of 100Hz. In this case the circuit would
be frequency limited by the Johnson noise. Assuming that a signal-to-noise ratio of at
least 1 is required for detection of the ion current, a maximum temperature of 300 Kelvin,
a minimum ion current of 1014 Amperes, and a stray capacitance of at least 2pF exists in
parallel with the feedback resistor, a feedback resistor value with optimum signal-to-
noise and frequency characteristics can be found. Figure 2-14 graphically illustrates how
circuits with feedback resistor values of less than approximately 5 x 109 are frequency
limited by Johnson noise and circuits with feedback resistors greater than 1.5 x10 10 and
capacitance of at least 2 pF are frequency limited by their RC time constant.
1000
100
N
CL)
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10
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Figure 2-14: Optimal feedback resistor value as a function of RC time constant and S/N,
assuming a minimum input signal of 10~" Amperes, temperature of 300K, and Johnson
noise dominating.
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Having identified a feedback resistor of approximately 1010 Q as optimal, a glass type
1.05 x10'0 Q Victoreen resistor was chosen, based on cost and availability. Then, using
these calculations, the active components of the electrometer were selected. Beginning
with the electrometer input, a National Semiconductor LMC6001 field effect operational
amplifier was chosen for use as the first stage gain. The LMC 6001 was selected because
of its low input current noise characteristics (0.13fA/Hz" 2 ), and because its field-effect
architecture minimizes input leakage. Like the previous electrometer design, the
LMC6001 is arranged as an inverting amplifier, with its negative input connected to the
Faraday cup lead. This arrangement amplifies the 10-14 amperes to -105 pV at the output
of the LMC6001.
Previous calculations and experimentation [39] indicated that the NEREUS
instrument requires a dynamic range of approximately 2000 to properly quantify
dissolved chemicals of interest at common ambient environmental concentrations (i.e.
from 10 parts per billion to 20 parts per million). Therefore, to provide adequate
amplification to make full use of the 10 volt digital-to-analog converter range, the output
of the LMC6001 is connected to the input of a second stage amplifier which amplifies the
input with a gain of -50. This second stage employs a Linear Technology LTC 1151
operational amplifier (configured as an inverting amplifier) that can convert and amplify
a 200mV input to a 10 volt output. The LMC6001 advertises zero drift and an input offset
of 5pV, minimizing baseline clipping and drift. Finally, the output is routed through a
resistor capacitor series low pass filter with its -3dB roll-off centered at 150 Hz. The
150Hz value was chosen so that signal attenuation would be minimized in the frequency
region of interest ( 50 Hz). A schematic of the circuit is shown in Figure 2-15.
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Figure 2-15: NEREUS electrometer circuit
An overall expected noise budget as a function of bandwidth was determined for the
electrometer, using the noise figures for the feedback resistor, the various other resistors,
and for the active components which are listed in the data sheets of the LMC6001 and
LTC 1151. Based on this noise budget, a minimum ion detectable current as a function of
bandwidth can be calculated, assuming S/N=1 and T= 300 K (Figure 2-16).
To minimize size, the circuit was constructed on an etched single plane PC-board,
using 1/8 watt resistors, DIP packages for the LTC 1151 the LMC6001 (Figure 2-17). The
Victoreen feedback resistor was connected to the input of the LMC6001 using an "air
wiring" technique. This approach takes advantages of the insulative and low stray
capacitive properties of air to minimize the effects of stray electronic noise, which
although small, still permeates the etched board material.
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A battery power supply consisting of two 9 volt alkaline batteries in series with a
center tap, providing ±9 volts, in parallel with four center tapped 1.5 volt AA alkaline
batteries providing ±3 volts to the LMC6001 supplies to the op-amps and voltage
reference.
1.00E-14
aU,
EZ
oZ
0
1.00E-15
0 5 10 15 20 25
Frequency (Hz)
30 35 40 45
Figure 2-16: Theoretical electrometer sensitivity vs. sampling
circuit is not limited by feedback resistor RC time constant)
frequency (assuming
To match the -5 to +5 range of the DAQ, the 0 to 10 volt output of, the LTC 1151
output was offset using an Analog Devices REF 195 +5 [change] volt precision voltage
reference that is connected to the output of the LTC 1151 via second LTC 1151 operating
as a unity gain inverter. This voltage regulator addition, however, generated electronic
interference in excess of the resolution gain attained by centering the output range about
zero. Therefore, this offset circuit was re-designed using a high precision AD588BQ
voltage reference that resides on the DAQ board, thus preventing voltage reference
induced load fluctuations from significantly decreasing the electrometer's signal to noise
ratio.
A 3.7 cm length of coaxial cable is used in parallel with the Victoreen resistor as a
low value (- 3 pF) capacitor. This length of cable is necessary to provide feedback
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amplifier frequency compensation, thereby avoiding stability problems resulting in a rail-
to-rail oscillation at 26Hz (higher harmonics also) on the electrometer's output. Through
trial and error, a minimum capacitive value was found that prevented the oscillation. The
exact cause of this instability is still unclear, but is most likely due to the extremely high
gain of the Victoreen resistor in combination with stray effects near the LMC6001 leads.
The resulting overall gain and response time of the electrometer suggest that the coaxial
capacitor may also function as a resistive element to the extent that it decreases the
feedback effective resitance (possibly a factor of 5 or more).
Figure 2-17: NEREUS electrometer
In addition to careful circuit design, several other steps were taken to minimize the
effects of external noise sources. A battery pack, sourcing ±3 and ±9 volts to the
electrometer was built to minimize 60Hz interference, which was encountered even when
using high-quality regulated AC power supplies. A second line of defense against
external noise was to place the electrometer in a Faraday cage and position it as close to
the Faraday cup as possible. To accomplish this, the electrometer was mounted inside a
small rectangular aluminum BUD box, and positioned so that the vacuum envelope feed-
through actually penetrates the aluminum box, allowing the Faraday cup output to
connect directly to the input of the electrometer's LMC6001 op-amp. Finally, the vacuum
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envelope and electrometer box were connected to the battery pack's common lead, to
make the electrometer resistant to damage from electrostatic discharge (Figure 2-18).
Figure 2-18: Electrometer shielding and mounting
A Hewlett Packard digital storage oscilloscope was used to collect data to analyze the
response characteristics of this electrometer design. Analysis consisted of sampling a
time series of approximately 32 seconds duration, at 1,000 samples per second, resulting
in a 32,768 point data series. These data series were then saved to disk and converted to
Matlab readable data files. The time series data sets then were transformed into frequency
spectra. Once the frequency spectrum was obtained, this data was then analyzed for
power spectral density. Based on time series data taken with the scope probe shorted to
ground, the probe introduces approximately 1.19mVrms of error to the measurement. To
estimate the noise inherent to the electrometer circuit, its input was tied to ground. Two
separate time series taken with the input grounded, indicated that the electrometer
generates from 3.42mVrms to 8.36mVrms of noise. No significant correlation is evident
between scope probe noise and electrometer noise. However, the electrometer appears to
be particularly sensitive to low frequency mechanical vibrations. Initial spectral analysis
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of the electrometer with its input connected to the Faraday cup revealed the 26Hz rail-to-
rail oscillation (as well as higher harmonics). After the oscillatory response was
attenuated with a properly trimmed coaxial cable (acting as a capacitive compensator),
the electrometer in combination with the Faraday cup generated approximately
9.13mVrms of noise (Figure 2-19). Based on cross correlation analysis, the oscillation
problem appears to either have been eliminated, or its magnitude attenuated to
somewhere below the noise floor of the electrometer (Figure 2-20). Close inspection of
the power spectral analysis for the compensated electrometer reveals a 60Hz peak with a
magnitude approximately an order of magnitude above baseline. This peak is likely to
have been caused by external power lines and fluorescent lights in the laboratory room
where the measurements were made. Other higher frequency peaks, between 400 and 500
Hz, are well in excess of the critical threshold of the output's low-pass filter, suggesting
that these frequencies are likely to have been generated and/or experienced subsequent to
the electrometer output.
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Figure 2-19: Power spectral density of electrometer with and without coaxial
capacitive compensator
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Figure 2-20: Time series cross correlation of electrometer noise data with and
without capacitive compensation
The 9.13mV of measured electrometer noise is roughly twice the estimated value,
thus elevating the minimum detectable ion current to 1.75 XIO-14 amps. Although a
minimum detection limit of 2 x 10-14 amps and maximum sampling frequency of 25Hz
(assuming 4pF of capacitance) is acceptable, post-processing techniques may allow
further improvement. Detailed examination of the frequency spectra of the electrometer
indicates that the noise measured at the output of the electrometer is generally "white", or
distributed uniformly across the frequency spectrum. The randomness of this noise is
exploited by employing signal averaging to reduce the magnitude of noise without
attenuating the signal; thereby increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. Applying this
technique to the electrometer data collected by the oscilloscope, we see a 90% error
reduction when using I100X signal averaging, an 86% error reduction with 50X signal
averaging, an 82% error reduction with 25X signal averaging, and a 59% error reduction
with 5X signal averaging. These values appear to behave very nearly to that of n1//n
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statistics, corroborating the hypothesis of noise randomness. If a lOX signal averaging
routine were to be implemented, a 68% noise reduction could be expected. The analog-
to-digital converter of the DAQ system is capable of conversion rates in excess of
150,000 samples per second, allowing for many samples in quick succession.
Consequently, if the electrometer bandwidth is 25 Hz, the DAQ can be made to do
successive conversions, with a 1ms temporal spacing, after an initial time delay of 25ms
(to allow electrometer output settling). This would have an overall effect of decreasing
the bandwidth to less than 25Hz, but increasing the ion current sensitivity.
In comparison to the Teledyne electrometer, the NEREUS electrometer appears to be
less affected by electromagnetic disturbances below 60 Hz (Figure 2-21). Given that the
NEREUS electrometer is designed to be used only within a frequency band up to
approximately 25 Hz, and incorporates a post-amplification low pass filter intended to
attenuate frequencies above 50Hz, this electrometer in fact possesses lower noise
characteristics than the Hemond design, yet requires a shorter response time. These
performance advantages are most likely due to the two-stage amplification process and
the extremely low bias current of the 6001 op-amp.
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Figure 2-21: Power spectrum density comparison of NERIEUS and Hemond-
Teledyne electrometers.
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2.4 Power system
NEREUS operates using a +12 Volt DC power supply. Electrical power can be
supplied to the instrument either from its two internal 12 volt 7 ampere-hour sealed lead-
acid batteries (connected in parallel) or via its external 9-pin Impulse cable (common
return at pin 1 and +12 volts at pin 2). The cable uses a shared power bus with the
batteries, permitting the internal batteries to be recharged when power is supplied to the
instrument by way of the cable connection. The 12 volt power bus supplies power to 4
electrical component groups: the ion pump, scan controller, emission regulator, and
digital circuitry. These components are connected to the +12 volt terminal by way of a
fused main toggle switch that then branches to individually fused toggle switches for
each of the four component groups. The five toggle switches are positioned immediately
forward of the scan magnet on the frame's composite mounting plate, and electrical wires
to the switches are routed through a wiring harness with a square 12 pin Amphenol
connector. This connector can be detached to permit easier access to components housed
within the lower hemisphere. Connector pin arrangement is detailed in Table 2-4.
Function Pin numbe
Computer/DAQ 1, 5
Emission regulator 2, 6
Scan controller 3, 7
Ion pump 4, 8
Main 9, 10
No connect 11, 12
Table 2-4: Power system wiring harness connector
Fuse ratings and approximate current draw for individual component groups during
operation are specified in Table 2-5. Return paths for each of the previously mentioned
electronic components are individually routed to a short length of 12 gauge "common
bus" wire which connects to the negative battery terminals and pin 2 of the Impulse
cable.
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Switch Fuse rating (Amperes) Current draw (Amperes)
Main 5 1.7
Embedded computer & DAQ 1 0.5
Emission regulator 2 0.7
Scan controller 2 0.2
Ion Pump 5 0.3
Table 2-5: Current requirements and fuse ratings of electronic circuits
The embedded computer and DAQ rely on a series of dedicated DC-DC converters
and voltage regulators to supply necessary positive and negative voltages. A DC-DC
converter (Power One model DFA6U12S5) transforms the battery's unregulated +12
volts into +5 volt regulated output of up to 6 watts; the embedded 386 computer and
DAQ require typically require a total of 900mA during operation. A parallel second DC-
DC converter (Power One model DFCIOU24D12) uses the unregulated +12 volts to
generate regulated ±12 volts at 24 watts. A voltage regulator (Film Microelectronics
model FM905S7) is connected in series to the -12 volt output of this DC-DC converter to
generate a regulated -5 volt source capable of sourcing up to 7.5 watts at peak. Both the
± 12 volt converter and the -5 volt regulator are capable of generating power in excess of
the digital circuitry's respective ±50mA and 20mA requirement, but were chosen based
on their higher efficiency over other types of inverters and regulators (e.g. zenier diode,
band gap, etc.). Outputs from these converters, the regulator, and a common return path
are routed to the embedded computer and DAQ system on a braided five-wire power
harness and connector that bifurcates into two 10 base-T Ethernet jacks mounted to the
instrument frame's composite plate. Wiring at the Ethernet jacks is described in Table
2-6.
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10 base-T Wire # Color Function
1 Orange & white GND
2 Orange +5 volts
3 Green & white NC
4 Blue +12 volts
5 Blue & white -5 volts
6 Green -12 volts
7 Brown & white GND
8 Brown +12 volts
Table 2-6: 10 base-T power connector wiring
Electrical power to the electrometer is supplied using a separate internal battery pack
consisting of four 1.5 volt AA and two 9 volt alkaline primary batteries. This independent
electrometer power supply was selected to minimize interference from switching loads
generated by the other electronic components.
2.5 Component housings, frame, and mounting apparatus
The NEREUS prototype fits within a 17-inch glass Benthos pressure sphere. The
upper hemisphere of the pressure sphere houses the analyzer and ancillary components
including embedded computer, DAQ board, electrometer, emission regulator board, ion
pump, magnet, and high voltage power supply. Initial design layout of the instrument
[cite Camilli 2000] was prepared using Ray Dream CAD software to project component
shapes within the allotted pressure sphere volume. Shape, size, and positioning of the
instrument components were then adapted based on the Ray Dream renderings, enabling
an approximately 50% decrease in instrument size beyond initial proposal estimates
which called for the instrument to occupy an entire sphere volume.
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Figure 2-22: Layout of NEREUS components within pressure sphere
The volume made available through this additional miniaturization of the instrument
has allowed for space within the lower hemisphere to reserved for placement of an
internal battery pack, which can be used to power the instrument. This battery pack is
composed of two 12 volt 7 Amp hour seal lead acid batteries and can easily be modified
to accommodate other types batteries, including rechargeable secondary varieties such as
lithium ion, nickel cadmium, and silver zinc, and non-rechargeable primary batteries,
such as the alkaline D-cell packs commonly used to power in-situ oceanographic
instruments.
2.5.1 Frame
NEREUS components are held in place using a composite frame. The composite
material has the advantages of being lightweight, non-corroding, electrically
nonconductive, and non-magnetic. The supporting frame uses an inverted quadripartite
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geometry, similar in design to those seen in building and bridge vaults. This geometry is
resistant to shock loads, permitting batteries to be housed in the lower hemisphere while
securely holding the instrument components in the upper hemisphere. Frame surfaces are
constructed from 6 oz. medium density 900 woven glass fiber impregnated with epoxy
resin. The upper mounting ring utilizes an internal high-density styrene foam core, with
eight radially embedded brass hard-points that are threaded to accept pan head hex bolts.
These eight hard-points serve to fasten the instrument mounting plate to the frame. The
frame, in turn, is fastened to the glass sphere via a composite disk that is bonded to the
base. The frame is secured with stainless steel screws at six hard points in its base.
Figure 2-23: NEREUS instrument frame
2.5.2 Mounting plate
The composite plate is shaped with a series of recesses and openings to securely
position the analyzer magnet, ion pump housing, vacuum system valves, and 10 base-T
type power connector sockets. The ion pump, analyzer magnet, and vacuum envelope are
zip tied in place to prevent dislodgment in case of roll over. Construction of the plate
involved first vacuum forming 10 layers of epoxy impregnated 6 oz. medium density 900
woven glass fiber with weave pattern offset of 450 between adjacent layers. A rigid
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polyurethane cast was then made of the analyzer magnet-vacuum system assembly,
which, in turn, was used to produce a male mold. The male mold's perimeter was then
traced onto the composite plate and the internal area then cut away from the plate. Next,
the male mold was placed within the cutaway region and an additional 5 layers of similar
epoxy impregnated glass fiber with 450 offset was hot vacuum formed onto the existing
10 layers. Hot vacuum forming was accomplished by placing the composite plate within
a Reynolds oven roasting bag (commonly used to roast turkeys). The bag was then sealed
and connected to a vacuum pump to evacuate gas voids from the composite while it cured
within a drying oven set to 850 C. Finally an epoxy top and bottom coat was applied to
the composite plate, and holes were drilled to accommodate the zip ties, thru-bolts,
vacuum valves, and power connectors.
Figure 2-24: Mounting plate placement of analyzer, detector and ion pump assemblies
2.5.3 Instrument cover
To further secure the analyzer components and prevent electrical short circuiting of
the ion pump's high voltage power supply, a specially shaped composite cover fits over
the ion pump, power supply, analyzer magnet, vacuum envelope, and electrometer. This
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cover is constructed of the same epoxy impregnated glass cloth as the composite plate,
utilizing a thickness of 5 layers in most areas, and up to 12 layers in obvious high stress
areas. Close fitting of the cover was achieved by sculpting a clay mold of the previously
mentioned component assembly along with required hollow areas. After the mockup
dried to a satisfactory hardness, it was then coated with Vaseline (serving as a mold
release) and then the composite cloth was applied and hot vacuum formed using the
previously mentioned process.
Figure 2-25: Composite instrument cover
2.5.4 Attachment disk
The frame is attached to the sphere via six bolts that are fastened into to a rigid semi-
spherical support disk. This support disk is constructed of epoxy coated two-part
polyurethane foam with internal copper mesh and stainless steel wire reinforcement
connected to six threaded stainless steel hard-points. Polyurethane was chosen as
foundation material because of its high strength to weight ratio and its casting ease.
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Construction of the support disk required that the frame and internal surface of the lower
pressure sphere be covered with a mold release. To minimize cost, common food storage
plastic wrap was used. After the release was in place, the six stainless steel hard-points
(constructed of a stainless steel nut welded to two stainless steel washers) were bolted to
the frame. After securing the hard-points, 1 1/2 inch width copper mesh was woven
through the washers in a six-pointed star pattern, with overlapping mesh intersections.
Internal points of the star with mesh overlapping between hard-point mounts were then
tied to directly opposing mesh angles, using 16-gauge stainless steel wire. These mesh
and wire reinforcement elements were then formed into a bowl shaped contour, similar to
the internal surface of the pressure sphere. Once these steps were complete, the two part
polyurethane foam was mixed in a 1 to 1 ratio, to an unexpanded volume equal to 1/10 of
the volume between the bottom of the frame and the pressure sphere was poured into the
sphere. The frame was then mounted to a square plywood sheet and placed concentrically
within the lower pressure sphere, ensuring uniform sphere compression space and that the
top of the frame traversed the sphere equator. Once adequately cured, the support disk
was removed and painted with a thin layer of epoxy to provide additional strength and
prevent catastrophic failure of the foam. The support disk is bonded to the glass pressure
sphere with RTV silicone. RTV material was selected as the bonding agent because it
provides good adhesion and is flexible, thereby allowing for sphere compression at depth
and helping to absorb shock loads created by mechanical impacts.
2.5.5 Electronics housings
Electronics boards, including the emission regulator, scan controller, DAQ, and
embedded computer are housed within small composite cases to prevent short circuiting,
protect circuitry from water leaks, attenuate electromagnetic interference, and to organize
placement of the boards within the pressure sphere. These housings are constructed of the
same 6 oz. woven cloth used for fabrication of the instrument frame and cover.
These cases were constructed by applying epoxy resin impregnated glass cloth over
polyurethane foam molds (sized to maintain adequate internal space for circuit boards
and connectors). After attaining adequate wall thickness, surfaces of the emission
regulator, scan controller, and DAQ were finished and then covered in metal foil to
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minimize electromagnetic interference. To minimize adverse magnetic field permeation
affects on an internal reed relay, the DAQ case also utilizes two .045" thickness mild
steel plates in the area directly beneath the relay.
Housings are bolted together using stainless steel screws and nuts. Electronics
housings containing the PC- 104 computer, DAQ system, emission regulator, and scan
controller are fastened to the external surface of the instrument cover using Velcro strips.
Although unconventional, Velcro was chosen over other fasteners based on its light
weight, magnetic inertness, and immunity to vibration.
Figure 2-26: Embedded computer with memory card
2.5.6 Hardhat protector
A high-density polyethylene "hardhat" protector is used to protect the NEREUS
instrument from impacts during transport and tethered deployment. The lower
hemisphere of the hard hat has been modified by two separate circular holes that permit
the inlet system to protrude and allow access to the sphere's vacuum port. A series of
square cutouts have also been made to the upper hemisphere of the hardhat, which permit
viewing of the ion pump and electron trap current gauges while the instrument is covered.
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Approximate overall neutral buoyancy is achieved for the instrument and hardhat
assembly through the use of a rigid polyurethane foam spider that has been cast into the
ribs of the upper hemisphere hardhat, along with a second polyurethane foam disk that is
attached to the top of the hardhat. The placements of these floatation pieces were chosen
to maximize the separation between the system's centers of gravity and buoyancy,
allowing the instrument to remain upright when deployed on a tether. The hardhat is
fastened closed using four eyebolts. A '2" diameter rope harness is then threaded through
the bolt eye holes and tied to the tether.
Figure 2-27: The NEREUS instrument, shown sealed within its pressure housing
prior to deployment
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2.6 Instrument startup and sphere sealing
Once the components of the NEREUS instrument have been properly wired and
assembled, the startup process can be initialized. This involves:
1. Connect roughing pump to NEREUS vacuum system Quickflange.
2. Open NEREUS vacuum system valve for external pump down.
3. Vacuum pump system to 10-8 Torr.
4. If vacuum envelope operation pressure has not been maintained, then open
vacuum envelope valve and continue pump down process.
5. After proper vacuum system pressure has been attained, turn on "main" and "ion
pump" power switches.
6. If the ion pump current meter is stable and draws less than 200pA, then turn on
"computer", "scan board" and "emission regulator" power switches.
7. Verify that the computer boots and that cycloid trap current meter displays
between 5 and 10 ptA.
8. Verify successful mass calibration using either an external computer connected
via radio link, or monitor connected to the embedded computer's VGA output.
9. Verify that scan routines can be executed as directed from remote computer.
10. Close roughing pump valve and disconnect roughing pump
11. Verify that ion pump current remains stable.
12. Disconnect all external wires.
After the NEREUS instrument initialization has been successfully performed, the
instrument can then be sealed through the following process:
1. Clean hemisphere mating surfaces with alcohol or similar solvent.
2. Carefully place upper hemisphere on lower hemisphere, taking care not to chip
glass surfaces.
3. Rotate upper hemisphere so that alignment marks match on hemispheres
4. Remove vacuum port screw and evacuate to 0.8 ATM.
5. Quickly replace vacuum port screw and verify that the sphere holds vacuum.
6. Apply "monkey dung" as a continuous bead around the mating surfaces.
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7. Finnly press and smooth monkey dung to glass surface.
8. Remove monkey dung backing tape.
9. Wrap wide plastic electrical type tape around the equatorial region three times,
beginning slightly below the equator, then transitioning to slightly above the
equator on the second turn, and completing the third wrap on the hemisphere.
10. Secure two metal band (hose type) clamps around the sphere. Position clamps in a
longitudinal arrangement, intersecting each other to form an "X" at the top and
bottom poles of the sphere.
11. Place sphere in Kemonaut AUV, or protective polyethylene hardhat.
12. Attach dummy plug to MIL-9 cable if external radio transceiver is not being used
(e.g. during AUV deployments).
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Chapter 3
SOFTWARE
Autonomous operation requires that the NEREUS instrument be able to perform all
necessary functions via its embedded computer system. Minimum functionality includes
powering instrument on and off at predetermined intervals, mass step calibration,
accelerator potential control, emission regulator control, data collection and handling,
systems diagnostics, and communications with auxiliary systems such as radio
transceivers, remote viewing terminals, or vehicle navigation computers. To satisfy these
operational needs as well as power and space limitations, NEREUS uses an embedded
PC-104 computer possessing a 486 core module operating at 100MHZ with a standard
MS-DOS 6.2 operating system. The NEREUS operational code is a compiled stand-alone
executable file that automatically loads during the computer booting sequence. Data files
and the executable are stored on a 128 MB flash disk configured as a fast IDE drive; data
files are specified by their *.NDF (nereus data file) extension. Functionality of the
instrument is enhanced through a supervisory control architecture that allows for human
or machine input to direct NEREUS operation via one of its two serial ports.
3.1 Embedded Code
The embedded NEREUS software was written and compiled using Microsoft Quick
Basic 4.5. This language was chosen based on the Hemond research group's computer
language familiarity and its ability to be run both as interpreted and compiled code, a
useful feature for development and debugging. Although Quick Basic is relatively limited
in its functioning, subroutines were developed to overcome these shortcomings, including
utilization of direct memory addressing for accessing parallel port registers, and iterative
for-loop structures to introduce timing delays where precision to less than one second is
required.
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3.1.1 Embedded display and user interface
A display is of minimal value because the embedded computer system is intended for
unmanned operation of the NEREUS instrument while it is sealed within its protective
housing and submerged. Therefore, only a rudimentary display was developed, and is
intended to function exclusively for computer file management and bench top
troubleshooting. This display generates a text based VGA output and can be connected to
a standard CRT monitor via a VGA jack located in the aft of the PC-104 housing. ASCII
text is output to the display in a columnar format consisting of: mass scan voltage,
apparent M/Z, ion signal and time.
The embedded computer accepts an AT type keyboard, which can be used to access
the BIOS as well as files within the operating system. Pressing the F8 key during the
booting sequence circumvents execution of the autoexec.bat and embedded code files,
thereby permitting file access from a DOS prompt. Alteration to extended BIOS options
is accomplished by pressing CTRL-ALT-ESC during the boot sequence, which causes a
configurable POST screen to be displayed, whereupon various BIOS settings can be
modified using the keyboard. Table 3-1 describes the proper extended BIOS settings for
NEREUS' embedded computer. In addition to the flash disk, the core module's floppy
interface can be connected to a floppy drive for data transfer when the upper pressure
housing is removed.
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Confi uration 0 tion Setting I
System POST
Core Module extended BIOS
Advanced Power Mgmt BIOS
Serial Port 1
Serial Port 2
Parallel Port
Floppy Interface
IDE Interface
Mono/Color Jumper
Onboard DIP Socket
Local Bus Video Display
Flat Panel Display Type
Video State
Blank POST Test
Serial Boot Loader
Watchdog Timer
Hot Key Setup
SCSI BIOS service
SCSI Initiator ID
SCSI Disk Retries
SCSI Disk 1
SCSI Disk 2
SCSI Disk 3
SCSI Disk 4
SCSI Disk 5
SCSI Disk 6
SCSI Disk 7
1s' Hard Disk
2n Hard Disk
3rd Hard Disk
4th Hard Disk
5h Hard Disk
6th Hard Disk
7th Hard Disk
8th Hard Disk
Console Output Device
Console Input Device
Express
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
SPP/BPP
Enabled
Enabled
Color
Disabled
CRT&FP
8
Enabled
Disabled
Disabled
Enabled
Enabled
Enabled
7
10
Id 0, Lun 0
Not Active
Not Active
Not Active
Not Active
Not Active
Not Active
Auto
Not Active
Not Active
Not Active
Not Active
Not Active
Not Active
Not Active
Video
Keyboard
Table 3-1: Embedded computer BIOS settings
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3.1.2 Instrument Control
The embedded computer uses a bi-directional parallel port connection to the DAQ to
maintain instrument control. The parallel port is accessed through direct memory
addressing (DMA) to four registers: configuration, data, status and control, residing at
hexadecimal memory addresses of 77A, 378, 379 and 37A respectively. The
configuration register serves to specify data transfer mode; in the case of NEREUS, a
value of 32 written to the 77A address sets the port to PS/2 data transfer mode. Bi-
directional data exchange takes place via the data register using a signaling pattern
previously described by Camilli [cite]. Under this regime data is transmitted across an 8-
bit data bus using a "two pass" architecture in which binary output data is sent to the 16-
bit digital-to-analog converter as an 8-bit high-byte packet followed by an 8-bit low-byte
packet. Binary 2's compliment data is read as input from the 16-bit analog-to-digital
converter in a similar fashion, wherein an 8-bit high-byte is read first, followed by an 8-
bit low-byte. To synchronize the data transfer process and thereby avoid data packet
collisions, the 8 data register bits are connected to a double-tiered bank of multiplexers
on the DAQ. Bits 0,1 and 2 of the parallel port's control register operate the multiplexer
gates, while bit 5 dictates directional control for the bi-directional data register and bit 3
actuates a transistor-driven reed relay functioning as an on/off logic switch for the
emission regulator. Status register bits 3 through 7 are reserved to detect the logic states
of various failsafe indicators. Bit assignments for the data, control and status registers are
detailed in Table 3-2.
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I DB-25
Table 3-2 Parallel port registers and functions
3.1.3 Calibration
Calibration of mass-to-charge (m/z) focus relative to the scan controller input
potential generated by the DAQ is required to accurately scan for and identify ion peaks
within the cycloid's spectral range. Initially a software application was developed that
scanned three separate peaks and generated a linear slope-offset equation based on the
three peak centers (Figure 3-1). This application required human operator input from a
remote laptop computer linked by radio transceiver to select the calibration gases and to
conclude the slope offset calculation. Extensive testing of this calibration system revealed
that non-ideal effects, most likely a consequence of the scan controller's high gain
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Register bit
Data 0
Data 1
Data 2
Data 3
Data 4
Data 5
Data 6
Data 7
Status 3
Status 4
Status 5
Status 6
Status 7
Control 0
Control 1
Control 2
Control 3
Control 5
___jFunction
Data in/out
Data in/out
Data in/out
Data in/out
Data in/out
Data in/out
Data in/out
Data in/out
Ion pump failure
Emergency valve
High pressure indicator
Low Battery
Unused
Converter select
Byte select
AD569 chip select
Emission regulator on/off
Data input/output
pin
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
15
13
12
10
11
1
14
16
17
NC
circuitry, causing the cycloid's electric field potentials to correspond non-linearly with
scan controller input. Additional analyses indicated that this non-linearity did not affect
the monotonicity of the relationship but did introduce a degree of distortion large enough
to preclude accurate tuning of ion peaks with an m/z in excess of 30 AMU. Moreover,
radio transmission interference occasionally would produce transmission errors that
caused the embedded computer to generate cycloid plate voltages considerably different
from their intended values. Although this error could be overcome either by redundant
command transmission, or through post processing of signals for error correction, both
methods could only be implemented with substantial time penalties. Therefore, an
alternate system of calibration was developed.
Figure 3-1: Remote calibration GUI for NEREUS instrument
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To overcome the drawbacks of the first generation calibration system, all functions
requiring communication with an external agent, human or computer, were eliminated in
favor of a completely autonomous system. In addition, an algorithm was developed that
iteratively compares the residuals of likely variable values to produce a least-squares-fit
exponential equation. This second-generation calibration system also makes use of an
error checking procedure, which was developed to verify that newly generated calibration
variables are within acceptable error margins. Failing a successful calibration, the
instrument undertakes a limited number of retries before discontinuing the process and
reverting back to the most recent valid variables stored in memory.
Calibration is initiated at each computer boot-up and at hourly intervals thereafter.
The calibration routine involves scanning for three peaks at mass-to-charge ratios of 16,
20 and 40. These peaks were selected based on their presumed universal expression under
all marine environmental conditions, expecting that an oxygen peak at m/z =16 will
persist either as an atomic fragment of water or as doubly charged molecular oxygen.
Similarly, persistent peaks appear at m/z = 40 and 20 as a result of singly and doubly
charged argon. Other peaks occurring at m/z = 17, 18 and 28 (water fragment, water and
nitrogen) are also universally present, but can generate ion current intensities that exceed
the full scale of the detector and in doing so obscure the peak's exact center. Signal
saturation is problematic because precise center determination is crucial for generating
the two calibration variables (i.e. slope coefficient and m/z exponent) with precisions
resolved to at least four significant digits in order to maintain sufficient focus accuracy in
the high m/z range of the spectrum. To ensure accuracy, the calibration curve's RMS
error is verified to be less than 10 mV before the new variables are stored in memory.
Once the calibration process is complete, the variables are used to generate appropriate
scan controller input voltages by raising the desired m/z to the power of the exponent
variable (n) and then multiplying the result with the slope variable (m), yielding the
proper scan controller input voltage.
Scan Voltage = m(M/Z)"
Equation 3-1: Mass calibration equation
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The compiled code relies on a 24-hour clock using a dual precision floating point
value for task scheduling. Therefore, to prevent the instrument from generating an error
when the most recent calibration occurred before midnight and a calibration is scheduled
for after midnight, a time checking algorithm was developed which accounts for this
offset and adjusts scheduling accordingly.
3.1.4 Operational modes
A suite of embedded behaviors allows the NEREUS instrument to respond to input
from various external agents and environmental conditions. These behaviors minimize
the power and time required to gather relevant data at an appropriate resolution by
controlling the sleep/wake state, type of scan undertaken, and amount of signal averaging
that is performed. Execution times vary from seconds to tens of minutes, depending on
the scan mode and signal averaging combination that is executed.
A total of six scan modes are available to the instrument, four of which are spectral
sweeps ranging from either 12 to 48 or 12 to 150 with step intervals of 0.5 or 0.1 AMU.
The remaining two scan modes make use of a peak jumping strategy, which allows the
instrument to rapidly monitor 15 peaks by evaluating only the peaks regions and thereby
omitting m/z spectral regions of minimal interest.
Gradient tracking, one of the peak jumping modes, permits the instrument to adjust
the time interval between successive scans according to absolute value of amplitude
changes in the m/z peaks that are being monitored. This behavior relies on an algorithm
that compares the peak heights of the most recent scan with the corresponding peaks of
the previous scan. If any of the peaks have changed amplitude by 100% or greater, the
instrument immediately commences a new scan. If the maximum amplitude change is
greater than 40% and less than 100%, the scan interval is decreased by a factor equal to
the peak height change, multiplied by the scan interval. If the largest peak height change
is between 30% and 40%, the scan interval remains unchanged. If the greatest peak
height change is less than 30% and the scan interval is less than three minutes, the scan
interval is increased by a quantity of seconds equal to 2 divided by the peak height
change, up to a total delay interval of 3 minutes. When the delay interval is greater than
30 seconds, the instrument immediately cycles into a standby mode, using the computer
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to turn off the emission regulator for a duration ten seconds less than the delay interval.
The emission regulator is then powered up ten seconds before the standby interval ends to
allow sufficient time for electron beam stabilization.
3.1.5 Signal Averaging
While in operation the instrument can assume seven different signal-averaging
intervals, two of which involve variable signal averaging. The five fixed signal-averaging
routines are 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 and 10000X, thereby decreasing statistical error to
4.5%, 3.2%, 2.2%, 1.4% and 1.0% respectively. The variable signal averaging conducts
repeated sampling until the absolute value of the integrated electrometer voltage relative
to baseline exceeds either 50 volts or 100 volts, and to avoid baseline clipping, relies on a
baseline determination which is set equal to 75 mV less than the ion current sensed at m/z
= 11.5 AMU. This dependency on the number of samples averaged to the integrated
voltage causes the same relative magnitude of statistical error to be generated for each
data point (i.e. signal to noise ratio); thus avoiding excessive sampling of large signals, or
under sampling of smaller signals. To minimize the time required for calibration, a
process requiring at least 300 data points, a limited 25X signal averaging routine is used
(yielding a statistical error of 20%) because just relative maxima are needed.
The signal averaging process entails that the appropriate mass first be tuned, and then
a 20-millisecond delay be instantiated to allow sufficient time for the electrometer output
to stabilize. After this delay period has ended, the DAQ's analog-to-digital converter
repeatedly samples the electrometer output in uninterrupted succession until the signal
averaging parameters have been satisfied. Execution of each sample cycle requires
approximately 30 microseconds, resulting in respective times of 35, 50, 80, 170 and 320
milliseconds for the 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 and IOOOOX signal averaging routines. Time
requirements for the variable signal averaging regimes cannot be predicted with complete
certainty in advance of their execution because sampling times are a function of the
magnitude of the electrometer output voltage and various noise sources, causing higher
electrometer output signals to require less sampling time and smaller signals to demand
longer signal averaging. In addition to the signal averaging time requirements, further
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time is allotted for data handling and response delays associated with capacitive coupling
of the cycloid E-field plates.
3.1.6 Data handling
A measurement of electrometer current is made of M/Z= 11.5 at the start of each scan.
This value, which is expected to be representative of the sensor baseline voltage, is used
to normalize the digital-to-analog converter signal to a baseline value. The converter,
which is uses a +5 to -5 volt scale and 2s complement code to express electrometer
voltage, electrometer noise generally causes the electrometer baseline value to fluctuate
within a +70 to -70 mV range. Therefore, to minimize data character lengths and thereby
save data storage space and speed data transfer, the electrometer voltage signal at M/Z =
11 is subtracted from the subsequent values. Finally, a value of 70 is added to the ion
signal in order to prevent this normalized signal from dropping below zero.
3.1.7 Data storage
Once the requisite sampling and normalization has been fulfilled, the signal data is
averaged to produce a single data point. The data point is then stored within a data file
using an 8-character hh-mm-ss.ndf ASCII string time-stamp name. The contents of these
data files are structured using comma-separated variable formatting. A file header is
contained within the first four lines of each data file. The first row records the date of the
scan using a month-day-year format followed by the descriptor "NEREUS embedded
data", denoting that the file was created by the embedded computer. It is worthwhile
noting that the BIOS of the initially used PC-104 386 core module was afflicted with the
Y2K problem, making it necessary to describe all embedded system dates using a single
decade offset (e.g. a date with the year 2002 is stored as 1992). The date problem was
corrected by replacing the 386 core module with a 486 core module. Row two of the
header provides descriptors for each of the four data columns and arranged in order of
scan voltage, m/z, ion signal, and time. The scan voltage recorded in addition to the m/z
and ion signal because the scan voltage can be used in conjunction with the m/z and ion
signal data to retroactively identify scan controller faults. A time stamp is associated with
each data point to allow the various spectra ion peaks to be temporally referenced with
data from other sensors (e.g. 3-D position, conductivity, temperature, etc.). Rows three
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and four of the header are left blank. Data values are stored beginning at row five and
continuing on to the end of the file.
To minimize the probability of data loss, a new data file is created at the start of each
scan, after saving and closing the currently open data file. In addition, data files are saved
and closed when the instrument enters its sleep mode. While the instrument is in sleep
mode, the embedded computer continuously polls the calibration timer to see if a
recalibration is scheduled for immediate action. If a recalibration is required, the
instrument awakens from its sleep mode to recalibrate and once the recalibration has
ended, the instrument opens a new data file using the current time stamp for name, then
conducts a single scan using its peak-jumping mode. After the scan is complete, data
from this scan is then saved and the data file closed before the instrument resumes its
sleep state. This process cycles continuously until the system is instructed to commence a
scanning mission. To ensure that the instrument responds to an incoming command, a
subroutine continuously polls the communication system to check if an input message has
been received. Upon receiving a valid new mission scan command, the system reawakens
from sleep mode the computer generates a new data file using the current time for
naming and recommences the data collection process.
3.2 Supervisory control
In addition to autonomous operation, NEREUS is capable of receiving and acting
upon mission updates from an external agent using the communications protocol
described in the previous sections. This agent may be human or an external computer and
inputs can be routed through either of the PC-104's two RS-232C serial ports. This
system of supervisory control enables the external agent to subsumptively command [76]
the embedded system to alter mission directives in real time by modifying the scan mode,
signal averaging, or entering into a sleep mode.
The NEREUS instrument control system can be regarded as an augmented finite state
machine in that it is a situated robotic sensor and its possible modes of operation are
finite in number and are executed based on input signals collected by its data acquisition
system and from external agents such as its radio transceiver or serial line input. Every
degree of instrument freedom is not controlled by the embedded computer, causing the
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control system to function as a non-holonomic system [77]; therefore, a robust
communications system was developed to prevent the embedded control system from
entering into an indeterminate state.
3.2.1 Communications protocol
To reduce instruction set length, thereby minimizing transmission time requirements
and increasing the likelihood of successful message transmission, commands are sent to
the embedded control system as an encoded two letter and one numeral ASCII string
(Table 3-3). The string consists of a scan mode letter, followed by a signal average letter,
then by a single digit number. Each letter uniquely specifies an option and a
corresponding integer value. The purpose of the numeric third character is to prevent the
instrument from entering into an indeterminate state as a result of an erroneous command.
This encoded character is used to prevent the control system from entering a
indeterminate state by providing a validation that the two alphabetic characters are
accurate using an abbreviated version of a cyclical redundancy check, which is generated
by multiplying the associated values of the two variables, followed by a modulo 7
division of the product (Figure 3-2 provides an example of a valid command message
string). When a command is received by the embedded system, correct framing of the
character positions is accomplished using a range of A through G for the first character, T
through Z for the second position, and a value of 0 through 7 for the third position
character. The most recently received command satisfying this criterion undergoes the
previously described modulo 7 computation and the resulting value is then compared
with the third position numeric character of the encoded command. If the values are
identical, the message is determined valid and a confirmation response is sent to the
remote system, followed by execution of the command.
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Character
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
T
U
V
W
X
Y
z
Table 3-3 Command string functional elements and values
C V 3
12-150 AMU range, 0.1 AMU step 500 X signal averaging (3 x 22) mod 7 = 3
Figure 3-2: Valid command string example
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Function
12-48 AMU range, 0.1 AMU step
12-48 AMU range, 0.5 AMU step
12-150 AMU range, 0.1 AMU step
12-150 AMU range, 0.5 AMU step
Peak Jump
Sleep
Gradient Track
Low count variable signal averaging
High count variable signal averaging
500 X signal averaging
1,000 X signal averaging
2,000 X signal averaging
5,000 X signal averaging
10,000 X signal averaging
Position
1 St
1 St
1 St
1 St
1 St
1 St
1 St
2 nd
2 nd
2 nd
2 nd
2 nd
2 nd
2 nd
Value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
Messages transmitted out from the embedded computer are ASCII strings of variable
length and can be of two types: data, or text. Therefore, each message class uses a unique
set of start and stop characters. Data messages are composed of a "$" character start bit,
followed by a string representation of the comma separated scan controller input voltage,
mass-to-charge ratio, and electrometer voltage data values, followed by a "&" stop
character. Text messages make use of a "#" start character, followed by the text string
message, and concluded with a "@" stop character. Data messages are sent to the
external agent to enable real time data analysis and redundant data storage. To avoid
transmission time associated delays, particularly when using the 9600 bit per second
radio transceiver, only 0.5 m/z interval data is sent. Text messages inform the external
agent of instrument condition states. These text messages include information regarding
states of calibration, emission regulator, mission changing, sleep mode, and time until
next scan sequence, and excessive peak height warnings.
3.3 Remote Graphical User interface
A remote graphical user interface (GUI) has been developed to enable a human user
to monitor the instrument performance, modify instrument execution procedures and
interpret chemical data in real time. This capability can significantly enhance the
scientific discovery process by minimizing time delays common to iterative sampling and
thereby reveal data relationships while still in the field [78, 79]. The GUI was written
and compiled into an executable file using the Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 language, and
it is designed to operate with a 32 bit Windows based PC operating systems such as
Microsoft Windows 95, 98, 2000 and XP. The software relies on a RS232 serial port to
asynchronously communicate with the embedded NEREUS computer.
The GUI, named Thetis Spectral Viewer consists of two windows, a pop-up window
that appears at startup time, and a main window. The pop-up window (Figure 3-3)
provides the computer user with information about the software and presents two fields
for the user to enter his or her login name and password. The login name and password
were written into this software to prevent commands from being accidentally sent to the
NEREUS instrument or unauthorized operation of the instrument. The pop-up window is
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withdrawn and main window is presented once the user has successfully logged in. A
series of communication startup procedures are initiated when the user logs in, including,
identification of available serial ports, designation of port to be used and designation of
bit transfer rate.
Figure 3-3: Thetis Spectral Viewer login window
3.3.1 Main window
The main window consists of several independently functioning graphical elements.
Across the top of the window is a standard upper tool bar. Directly below this is a row of
checkboxes to allow up to eight gas peaks to be simultaneously monitored and three
communication command buttons. Below the checkboxes are two sets of radio buttons
for selecting signal averaging and scan type, and to their right is a histogram. Below the
histogram is a slider bar. To the left of the histogram and below the radio buttons is a
spectrum display. At the bottom of the window is a status bar indicating communication
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status, scan type, data state, and degree of magnification. To the right of this status bar
is a set of checkboxes, which enable scrollable viewing of the histogram using the slider
bars and viewing of the data in tabular format.
Figure 3-4: Thetis Spectral Viewer main window
3.3.2 Command initialization
Command initialization is carried out by selecting the degree of signal averaging and
type of scan and then clicking the green Scan button in the upper right hand corner of the
screen. This redundantly sends the appropriate 3 character ASCII command (refer to
section 3.2.1) fifty times for output to the serial line. The status bar at the bottom of the
GUI window is then updated to indicate if the serial port is open, which serial port it is,
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the communication protocol (i.e. speed, parity, data bits, stop bits), followed by the
command code.
Figure 3-5:Thetis GUI command radio button fields and tool bar
The redundant send is used to temporally saturate the NEREUS radio receiver in
order to overcome radio interference and allow the embedded computer to
asynchronously receive and process the command string. The embedded computer then
processes the command string on a FIFO basis and the last valid command code
encountered is executed. If this latest command instruction differs from the previous
command state of the embedded computer, the embedded computer replies to the
remote computer with the confirmation string #Mission __ _ initialized@, where the
blank spaces are the command code. This confirmation code is then parsed by the Thetis
GUI and appears in the central text box within the status bar at the bottom of the window.
Figure 3-6: Thetis GUI status bar
3.3.3 Data parsing
Incoming data strings are processed from the serial port input register as soon as a
single character is encountered. The input string is then sequentially parsed on a FIFO
basis to identify header characters # or $. If either of these characters are encountered, the
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subroutine collects all subsequent characters into an input string until it encounters a stop
character of @ (if the header character was #) or & (if the header character was $). If the
character is # and a matching @ character is found, then the string is considered to
contain a valid text message and the string is trimmed of its start and stop characters
before appearing in the central text box within the status bar at the bottom of the window.
If a $ header character and matching & stop character is identified, then the internal
character string is considered to be a NEREUS data string. If a second start character is
encountered before a matching stop character, the input string characters are cleared and
a new string is started. If the text message received from NEREUS is "Awaiting new
mission", the GUI automatically replies by sending the latest command that was selected.
When a NEREUS data string is found, the data string undergoes a secondary parsing
and confirmation process before being stored as valid data and being incorporated into
the data display. This secondary parsing is executed by trimming the start and stop
characters from the string and then dividing the string into 4 discrete strings (scan
voltage, mass/charge, ion signal, time stamp) based on comma separators within the
string. The 4 strings are then checked to confirm that each is within its respective valid
range and that these strings are not identical to the previous data string received (i.e.
redundant data). If all of these parameters are satisfied, the data strings are considered
valid and stored in the data matrix.
3.3.4 Data visualization
The GUI visually presents the gathered data to the user in the forms of a histogram, a
spectrum and an optional data table. The histogram, which is located on the right side of
the window, describes peak data as a function of time, wherein the time domain is
expressed along the X-axis and the ion signal intensity is conveyed along the Y-axis. The
histogram field is divided evenly into a number of horizontal rows equaling the total
number of gases selected in the "Gases Monitored" checkbox field and are labeled
according to the gas ion being monitored in that particular row. Vertical scaling of each
row is derived from the maximum peak height of all monitored ion peaks in the data
range. Temporal scaling is determined by the tab positions on the slider bar when the
"scroll enabled" checkbox is selected. If this checkbox is not selected, the histogram only
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graphs the 100 most recent data points. Histogram graphing is accomplished by
constructing individual arrays of M/Z data corresponding to the gas being monitored
within the temporal domain specified by the slider bar tabs. The search process is
computationally demanding, and therefore is automatically recommenced only after the
serial input register has received 30 characters or if the slider bar tabs are moved or the
"Gases Monitored" checkbox selections are modified.
Figure 3-7: Thetis GUI histogram field with red temporal window and
accompanying slider bar
The Spectrum appearing in the lower left of the window is the last complete spectrum
within the time domain specified by the slider bar tabs. The red box outline appearing
within the histogram field corresponds to the temporal domain of the spectrum. This time
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domain window allows the user to place a particular spectrum within the contextual
history of previous data. The spectrum makes use of an auto scaling function that scales
the spectrum both vertically, as a function of the maximum electrometer signal observed
within the spectrum range, and horizontally to the width of the display field.
Ion signal intensity in both the histogram and the spectrum can be re-scaled by
selecting a magnification factor of 1 to 9 with the "magnification" combo box located in
the status bar at the bottom of the window. This causes the spectrum to display the
vertical fraction of data equal to the lower 1/n of the ion signal range. Meanwhile, the
histogram displays the lower 1/n signal range fraction of the ions monitored, and the solid
grey line is replaced by a dotted red line if a particular ion is off scale for that time
period.
Figure 3-8:Thetis GUI spectrum field
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In addition to the histogram and spectrum displays, an optional data table is available
for viewing. This data table appears as an overlay of the histogram field and is selected
using the checkbox on the right hand side of the status bar. The data table is continuously
updated with new incoming data and is scrollable using the vertical scroll bar on its right.
Figure 3-9: Thetis Spectral Viewer main window with data table visible
3.3.5 Data storage and retrieval
Data storage and retrieval is available directly from the software. These tasks are
accomplished by selecting either the "Qpen" or "Save" commands within the "File"
menu in the menu bar. When data transmitted from the NEREUS instrument to the GUI
is saved, it is saved in a format identical to *.ndf files generated by the NEREUS
embedded computer. File naming is left up to the user. The file header generated by the
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GUI differs from the embedded computer in that its first line does not include the
descriptor "NEREUS, embedded, data". The GUI is capable of opening all files with the
*.ndf designation. Any currently open file is automatically closed when a new file is
opened.
Figure 3-10: NEREUS Peak Interpreter GUI
3.4 Quantitative peak evaluation
As the NEREUS instrument has evolved, its data collection rates have significantly
increased to the point of making unaided analysis and quantification by a human
impractical. During three brief NEREUS instrument deployments in the Upper Mystic
Lake and Boston Harbor over 400 discrete spectra were generated, with each spectra
composed of 1385 data points. Therefore, to automate the process of quantifying ion peak
heights and thereby significantly reduce the required time for analysis, an additional
piece of software was developed. This program, named NEREUS Data Interpreter,
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facilitates the assessment, compression and merging of NEREUS spectrum data. The
software was specifically developed to identify and quantify ion peaks at M/Z = 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 28, 32, 40, 44, 78 and 93, corresponding to nitrogen, methane, oxygen, water,
argon, carbon dioxide, benzene, and toluene ions.
A simple peak apex detection algorithm [80] searches for major peaks within ±0.5
M/Z of these specified ranges by examining data points adjacent to M/Z(n) so that:
MZn-3) < M/4n_2> < M/4n-i):! M/Zn) > M/4nZ > M/4n+2 > M/4n+3>
Equation 3-2: Peak-finding algorithm
If a peak is identified, the program then calculates the baseline using three data points on
either side of the peak apex. When the peak M/Z is less than 20, the upper and lower base
line averages are calculated using data points in the M/Z regions from +0.3 to +0.5 M/Z,
and -0.3 to -0.5 M/Z. If the peak M/Z is greater than 21, the upper and lower base line
averages are calculated using data points further away to compensate for decreased M/Z
resolution in the higher mass ranges, in the M/Z regions from +1.4 to +1.6 M/Z, and -1.4
to -1.6 M/Z. These upper and lower baseline values are then averaged create an ensemble
baseline average and is subtracted from the peak apex to find the net peak height. RMS
noise values are calculated independently for the upper and lower baselines and then
combined to create a composite RMS baseline noise value. If the net peak height exceeds
the composite RMS baseline noise value by at least a factor of 3, the peak is considered
to be statistically distinct from the baseline noise and is recorded as an actual ion peak.
The GUI presents the user with a display of the spectrum, along with red lines through
each of the identified peaks. To the left and right below this spectrum display are two
scrollable data tables containing the raw *.ndf data and the calculated peak height data,
respectively. The calculated peak height data is organized in a columnar format
consisting of: ion type label, apparent M/Z, ion peak height, time stamp. In addition, this
data table also calculates ion peak height ratios when available of nitrogen-to-argon,
nitrogen-to-oxygen, oxygen-to-argon and methane-to-carbon dioxide. These ratios are
also displayed in large text in the area between the two data tables. Below the text
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display of the calculated ratios are two command buttons, "OPEN" and "SAVE". The
"OPEN" button allows the user to browse and select stored *.ndf files, and the "SAVE"
command saves the calculated peak heights and ratios to a *.npi (NEREUS Peak
Interpreted) file. If a new file name is not specified, the GUI will automatically save the
*.npi file with the name of *.ndf file that was used to generate the peak height data. All
*.npi files are stored in a columnar format of comma separated variables, similar to the
*.ndf files and include a file header specifying the *.ndf file that was used to generate the
data.
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Chapter 4
AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER
VEHICLE DESIGN
The NEREUS instrument is designed to function aboard an Odyssey Class
autonomous underwater vehicle, having been originally proposed as payload within an
Sea Grant Odyssey II or Bluefin Robotics Odyssey III type vehicle. Both the Odyssey II
and III are derived from the Odyssey I predecessor which was developed by the MIT Sea
Grant AUV Laboratory and first underwent field trials off of New England in 1992. The
Odyssey concept focuses on AUVs that are small enough to be easily deployed and are of
low component cost. A key factor among these design parameters is the use of low-cost
mass produced glass flotation spheres, which commonly function as floats to full ocean
depth of 6,000 meters. These glass spheres house vehicle electronics, sensors and power
systems in a dry one-atmosphere environment, permitting the use of a free flooding
vehicle hull, thereby minimizing vehicle volume and displacement requirements. The
Odyssey I vehicle design which made use of 3 glass pressure spheres and a free flooding
fiberglass hull displaced 195 kg, with an overall length of 2.1 meters and maximum
diameter of 0.59 meters [81].
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Figure 4-1: Odyssey I vehicle (courtesy of MIT Sea Grant)
4.1 Odyssey 11 design overview
In 1994 the Odyssey II generation began deployments in the Beaufort Sea to explore
mechanics of Arctic sea ice. Like the Odyssey I, this second generation does not require
any special handling equipment for launch and recovery, and to function at full ocean
depth using spherical glass instrument housings. Unlike the highly experimental Odyssey
I, the Odyssey II is a smaller displacement vehicle, which utilizes a molded double hull
design composed of high-density polyethylene, allowing for inexpensive mass production
as well as increased impact resistance [17]. Other significant differences are decreased
vehicle displacement, the core vehicle displacing approximately 120 kg and an increased
emphasis on modularity, permitting the Odyssey II vehicle reconfiguration according to
mission requirements such as substitution of sensor payloads and rapid updating mission
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profile libraries stored in the vehicles navigation computer. These design elements assist
in optimization for simultaneous use of multiple vehicles, leading to an overall increase
in synoptic coverage efficiency, energy management and robustness to component failure
[82]. Over the past decade, this design philosophy has proven both functional and robust,
resulting in several hundred successful dives and the Odyssey lIb, 1Ic and Ild subclasses.
These subclasses, which were developed to satisfy specific mission goals, retain the same
hull design and external dimensions of the Odyssey II, at an overall length of 2.2 meters
and 0.58 meters diameter. The first of these adaptations, the Odyssey Ilb configuration,
was equipped with updated navigation control systems that relied upon a simplified
distributed intelligence working across RS232 serial communication lines coupled to
onboard sensors and actuators. The Ilb design was first deployed in a month-long
experiment in June of 1996 to study the dynamics of frontal mixing in the Haro Strait
near Vancouver Island, in which five vehicles were arrayed with various water quality
sensors, side-scan sonar, and acoustic Doppler current profilers [83]. Following the
successful Haro Strait experiments, the Ilb design was augmented with various types of
cameras and deployed in numerous expeditions. Among others, missions to New Zealand
in search of giant squid in the Kaikoura Trench and to the Labrador Sea to study
thermohaline cycling of ocean waters [13]. In the first half of 2000 two Odyssey IIb
vehicles, named Xanthos and Borealis, were again updated with new navigation control
and sensor systems and dubbed 1Ic. Navigation control updates included replacing the
onboard Motorola 68040 based computer with a new PC-104 based main vehicle
computer (MVC), a high precision long-baseline navigation system using Kalman
filtering, a fluxgate inertial navigation sensor system, GPS synchronized microsecond
timing, and acoustic telemetry. During the Generic Oceanographic Array Technology
experiment (GOATS 2000) the Xanthos Ilc vehicle was equipped with an 8-element
sonar array mounted in a "swordfish" configuration on the vehicle's nose, along with a
Roxann bottom classification echo sounder, while the Borealis I1c vehicle carried a sub-
bottom profiler [84]. Collectively, these modifications sought to permit closed loop
navigation control and multi-vehicle operations in which the AUVs worked together to
achieve a common survey mission to transect a pre-specified area and measure the
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acoustic field produced by the insonified targets and accurately navigate by acoustic
means [84].
Following these experiments, the Borialis vehicle was cannibalized for spare parts
and the remaining Xanthos vehicle was reconfigured by the AUV Laboratory in June of
2001 for Archaeological video survey work in the Mediterranean Sea [85]. This new
survey configuration came to be known as the Odyssey Ild, and contained all of the core
vehicle components included in the I1c configuration as well as a ROS Navigator Video
camera positioned just forward of the vehicle thruster along with a downward looking
illumination source in the nose of the vehicle (cite SG website). The Odyssey Ild Xanthos
was updated again by MIT Sea Grant in 2002 with a WHOI micro modem, an alkaline
primary battery replacing the silver-zinc secondary battery power supply, and installation
of a navigation software named Mission Oriented Operating System (MOOS) [86, 87].
HDPE Outer Fairing
Inner Structural Fairing Floatation
Control Sphere
Fin Actuator
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PropLision Thruster
Battery Sphere
Camera with Fixed Focus Lens
tion Source
Figure 4-2: Odyssey Ild Xanthos AUV
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4.2 Odyssey III design
The Odyssey III, which was developed by Bluefin Robotics, an MIT startup
company, is based on the Odyssey II design. In 2001 the MIT Sea Grant AUV
Laboratory acquired an Odyssey III vehicle, named Caribou, from Bluefin Robotics for
sonar survey research. Like the previous Odyssey designs, it uses internal glass pressure
spheres to house electronics and instrumentation, and a free-flooding outer hull. In 2002
the Caribou control system was adapted by MIT Sea Grant to use the MOOS architecture
[87]. Unlike the Odyssey I and II, the Odyssey III uses a modular hull, designed to
accommodate various sonar, camera, and oceanographic systems in modular center
payload sections and relies on a single vectored thruster, rather than a combination of
fixed axis propeller with elevator and rudder fins. In addition to these differences, the
Odyssey III power supply is a lithium polymer battery housed in a cube-shaped pressure
compensated epoxy-resin case instead of a glass pressure sphere. The Caribou is
significantly larger than previous Odyssey Generations, displacing approximately 400 kg,
with a length of 2.6 to 3.4 meters (with and without central payload module,
respectively).
Figure 4-3: MIT Sea Grant Odyssey III Caribou AUV
4.3 Kemonaut development
In August of 2002, after having undergone successful limnologic and marine trials,
the NEREUS instrument was ready for integration into an Odyssey class AUV. At this
time MIT Sea Grant's single remaining Odyssey II Xanthos vehicle used both of its
internal pressure spheres to house vehicle power, control, and communication systems,
making it physically impossible to accommodate the NEREUS instrument without
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consolidation of the components into a single sphere. The process of Xanthos sphere
consolidation was estimated to take several months, at a cost of several thousand dollars,
and was not entirely clear to work satisfactorily. On the other hand, NEREUS
deployment aboard MIT Sea Grant's Caribou vehicle was also impractical due to an
insufficient understanding of vehicle dynamics using a center payload section with the
vectored thruster and MOOS architecture, and because a center payload section was
unavailable for NEREUS. Purchase of a payload section from Bluefin Robotics was
estimated to cost several tens of thousands of dollars, with an estimated completion time
of a few months, again making deployment aboard the Caribou vehicle out of the
question.
After lengthy analysis it was decided that a new type of Odyssey vehicle could be
built specifically for NEREUS missions at an economic and time cost lower than that of
the Caribou center section or the Xanthos reconfiguration. Design of this new vehicle,
named Kemonaut, began in late October 2002 with the goal of producing an operational
vehicle before winter weather delayed NEREUS deployment until the following spring.
To speed the development process, it was determined that the Kemonaut design should
use an external hull, tail cone, control and power system spheres identical to the Odyssey
Ild [84]. However, because the Kemonaut vehicle required space for three glass pressure
spheres (two for standard Odyssey Ild power and control and one for the NEREUS
instrument) while retaining the same external dimensions of an Odyssey II hull, a number
of new design factors had to be addressed, including:
. increased vehicle displacement
. decreased hull stiffness
. decreased volume for core vehicle components
. decreased volume for floatation foam
. unknown vehicle center of buoyancy, center of mass, and dynamics
. unknown navigation and communication system interference from the NEREUS
instrument
To further speed the design process, Kemonaut design plans were developed on a
computer using Solid Works CAD software, allowing analysis work to be undertaken
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before vehicle components were built and thereby minimizing the excessive time and
economic costs of iterative physical fabrication and construction cycles.
4.3.1 Design and construction
The design process began by first obtaining an Odyssey II outer hull fairing From
MIT Sea Grant's AUV Laboratory. The fairing's diameter was then measured at 30
centimeter transect intervals along its longitudinal axis. These dimensions were then
used to loft a computer model of the external hull shape, which served as relative
boundary volume for vehicle components. Three 17" diameter spheres were then
described within this internal volume, yielding a residual volume for all other vehicle
components. To further increase clearance between the 3 spheres, as well as overall
vehicle stability (lowering the vehicle center of mass) the glass pressure spheres were
asymmetrically positioned relative to the vehicle centerline (Figure 4-4). In this
arrangement the heaviest sphere containing the vehicle battery supply was located in the
lower central position, the NEREUS sphere was located in the forward position, and the
vehicle control sphere was positioned in the aft. This arrangement provided several
benefits, including:
. Additional volume in the upper section of the hull is made available for floatation
foam, further improving stability characteristics.
. Spacing between the vehicle's navigation and communication systems and the
NEREUS instrument is increased, thereby minimizing electro-magnetic
interference between vehicle and NEREUS systems.
. Distance between the two vehicle spheres and the tail cone is minimized, thereby
minimizing required cable length.
. NEREUS sampling occurs before water is perturbed by the vehicle's motion.
Despite the advantages of this arrangement, the layout revealed that large sections of
the Odyssey II structural inner fairing would need to be removed in order to
accommodate the third NEREUS sphere, dramatically compromising the strength of the
inner hull. Furthermore, the additional 48 kg NEREUS sphere would require greater hull
strength than a standard twin sphere Odyssey II layout.
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Figure 4-4:Glass pressure sphere placement within the Kemonaut AUV
To prevent hogging or more severe structural failure leading to possible pressure
sphere damage during launch and recovery, an additional hull girder was essential for
improved hull rigidity. However, the third sphere and an additional girder significantly
reduce available volume for floatation foam, meanwhile requiring supplementary
buoyancy to offset the increased displacement produced by these new components.
Similar strength and mass constraints had previously been confronted during
development of the NEREUS instrument, leading to the use of composite laminates and
foams in its structural elements. These materials functioned well in that they: reduced
component weight by approximately 80%, endured high shock loads without failure
during instrument deployments. In addition, these materials are electrically and
magnetically non-conductive (a consideration when using fluxgate sensors), are generally
immune to corrosive sea water, and can be fabricated into complex shapes relatively
quickly and at low cost. Based on the positive results met by the composite NEREUS
components, a computer design of a composite longitudinal girder was developed to
fulfill the structural requirements of the Kemonaut vehicle. The contours of this
surfboard-shaped component allow it to occupy the normally empty four-inch gap,
running the length of the hull, between the upper and lower Odyssey II inner fairings. To
further reduce the vehicle's floatation foam requirement, this girder design utilizes
marine structural foam (p = 288 kg/m 3) sheathed in a carbon fiber cloth (p = 1,570
kg/M3). The structural foam itself possesses flexural strength (rise parallel to beam
thickness) of 4.8 MPa, while the autoclave cured carbon material possesses a tensile
strength of 448 MPa. Because the NEREUS instrument is intended to operate to depths of
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approximately 100 m, the structural foam was chosen as a compromise between the high
buoyancy but depth limited low-density foams and the enormous depth capability of less
buoyant syntactic foam. The carbon fiber is an autoclave cured bi-directional (00/900) 33
msi 2x2 twill, layered to 1.5 mm thickness, which is impregnated with an epoxy binding
matrix, providing a measure of armor plating for the foam as well as a large proportion of
the girder's rigidity.
Construction entailed creation of a plywood template to pattern the contours onto the
carbon cloth and structural foam. These materials were then cut to shape using a high-
speed spiral saw. After trimming, the upper and lower carbon fiber sections were bonded
to the central foam section and vacuum cured using a small rotary pump and simple
vacuum bag constructed of trash bin liners. Autoclave curing of the carbon/foam
structure was not attempted, as it would have been deleterious to the strength of the foam.
External sides of the foam piece were also sheathed in carbon cloth, but were bonded
using an epoxy containing glass microfibers to decrease brittleness and thereby minimize
the likelihood of delamination. Curing was accomplished using the previously mentioned
vacuum bag technique. Cutouts for vehicle components were then made to the girder
after curing was completed. The resulting composite structure has a mass of
approximately 9 kg and is calculated to withstand depths to 300 meters without
significant compression taking place and, due to the density of the foam, provides
approximately 16kg of floatation.
After fabricating the girder, the lower inner hull fairing was modified to accept the
third NEREUS sphere by excising two sphere cradles from a surplus Odyssey II inner
hull and repositioning these further apart within a second Oddysey II inner hull that was
trimmed to accept the transferred cradles. The third, central, sphere cradle was
constructed of a non-ribbed polyethylene Benthos "hardhat". Accurate positioning of the
sphere cradles was necessary because of the limited clearance between the spheres.
Therefore, to insure proper spacing, glass hemispheres were placed in the cradles and
aligned using the composite girder before the sphere cradles were riveted into place with
stainless steel pop rivets.
A double-point lifting harness was designed instead of the single-point system that
Odyssey II vehicles use for multiple reasons. First, adequate clearance was not available
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for a single central lift point because of the location of the center sphere. Second, two
relatively wide-spaced lift points would cause the vehicle's center of mass to reside
between the two points, allowing the vehicle to be lifted without the vehicle experiencing
the uncontrolled seesawing common to the single-point harness. Third, by distributing the
loading between two attachment points, failure was less likely to occur. After finalizing a
computer design, the lift frame was fabricated of 1/8"x 1" cross section annealed #316
stainless steel bar stock and 1" diameter stainless steel eyebolts.
Placements of those components residing outside of the spheres were decided based
on orientation requirements for proper operation and computer generated clearance
estimates. As such, the sonar altimeter was positioned vertically between the forward and
middle sphere on the vehicle's starboard side and a cutaway was made in the underside of
the lower hull to expose the altimeter's acoustic head. To help equalize weight
distribution, placement of the depth sensor mirrored the sonar altimeter along the central
axis, residing on the portside between the forward and middle sphere. Careful
consideration led to vertical placement of the GPS Intelligent Buoy (GIB) transponder in
the nose of the vehicle, permitting the transponder head to sit proud of the hull for clearer
signal transmission. The battery housing supplying power to the strobe beacon was
placed immediately forward and starboard of the tail cone assembly in another attempt to
aid balance by offsetting the asymmetric girder cutaway required for the tail cone
assembly. The strobe light beacon, GPS antenna, and radio antenna were mounted
immediately aft of the lift harness' rear eyebolt on top of a 3.5 inch diameter cylindrical
long-base-line (LBL) transducer that had been permanently affixed to the upper
hemisphere of the Xanthos control sphere.
A modular three-piece floatation system was designed to mount within the upper half
of the vehicle between the middle sphere and outer hull to increase vehicle payload
carrying capacity and further improve stability. Six pieces of 3 2" thickness pressure
resistant marine foam (identical to material used in the composite girder) were cut to
track the hull shape using dimensions derived from clearance estimates between the outer
hull fairing, lift harness, and pressure spheres. The four forward-most pieces were then
bonded together and coated with an epoxy to improve durability, whereas the remaining
two foam pieces were coated with epoxy and cured separately. The large 4-piece section
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provides approximately 15 kg of buoyancy with an additional 2 kg of buoyancy available
through the inclusion of each of the small single sections, thereby permitting buoyancy
adjustment according to vehicle-payload configuration. This modular system, when
combined with the composite girder, provides between 31 and 35 kg of gross vehicle
buoyancy when deployed in freshwater.
Figure 4-5: Cut-away view of Kemonaut, exposing upper floatation foam and lift harness
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Figure 4-6: Exploded diagram of Kemonaut vehicle components
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4.3.2 Control and navigation
Vehicle control was made possible using the Odyssey Ild Xanthos tail cone assembly
and control sphere. Both components are powered using the central battery sphere which
houses a battery pack capable of generating 800 watt-hours of energy. The tail cone
assembly includes a propulsion unit powered by a 100 watt Pittman ELCOM series 5100
brushless thruster enclosed within a cylindrical metal Benthos pressure housing in
concert with an elevator and rudder subassembly composed of two oil compensated
Pittman 3100 actuators individually directed by JR Kerr motor controllers using Hall
effect feedback sensors [88].
Navigation is carried out through a simple open-loop system, using a global
positioning system and CrossBow AHRS (altitude, heading and reference system
composed of a 3-axis accelerometer and magnetometer) contained within the control
sphere, along with a Data Sonics PSA-916 sonar altimeter and Paroscientific Digiquartz
pressure sensor[88]. Data from these sensors are supplied to the main vehicle computer
(MVC), a 300 MHz PC-104 stack, which uses MIT Sea Grant's Mission Oriented
Operating System (MOOS) and is located within the aft control sphere. A FreeWave
spread spectrum radio modem housed in the aft sphere supplies communication between
the MVC and base station. This basic configuration allows the vehicle to obtain position
fixes and mission updates by way of the radio transmitter and onboard GPS when the
vehicle is surfaced. While submerged, the MVC executes mission directives using dead
reckoning estimates via the AHRS, altimeter and pressure transducer. The MVC
automatically logs time stamped MOOS data during both surface and submerged
operation, permitting post-mission analysis of vehicle operations and time synchronized
integration of vehicle track log data with NEREUS chemical data.
4.3.3 Assembly
After fabrication was complete, the new 3-sphere inner structural hull was fastened to
the outer hull using stainless steel screws. The tail cone assembly was then fitted to the
external hull, using a laser to align the thruster axis with the vehicle centerline, and held
in place with radially bored stainless steel screws. Next the sonar altimeter and pressure
transducer were mounted in the lower hull with hose clamps banding their housings to
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stainless steel L-brackets that are in turn bolted to the inner hull. Desiccant packs were
added to the pressure spheres before sealing to prevent temperature-induced condensation
on internal electronic surfaces, then evacuated to approximately 0.8 atmospheres and
placed within their appropriate inner hull cradles. A small hull cutaway was made in
starboard bow to accommodate the NEREUS instrument's sampling inlet and a low-cost
engine coolant water intake guard was then bolted in place over the cutaway to act as a
guard for the sampling inlet. Electrical wiring residing outside of the pressure spheres
was connected using waterproof wet pluggable MIL-9 and coaxial cables. The composite
girder was then positioned on top of the lower inner hull, followed by the upper inner
hull, floatation foam and lift harness, in respective order. These components were then
secured in place by eight stainless steel bolts, placed vertically along the perimeter, with
the four central bolts attaching to the lift harness legs for load transfer, buttressed by two
pairs of bolts fore and aft to prevent hull separation. The top outer hull was positioned
and secured along its edge using Zeus fasteners once all components were in place.
Finally, several small holes were drilled in the hull underbelly to permit adequate water
drainage during vehicle recovery.
Figure 4-7: Positioning of the NEREUS instrument within the Kemonaut forward
payload bay
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Figure 4-8: Partially assembled Kemonaut, showing the NEREUS instrument and
composite girder
Figure 4-9: Structural integrity test of fully laden Kemonaut vehicle
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4.3.4 Stability and ballasting
Prediction of Kemonaut's displacement and ballasting requirements were made prior
to construction using computer-generated models of the assembled vehicle. The overall
vehicle was calculated to have a mass of nearly 185 kg and displace some 0.196 m3
volume, thus yielding a net buoyancy of about 15 kg in freshwater by assigning
appropriate material density characteristics to individual Kemonaut components.
Modeling and calculations also indicated that proper trim could be achieved by placing
10 kg of lead weight in the aft portion of inner hull immediately in front of the tail cone
assembly, along with approximately 4 kg of lead below the forward sphere. Thus,
producing a net 1 kg positive buoyancy in freshwater with a center of mass located
approximately 6 cm below the center of buoyancy.
Initial ballasting was carried out on December 10, 2002 in the Upper Mystic Lake
after the vehicle had been assembled. At this time the lake surface had frozen to a
thickness of several centimeters, requiring that a hole be made in the ice for ballasting.
Using the Mystic Boat Club's facilities, the vehicle was lowered by electric hoist into the
water to observe static buoyancy. Lead weight was then added iteratively until the vehicle
established approximately 1 kg positive buoyancy and relatively neutral trim. A total of
15.4 kg of lead weight was added to the vehicle, with 8.8 kg (two 10 lb lead dive
weights) placed immediately forward of the tail cone, 4.4 kg (one 10 lb dive weight)
between the forward and middle inner hull cradles, and two 0.9kg (2 lb dive weights) on
the port and starboard beam each. Based on this ballasting, the vehicle was calculated to
need between 3.6 and 5.4 kg of additional ballast weigh for marine deployment.
Kemonaut was ballast tested prior to marine deployment in Boston Harbor from a
two-ton electric hoist. Based on results from earlier freshwater ballasting, an additional
3.8 kg of weight was pre-fitted to the vehicle while undergoing assembly in the lab. This
additional weight was distributed in two equally weighted 1.8 kg bags of lead shot. The
first bag was zip-tie wrapped to the 10 lb dive weight in the nose of the vehicle, and the
second weight was wired tightly to the external aft surface of the vehicle, directly below
the two 10 lb dive weights, using 4 corrosive links. These corrosive links cause the
ballast weight to be jettisoned after a period of 12 hours, thereby improving the prospects
of successful recovery in the event of a vehicle system failure. Although theoretically
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buoyant for seawater, the vehicle proved to be correctly ballasted without any additional
weight. Salinity tests confirmed the harbor water to be slightly brackish at 26-28 parts per
thousand, thus helping to account for the density disparity. A small -300 cc piece of
floatation foam was added inside the bow of the vehicle to achieve neutral trim.
Figure 4-10: Kemonaut ballasting in Upper Mystic Lake
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Chapter 5
NEREUS BENCH TESTING
Testing of the NEREUS instrument commenced following fabrication and assembly
of the instrument frame, emission regulator, scan controller, analyzer magnet, vacuum
envelope, cycloid and ion pump components. The electrometer and computer operated
scan controller and data acquisition system were omitted during initial testing, in favor of
a simple 10-turn potentiometer controller and commercially available Keithley
electrometer (Figure 5-1). Although these two components are comparatively
cumbersome, in that they are large and require hand tuning, they permit straightforward
assessment of the NEREUS cycloid and ion system elements. The NEREUS instrument
recorded its first spectrum on January 8, 2002, using the previously mentioned Keithley
electrometer to measure ion current and manually operated potentiometer to scan across
the instrument's M/Z range. The initial spectrum, which took approximately 5 hours to
manually scan, clearly indicated the presence of water, nitrogen, oxygen and argon peaks
(Figure 5-2); thereby demonstrating operation of the various fabricated NEREUS
components and overall system design.
SCAN CYCLOID EMISSIONCONTROL REGULATOR
- INPUT
W CHARTE
+ ro+IPT>RECORDER+ 0 + INPUT
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Figure 5-1: NER-EUS setup using Keithley electrometer and 10-turn potentiometer
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Figure 5-2: First NEREUS scan completed on January 8, 2002, showing ambient air
spectrum containing water, nitrogen, oxygen, and argon peaks.
Scans were carried out by varying the potentiometer output from -3.5 to 0 volts,
developing cycloid plate electrical field potentials to focus ion beams ranging from 12 to
150 M/Z. (Table 5-1) Repeated scanning revealed that capacitive coupling of the Faraday
cup caused cycloid plate voltage tuning to produce a baseline transient in the ion signal
output. The 180' Faraday cup detector, which extends to the conflat flange pick-ups in
parallel to the cycloid Faraday cup, was shorted to the vacuum envelope, effectively
creating ground plane shield to decrease this response delay. Following this
modification, the Keithley electrometer was also replaced with an electrometer and shield
designed specifically for the NEREUS instrument (see section 2.3.6). This Faraday cup
and electrometer assembly greatly reduced the required scan time as well as noise, while
generating adequate amplification to permit signal output to be routed to a paper chart
recorder (Figure 5-3). Chart recordings indicated that the electrometer, which used a 1010
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Q feedback resistor, yielded approximately 35 mV of noise while generating maximum
peak heights in the range of 100-200 mV, suggesting that the electrometer's coaxial
compensator attenuated its overall gain by approximately a factor of 10. Therefore, to
more closely match the ±5V dynamic range of the data acquisition system and to improve
signal-to-noise characteristics, the 1010 K feedback resistor was replaced with a 10" K
feedback resistor. This modification generated an amplification increase of approximately
1OX, while slightly improving overall signal-to-noise characteristics and maintaining an
electrometer response time of less than 30 ms.
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Figure 5-3: NEREUS ambient air spectrum using on board electrometer with 1010 0
feedback resistor
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Table 5-1: Approximate scan input potentials (negative voltage) required to focus a
given M/Z. Cycloidal scanning below M/Z=11 is not possible because of physical ion
focus limitations but out-of-range scan voltages have been included to illustrate the
non-linear relationship between M/Z focus and scan voltage.
5.1 Dissolved gas gradient sampling
After successfully demonstrating the ability to generate spectra from air and water
samples, a laboratory-synthesized gradient was created to test the instrument's capability
to accurately quantify dissolved gas concentrations. This simulated spatial gradient was
created by serially diluting an anoxic water sample previously collected in a BOD bottle
from the bottom of Mishewam Lake (located in the Aberjona River watershed, north of
Boston, Ma.). Analysis was performed by first exposing the membrane inlet to the
undiluted anoxic sample, followed by six serial dilutions with aerated mini-Q filtered
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water to yield progressively decreasing anoxic water mixtures of: 96%, 84%, 68%, 41%,
24%, 10% and 2%. The resulting data clearly show simultaneous measurement of
multiple gas species at useful and representative environmental concentrations (Figure
5-4). The comparatively linear relationship of gas concentration to mixing ratio and
correspondence of slope trends at ion peaks of M/Z = 15, 32, and 44 with expected
tendencies of methane, oxygen, and carbon dioxide suggest that the NEREUS instrument
sensitivity is stable and ion current increases monotonically and fairly linearly with
respect to concentration. Although actual gas concentration was not established through
independent gas analyses or measurement with known gas standards, the simulated
surface water was near atmospheric equilibrium, allowing for estimation of dissolved
nitrogen, oxygen, argon, and carbon dioxide concentrations at the various mixing ratios.
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Figure 5-4: Measurements
Mishawum Lake water.
of dissolved gases in a synthesized gradient using
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5.2 Computerized operation and noise analysis
Following testing using the chart recorder and potentiometer, the data acquisition
system and computer were integrated into the instrument. The digital-to-analog converter
connection to the scan controller required an intermediate isolation amplifier to permit
the cycloid's center electric field plate to maintain a "floating" ground potential. Based
on electrometer performance calculations and results from manually executed scan rate
tests, the embedded computer's execution code was adjusted to employ a 30 ms wait
period to ensure adequate time for the electrometer stabilization. Digital ground return
paths of the embedded PC- 104 computer and DAQ circuitry were isolated from analog
electronic ground paths to prevent high speed switching pulses from affecting analog
circuit stability, particularly analog-to-digital conversion. Finally, seven differing signal-
averaging routines were included as a part of the computerized data collection system in
an effort to increase spectrum signal-to-noise ratio.
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Spectra generated by this computerized control and data collection system exhibited
several characteristic improvements over manually generated data, including:
flatter baseline, substantially higher signal-to-noise ratio, better peak shape resolution in
higher m/z ranges, and the ability to rapidly tune to a precise m/z value (Figure 5-6).
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Figure 5-6: Ambient air spectrum, performed using computer control and data
acquisition at mass step interval = 0.1 M/Z. This spectrum reveals the presence of
nitrogen, oxygen, argon, water vapor, and carbon dioxide.
The signal averaging techniques used by the embedded computer can be broadly grouped
into two categories: fixed and variable number signal averaging. Fixed number signal
averaging is capable of reducing RMS noise by as much as a factor of 20, but this comes
at the expense of instrument speed. The tradeoff of speed versus time requirement is
illustrated in Figure 5-8 wherein a 1oX increase in sample population generally results in
a 3X decrease in RMS noise; closely following the electrometer model predictions for
noise. Variable signal averaging was developed in an attempt to decrease instrument
sampling time requirements by varying the number of sampling cycles according to
integrated signal, thereby generating uniform signal-to-noise ratio throughout the entire
scan range and avoiding over-sampling (see section 3.1.5).
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Figure 5-7: Comparison of typical noise characteristics of the NEREUS
when operated using differing signal averaging regimes
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Figure 5-8: RMS noise versus time required for completion of a high resolution,
1385 data point, scan using a 100MHz embedded computer.
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These various signal averaging routines enable the NEREUS instrument to exchange
scan speed for appropriate levels of accuracy. Based on the results shown in Figure 5-8, a
500X signal averaging routine (residing in the knee of the S/N vs. time curve) appears to
be most suitable for quick, moderate resolution, spectrum examinations in that it
efficiently minimizes both the required instrument scan time and signal noise. The
variable signal averaging routines are most likely to be advantageous in situations where
extremely high scanning speed is needed, whereas high count signal averaging can be
useful for high-precision analyses such as 14N/ 15N, 160/180 isotopic determinations
(Figure 5-9).
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Figure 5-9: A high-resolution spectrum of ambient air, taken using 10,OOOX signal
averaging, detailing nitrogen gas at M/Z = 28 and an apparent 14N- 15N isotopic peak
at MIZ=29.
5.3 Instrument sensitivity
Based on earlier calculations[39], the analyzer requires a minimum gas influx rate of
approximately of approximately 1010 gas molecules per second, to generate a detectable
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Faraday cup signal of 10-14 Amperes. Using this estimate, along with Henrys law
constants for various gases, membrane geometry, and permeability constants of these
gases across the polyethylene membrane, minimum NEREUS detection limits of
individual gas species were projected to range in the tens to hundreds of parts per billion
(mass fraction) for most gases [39]. Although this model does not account for variables
such as temperature, hydrostatic pressure, variability in ionization efficiency, or
fragmentation, sensitivity estimates based on the inlet system's physical characteristics
correspond well with observed detection limits of atmospheric gases such as oxygen,
argon, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide.
5.4 Ion fragmentation
Fragmentation peaks at M/Z = 20, 17, 16 and 14 can be predicted as functions of their
relative intensities, normalized to the intensity of the unfragmented molecular ion. The
M/Z = 17 peak is presumed to be a water ion fragment lacking a single hydrogen atom
(OH*), while the M/Z = 16 is presumed to be composed of hydrogen depleted water
fragments (O), and doubly charged molecular oxygen (022+). Fragmentation peaks at
M/Z = 20 and 14 are assumed to be exclusively composed of doubly charged argon and
nitrogen, respectively. NEREUS fragmentation data (Table 5-2), with the exception of
argon, generally appear in similar ratios4 to those specified in the UNMIX algorithm [89].
M/Z ion ratio UNMIX algorithm NEREUS
Argon 20/40 13% 27%
Nitrogen 14/28 14% 10%
Water 17/18 21% 26%
Water 16/18 1% 2%
Oxygen 16/32 9% 10%
Table 5-2: Ion fragmentation ratios
4 Oxygen ion contribution to the M/Z = 16 peak is calculated assuming a NEREUS water fragmentation
ratio that is normalized to the UNMIX ratio.
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5.5 Temperature associated peak height variation
Tests were conducted to determine the effects of membrane temperature on
instrument sensitivity. Prior modeling of inlet membrane kinetics suggested that
decreasing membrane temperature would cause a simultaneous decrease in membrane
permeability, resulting in an overall decrease in instrument sensitivity. Testing was
carried out by conducting sequential scans while the instrument's membrane inlet was
submerged in a beaker of filtered water. The water was first chilled to approximately 1 C
and air bubbles were flushed from the surface of the membrane before scanning
commenced. Scans were then conducted in direct succession while the water warmed and
the water's temperature was recorded. The peak height data was then time correlated
with temperature measurements to produce a temperature-ion peak data series for water,
nitrogen, oxygen and argon ions. With the exception of argon, data from all gases within
the temperature range of 5 to 22 'C reveal a generally exponential relationship between
ion sensitivity and membrane temperature. Data taken at temperatures below 5 'C appear
to diverge from the exponential trend and appear to plateau to a constant value. The cause
of this low temperature trend is unclear, and maybe due to any number of mechanisms,
including: 1) the membrane material undergoing a discontinuous change in its
permeability, 2) membrane material being at a greater temperature than the sample water,
or other analyte influx mechanisms dominating such as: 3) degassing from internal
vacuum system surfaces, 4) decreased ion pump pumping efficiency, or 5) vacuum
system leaks.
A near exact correlation is visible between the slopes of M/Z = 17 and 18, signifying
that M/Z = 17 is an ion fragment (OH t) of water vapor. In contrast, the ion peaks at M/Z
= 16 exhibit a slope more closely following that of M/Z = 32, suggesting that the M/Z =
16 peaks are predominantly composed of doubly charged oxygen gas (022+), not
hydrogen depleted water ion fragments (O). Peak heights at M/Z = 40 appear to exhibit a
trend of increasing amplitude as a function of increasing temperature, which is the
inverse of all other M/Z peaks. This irregularity is likely caused by decreased ion
pumping efficiency at lower temperatures and may be further intensified due to the fact
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that argon, a noble gas, is relatively difficult to sequester with the diode-type pump used
by NEREUS (see section 5.6).
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height of dissolved gases in atmospheric equilibrium as a
Theoretically, the membrane permeability of these gases should change as an
exponential function of temperature, where permeability equals the pre-exponential
permeability constant multiplied by the negative exponent of the activation energy of
permeation divided by the Boltzmann constant multiplied with the absolute temperature
of the membrane (Equation 5-1) [90]. This relationship can be augmented with
temperature dependent Henry's Law gas solubility constants [91] to model expected
sensitivity variation across a temperature range.
ElP=P xe RT
Equation 5-1: Membrane permeability as a function of temperature
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Figure 5-11: Model of NEREUS ion peak height sensitivity as a function of
temperature (i.e. with respect to membrane energy of activation and Henry's Law
solubilities in freshwater). Data points are normalized to NEREUS spectrum data
from filtered water at 22*C.
Model data derived using these parameters for water vapor, nitrogen and oxygen
demonstrate exponential trends similar to measured data trends (Figure 5-11). Although,
model calculations suggest a more precipitous decrease in permeability as the
membrane's temperature decreases than the experimental data, the slope ratios of these
gases (i.e. model slope ratios compared with measured slope ratios) exhibit a closer
degree of congruence.
5.5.1 Temperature dependent detection limits
The temperature dependent permeability parameters may also be coupled to
previously modeled expected instrument detection limits [39] to yield dissolved gas
detection limits of the instrument at varying temperatures. This model, which takes into
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account the membrane thickness, surface area, permeability of the membrane to a gas,
and the equivalent partial pressure of dissolved gas to determine a volumetric flux rate of
the analyte gas, assumes that the analyzer requires a minimum gas influx rate of
approximately 10-12 grams of argon per second, or approximately 10102 gas molecules per
second, to generate a detectable Faraday cup signal. Using this model, minimum
NEREUS detection limits of individual gas species can be estimated. By applying the
ideal gas equation, the measured molecule flux rate can be expressed in terms of a
volumetric flux rate at standard temperature and pressure. Volumetric flux rate, Q (cm 3
@STP/sec), can then be used to find the equivalent partial pressure, p, (atm), of the gas
encountered on the external surface of the membrane (Equation 5-2) [92].
P A
Equation 5-2: Inlet gas flux as a function of membrane geometry, permeability, and
gas concentration.
The permeability coefficient, P ([cm 3@STP-cm]/[cm 2-sec-atm]), of the membrane to a
given gas is calculated as a function of temperature using Equation 5-1. The membrane
surface area, A (cm2), and thickness, I (cm), are known, and the internal partial pressure
of the gas, P2 (atm), is assumed to be negligible. An estimate of minimum detectable
dissolved gas concentration can be calculated from this partial pressure using Henry's
law constants.
Temperature dependent detection limits can also be estimated by simply considering
the signal-to-noise ratios of ion peaks, while taking into account gas solubility at a given
temperature because the concentration of a gas is determined by its Henry's law
equilibrium with the atmosphere. Thus, minimum detection limit estimates are calculated
by dividing the equilibrated gas concentrations by their ion signal, and then multiplying
these terms with the appropriate noise value. Based on overall NEREUS noise
characteristics (section 5.2), a minimum noise value of approximately 2.5 mV can be
achieved when signal averaging 10,000 times. Although the oxygen and nitrogen ion
peaks contained in temperature data appear to be attenuated by a factor of two or more
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(dissolved oxygen and nitrogen peaks at room temperature are typically in the vicinity of
1000 and 2000 mV, respectively), order of magnitude estimates from this data indicate
that the NEREUS instrument is capable of detecting dissolved oxygen and nitrogen in
concentrations as low as 0.1 to 0.01 p1/i.
5.6 Variable ion pump efficiency
During bench testing of the NEREUS instrument it became apparent that the pumping
efficiency was variable. Occasionally, sharp increases in ion pump current demand were
observed, along with a simultaneous heightening of ion peaks at M/Z = 28, 32 and 40,
suggesting that bursts of sequestered gases from the pump's walls were being reemitted.
According to the Varian product literature,
When an ion pump is new or has been regenerated, for example by
baking, the surface layer of the cathode is clean and the gas re-emission
from it is negligible. In this condition, the ion pump is called
'unsaturated' and the pumping effect is due both to the gettering effect as
well as to ion implantation and diffusion. As the number of gas
molecules implanted into the cathode increases, the re-emission due to
the ion bombardment increases. As a consequence, the net pumping
speed decreases until an equilibrium condition between ion implantation
and gas re-emission is reached. In this condition, the ion pump is
'saturated' and the net pumping speed (due only to the gettering action of
the material sputtered from the cathode) is about half the pumping speed
of the unsaturated pump... The main characteristic of noble gases is that
they do not react with any other element. Therefore, the film produced
by the sputtering of cathode material does not provide getter pumping
for helium and argon. Moreover, since these gases do not tend to diffuse
into the cathode, the pumping effect due to the ion implantation is not
permanent. Nevertheless, all the ion pump elements have some capacity
to remove these gases. Noble gases are pumped by being buried by
titanium. Noble gas ions can be neutralized and scattered from the
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cathode without losing their energy. These neutral atoms maintain
enough energy to implant or stick on the anode and on the pump walls
where they will be buried by sputtered titanium and thus permanently
pumped. In the Diode configuration, the neutralization and back
scattering probability is very small, thus the pumping speed for noble
gases is only a small percentage of the nitrogen pumping speed.
Moreover, when operating at a relatively high argon partial pressure
(i.e., higher than 108 mbar), sudden bursts of pressure due to the re-
emission of temporarily implanted argon in the cathode is observed.
After this occurs, a Diode pump is not able to pump more argon until its
source is stopped. This phenomenon is known as 'argon instability'. [93]
This explanation is consistent with the observed sporadic increases in argon ion peak
height, and may also account for the similar behavior encountered with oxygen and
nitrogen ion peaks. It is hypothesized that a sudden re-emission burst of argon from the
pump may trigger an avalanche of other gases from internal pump surfaces. The scenario
is especially likely if the ion pump has been used for an extended period without having
undergone regenerative baking-out, thus allowing the gas load buried within the pump
walls to build up.
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Figure 5-12: NEREUS ion signal variability, recorded while submerged in a flume,
based on 9 consecutive spectrum scans executed using a peak jumping algorithm.
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Data from 9 consecutive scans within a 7 minute period during submerged testing
(section 5.8) of the instrument in a laboratory flume filled with stationary water revealed
greatest peak height variability among M/Z = 28, followed by 32 and 40. Although the
instrument was submerged in water, peak height variability at M/Z = 18 and 17 was
considerably less than 16, and orders of magnitude below that of M/Z = 28, 32 and 40,
suggesting that the deviation was unlikely to have been caused be vacuum system leaks
or variable ionization. Furthermore, there was no appreciable variability in peak heights
at regions near M/Z = 12, 15, 78 and 91, indicating that electrometer drift was not
significant. At the time of this test the ion pump had operated for more than 100 hours
without bake out, while conducting NEREUS air spectrum analyses. After experiencing
similar degassing events during the first tethered NEREUS deployment, this ion pump
was replaced prior to its second tethered deployment and recorded comparatively
negligible argon and nitrogen signal variation during that deployment.
Based on the observed instrument behavior and ion pump literature, it appears that
periodic high-temperature bake out of the ion pump aids not only in extending pump life,
but also minimizes background noble gas enrichment and facilitates stabilization of
instrument sensitivity. NEREUS ion pump rejuvenation has been successfully completed
on several occasions by removing the ion pump housing and heating the pump body to a
temperature of approximately 125-150 'C. Once the ion pump body has reached its
prescribed temperature, the pump-down inlet valve and vacuum envelope valves are
opened and the system is evacuated using an oil diffusion pump in series with a roughing
pump. Suitable results have been achieved when this pump down is performed for a
period of at least 12 hours. This process requires that the ion pump's high voltage power
supply be turned off, and care must be taken not to scorch the instrument's composite
frame, nor to surpass the nearby analyzer magnet's Curie temperature.
5.7 Instrument response time
Several factors affect NEREUS response time, including electrometer response time,
vacuum system conductance, membrane diffusivity, and diffusivity of gases across the
unstirred water boundary layer residing outside of the membrane. However, prior
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modeling suggests that NEREUS response time is primarily governed by membrane
diffusivity [39].
The time required for gases to cross the membrane into the vacuum system can be
predicted based on the diffusivity of a given gas within the membrane and on membrane
thickness. Provided that the diffusion coefficient of the gas through the polymer is
independent of concentration and constant, Fick's second law of diffusion (Equation 5-3)
ac = _Dac
at iX 2
Equation 5-3: Fick's second law of diffusion
can be applied as a one dimensional diffusive transport model to estimate the rate of
gas permeation across the membrane as a function of time, as the system approaches
equilibrium [94]. If the gas concentration on the external surface is kept constant and gas
concentration within the vacuum system is effectively maintained at zero, the cumulative
gas flux into the vacuum system per permeable surface area, Qt, can be determined at any
point in time (Equation 5-4).
D [cm]- C moe ] X[.cm] 2Qt IM01'es/ 2= m t[ secl ] --
cm X[cm ] 6D[cm2
Equation 5-4: Analyte gas influx
As t approaches oo, a linear relation between Qt and t develops, yielding a t-axis intercept,
often referred to as time lag, L (sec) [95]. This time lag can be expressed in terms of
membrane thickness, X (cm), and membrane diffusivity, D (cm 2/sec) (Equation 5-5).
-X [cm ]2
L[sec]= c
6Dsete
Equation 5-5: Membrane response time lag
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Steady state flow is underestimated by about 4% if a period of approximately three
times the time lag is used [96]. Applying this time constant of 3L as an estimate of
membrane response time, it is evident that membrane thickness strongly affects response
time. Given a imil membrane thickness, and the various gas permeabilities of
polyethylene, it is anticipated that the instrument is capable of accurately quantifying
most atmospheric gases within 10 to 15 seconds. Higher molecular weight gases,
including many common hydrocarbons, are predicted to require time frames on the order
of minutes before converging upon a steady state value (Figure 5-13).
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Figure 5-13: Calculated overall NEREUS time to steady state measurement for
various gases
Investigations of instrument response time were conducted to corroborate the veracity
of these models, using carbon dioxide and benzene. These two gases were chosen based
on their low background concentrations in ambient air and expected low quantities of
embedded molecules within the ion pump.
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Carbon dioxide testing required that the embedded computer be programmed to
monitor a single ion peak at M/Z = 44 and record electrometer voltage once per second.
The testing was conducted by presenting the membrane inlet with an air sample with a
fixed concentration of carbon dioxide. Time was then allowed for the carbon dioxide ion
signal to stabilize. After the signal had sufficiently stabilized, the sample was then rapidly
evacuated from the inlet using a roughing pump. It is estimated that the membrane inlet
was pumped down to a small fraction of 1 atmosphere within less than one second. The
data record shown in Figure 5-14 indicates that carbon dioxide ion peak height decreased
by 95% within a time period of approximately 15 seconds, a value consistent with the
model estimate of 17 seconds. The data also reveals an unexpected ion peak height
increase during the initial pump down process. The cause of this transient increase is
uncertain, but has been encountered during nitrogen pump down tests using the Hemond
backpack portable mass spectrometer with an identical membrane inlet apparatus (Figure
5-15). This phenomenon may be due to the membrane becoming unseated from the
backing plate, thereby increasing the total permeable cross section of the membrane and
causing a transient intensification of gas flux.
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Figure 5-14: NEREUS time response to carbon dioxide
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Figure 5-15: Time response of Hemond backpack portable mass spectrometer to
nitrogen gas
Although a specific model has not been developed for NEREUS time response to
benzene, tests were conducted to assess the overall instrument behavior when monitoring
higher molecular weight hydrocarbons. Investigations were carried out by exposing the
inlet to a near-instantaneous pulse of toluene rich air and then monitoring the subsequent
decrease in the M/Z = 78 ion signal. The resulting curve show in Figure 5-16 indicates
that the instrument's overall time response to benzene, assuming a 95% reduction to
baseline standard, is on the order of 3 minutes. This value is somewhat faster than model
estimates of the lower molecular weight hydrocarbons such as propane, propene and
ethane. It remains unclear if this comparatively short response time of the NEREUS
instrument to benzene is generally shared with other hydrocarbons, or if it is due to a
preferential membrane permeability of aromatic hydrocarbons over aliphatic
hydrocarbons.
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Figure 5-16: NEREUS time response to benzene
5.8 Submerged testing
NEREUS underwent submerged trial operation in a laboratory flume prior to
deployment. This trial verified that the glass pressure sphere housing could be properly
sealed so that its interior remained dry, that the instrument was approximately neutrally
buoyant and maintained a more or less upright position when submerged. Rollover tests
also confirmed that the instrument could withstand rapid overturning without damage.
Scanning operations were carried out during these tests without any noticeable problems.
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Chapter 6
DEPLOYMENT AND SEA TRIALS
Following bench testing of the NEREUS instrument has underwent a number of
deployments as a buoyed sensor, towed sensor, and aboard an AUV. Beginning in August
2002, the NEREUS instrument was deployed as a tethered buoy sensor in Halls Brook
and Boston Harbor. The instrument was then deployed in the Upper Mystic Lake as a
towed body, followed by an AUV deployment in Boston Harbor during December of
2002.
6.1 Tethered deployments
Tethered deployments commenced on August 20, 2002 at the Halls Brook Holding
Area (HBHA), a small body of contaminated water located approximately 30 km north of
Boston, Massachusetts. This water body, also known as Lake Mishawum, contains high
concentrations several types of volatile organic carbons (VOCs) including: benzene,
diphenyl sulfone, ortho-hydroxybiphenyl, higher hydroxybiphenyls, and alkylated
benzenes and are thought to originate from contaminated groundwater inflow to the
hypolimnion [97]. In-situ monitoring of VOCs is desirable because substances such as
benzene are known to rapidly undergo biodegradation when mixed with the metalimnetic
and epilimninetic waters [98].
A vertical profile consisting of six spectra from 12 to 48 AMU was completed during
this trial deployment. Each of these scans utilized 500X signal averaging. The
deployment was executed by lowering the instrument with a Hydrolab sonde and an
attached depressor weight from a rope through the water column to depths of: 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5 and 2.7 meters. NEREUS ion peaks were displayed in real time via the radio
transceivers and a shore-based laptop computer. Data from the Hydrolab sonde was
stored and viewed via a cable connection to its Surveyor 4 logger at the surface.
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Figure 6-1: Tethered NEREUS configuration with Hydrolab
Data collected during from this deployment reveal the presence of carbon dioxide and
methane in the surface water, and concentration increasing with depth, while oxygen
concentrations exhibited an inverse trend, decreasing as a function of increased depth.
Baseline clipping caused by high C+ ion fragment peaks at M/Z=12 precludes direct
measurement of the ion peak height above baseline (the embedded code normalized the
baseline to M/Z=12 values during this deployment). Some ion peak tops such as methane,
oxygen and argon (at M/Z= 15, 32 and 40 respectively) were completely concealed by
the elevated baseline, while carbon dioxide and nitrogen ion peaks (at M/Z=44 and 28,
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respectively) exceed the instrument's dynamic range at depths of 2.5 and 2.7 meters.
However, quantitative estimates of the spectra peak heights can be reconstructed by
scaling the water vapor peak at M/Z= 18 to a uniform value and then adding the
spectrum's scaling value to each of the spectrum's peaks. The resulting values suggest
factor of three increases in methane and carbon dioxide concentrations at depth. Several
peaks appear in M/Z regions that do not correspond to dissolved atmospheric gases, but it
is unclear if these are VOC ion fragment peaks or simply artifact. Hydrolab data reveals
the presence of a thermocline in the depth vicinity of 1 to 2 meters, coinciding with a
similar dissolved oxygen trend, suggesting water stratification. Although the NEREUS
spectra RMS noise is less than 5 mV, the oxygen ion peak trend does not correlate well
with Hydrolab data, indicating that other sources of error dominate (i.e. baseline
clipping).
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Figure 6-3: NEREUS depth profile of ion peaks in the Halls Brook Holding Area
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Figure 6-4: Hydrolab depth profile of dissolved oxygen, salinity and temperature in
the Halls Brook Holding Area
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Following this preliminary Halls Brook deployment, the NEREUS instrument
baseline normalization algorithm was modified to use an ion signal at M/Z= 11.5 to
prevent clipping and a new membrane installed as a safety precaution against membrane
failure. After installing the membrane and re-establishing the required vacuum system
pressure, the membrane was heated to approximately 50 0C with a hot air gun to
encourage its conformation to the shape of the backing plate (Figure 6-6).
The August 24, 2002 NEREUS deployment in Boston's Inner Harbor demonstrated
the instrument's depth capability, ability to operate in marine environments, and explored
for possible pollutants. Over the past decade significant cleanup efforts have been made
to clean up the harbor, but several pollution sources still remain such as combined sewer
overflows (CSOs), which are known to discharge large quantities of hydrocarbons and
trace organics during wet weather [99]. The deployment area, located at North 42 22.234'
by West 71 03.419', experiences a diurnal tidal cycle typically of 3.5 meters amplitude
and has a mean low-water depth of approximately 9 meters, causing the water to be well
mixed. The tether used the same configuration as in the previous deployment, and scans
were conducted across a spectral range of 12 to 150 AMU using a 2000X signal
averaging routine and were conducted during high tide at depth intervals corresponding
to 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 10.5 and 12 meters without failure.
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Figure 6-6: Microscopic comparison of a new membrane (left), and after heat
forming and deployment to 12 meters depth (right)
The eight spectra generated during this deployment possess similar ion peak
signatures and amplitudes, which is suggestive of a well-mixed body of water. All
contain noise of approximately 2.5 mV RMS, and have peak amplitudes that are
attenuated by around 72, compared with laboratory generated data. Factors contributing to
attenuation may include diminished permeable cross section (due to increased membrane
adherence to the backing plate), and to a lesser extent, decreased gas solubility in
seawater, as well as decreased membrane permeability because of lower water
temperature. Typically stable ion peaks such as water vapor, nitrogen, and argon exhibit
trends of decreasing amplitude with increasing depth, with an ensemble average variation
of 30%. Models of membrane permeability as a function of temperature suggest that the
observed water temperature variation of 2.3 'C should affect an 18% variation in these
ion peaks. The remaining variation is thought to be due to pressure effects on the
membrane, particularly through increased pressure causing the membrane to sag and
come into greater contact with the conically shaped holes of the backing plate, thereby
decreasing the membrane's total permeable surface area. Permeation may also be effected
by molecular-scale decreases in polymer permeability as a result of pressure increases
[100], but it is unlikely that these molecular effects come to dominate until much greater
depth.
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Figure 6-7: Boston Harbor spectrum at 1.5 meters depth
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Figure 6-8: Boston Harbor spectrum at 3 meters depth
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Figure 6-9: Boston Harbor spectrum at 4.5 meters depth
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Figure 6-10: Boston Harbor spectrum at 6 meters depth
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Figure 6-11: Boston Harbor spectrum at 7.5 meters depth
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Figure 6-12: Boston Harbor spectrum at 9 meters depth
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Figure 6-13: Boston Harbor spectrum at 10.5 meters depth
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Figure 6-14: Boston Harbor spectrum at 12 meters depth
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Methane, carbon dioxide and oxygen ion peak data exhibit obvious trends in the 3 to
4.5 meter depth range and then again at 12 meters depth. Given a mean high-water depth
of 13 meters and the Harbor's soft mud bottom, the increase in these gases at 12 meters is
apt to be the result of the instrument being near or partially buried within the uppermost
portions of anoxic sediments. Simultaneous decrease in oxygen signals recorded at this
depth by both the Hydrolab and NEREUS support an anoxic bottom sediment hypothesis.
The causation of the methane and carbon dioxide ion signal increase in the upper depth
range of 3 to 5 meters is less clear because they do not coincide with proportional
decreases in oxygen or any observable deviation in salinity or temperature. A plausible
explanation may be that this region of the water column contains effluent from nearby
ship bilges and holding tanks or drainage culverts lining the Hoosac seawall (these
drainage culverts lie at approximately 3 meters depth during high tide), but more
investigation is needed to clarify the origin of this chemical feature.
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Figure 6-15: Depth profile of Boston Harbor
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Figure 6-16: Oxygen signal correlation of NEREUS and Hydrolab data from Boston
Harbor
NEREUS oxygen ion peak data at M/Z=32 exhibit a high degree of correlation with
Hydrolab dissolved oxygen data, matching all trend slopes and yielding a statistical R2
value of 0.93. The minimum NEREUS detection limit for oxygen is estimated to be
approximately 4.62 mg/l, by applying a linear least squares line fit to this data and
assuming a characteristic noise of 2.5 mV and a signal-to noise ratio of 3. This detection
limit is roughly an order of magnitude higher than bench top estimates. However, given
the overall peak height attenuation to approximately 1/5 of full scale, the instrument
detection limits can be decreased to less than 1 mg/l by simply increasing electrometer
gain or permitting more analyte influx (i.e. allowing greater permeable membrane surface
area).
6.2 Towed deployment
After successfully completing buoyed deployment, the NEREUS instrument
underwent towed deployment in the Upper Mystic Lake on December 13 and 15, 2002.
The objectives of these deployments were to ascertain instrument performance when used
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in a tow body configuration and to develop a detailed three-dimensional chemical map of
this ice-covered lake.
The upper mystic lake is an eutrophic, dimictic, kettlehole lake with a surface area of
approximately 50 hectares, volume of 7,000,000 m3 and average depth of 15 m [101].
The lake sediment is contaminated with toxic metals, including: arsenic, cadmium,
chromium, copper, and lead from industrial chemical and tannery waste release during
the early 1900s [102]. Bathymetric features include a central basin with a maximum
depth of 25 meters, and a shoal in the northern third of the lake with a maximum depth of
9 meters [103]. Prior investigations have observed a seasonal thermocline which appears
in early spring, causing an anoxic hypolimnion to develop at a depth of 8 to 10 meters,
and then gradually deepen over the course of fall. Observations indicate that the bottom 9
meters remain stratified into the winter. Oxygen depletion from biological respiration and
redox cycling of metals causes the hypolimnion to become anoxic by early summer
[104].
The first deployment on December 13 was conducted by "mowing the lawn" along
transects mostly within the oxic epilimnion, while the second December 15 deployment
focused more on carrying out transects across the epilimnetic/hypolimnetic interface.
Both deployments made use of a 14' aluminum boat equipped with a 5 hp outboard
motor and the tether apparatus to tow the instrument through the water. Boat velocity was
kept to approximately 0.5 meters per second in order to minimize oscillatory motion of
the instrument and prevent the tether from seizing in the ice layer which ranged in
thickness from /4" to 1". A sounding line rigged with a 25 lb. weight was suspended in
front of and to a depth 2 meters below the towed instrument package, with the aim of
contacting the lake bottom or submerged debris before the instrument package. The
December 13 deployment used the external radio transceiver and float, whereas the
December 15 deployment required that the radio transceiver be integrated inside the
pressure sphere and a dummy plug for the MIL-9 electrical feed through so that the
instrument could be sent to a depth of 25 meters (the MIL-9 radio transceiver cable is
only 15 meters long). Total duration for both deployments was approximately 6 /2 hours.
In this time period more than 300 spectrum scans were conducted (mass range 12-150
AMU, at 0.1 AMU intervals and 500 to IOOOX signal averaging). Over 2/3 of these
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spectra maintain sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratios to contain meaningful data. A
major noise source appears to have been caused by microphonic vibration of the
electrometer and faraday cup detector when the instrument tether strummed while being
towed through the water and large sheets of broken ice. Nonetheless, the volume and
quality of data collected during these brief deployments is unparalleled.
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Figure 6-17: 3-D map of towed NEREUS deployments in Upper Mystic Lake
Hydrolab, conductivity and temperature data clearly show the presence two stratified
layers, interfacing at a depth of approximately 13 meters. Hydrolab malfunctioning, due
to battery failure in the cold winter temperatures, allowed only 54 of the NEREUS
spectra to be compared with Hydrolab data. NEREUS and Hydrolab dissolved oxygen
data trends generally parallel each other and correlation comparison reveal statistical R2
values of 0.83 (Dec. 13) and 0.84 (Dec. 15) that are similar to the Boston Harbor tethered
deployment. The decreased correlation between oxygen data may be caused by a spatial
aliasing of up to 15 meters, providing sufficient time for one instrument to sample anoxic
water in the hypolimnion and the other to sample oxic epilimnion water. This aliasing is
due the boat's velocity of 0.5 m/s and asynchronous sampling as much as 30 seconds
apart. Hydrolab dissolved oxygen data collected on December 13 exhibit relatively high
variability at one and five meter depth transects (Figure 6-20). It is unknown whether this
variability is due to dissolved oxygen heterogeneity at the sampled depth transects or
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Hydrolab sensor drift. However, it is worthwhile noting that Hydrolab dissolved oxygen
variability within the epilimnion is less pronounced within the December 15 data (Figure
6-21). Regression based extrapolation of December 13 data indicates that the NEREUS
minimum detection limit for oxygen is in the range of 3 mg/l; while December 15 data
suggests a detection limit of 0 mg/i when ion signal is below 75 mV.
Carbon dioxide peaks are clearly identified throughout the entire water column, and
increase significantly as a function of depth below the thermocline (Figure 6-20, Figure
6-21). Although a methane signal at M/Z=15 is absent in the epilimnion, peaks begin to
emerge at the thermocline and demonstrate an increasing trend with depth, similar to that
of carbon dioxide. In contrast, NEREUS determinations of oxygen concentration remain
relatively stable within the epilimnion, and decrease substantially within the
hypolimnion. These chemical features are consistent with biologically induced anoxia
and methanogenesis within the hypolimnion.
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Figure 6-18: Oxygen signal correlation of NEREUS and Hydrolab data from Upper
Mystic Lake, Dec. 13
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Figure 6-19: Oxygen signal correlation of NEREUS and Hydrolab data from Upper
Mystic Lake, Dec. 15
The low water temperatures of 2 to 40 C decreased the instrument's inlet membrane
permeability appreciably, attenuating peak heights by roughly a factor of 3. Furthermore,
temperature variations are likely to cause increased permeability (and therefore increase
ion signal strength) in the higher temperature hypolimnion over that of the epilimnion.
Ion peak amplitude differences across the two sampling days are most pronounced
when comparing epilimnetic oxygen concentrations. Possible reasons for this may
include increased photosynthetic productivity from one day to the next (although this is
unlikely because of the continuous cloud cover and ice cover during these dates), influx
of new waters from upstream sources (also unlikely due to a forebay residence time on
the order of 10 days [105]), or most likely because of sensor drift. Sensor drift may be
due to any of a number of factors, including variability in electrometer gain, variability in
ionization efficiency, increased baseline signal (i.e. through decreased pumping
efficiency of ion pump and gas buildup). The relative stability of carbon dioxide,
methane, and hypolimnetic oxygen signals suggest that electrometer gain and ionization
efficiency remain largely unchanged from one day to the next.
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NEREU S-Hydrolab chemical composition data of Upper Mystic Lake as a function of depth
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6.3 AUV deployment
On December 19 2002 the Kemonaut vehicle and NEREUS payload underwent sea
trials in Boston Harbor demonstrating the cargo carrying capacity, maneuverability, and
overall seaworthiness of the Kemonaut design as well as the ability of the NEREUS
instrument to collect meaningful chemical data while operating onboard a moving AUV
platform. A relatively confined region of Boston's Inner Harbor near to the Charles River
Locks was selected for operations because of its unobstructed flat bathymetry, relatively
low frequency of boat traffic during the winter months (compared to other regions of the
harbor), and absence of underground tunnels or electrical cables thereby avoiding
potential electromagnetic interference to the vehicle navigation system.
Figure 6-22:The Kemonaut AUV prior to deployment in Boston Harbor
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Operations began with the deployment of four GIB buoys with attached hydrophones
around the perimeter of the test area. These buoys were positioned in more or less a
rectangular pattern to maximize the triangulation distance while minimizing propagation
path obstructions and interference with shipping traffic. Buoy rodes were anchored in
place using a 5 kg weight attached to 2 meters of 3/8" steel chain to prevent drift in the
channel's +1 kt current and 3.5 meter tidal cycle.
Boston Harbor's Pier 4 served as the operations base station for radio communication
with Kemonaut and crew aboard a skiff that served as an intercept boat. Operations base
station was setup in the cargo bed of a Ryder truck, parked at the end of the pier to
provide a clear view westward out over the Harbor.
Kemonaut was ballast tested for marine deployment from a two-ton electric hoist
once GIB transponders were in position and functioning. Based on results from earlier
freshwater ballasting, an additional 3.8 kg of weight had been fitted to the vehicle while
undergoing assembly in the lab. This additional weight was distributed in two equally
weighted 1.8 kg bags of lead shot. The first bag was zip-tie wrapped to the internal 10 lb
dive weight in the nose of the vehicle, and the second weight was wired tightly to the
external aft surface of the vehicle, directly below the two 10 lb dive weights, using 4
corrosive links. These corrosive links cause the ballast weight to be jettisoned after a
period of 12 hours, thereby improving the prospects of successful recovery in the event of
a vehicle system failure. Although theoretically buoyant for seawater, the vehicle proved
to be correctly ballasted without any additional weight. Salinity tests confirmed the
harbor water to be slightly brackish at 26-28 parts per thousand, thus helping to account
for the density disparity. A small -300 cc piece of floatation foam was added inside the
bow of the vehicle to achieve neutral trim.
Kemonaut and NEREUS clock synchronization and systems checks were performed
subsequent to ballasting. After satisfying all checks, the AUV was released from its lift
hoist and towed into position using a 16 ft skiff equipped with a 35 hp outboard engine.
Once in position, mission commands were relayed to Kemonaut from the base station
using the spread spectrum radio modem and operations commenced once the vehicle was
in position.
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Figure 6-23:Nautical Chart of Boston Harbor showing GIB placement and overall
area of operation
Two initial surface missions were conducted to verify proper vehicle tracking with
the GIB hydrophone array, while maintaining visual contact. Following the two surface
runs, Kemonaut performed a total of 6 submerged missions, ranging in duration from 2 to
6 minutes and reaching a maximum depth of 6.3 meters. Each dive mission was
conducted as level, straight line, run for a specified time duration with the aim of
reducing mission complexity and keeping altitude and heading reference system (AHRS)
error from critically affecting the navigation system. The navigation system was set to
abort its mission if the vehicle's sonar altimeter sensed a distance of less than 3 meters
from the bottom to prevent the vehicle from colliding with the harbor bottom. The
intercept boat tracked the submerged AUV using GIB hydrophone position fixes of the
vehicle relayed verbally over VHF radio from the base station. After each dive the
intercept boat was sent to visually inspect Kemonaut for obvious signs of damage and to
prevent other nearby vessels from colliding with the somewhat concealed AUV. In
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addition to visual inspection after surfacing, NEREUS instrument status was evaluated
via a dedicated radio link from a laptop computer located in the intercept boat. As a
measure of caution, missions were conducted at progressively deeper target depths of 2, 4
and 6 meters. Mission duration was also increased incrementally from 2 minutes on first
dive to a maximum of 8 minutes on the sixth dive.
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Figure 6-24: Kemonaut pressure transducer record
After satisfactory completion of its first and second dive to respective depths of 2 and
4 meters, Kemonaut was requested to dive to a depth of 6 meters on its third mission and
reached a maximum depth of 6.3 meters before resurfacing. At the time it was unclear if
the bottom avoidance override had been triggered by an acoustic return from an
obstruction lying on the harbor bottom. Although later analysis of sonar altimeter data
revealed that this had not been the case, in the interest of vehicle safety, a decision was
made at that time to conduct the next dive at a depth of 4 meters, but with an increased
mission duration of 5 minutes. Kemonaut executed this dive mission cleanly by quickly
rotating itself nearly 1800 to assume the proper heading and then maintaining its straight
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course for the remainder of the mission, logging some 400 meters in distance. The fifth
dive mission was setup to better ascertain the repeatability of the vehicle's navigation and
control system by retracing this fourth dive. Consequently, Kemonaut was towed back to
the vicinity of its previous starting position and instructed to dive to a depth of 5 meters
for a duration of six minutes using the same heading as dive 4. Again, Kemonaut
performed capably, following to within 1 meter of its previous track line for a distance of
over 200 meters. The sixth and final dive mission was intended to further test the AUV's
ability to maintain a straight and level track line and to allow the NEREUS instrument
adequate time to collect multiple chemical spectra while at depth. Mission duration was
specified for 8 minutes and a shallow depth of 3 meters was chosen in order to minimize
the chances of bottom collision. The desired heading was increased in a similar attempt to
prevent the AUV from being run aground on the ruins near the harbor channel's southern
sea wall and Coast Guard piers. Despite these efforts, Kemonaut was forced to abort the
dive mission approximately 4 minutes into the run because the human operator assigned
heading had inadvertently directed the vehicle to swim in a northwesterly track, passing
underneath the USS Cassin Young and a barge before swimming into a shallow dry dock
area, causing the bottom avoidance override procedure to trigger, thus forcing the vehicle
to surface.
Based on recorded MOOS pressure sensor data, Kemonaut has demonstrated a dive
rate capability of up to 0.18m/s, and is able to maintain a prescribed depth to within ±0.3
meters (Figure 7). Despite uncertainties caused by variability in near-surface acoustic
signal propagation, GIB hydrophone tracking revealed that Kemonaut was able to
maintain a high degree of lateral accuracy (Figure 6-25, Figure 6-26). The extent of
Kemonaut's dynamic control is evident when comparing the GIB track logs from dive
missions four and five, particularly in light of the fact that these dives were performed
while in the presence of a current with a flow rate exceeding 1.5 kts.
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Figure 6-25: 2-D GIB hydrophone surface track log of Kemonaut dive missions
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Figure 6-26: 3-dimensional GIB hydrophone track log of Kemonaut dive missions
The NEREUS instrument, which operated for the duration of its time aboard the
Kemonaut vehicle, collected approximately 90 individual spectra over the course of these
three hours, with each spectrum consisting of 693,000 discrete measurements. The
NEREUS instrument appeared to be largely unaffected by vehicle motion through the
water or vibration from the vehicle's propulsion and control system while underway.
The NEREUS instrument conducted spectral scans of volatile dissolved gases ranging
in molecular weight from 12 to 150 Daltons while operating onboard Kemonaut. These
scans were performed at a mass step interval of 0.1 Dalton to ensure that ion peak shape
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could be clearly resolved. Signal averaging was kept to 500 samples per data point in an
effort to minimize the amount of time required for a complete spectral scan while still
maintaining an adequate S/N ratio. Automated radio communications between the
instrument and its remote computer terminal (used for monitoring the instrument) were
scheduled to occur during the electrometer stabilization period before the instrument took
a measurement to further decrease time requirements. NEREUS was able to complete an
entire scan once every 98 seconds using these techniques. Although spectral scans can be
conducted much faster by further limiting the mass-to-charge range, mass step interval
and signal averaging, this mode was chosen so that high molecular weight hydrocarbons
could be clearly identified in the event of being encountered by the AUV.
Post-deployment analysis of NEREUS data revealed the presence of dissolved
atmospheric gases, principally nitrogen, oxygen, and argon (Figure 6-27). Due to the cold
temperatures encountered on this day (an air temperature of -5 to -1' C and a water
temperature of 2 to 40 C) the instrument's inlet membrane permeability was significantly
decreased, causing all spectra to exhibit attenuated peak heights. Nevertheless, relative
ratios of these gases remained consistent with previous NEREUS data collected during
buoyed deployment in this area of Boston Harbor. RMS noise was typically about 5 mV,
but exhibited sudden dramatic increases, to hundreds of millivolts, appearing to coincide
when the intercept boat occasionally bumped into the AUV while it was being towed.
NEREUS spectrum data was processed upon completion of the six dive missions to
quantify ion peaks and then merged with MOOS track log data by way of time stamp
synchronization. The resulting data shows a noticeable variability in dissolved gas
concentration near the water's surface (Figure 6-28). This anomaly is likely to be the
result of air bubble entrainment from breaking waves generated by the +20kt wind
blowing that day. Further analysis of the data did not reveal the presence of any
hydrocarbon fractions or xenobiotic molecules.
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Figure 6-27: A typical NEREUS spectrum that was recorded while onboard the
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Several capabilities of the NEREUS mass spectrometer and Kemonaut AUV were
demonstrated through bench testing and deployments. These deployments rigorously
tested the system's ability to not only survive in real-world environments but to collect
meaningful data while operating in harsh environments such as an ice-covered lake, or a
busy marine port. NEREUS met or exceeded all of the original design goals, including:
size, power, weight, response time, depth capability, sensitivity, endurance and
reliability. The Kemonaut vehicle has proven to be a small, easily deployable, low cost,
yet robust platform with adequate stability and cargo carrying capacity to deploy the
NEREUS instrument. Thus far, all tests and operations have been successfully completed
without instrument or vehicle failure. Moreover, large quantities of scientifically valuable
data were collected during these initial deployments. At present, the instrument and
vehicle system is well suited for scientific assessment of dissolved gases in shallow,
freshwater and coastal marine environments. Further research and development may
greatly extend system usefulness by virtue of increased depth limit, greater detector
sensitivity, elevated scan speed, multiple sensor integration, increased vehicle endurance
and closed-loop navigation. It is worthwhile noting that the NEREUS instrument was
constructed with a materials cost of approximately $5,000, and $3,000 for the Kemonaut
vehicle. These budgetary constraints required that all hardware components be completed
with just a single design and build iteration. Nearly all NEREUS components were
fabricated by hand and, in several cases, component parts were fashioned from discarded
materials found around the MIT campus. Kemonaut development was similarly
challenging because it required in-house fabrication and was completed, from concept to
vehicle deployment, in just six weeks. Despite these budgetary and time constraints, the
Kemonaut-NEREUS system is a technologically advanced environmental data collection
tool that offers new and unique capabilities for understanding the subsurface aquatic
environment.
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7.1 Toward routine operation
Kemonaut vehicle characteristics allow rapid, low-cost access to the subsurface;
meanwhile, the NEREUS instrument is well suited for identifying chemical structures
within this environment. Together, this platform and sensor permits straightforward,
automated monitoring of dissolved gases such as nitrogen, carbon dioxide, methane and
oxygen. Better understanding of role and variability of these gases in biogeochemical
cycles are critical for insight into ecological, atmospheric, geologic and hydrologic
dynamics. Several deployment missions are currently possible for the Kemonaut-
NEREUS system in its current configuration, including detailed survey of small lakes,
synoptic assessment of larger water bodies and calibration of chemical sensor networks.
The Kemonaut-NEREUS system is probably best suited for monitoring dissolved
gases in lakes with simple bowl-shaped bathymetry, such as the Upper Mystic Lake. This
type of environment is less challenging to navigation for a number of reasons. First,
currents are generally below a few centimeters per second and the lake volume is
relatively small, enabling full coverage by a single vehicle within a short period of time.
Second, collision obstacles such as large debris resting proud of the bottom and deep
draft vessels are not commonly present. Third it is unusual for lake bottom debris and
geology to generate magnetic signatures of sufficient intensity to cause significant course
deviations. Furthermore, the relatively short vehicle track lines do not permit large spatial
deviations. Fourth, acoustic noise and reflections (i.e. from corrugated metal seawall
pilings) are uncommon in such lakes, minimizing acoustic navigation error. Finally,
although the corrosive drop weights are unlikely to function reliably in anoxic freshwater
environments, the lake's small and closed volume facilitates recovery in the event of
vehicle failure. Limnologic deployments may involve the vehicle swimming vertical
sinusoids or maintaining fixed depth along a grid pattern to determine variations in
stratification depth (i.e. when during a period of internal seiching) or localized chemical
concentration heterogeneity.
More challenging freshwater deployments may include deployment in ice-covered
Antarctic lakes. Many of these lakes are super-saturated with respect to nitrogen, oxygen,
argon, and carbon dioxide, but the contributions of their biological and non-biological
sources are not well understood [106]. Nitrogen, oxygen and argon gases together have
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been used to determined the fraction of gas produced by biology compared to freezing
and also determine the nature of the freezing process [107]. However, research indicates
that significant variability in gas concentrations occur throughout the water column and
sampling is limited by the time required to drill multiple boreholes in ice up to 5 meters
thick as well as the abilities of scuba divers to collect subsurface samples [108].
NEREUS deployments in the Upper Mystic Lake has demonstrated its ability to operate
within a frozen lake, and subsequent Boston Harbor deployment established that the
instrument and AUV both operate satisfactorily in water temperatures less than 5'C.
Thus, the Kemonaut-NEREUS system should be able to withstand the harsh Antarctic
environment, and if equipped with a LBL navigation system may prove valuable not
only in increasing the data collection rate, but also by eliminating the need for scuba
divers to perform dangerous sample collection work below the thick ice cover.
Yet another type of near-term deployment can be monitoring of coastal marine areas
for pollution from sewage or hydrocarbon spills. The instrument package could
potentially be used in areas such as Boston Harbor, where recent cleanup efforts have
lead to the creation of a new offshore outfall and the closing of sewage outfalls within the
harbor [109]. The instrument and vehicle could easily identify areas of decreased oxygen
and increased methane and carbon dioxide, which may help in identifying remaining
pollution sources to the Harbor. This type of mission would only require simple straight-
line surveys and therefore could be conducted using Kemonaut's existing navigation
system.
7.2 System optimization
Although the instrument and vehicle met or exceeded their design goals, a few areas
of potential improvement were identified, both in the instrument and vehicle, following
the deployment tests. Each improvement is easily achieved with simple modifications to
hardware components or algorithms. Improvements to NEREUS may include a modified
inlet system, designed without recesses that trap gas bubbles within the inlet housing and
a membrane mounting apparatus that permits easy membrane replacement and increased
operational depth. The cycloid tube possesses a 180' sector analyzer and Faraday cup for
M/Z = 1 to 12 scanning. This secondary analyzer, which is necessary for measuring
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hydrogen gas and helium, can be utilized if a second electrometer and switching circuitry
is incorporated. Redesign of the circuit to incorporate an "auto-zeroing" or "chopper-
stabilized" operational amplifier [110] in its first gain stage may further increase
electrometer signal-to-noise ratio by limiting electrometer bandwidth to a narrow range
around 30Hz [111]. The dual electrometer configuration should also include a system for
scalable electrometer gain (permitting greater dynamic ion peak measurement range) and
additional vibration isolation (to damp vehicle or tow body vibration). Tow body
vibration can also be decreased by enclosing the NEREUS instrument within a
streamlined protective fairing and by using a short shock line (e.g. bungee cord)
connected between the towline and the instrument to decouple surface craft motion and
towline strumming from the instrument. Signal-to-noise characteristics of NEREUS data
may benefit from additional post-processing techniques such as median filtering when the
system is exposed to excessive vibration or impacts. A median filter for electrometer data
can potentially help reduce noise by automatically rejecting sample outliers and thereby
preventing large oscillatory signals from influencing data values (i.e. averaging only a
subset of sample measurements that are centered about the median). Both the NEREUS
instrument and Kemonaut AUV can benefit from high energy-density storage batteries
such as rechargeable lithium polymer or lithium ion batteries. Further advance of
navigation and signal processing software will improve accuracy and expand system
capabilities. This may include the development of a closed loop navigation system
augmented with navigation sensors such as a long base line (LBL) array, an active
hydrophone and GIB transponder onboard the vehicle, a Doppler velocity log (DVL), or
a high-precision spread-spectrum acoustic network such as the EXACT system. Finally,
incorporation of an acoustic telemetry system will allow both Kemonaut and NEREUS to
communicate with external agents while submerged, permitting its use as a nexus of
chemical data, linking nearby fixed arrays such as sensor buoys that may be distributed
throughout a body of water.
7.3 Sensor integration and real-time data interpretation
In-situ submerged deployment presents the challenges of monitoring large spatial
volumes and highly dynamic environmental states when a priori knowledge is limited.
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These factors, when combined with the limited communication bandwidth available to a
maneuvering underwater platform, require that autonomous decision and control
processes be employed. The NEREUS system uses an autonomous architecture to both
control the instrument and interpret data in real time. However, data generated by other
sensors (such as temperature, depth, height above bottom, salinity and various chemical
parameters) remain external to the NEREUS decision control process. Instrument-
platform control and data collection can be greatly enhanced through sensor integration
and real-time data assimilation, thereby improving state-based decision processes and
real-time forecasting of environmental conditions [79, 112]. For example, uniform
temporal or spatial chemical sampling may be inefficient if a chemical feature is
localized or intermittent. If a uniform coarse sampling strategy is used, the phenomenon
may become aliased or be overlooked completely. Then again, a fine-scale sampling
strategy may over sample, leading to monitoring inefficiency.
Currently, the NEREUS instrument uses an embedded type of expert system
intelligence that allows the instrument to identify individual ion peaks and vary its
sampling interval in real-time, according to the rate of change of ion signatures. Its
capability to intelligently monitor multiple chemicals may be broadened through
integration of other sensors onboard the Kemonaut AUV or with a distributed array of
sensors using acoustic or radio telemetry. Such in-situ data distribution is advantageous
because it cooperatively permits rapid, automated procedures such as in-situ calibration,
data assimilation, forecasting, state-based monitoring, and chemotactic navigation
(Camilli and Hemond 2002). Several sensor networks, including the LEO 15 [113] site
off New Jersey's coast, and the proposed Neptune array [114] in the Pacific Ocean can
potentially use the Kemonaut-NEREUS system to rapidly measure multiple ions across
wide spatial domains, providing synoptic coverage of large-scale transient chemical
phenomena, and to supplement data collected by other moored, drifting, ship-borne and
airborne instruments.
7.4 Future prototypes
As new materials and technologies become available, more capable prototypes can be
derived from the Kemonaut-NEREUS system's design. It is difficult to accurately predict
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what types of innovations are ahead, but these future generations of autonomous
submersible mass spectrometers and AUVs may include many of the promising
technologies that are just now emerging. These may include new power systems such as
fuel cells, which enable month-long, multi-thousand kilometer mission durations [115,
116]. Other AUV advances may include advanced vehicle control systems that permit
vehicle hovering, and precise navigation even in energetic environments such as surf
zones [117, 118]. Control system evolution may also permit more flexible missions
through feature-based concurrent mapping, which incorporate environmental
measurements in navigation estimation to improve navigational performance in
unmapped environments [119]. These adaptive control systems may assimilate chemical
data in real-time from an onboard mass spectrometer, making possible chemotactic
navigation. In addition to higher-level instrument behaviors, future submersible mass
spectrometers will be much smaller due to high-energy product rare-earth magnets and
metals with increased B-field permeability [30]. Micro electro-mechanical systems
(MEMS) will, undoubtedly, also cause overall sensor size to shrink considerably,
reducing the vacuum requirements and thereby also decreasing the instrument's power
requirement. It is conceivable that advances in MEMS and integrated circuit technologies
will soon lead to the development of sub-centimeter-scale ion path length analyzers
operating at pressures of a few Torr, permitting the use of much smaller, lower cost
AUVs. At some point these mass spectrometers should diminish in size, power, and cost
to a point that they can be carried as payload on miniature autonomous vehicles which
can be simultaneously deployed as a self-configuring distributed network by a single
person to cover an entire volume. Such systems will revolutionize the way we observe
the aquatic environment, enabling an in-situ presence to explore and understand chemical
processes at appropriate spatial and temporal frequencies.
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NEREUS EMBEDDED CODE
REM last edit 12/16/02
REM Program to run on NEREUS embedded computer
REM for use in Kemonaut
REM Copyright Richard Camilli 2002
REM *****************************************************
REM magnet calibration variables *
DIM CALSLOPE AS DOUBLE
DIM WARP AS DOUBLE
DIM calibrations AS INTEGER
DIM tempslope AS DOUBLE
DIM tempwarp AS DOUBLE
DIM PredArgonVolts AS DOUBLE
DIM PredNitrogenVolts AS DOUBLE
DIM PredWaterVolts AS DOUBLE
DIM ArgonVolts AS DOUBLE
DIM NitrogenVolts AS DOUBLE
DIM WaterVolts AS DOUBLE
DIM MZargon AS DOUBLE
DIM MZnitrogen AS DOUBLE
DIM MZwater AS DOUBLE
DIM SCANVOLTS AS DOUBLE
DIM DAVOLTS AS DOUBLE
DIM WATER AS DOUBLE
DIM NITROGEN AS DOUBLE
DIM ARGON AS DOUBLE
DIM CalibrationFlag AS INTEGER
DIM StartupFlag AS INTEGER
DIM calibrationtime!
DIM nowtime!
DIM waittime!
DIM commandpause!
DIM startmass AS DOUBLE
DIM stopmass AS DOUBLE
DIM massstep AS DOUBLE
DIM inmass AS DOUBLE
DIM sigavg AS INTEGER
DIM returnflag AS INTEGER
DIM capwait AS INTEGER
REM mission variables *
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DIM scantype AS STRING
DIM INCOMMAND AS STRING
DIM avertype AS STRING
DIM errcheck AS INTEGER
DIM scancheckl AS INTEGER
DIM scancheck2 AS INTEGER
REM peak jumping array *
DIM subpoint AS DOUBLE
DIM stepper(31, 3)'Ist col is m/z, 2nd col is new peak, 3rd is old peak
stepper(0, 0) = 11.5
stepper(1, 0) = 14.5
stepper(2, 0) = 15
stepper(3, 0) = 15.5
stepper(4, 0) = 16
stepper(5, 0) = 16.5
stepper(6, 0) = 17
stepper(7, 0) = 17.5
stepper(8, 0) = 18
stepper(9, 0) = 18.5
stepper(l0, 0) = 19.5
stepper(1 1, 0) = 20
stepper(12, 0) = 20.5
stepper(13, 0) = 27.5
stepper(14, 0) = 28
stepper(15, 0) = 28.5
stepper(16, 0) = 31.5
stepper(17, 0) = 32
stepper(18, 0) = 32.5
stepper(19, 0) = 39.5
stepper(20, 0) = 40
stepper(21, 0) = 40.5
stepper(22, 0) = 43.5
stepper(23, 0) = 44
stepper(24, 0) = 44.5
stepper(25, 0) = 77.5
stepper(26, 0) = 78
stepper(27, 0) = 78.5
REM note although tol mw=92 the fragment peak at 91
REM is tracked b/c it is in greater abundance
stepper(28, 0) = 90.5
stepper(29, 0) = 91
stepper(30, 0) = 91.5
REM gradient tracking variables *************************
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DIM delPeak AS SINGLE
DIM localChange AS SINGLE
DIM delUpperLimit AS SINGLE
DIM delLowerLimit AS SINGLE
delUpperLimit = .4
delLowerLimit = .3
DIM delMZ AS SINGLE
DIM
DIM
DIM
BaseLine AS INTEGER
ScanInterval AS SINGLE
GRADTRACKSTEP(9)
GRADTRACKSTEP(1) =4 '16 PEAK
GRADTRACKSTEP(2) =8 '18 PEAK
GRADTRACKSTEP(3) = 14 '28 PEAK
GRADTRACKSTEP(4) = 17 '32 PEAK
GRADTRACKSTEP(5)= 20 '40 PEAK
GRADTRACKSTEP(6) = 23 '44 PEAK
GRADTRACKSTEP(7)= 26 '78 PEAK
GRADTRACKSTEP(8)= 29 '91 PEAK
REM initial values to start calibration *************
REM upon bootup *
CALSLOPE = 46.68
WARP = -1.007
startmass = 11.5
stopmass = 150
massstep = .01
StartupFlag = 1
REM converts parallel port to ps2********************
OUT &H77A, 32
REM open the comm port to echo type data out*********
ARGUMENT$ = "coml:9600,n,8,1"
OPEN ARGUMENT$ FOR RANDOM AS #1
CLS
REM TURNS ON EMISSION REGULATOR AND******************
REM ALLOWS TIME FOR STABILIZATION********************
PRINT #1, "# Emission Reg. stabilizing@"
PRINT #1, "# Emission Reg. stabilizing@"
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PRINT #1, "# Emission Reg. stabilizing@"
PRINT #1, "# Emission Reg. stabilizing@"
PRINT #1, "# Emission Reg. stabilizing@"
OUT &H37A, 12
REM this causes routine to skip calibration********
REM GOTO 38
5 REM BEGINS CALIBRATION*********************************
sigavg = 50
CalibrationFlag = 1
PRINT #1, "# Beginning calibration@"
PRINT #1, "# Beginning calibration@"
PRINT #1, "# Beginning calibration@"
PRINT #1, "# Beginning calibration@"
10 REM find water peak **********************************
PRINT " "
PRINT"
PRINT"
BeginningVolts = 0
Middlevolts = 0
ENDVOLTS = 0
WaterPeak = 0
WaterVolts = 0
returnflag = 1
FOR WATER = 1570 TO 1630
inmass = WATER / 100
GOTO 860
11 BeginningVolts = Middlevolts
Middlevolts = ENDVOLTS
ENDVOLTS = OUTVOLTS
IF Middlevolts > BeginningVolts AND Middlevolts > ENDVOLTS AND
Middlevolts > WaterPeak THEN
WaterPeak = Middlevolts
WaterVolts = ABS(SCANVOLTS)
MZwater = inmass
END IF
NEXT WATER
20 REM find Nitrogen peak *******************************
BeginningVolts = 0
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Middlevolts = 0
ENDVOLTS = 0
NitrogenPeak = 0
NitrogenVolts = 0
retumflag = 2
FOR NITROGEN = 1960 TO 2050
inmass = NITROGEN / 100
GOTO 860
21 BeginningVolts = Middlevolts
Middlevolts = ENDVOLTS
ENDVOLTS OUTVOLTS
IF Middlevolts > BeginningVolts AND Middlevolts > ENDVOLTS AND
Middlevolts > NitrogenPeak THEN
NitrogenPeak = Middlevolts
NitrogenVolts = ABS(SCANVOLTS)
MZnitrogen = inmass
END IF
NEXT NITROGEN
30 REM find Argon peak *
BeginningVolts = 0
Middlevolts = 0
ENDVOLTS = 0
ArgonPeak= 0
ArgonVolts = 0
retumflag = 3
FOR ARGON = 3940 TO 4070
inmass = ARGON / 100
GOTO 860
31
Middlevolt
BeginningVolts = Middlevolts
Middlevolts = ENDVOLTS
ENDVOLTS = OUTVOLTS
IF Middlevolts > BeginningVolts AND Mi
s > ArgonPeak THEN
ArgonPeak = Middlevolts
ArgonVolts = ABS(SCANVOLTS)
Idlevolts > ENDVOLTS AND
MZargon = inmass
END IF
NEXT ARGON
REM calculate the slope and warp functions**************
DIM SmallestError AS DOUBLE
DIM TotalError AS DOUBLE
DIM k AS LONG
DIM 1 AS LONG
DIM i AS DOUBLE
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DIM j AS DOUBLE
SmallestError = 100000
FOR k = 4500 TO 4750
FOR l= 995 TO 1020
i= (k/ 100)
j = -1 * (1/ 1000)
PredArgonVolts = (i * (39.96 A j))
PredNitrogenVolts = (i * (19.98 A j))
PredWaterVolts = (i * (16 A j))
TotalError = SQR(((PredArgonVolts - ArgonVolts) * (PredArgonVolts -
ArgonVolts)) + ((PredNitrogenVolts - NitrogenVolts) * (PredNitrogenVolts -
NitrogenVolts)) + ((PredWaterVolts - WaterVolts) * (PredWaterVolts - WaterVolts)))
IF TotalError < SmallestError THEN
SmallestError = TotalError
tempslope = i
tempwarp = j
PRINT SmallestError; "Warp="; j; "Slope="; i
PRINT MZwater; MZnitrogen; MZargon
END IF
NEXT 1
NEXT k
REM this updates calibration variables if they are within range
REM allows for up to 5 tries if none good then uses previous
IF SmallestError >= .005 THEN
calibrations = calibrations + 1
SmallestError = 0
IF calibrations <= 5 THEN GOTO 10
END IF
IF SmallestError < .01 THEN
WARP = tempwarp
CALSLOPE = tempslope
END IF
calibrations = 0
REM **************************************************
REM changes flag to allow for mission updates via the radio comm
38 CalibrationFlag = 0
PERROR = (INT(10000 * SmallestError)) / 10
PWARP = (INT(l0000 * WARP)) / 10000
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PCALSLOPE = (INT(1000 * CALSLOPE)) / 1000
PRINT #1, "# S = "; PCALSLOPE; "
PRINT #1, "# S = "; PCALSLOPE; "
PRINT #1, "# S = "; PCALSLOPE; "
PRINT #1, "# S = "; PCALSLOPE;"
PRINT "S = "; PCALSLOPE; " W =
W ="; PWARP; " E = "; PERROR; "EE-3
W = "; PWARP; " E ="; PERROR; "EE-3
W ="; PWARP; "E ="; PERROR; "EE-3
W ="; PWARP; "E ="; PERROR; "EE-3
"; PWARP; " E = "; PERROR; "EE-3"
REM this sets the last calibration time******************
calibrationtime! = TIMER
REM this starts things if computer freshly booted ********
IF StartupFlag =1 THEN
StartupFlag = 0
sigavg = 500
returnflag = 5
scantype = "C" ' "G" "C"
massstep = .1
GOTO 50
END IF
REM checks if out of sleep to recalibrate***************
REM iff then goes back to sleep*************************
IF returnflag = 6 THEN GOTO 60
40 REM algorithm for peak jumping *
returnflag = 4
FOR stepping = 0 TO 30
inmass = stepper(stepping, 0)
IF scantype = "G" THEN GOTO 860
REM this executes more precise scan when gradient tracking
IF scantype <> "G" THEN
not selected
FOR subpoint = INT((stepper(stepping, 0) - .4) * 10) TO
INT(stepper(stepping, 0) * 10)
inmass = subpoint / 10
GOTO 860
41 NEXT subpoint
END IF
42 stepper(stepping, 1) = OUTVOLTS
NEXT stepping
BEEP
IF LOC(l)> 0 THEN GOTO 1060
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@"
@"
@"
@"
REM checks to see if recalibration necessary******************
IF nowtime! < calibrationtime! THEN calibrationtime! = nowtime! - (86400 -
calibrationtime!)
IF nowtime! > calibrationtime! + 3600 THEN
IF FREEFILE > 1 THEN
CLOSE #2
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @ "
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @ "
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @ "
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
END IF
GOTO 5
END IF
REM algorithm for gradient tracking *
IF scantype = "G" THEN
delPeak = 0
REM find gas peak with greates change *
FORq= 1 TO 8
IF stepper(GRADTRACKSTEP(q), 1) <> 0 THEN
localChange = ABS(stepper(GRADTRACKSTEP(q), 1) -
stepper(GRADTRACKSTEP(q), 2)) / stepper(GRADTRACKSTEP(q), 1)
IF localChange > delPeak THEN
delPeak = localChange
PRINT "M/Z="; stepper(GRADTRACKSTEP(q),
0); "is"; localChange
delMZ = stepper(GRADTRACKSTEP(q), 0)
END IF
END IF
NEXT q
REM update comparison for next scan
FOR q=0 TO 29
stepper(q, 2) = stepper(q, 1)
NEXT q
REM determine wait interval *
IF delPeak > delUpperLimit THEN
IF delPeak < 1 THEN ScanInterval = ScanInterval - (ScanInterval
* delPeak)
IF delPeak > 1 THEN ScanInterval = 0
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ScanInterval
3 minutes
END IF
IF delPeak < delLowerLimit AND delPeak <> 0 THEN ScanInterval
+ (2 / delPeak)
IF ScanInterval > 180 THEN ScanInterval = 180 'limits standby interval to
IF ScanInterval > 30 THEN
REM turn off emission regulator
OUT &H37A, 4
END IF
PRINT "Greatest peak height change = "; delPeak * 100; "%"
REM begin wait cycle ************************
IF ScanInterval > 0 THEN
delPeak); " seconds"
seconds"
IF delPeak < I AND delPeak > delUpperLimit THEN
PRINT "Standby time decreased by "; INT(ScanInterval *
PRINT "New standby time = "; INT(ScanInterval); "
END IF
IF delPeak > 0
PRINT
seconds"
seconds"
AND delPeak < delLowerLimit THEN
"Standby time increased by "; INT(2 / delPeak);"
PRINT "New standby time = "; INT(ScanInterval); "
END IF
END IF
REM this starts the wait interval
waittime! = TIMER + ScanInterval
IF ScanInterval >= 30 THEN
INT(ScanInterval / 6) / 10;
INT(ScanInterval / 6) / 10;
INT(ScanInterval / 6) / 10;
INT(ScanInterval / 6) / 10;
INT(ScanInterval / 6) / 10;
PRINT #1, "# m/z";
"min standby@"
PRINT #1, "#t m/z";
"min standby@"
PRINT #1, "# m/z";
"min standby@"
PRINT #1, "#t m/z";
"min standby@"
PRINT #1, "#t m/z";
"min standby@"
IF
delMZ; " "; INT(delPeak * 100); "% ";
delMZ; "; INT(delPeak * 100); "% ";
delMZ; " "; INT(delPeak * 100); "% ";
delMZ; " "; INT(delPeak * 100); "% ";
delMZ; ""; INT(delPeak * 100); "% ";
DO WHILE nowtime! < waittime!
nowtime! = TIMER
IF LOC(l) > 0 THEN
REM waittime! = nowtime! + 10
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OUT &H37A, 12 'turn on emission regulator
GOTO 1060
END IF
IF nowtime! = waittime! - 10 THEN
OUT &H37A, 12 'turn on emission regulator
PRINT #l, "# Emission Reg. stabilizing @ "
PRINT #1, "# Emission Reg. stabilizing @ "
PRINT #1, "# Emission Reg. stabilizing @ "
END IF
LOOP
PRINT #1, "# Gradient Tracking @ "
PRINT #1, "# Gradient Tracking @ "
PRINT #1, "# Gradient Tracking @ "
PRINT #1, "# Gradient Tracking @
END IF
IF FREEFILE > 1 THEN
CLOSE #2
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
PRINT "file "; t$; ".NDF saved"
END IF
REM checks for new command at end of scan********************
BEEP
PRINT #1, "H Awaiting new mission @"
PRINT #1, "# Awaiting new mission @"
PRINT #1, "# Awaiting new mission @"
IF sigavg <> 2 AND sigavg < 5000 THEN
commandpause! = TIMER
DO WHILE nowtime! < commandpause! + 3
nowtime! = TIMER
LOOP
END IF
GOTO 40
REM step through the mass range *************************
50 inmass = startmass
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returnflag = 5
51 GOTO 860
52 inmass = inmass + massstep
IF inmass <= stopmass THEN GOTO 51
IF inmass > stopmass THEN
REM checks for new command at end of scan********************
BEEP
PRINT #1, "# Awaiting new mission @
IF FREEFILE > 1 THEN
CLOSE #2
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @ "
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @ "
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @ "
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @ "
PRINT "file "; t$; ".NDF saved"
END IF
BEEP
PRINT #1, "# Awaiting new mission @"
PRINT #1, "# Awaiting new mission @"
PRINT #1, "# Awaiting new mission @"
IF sigavg <> 2 AND sigavg < 5000 THEN
commandpause! = TIMER
DO WHILE nowtime! < commandpause! + 3
nowtime! = TIMER
LOOP
END IF
IF LOC(I) >0 THEN GOTO 1060
REM checks to see if recalibration necessary******************
IF nowtime! < calibrationtime! THEN calibrationtime! nowtime! -
(86400 - calibrationtime!)
IF nowtime! > calibrationtime! + 3600 THEN
IF FREEFILE > 1 THEN
CLOSE #2
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @ "
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @ "
REM PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
REM PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
END IF
GOTO 5
END IF
GOTO 50
END IF
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REM checks for new command while in suspend mode *
60 REM
61 IF FREEFILE > 1 THEN
CLOSE #2
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
PRINT #1, "#file "; t$; ".NDF saved @
END IF
WHILE LOC(1) < 1
REM STAY HERE
nowtime! = TIMER
REM IF nowtime! < calibrationtime! THEN calibrationtime! = nowtime! -
(86400 - calibrationtime!)
REM IF nowtime! > calibrationtime! + 3600 THEN GOTO 5
WEND
IF LOC(1) >= 1 THEN GOTO 1060
REM minimizes power usage by scan board during standby********
859 IF returnflag = 6 THEN inmass = 1000
REM Control p
860 DAVOLTS = (-1) * (CALSLOPE * ((inmass - (inmass * .005495))^A WARP))
SCANVOLTS = DAVOLTS
DAVOLTS = (5 + DAVOLTS) / 10
870 BITCNT = 65536 * DAVOLTS
880 MSB = INT(BITCNT / 256)
890 LSB = INT(BITCNT - MSB * 256)
REM OUTPUT TO DA CONVERTER FIRST HIGH, THEN LOW
900 OUT &H37A, 12
901 OUT &H378, MSB
902 OUT &H37A, 8
903 OUT &H37A, 12
904 OUT &H37A, 14
905 OUT &H378, LSB
906 OUT &H37A, 10
907 OUT &H37A, 14
908 OUT &H37A, 12
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REM turns off emission regulator ******************************
IF returnflag = 6 THEN
OUT &H37A, 4
GOTO 61 'SCANBOARD IN SLEEP NOW GOTO STANDBY
END IF
920 REM DELAY LOOP FOR ELECTROMETER *********************
REM THIS PAUSES BETWEEN MASS JUMPS DURING CALIBRATION
IF CalibrationFlag = 1 AND retumflag = 3
FOR i = 1 TO 200000 '20ms is
NEXT i
END IF
IF CalibrationFlag = 1 AND returnflag = 2
FOR i = 1 TO 400000 '20ms is
NEXT i
END IF
IF CalibrationFlag = 1 AND retumflag = 1
FOR i = 1 TO 600000 '20ms is
NEXT i
END IF
AND ENDVOLTS
10000 cycles
AND ENDVOLTS
10000 cycles
AND ENDVOLTS
10000 cycles
= 0 THEN
= 0 THEN
= 0 THEN
REM pauses for calibration data pts.***************************
IF CalibrationFlag = 1 AND ENDVOLTS <> 0 THEN
FOR i = 1 TO 20000 '20ms is 10000 cycles
NEXT i
END IF
REM this pauses between mass steps during peak jumping
REM value is large b/c of stray capacitance on FC
IF returnflag = 4 THEN
FOR i = 1 TO 20000 '20ms is 10000 cycles
NEXT i
END IF
REM for full spectrum scans
REM b/c these look for incoming messages, loop cycles are fewer to generate same delay
IF returnflag = 5 THEN
FOR i = 1 TO 8000 '20ms is 3000 cycles
IF LOC(I)> 0 THEN GOTO 1060
NEXT i
END IF
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REM pause at beginning of each scan**************
IF inmass = 11.5 THEN
FOR i 1 TO 50000 '20ms is 10000 cycles
IF LOC(1) > 0 THEN GOTO 1060
NEXT I
END IF
1019 count=0
totvolts = 0
totbytes = 0
rawvolts = 0
correctedvolts = 0
REM Signal Averaging *
REM the (50 * count) is to correct the electrometer offset
1020 IF sigavg = 1 THEN
IF (ABS((totbytes
GOTO 1052
count = count + 1
END IF
1030 IF sigavg = 2 THEN
IF (ABS((totbytes
GOTO 1052
count = count + 1
END IF
* 5 / 32.768) - (BaseLine * count))) > 25000 THEN
* 5 / 32.768) - (BaseLine * count))) > 500000 THEN
1040 IF sigavg <> 2 AND sigavg <> 1 THEN
IF count > sigavg THEN GOTO 1052
count = count + 1
END IF
REM INPUT READ FROM AD CONVERTER ************************
OUT &H37A, 45
OUT &H37A, 44
OUT &H37A, 45
hibyte = INP(&H378)
OUT &H37A, 47
lobyte = INP(&H378)
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inbits = (hibyte * 256) + (lobyte)
inbytes = INT(inbits)
IF hibyte > 127 THEN GOTO 1046 ELSE GOTO 1051
1046 inbytes inbytes - 65536
1051 totbytes = totbytes + inbytes
REM check for new incoming command**********************
IF LOC(1) > 0 THEN GOTO 1060
REM return to the appropriate *
REM signal averaging routine
IF sigavg =1 THEN GOTO 1020
IF sigavg = 2 THEN GOTO 1030
IF sigavg > 2 THEN GOTO 1040
REM generate an
REM the addend on corrected volts provides converter error offset
1052 correctedvolts = (totbytes / (count * 32.768) * 5)
REM PRINT "signal averaging = "; count; "X"
1053 OUTVOLTS = correctedvolts + 5000
REM this sets maximum length of strings
OUTVOLTS = INT(OUTVOLTS)
REM finds baseline and subtracts***********************
IF CalibrationFlag <> 1 THEN
IF inmass > 11.45 AND inmass < 11.55 THEN
BaseLine = OUTVOLTS - 75
PRINT #1, "$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; ","; "75"; "&"
PRINT #1, "$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; ","; "75"; "&"
PRINT #1, "$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; "," "75"; "&"
PRINT #1, "$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; "75"; "&"
END IF
OUTVOLTS = OUTVOLTS - BaseLine
REM checks to see if peak below baseline***************
REM if then make =
IF OUTVOLTS < 1 THEN OUTVOLTS = 1
END IF
inmass = (INT(inmass * 100)) / 100
SCANVOLTS = (INT(SCANVOLTS * 1000)) / 1000
1054 REM checks to see if file open********************
REM if file not open then makes new
IF FREEFILE < 3 THEN
PRINT " Starting a new file"
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t$= TIME$
t$ = t$ + ":00": a = INSTR(t$, ":")
h = VAL(LEFT$(t$, a - 1)): b= INSTR(a + 1, t$, ":")
m= VAL(MID$(t$, a + 1, b - a - 1)): s = VAL(MID$(t$, b + 1))
IF h < 10 THEN h$= "0" + CHR$(48 + h) ELSE h$ = RIGHT$(STR$(h),
2)
IF m < 10 THEN m$ = "0" + CHR$(48 + m) ELSE m$ =
RIGHT$(STR$(m), 2)
IF s < 10 THEN s$ = "0" + CHR$(48 + s) ELSE s$ = RIGHT$(STR$(s),
2)
t$= h$ + "-"+ m$ + "' + s$
OPEN t$ + ".NDF" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
PRINT #1, "# Creating file"; t$, ".NDF @"
PRINT #1, "# Creating file"; t$, ".NDF @"
REM PRINT #1, "# Creating file"; t$, ".NDF @"
REM PRINT #1, "# Creating file"; t$, ".NDF @"
PRINT #2, "Date: "; DATE$; ", NEREUS, embedded, data"
PRINT #2, "Scan Voltage,"; "M/Z,"; "Ion Signal,"; "Time"
PRINT #2, '',,,
PRINT #2, ",
END IF
REM if not calibrating then prints data to file and RS232
REM **********************************************
IF CalibrationFlag = 0 THEN
REM print to screen***************************
PRINT SCANVOLTS, inmass, OUTVOLTS, TIME$
REM print to file*****************************
PRINT #2, SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; ","; OUTVOLTS; ","; TIME$
REM send output to the radio transmitter 4 times*********
REM iff the m/z is n.0 or n.5 and not low var sigavg*****
REM b/c this is the speed bottleneck*********************
REM IF inmass - INT(inmass)> .48 AND inmass - INT(inmass) < .52
AND INT(inmass) THEN '> 145 THEN
REM PRINT #1, "$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; ",";
OUTVOLTS; "&"
REM PRINT #1, "$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; ","
OUTVOLTS; "&"
REM IF sigavg <> 1 THEN
REM PRINT #1, "$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; ",";
OUTVOLTS; "&"
REM PRINT #1, "$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; ",";
OUTVOLTS; "&"
REM END IF
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REM END IF
IF (INT(inmass) + 1) - inmass> .92 AND inmass - INT(inmass) < .1 THEN
PRINT #1, '1$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; ",";
OUTVOLTS; "&"
PRINT #1, "$"; SCANVOLTS; ","; inmass; ",";
OUTVOLTS; "&"
END IF
END IF
REM this updates the timer to see if recalibration necessary *
nowtime! = TIMER
1060 IF LOC(1) > 0 THEN
INCOMMAND = INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)
PRINT INCOMMAND
IF LEN(INCOMMAND)> 1 THEN
FOR i = 1 TO LEN(INCOMMAND) - 2
IF MID$(INCOMMAND, i, 1) >= "A" AND
MID$(INCOMMAND, i, 1) <= "G" AND MID$(INCOMMAND, (i + 1), 1) >= "T"
AND MID$(INCOMMAND, (i + 1), 1) <= "Z" AND VAL(MID$(INCOMMAND, (i +
2), 1)) <= 7 AND VAL(MID$(INCOMMAND_
(i + 2), 1)) >= 0 THEN
scantype = MID$(INCOMMAND, i, 1)
avertype = MID$(INCOMMAND, (i + 1), 1)
errcheck = VAL(MID$(INCOMMAND, (i + 2), 1))
IF scantype = "A" THEN scancheckl = 1
IF scantype = "B" THEN scancheckl = 2
IF scantype = "C" THEN scancheckl = 3
IF scantype = "D" THEN scancheckl = 4
IF scantype = "E" THEN scancheckl = 5
IF scantype = "F" THEN scancheckl = 6
IF scantype = "G" THEN scancheckl = 7
IF avertype = "T" THEN scancheck2 =20
IF avertype = "U" THEN scancheck2 = 21
IF avertype = "V" THEN scancheck2 =22
IF avertype = "W" THEN scancheck2 23
IF avertype = "X" THEN scancheck2 =24
IF avertype = "Y" THEN scancheck2 = 25
IF avertype = "Z" THEN scancheck2 =26
END IF
NEXT i
END IF
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IF CalibrationFlag = 0 AND (scancheckl * scancheck2) MOD (7) = errcheck
THEN
PRINT #1, "# "; scantype; avertype; errcheck; " initialized@"
PRINT #1, "# "; scantype; avertype; errcheck; " initialized@"
REM allows time for confirmation to be received
FOR n= 1 TO 800
NEXT n
PRINT #1, "# "; scantype; avertype; errcheck; " initialized@"
REM allows time for confirmation to be received
FOR n = 1 TO 800
NEXT n
PRINT #1, "# "; scantype; avertype; errcheck; " initialized@"
REM allows time for confirmation to be received
FOR n = 1 TO 800
NEXT n
PRINT #1, "# "; scantype; avertype; errcheck; " initialized@"
REM allows time for confirmation to be received
FOR n= 1 TO 800
NEXT n
REM assigns sigavg values
IF avertype = "T" THEN sigavg = 1
IF avertype = "U" THEN sigavg = 2
IF avertype = "V" THEN sigavg = 500
IF avertype = "W" THEN sigavg = 1000
IF avertype = "X" THEN sigavg = 2000
IF avertype = "Y" THEN sigavg = 5000
IF avertype = "Z" THEN sigavg = 10000
REM A through D are spectrum scans
IF scantype >= "A" AND scantype <= "D" THEN
IF scantype = "A" THEN
startmass = 11.5
stopmass = 48
massstep = .1
END IF
IF scantype = "B" THEN
startmass = 11.5
stopmass = 48
massstep = .5
END IF
IF scantype = "C" THEN
startmass = 11.5
stopmass = 150
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massstep .1
END IF
IF scantype = "D" THEN
startmass = 11.5
stopmass = 150
massstep = .5
END IF
REM BEGINS AT THE BEGINNING OF A SCAN IF NOT
ALREADY STARTED
IF scantype >= "A" AND scantype <= "D" AND returnflag <> 5
THEN GOTO 50
REM CONTINUES SCAN IF ALREADY STARTED
IF scantype >= "A" AND scantype <= "D" AND returnflag = 5
THEN
IF scantype = "A" THEN GOTO 51
IF scantype = "C" THEN GOTO 51
REM prevents from stepping values other than n.0 and n.5
IF scantype = "B" THEN
IF (10 * inmass) MOD 5 <> 0 THEN
inmass = INT(inmass)
GOTO 51
END IF
END IF
IF scantype = "D" THEN
IF (10 * inmass) MOD 5 <> 0 THEN
inmass = INT(inmass)
GOTO 51
END IF
END IF
END IF
END IF
REM E is peak jump
IF scantype = "E" AND retumflag <> 4 THEN
returmflag = 4
GOTO 40
END IF
REM F is standby
IF scantype = "F" AND retumflag <> 6 THEN
REM put in parallel port change here
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returnflag = 6
OUT &H37A, 4
GOTO 859 'MINIMIZES LOAD ON SCAN BOARD
END IF
REM G is gradient track
IF scantype = "G" THEN
returnflag = 4
GOTO 40
END IF
END IF
END IF
REM returns back to the proper section *
retumflag = 1
retumflag = 2
returnflag = 3
returnflag = 4
returnflag = 4
returnflag = 5
returnflag = 6
THEN GOTO 11
THEN GOTO 21
THEN GOTO 31
AND scantype = "E" THEN GOTO 41
AND scantype = "G" THEN GOTO 42
THEN GOTO 52
THEN GOTO 60
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
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THETIS SPECTRAL VIEWER CODE
'Thetis software code
'developed by Richard Camilli
'Copyright 2001
'last revision 8/8/02
Dim OutputAscii As Boolean
Dim rangeflag As Boolean
Dim InBuff As String
Dim voltage As String
Dim delay As Double
Dim timeflagl As Boolean
Dim timeflag2 As Boolean
Dim mmin As Double
Dim mmax As Double
Dim DataFromPort As String
Dim FullName As String
Dim RS232Check As Boolean
Dim HistogramCount As Integer
Dim suspend As Boolean
Dim Command As String
Dim GridRange As Integer
Dim histogramrefresher As Integer
Dim Magnification As Single
Dim minPeak As Variant
Dim maxPeak As Variant
Dim masscolumn As Integer
Dim peakcolumn As Integer
Dim timecolumn As Integer
Dim Grid 1 As Integer
Dim Grid2 As Integer
Dim openflag As Boolean
Dim CommCallFlag As Boolean
Dim CommCallCount As Integer
'variable to send data to comport
Dim outmass As String
Option Explicit
Private Sub GetCommandso
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Dim ErrorCheckl As Integer
Dim ErrorCheck2 As Integer
Dim PosI As String
Dim Pos2 As String
Dim Pos3 As Integer
'finds the scan type that is selected
If suspend = False Then
If MZ48 1.Value = True Then
PosI = "A"
ErrorCheckl = 1
End If
If MZ485.Value = True Then
PosI = "B"
ErrorCheckl 2
End If
If MZ151.Value = True Then
PosI = "C"
ErrorCheckl = 3
End If
If MZ155.Value = True Then
PosI = "D"
ErrorCheckl = 4
End If
If PeakJump.Value = True Then
PosI = "E"
ErrorCheckl = 5
End If
If GradientTrack.Value = True Then
PosI = "G"
ErrorCheckl = 7
End If
End If
If suspend = True Then
PosI = "F"
ErrorCheckl = 6
End If
'finds the signal average value that is selected
If Ten.Value = True Then
Pos2 = "T"
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ErrorCheck2 = 20
End If
If Hundred.Value = True Then
Pos2 = "U"
ErrorCheck2 = 21
End If
If FiveHundred.Value = True Then
Pos2 = "V"
ErrorCheck2 = 22
End If
If Thousand.Value = True Then
Pos2 = "W"
ErrorCheck2 = 23
End If
If TwoThousand.Value = True Then
Pos2 = "X"
ErrorCheck2 = 24
End If
If FiveThousand.Value = True Then
Pos2 = "Y"
ErrorCheck2 = 25
End If
If TenThousand.Value = True Then
Pos2 = "Z"
ErrorCheck2 = 26
End If
Pos3 = (ErrorCheckl * ErrorCheck2) Mod 7
Command = PosI + Pos2 & Pos3
Call fncDataFromPort(Command)
End Sub
Private Sub Spectrumo
Dim Spectrumo
Dim GridEndFlag As Boolean
Dim GridStartFlag As Boolean
Dim GridStart As Integer
Dim GridEnd As Integer
Dim Clear As Integer
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Dim MassStepper As Integer
Dim GridStepper As Integer
Dim SpectrumLength As Integer
Dim GridTemp As Variant
'resets the flags to find the start and end of last complete the spectrum
GridEndFlag = False
GridStartFlag = False
'find start position and stop positions based on slider bar, or last data to 100 data previous
Grid1 = MSFlexGridl.Rows - 1
If MSFlexGridl.Rows < 100 Then
Grid2 = 4
Else:
Grid2 = Gridi - 95
End If
If chkSlider.Value = 1 Then
Gridl = Val(Int((Sliderl.Value / (Sliderl.Max + 1) * MSFlexGridl.Rows)))
Grid2 = Val(Int((Slider2.Value / (Slider2.Max + 1) * MSFlexGridl .Rows)))
End If
If Grid2 > Grid 1 Then
GridTemp = Grid2
Grid2 = Grid 1
Grid 1 = GridTemp
End If
If Grid1 < Grid2 Then
Grid1 = Grid2
End If
'Special case -this finds where masses where the last complete scan is located
'and sets the mass searching bound between the last mass 11.5 found on the grid
'and the second to last mass 11.5 on the grid
'find the last mass= 11.5
If Gridi > 15 Then
For GridStepper = 4 To Grid 1
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn)) = 11.5 Then 'And
GridEndFlag = False Then
GridEnd = GridStepper
GridEndFlag = True
End If
Next GridStepper
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For GridStepper = 4 To (GridEnd - 1)
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn))= 11.5 And
GridEndFlag = True Then
GridStart = GridStepper
End If
Next GridStepper
End If
'* ************ ****************** **** *********************
'this draws the graph
Dim hashval As String 'Date
Dim xposition As Variant
Dim yposition As Variant
Dim i As Integer
Dim X As Single
Dim Y As Single
Dim vbLTGrey As ColorConstants
Dim spectrummax As Single
Dim xbarmax As Single
Picture2.Visible = True
Picture2.Cls
Picture2.ForeColor = vbWhite
Picture2.Scale (-0.5, 11)-(11, -1)
If GridEnd - 1 > 5 Then
'set mass range to be displayed for spectrum
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridEnd - 1, masscolumn)) <= 150 Then
spectrummax = 150
xbarmax = 15
End If
If Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridEnd - 1, masscolumn)) <= 120 Then
spectrummax = 120
xbarmax = 12
End If
If Val(MSFlexGrid 1.TextMatrix(GridEnd - 1, masscolumn)) <= 100 Then
spectrummax = 100
xbarmax = 10
End If
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If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridEnd - 1, masscolumn)) <= 50 Then
spectrummax = 50
xbarmax = 10
End If
'draw data
Picture2.ForeColor = RGB(128, 240, 240)
Dim line As Integer
Dim datastepper As Integer
Picture2.Line (0, 0)-(10.5, 0), RGB(128, 240, 240)
For MassStepper = GridStart To GridEnd
If MSFlexGridl .TextMatrix(MassStepper, masscolumn) <> "" Then
xposition = Val(MSFlexGridl .TextMatrix(Mass Stepper, masscolumn))
yposition = ((Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(Mass Stepper, peakcolumn)) -
minPeak) / (5300 - minPeak)) * 10.5
X = (((xposition / spectrummax) * 10.5) - (105 / spectrummax))
Y = yposition * Magnification
Picture2.Line (X, 0.05)-(X, Y), vbWhite 'RGB(128, 128, 128)
End If
Next MassStepper
'draws y-axis gridlines
For i = 1 To 5
Y = 10.5 * i / 5
Picture2.Line (10.5, Y)-(0, Y), RGB(128, 240, 240)
If i = 2 Then Label2.Caption = Int(5300 * (i + 1) / (Magnification * 6))
If i = 3 Then Label3.Caption = Int(5300 * (i + 1) / (Magnification * 6))
If i = 4 Then Label4.Caption = Int(5300 * (i + 1) / (Magnification * 6))
If i = 5 Then Label5.Caption = Int(5300 * (i + 1) / (Magnification * 6))
If i = 1 Then Label6.Caption = Int(5300 * (i + 1) / (Magnification * 6))
Next i
'Draw X axis hash marks and values
For i = 0 To xbarmax
Picture2.Line ((i / (xbarmax)) * 10.5, -0.3)-((i / (xbarmax)) * 10.5, 0), RGB(128,
240, 240)
Next i
For i = 0 To (xbarmax / 2)
Picture2.CurrentY = -0.2
If i < 5 Then Picture2.CurrentX = ((i / (xbarmax / 2)) * 10.5) - 0.4
If i >= 5 Then Picture2.CurrentX = ((i / (xbarmax / 2)) * 10.5) - 0.55
hashval = Int((i / (xbarmax / 2)) * spectrummax) + 10
Picture2.Print hashval
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Next i
'Picture2.CurrentY = -0.2
'Picture2.CurrentX = -0.4
'Picture2.Print "10"
'draw sampling time window of spectrum on the histogram
Dim XI As Variant
Dim X2 As Variant
If (Grid 1 - Grid2) <> 0 Then
XI = ((GridStart - Grid2) / (Gridl - Grid2)) * 10.5
X2 = ((GridEnd - Grid2) / (Gridi - Grid2)) * 10.5
Picture1.Line (XI, 0.01)-(X2, 10.45), vbRed, B
End If
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Histogramo
Dim HistogramFields As Integer
Dim arraylength As Long
Dim GridTemp As Single
Dim GridStepper As Integer
Dim Matrixo
Dim HistogramNameso
Dim MatrixLength As Long
Dim MatrixGas As Integer
masscolumn = 1
peakcolumn= 2
timecolumn = 3
If MSFlexGridl .Rows > 5 Then Sliderl.Enabled = True
If MSFlexGridl.Rows > 5 Then Slider2.Enabled = True
If MSFlexGridl.Rows < 5 Then Sliderl.Value = 0
If MSFlexGridl.Rows < 5 Then Slider2.Value = 0
If MSFlexGridl .Rows < 5 Then Sliderl.Enabled = False
If MSFlexGridl.Rows < 5 Then Slider2.Enabled = False
'this finds the number of gases to be visualized
HistogramFields = 0
If Argon.Value = 1 Then HistogramFields = HistogramFields + 1
If Benzene.Value = 1 Then HistogramFields = HistogramFields + 1
If CarbonDioxide.Value = 1 Then HistogramFields = HistogramFields ± 1
If Methane.Value = 1 Then HistogramFields = HistogramFields + 1
If Nitrogen.Value = 1 Then HistogramFields = HistogramFields + 1
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If Oxygen.Value = 1 Then HistogramFields = HistogramFields + 1
If Toluene.Value = 1 Then HistogramFields = HistogramFields + 1
If Water.Value = 1 Then HistogramFields = HistogramFields + 1
ReDim HistogramNames(HistogramFields)
'find start position and stop positions based on slider bar, or last data to 100 data previous
Gridl = MSFlexGridl.Rows - 4
If MSFlexGridl.Rows < 100 Then
Grid2 = 4
Else:
Grid2 = Gridl - 95
End If
If chkSlider.Value = 1 Then
Gridl = (Sliderl.Value / (Sliderl.Max) * MSFlexGridl.Rows) - 1
Grid2 = (Slider2.Value / (Slider2.Max) * MSFlexGridl .Rows) - 1
End If
If Grid2 > Grid 1 Then
GridTemp = Grid2
Grid2 = Grid 1
Grid 1 = GridTemp
End If
'this prevents reading of header
If Grid2 < 4 Then Grid2 = 4
'this prevents grid 1 from being out of range
If Gridl < Grid2 Then
Grid 1 = Grid2
End If
If MSFlexGridl .Rows > 5 Then 'enables everything else
MatrixLength = Abs(Val(Grid2) - Val(Gridl)) + 2
ReDim Matrix(MatrixLength, 3, 8)
MatrixGas = 0
'finds the minimum and maximium peaks
minPeak= 10000
maxPeak = 0
For GridStepper = Grid2 To Grid 1 - 2
If minPeak > Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn)) And
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn)) > 0 Then
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minPeak = Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
If maxPeak < Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn)) Then
maxPeak = Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
Next GridStepper
'finds methane peaks
If Methane.Value = 1 Then
'assigns name to dataline
HistogramNames(MatrixGas) = " Methane"
'steps through from oldest data to newest
For GridStepper = Grid2 To Grid 1
'assigns peakheight values to the Histogram Matrix
If Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn))= 15 Then
Matrix((GridStepper - Grid2), 1, MatrixGas) =
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
Next GridStepper
MatrixGas = MatrixGas + 1
End If
'finds water peaks
If Water.Value = 1 Then
'assigns name to dataline
HistogramNames(MatrixGas)=" Water"
'steps through from oldest data to newest
For GridStepper = Grid2 To GridI
'assigns peakheight values to the Histogram Matrix
If Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn))= 17 Then
Matrix((GridStepper - Grid2), 1, MatrixGas) =
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
Next GridStepper
MatrixGas = MatrixGas + 1
End If
'finds nitrogen peaks
If Nitrogen.Value = 1 Then
'assigns name to dataline
HistogramNames(MatrixGas) = "Nitrogen"
'steps through from oldest data to newest
For GridStepper = Grid2 To Gridl
'assigns peakheight values to the Histogram Matrix
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If Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn)) 28 Then
Matrix((GridStepper - Grid2), 1, MatrixGas)=
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
Next GridStepper
MatrixGas = MatrixGas + 1
End If
'finds Oxygen peaks
If Oxygen.Value = 1 Then
'assigns name to dataline
HistogramNames(MatrixGas) "Oxygen"
'steps through from oldest data to newest
For GridStepper = Grid2 To Grid1
'assigns peakheight values to the Histogram Matrix
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn))= 32 Then
Matrix((GridStepper - Grid2), 1, MatrixGas) =
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
Next GridStepper
MatrixGas = MatrixGas + 1
End If
'finds argon peaks
If Argon.Value = 1 Then
'assigns name to dataline
HistogramNames(MatrixGas) " Argon"
'steps through from oldest data to newest
For GridStepper = Grid2 To GridI
'assigns peakheight values to the Histogram Matrix
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn))= 40 Then
Matrix((GridStepper - Grid2), 1, MatrixGas) =
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
Next GridStepper
MatrixGas = MatrixGas + 1
End If
'finds carbon dioxide peaks
If CarbonDioxide.Value = 1 Then
'assigns name to dataline
HistogramNames(MatrixGas) " CarbDiox"
'steps through from oldest data to newest
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For GridStepper = Grid2 To Grid 1
'assigns peakheight values to the Histogram Matrix
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn)) =44 Then
Matrix((GridStepper - Grid2), 1, MatrixGas)=
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
Next GridStepper
MatrixGas = MatrixGas + 1
End If
'finds benzene peaks
If Benzene.Value = 1 Then
'assigns name to dataline
HistogramNames(MatrixGas) =" Benzene"
'steps through from oldest data to newest
For GridStepper = Grid2 To Gridl
'assigns peakheight values to the Histogram Matrix
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn)) 78 Then
Matrix((GridStepper - Grid2), 1, MatrixGas) =
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
Next GridStepper
MatrixGas = MatrixGas + 1
End If
'finds toluene peaks
If Toluene.Value = 1 Then
'assigns name to dataline
HistogramNames(MatrixGas) = " Toluene"
'steps through from oldest data to newest
For GridStepper = Grid2 To Gridl
'assigns peakheight values to the Histogram Matrix
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(GridStepper, masscolumn)) =91 Then
Matrix((GridStepper - Grid2), 1, MatrixGas) =
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(GridStepper, peakcolumn))
End If
Next GridStepper
MatrixGas = MatrixGas + 1
End If
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'this draws the graph
Dim hashval As String 'Date
Dim xposition As Single
Dim yposition As Single
Dim i As Integer
Dim X As Single
Dim Y As Single
Dim vbLTGrey As ColorConstants
Picturel.Visible = True
Picture1.Cls
Picture 1.ForeColor = vbLTGrey
Picturel.Scale (-1, 11)-(11, -1)
'Draw Y axis.
If HistogramFields > 0 Then
For i = 0 To (HistogramFields)
Y = 10.5 * ((i + 1) / (HistogramFields))
Picturel.Line (10.5, Y)-(0, Y), RGB(0, 128, 128)
Picture1.CurrentX = -1
Picturel.CurrentY = (10.5 * ((i + 1) / HistogramFields)) - (10.5 / (2 *
HistogramFields))
Picture 1.Print HistogramNames(i)
Next i
End If
'draw data
Picture 1.ForeColor = vbBlack
Dim line As Integer
Dim datastepper As Integer
Dim yoffset As Single
yoffset = 0
If HistogramFields > 0 Then
For line = 0 To HistogramFields
X = 0: Y = 0 'this seperates lines
For datastepper = 0 To MatrixLength
If Matrix(datastepper, 1, line) <> "" Then
xposition = datastepper
yoffset = (10.5 * ((line) / HistogramFields))
yposition = ((((Val(Matrix(datastepper, 1, line)) - minPeak) * Magnification)
/ (10030 - minPeak)) * 10.5 / HistogramFields) + yoffset
'makes sure that histogram line stays in proper field
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(10.5 * ((line
If yposition > (10.5 * ((line + 1) / HistogramFields)) Then yposition
+ 1) / HistogramFields))
If Y = 0 Then
Y = yposition
X = ((xposition / MatrixLength) * 10.5)
Picturel.Circle (X, Y), 0.03, vbBlack
End If
Picture 1.CurrentX = X: Picture 1.CurrentY = Y
X = (xposition / MatrixLength) * 10.5
Y = yposition
((line + 1) /
'this draws a red dotted line if at maximum otherwise a solid grey line
If Picturel.CurrentY >= (yposition * 0.99) And yposition >= ((10.5 *
HistogramFields)) * 0.99) Then
Picture 1.DrawStyle = 2
Picturel.Line -(X, Y), RGB(255, 150, 150)
Else
Picture 1.DrawStyle = 0
Picturel.Line -(X, Y), RGB(128
128 / (line * 3 + 1))
End If
/ (line * line + 1), 128 / (line * 7 + 1),
End If
Next datastepper
Next line
End If
'resets the line style to solid
Picture 1.DrawStyle = 0
'Draw X axis hash marks and values
If HistogramFields > 0 Then
'Draw X axis baseline
Picturel.Line (0, 0)-(10.5, 0), RGB(0, 128, 128)
'hashval = Time
For i = 0 To 5
Picturel.Line ((i / 5) * 10.5, -0.25)-((i / 5) * 10.5, 10.5), RGB(128, 128, 128)
Picture l.CurrentY = -0.5
Picture 1.CurrentX = ((i / 5) * 10.5) - 0.85
If MSFlexGridl.Rows > 5 Then
hashval = MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(Int((i * (Gridl - Grid2) / 5) + Grid2),
timecolumn)
Else
hashval = MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(Int((i * (Gridl - Grid2) / 5)), timecolumn)
End If
Picture 1.Print hashval
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Next i
End If
End If
Spectrum
End Sub
Private Sub ArgonClick()
Histogram
UpdateStatus
End Sub
Private Sub BenzeneClick()
Histogram
UpdateStatus
End Sub
Private Sub BogusDataClicko
Rem this is to check graphing and data handling subroutines
Dim i As Integer
Dim j As Double
Dim Count As Integer
MSFlexGridl.Rows = 4
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(O, 0) = "Date: " & Date
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(1, 0) = "Scan Voltage"
MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(1, 1) = "M/Z"
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(1, 2) = "Ion Signal"
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(1, 3) = "Time"
Count = 4
For i= 1 To 30
Forj = 11.5 To 150
MSFlexGridl.Rows = MSFlexGridl.Rows + 1
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(Count, 0) = Count
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(Count, 1) = j
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(Count, 2) = (Rnd() * 5000) + 5000
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(Count, 3) = Time
Count = Count + 1
Next j
Next i
Histogram
End Sub
Private Sub CarbonDioxideClicko
Histogram
UpdateStatus
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End Sub
Private Sub chkSliderClicko
Histogram
End Sub
Private Sub chkViewDataClick()
If chkViewData = 1 Then MSFlexGrid l.Visible = True
If chkViewData = 0 Then MSFlexGrid l.Visible = False
End Sub
Private Sub ComboMagClick()
Select Case ComboMag.Listlndex
Case 0
Magnification = 1
Case 1
Magnification = 1.5
Case 3
Magnification = 2
Case 4
Magnification = 2.5
Case 5
Magnification = 3
Case 6
Magnification = 3.5
Case 7
Magnification = 4
Case 8
Magnification = 4.5
Case 9
Magnification = 5
Case 10
Magnification = 5.5
Case 11
Magnification = 6
Case 12
Magnification = 6.5
Case 13
Magnification = 7
Case 14
Magnification = 7.5
Case 15
Magnification = 8
Case 16
Magnification = 8.5
Case 17
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Magnification = 9
End Select
End Sub
Private Sub MethaneClicko
Histogram
UpdateStatus
End Sub
Private Sub mnuClose_ClickO
'setup the spreadsheet
MSFlexGridl.Rows = 4
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(0) = 1500
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(1) = 1000
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(2) = 1000
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(3) = 1250
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(0, 0) = "Date: "& Date
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(1, 0) = "Scan Voltage"
MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(1, 1)= "M/Z"
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(1, 2) = "Ion Signal"
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(1, 3) = "Time"
End Sub
Private Sub mnuComClick(Index As Integer)
Dim i As Integer
Dim OldPort As Long
On Error Resume Next
With MSComml
OldPort = .CommPort
If MSComml .PortOpen Then
.PortOpen = False
.CommPort = Index
.PortOpen = True
If Err.Number <> 0 Then 'This should not happen..
MsgBox "Com" & Index & " is not available." & _
vbCrLf & Err.Description
Err.Clear
.CommPort = OldPort
Else
For i= 1 To 4
mnuCom(i).Checked = False
Next i
mnuCom(Index).Checked = True
End If
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Else
.CommPort = Index
For i = 1 To 4
mnuCom(i).Checked = False
Next i
mnuCom(Index).Checked = True
End If
End With
UpdateStatus
End Sub
Private Function ValidatePort() As Boolean
Dim i As Integer
On Error Resume Next
ValidatePort = False
Rem Checks for available ports
With MSComml
For i = 4 To 1 Step -1
.CommPort = i
Err.Clear
.PortOpen = True
If (Err.Number <> 0) Then
mnuCom(i).Enabled = False
Else
ValidatePort = True
.PortOpen = False
End If
Next i
End With
Rem opens appropriate port at start
If mnuCom(1).Enabled = True Then
MSComml.CommPort = 1
mnuCom(l).Checked = True
End If
If mnuCom(2).Enabled = True Then
MSComml.CommPort = 2
mnuCom(2).Checked = True
End If
End Function
Private Sub FormUnload(Cancel As Integer)
If MSComml.PortOpen = True Then MSComml.PortOpen = False
End Sub
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Private Sub Command 1_ClickO
End Sub
Private Function fncDataFromPort(OutCommand) As String
'send command to serial, wait for response data or giveup
Dim outbound As String
'open commport
If MSComml.PortOpen = False Then MSComml.PortOpen = True
'shows settings on GUI
UpdateStatus
'create an output variable
outbound = OutCommand
Dim Y As Integer
Dim z As Integer
Timer3.Interval = 1
For Y = 0 To 10
MSComml.Output = outbound
CommCallCount = CommCallCount + 1
Next Y
UpdateStatus
StatusBar .Panels(4).Text = outbound
End Function
Private Sub MSCommlOnCommo
Dim txtBuffer As String
'Handles all Comm events
Dim ComEventMessage As String
Select Case MSComml.CommEvent
'Handle each event or error by placing
'code below each case statement
' Events
Case comEvReceive
'this delay allows time for the data to come in
Timer2.Interval = 600
Timer2.Enabled = True
histogramrefresher = histogramrefresher + 1
Case comEvCD
ComEventMessage = "Change in the CD line."
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Case comEvCTS
ComEventMessage = "Change in the CTS line."
Case comEvDSR
ComEventMessage = "Change in the DSR line."
Case comEvRing
ComEventMessage = "Change in the RI line."
Case comEvSend
ComEventMessage = "Transmit buffer has SThreshold number of characters."
Case comEvEOF
ComEventMessage = "EOF character (lAh) received."
'Errors
Case comEventBreak
ComEventMessage = "A Break was received."
Case comEventCDTO
ComEventMessage = "CD (RLSD) Timeout."
Case comEventCTSTO
ComEventMessage = "CTS Timeout."
Case comEventDSRTO
ComEventMessage = "DSR Timeout."
Case comEventFrame
ComEventMessage = "Framing Error"
Case comEventOverrun
ComEventMessage = "Overrun; data Lost."
Case comEventRxOver
ComEventMessage = "Receive buffer overflow."
Case comEventRxParity
ComEventMessage = "Parity Error."
Case comEventTxFull
ComEventMessage = "Transmit buffer full."
Case comEventDCB
ComEventMessage = "Unexpected error retrieving DCB."
End Select
'updates display every 50 comm cycles
If histogramrefresher > 50 Then
Histogram
histogramrefresher = 0
End If
End Sub
Private Function fncGrabDatao
Dim txtBuf As String
Dim charstepper As Integer
Dim stringbuilder As Integer
Dim charVal As Variant
Dim inputstring As String
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Dim startflag As Boolean
Dim message As String
Dim messageflag As Boolean
Dim commacount As Integer
Dim messagestring As String
Dim colArray(2) As String
Dim a As Integer
Dim b As Integer
'$ is the header sign
'& is the trailer sign
If MSComml.PortOpen = True Then
txtBuf = MSComml.Input
For charstepper = 1 To Len(txtBuf)
charVal = Mid(txtBuf, charstepper, 1)
'starts the message string
If charVal = "#" Then
messagestring = ""
messageflag = True
End If
'fills the message string
If messageflag = True And charVal <> "#" And charVal <> "@" Then
messagestring = messagestring & charVal
End If
'stops the message string
If charVal = "@" Then
messageflag = False
LTrim (RTrim(messagestring))
End If
'starts data clears the inputstring and array data and then allows next read
cycle/s to begin filling
If charVal = "$" Then
inputstring = ""
'clears array
For b=0 To 2
colArray(b)=
Next b
startflag = True
messageflag = False
End If
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'stops filling the string and passes the data into the FlexGrid
If charVal = "&" Then
startflag = False
commacount = 0
'this parses the data into array elements
For stringbuilder = 1 To Len(inputstring)
If Mid(inputstring, stringbuilder, 1)= "," And commacount < 2 Then
commacount = commacount + 1
If Mid(inputstring, stringbuilder, 1) <> "," And Mid(inputstring,
stringbuilder, 1) <> " " Then colArray(commacount) = colArray(commacount) &
Mid(inputstring, stringbuilder, 1)
Next stringbuilder
'this puts the array elements into their proper flexgrid columns
If IsNumeric(colArray(0)) And IsNumeric(colArray(1)) And
IsNumeric(colArray(2)) And colArray(0) <> "" And Val(colArray(0)) < 0 And
colArray(1) <> "" And Val(colArray(1)) > 1 And Val(colArray(1)) < 160 And
colArray(2) <> "" And Val(colArray(2)) > 0.9 And Val(colArray(2)) < 6000 Then
a = MSFlexGridl.Rows - 1
If MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 0) <> colArray(0) And
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1) <> colArray(1) And MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 2) <>
colArray(2) Then
MSFlexGridl.Rows = MSFlexGridl.Rows + 1
If colArray(1) = "11.5" Then
CommCallFlag = False
CommCallCount = 0
End If
Textl.Text = "Latest M/Z received is "+ colArray(1)
a = MSFlexGridl.Rows - 1
For b = 0 To 2
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, b) = colArray(b)
Next b
If MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 2) > 4000 And
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 2) < 8500 Then Text1.Text = "Warning! High M/Z = " +
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1)
If MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 2) > 520000 Then Textl.Text =
"Warning! M/Z = "+ MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1) + "off scale"
'gives a time stamp
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 3) = Time
End If
End If
End If
'fills the string
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If startflag = True And charVal <> "$" And charVal <>" "Then inputstring =
inputstring & charVal
Rem diagnostic: Text1.Text = inputstring
Next charstepper
End If
Dim QUE As String
Dim QueStart As Variant
LTrim (RTrim(messagestring))
If message <> messagestring And Len(messagestring) >= 15 Then
message = messagestring
If Len(message) > 15 Then
Text1.Text = message
End If
QUE = "Awaiting"
QueStart = InStr(message, QUE)
If QueStart > 0 And CommCallCount < 2 Then
Beep
GetCommands
End If
End If
End Function
Public Function OnlyAlphaNumericChars(ByVal OrigString As _
String) As String
Dim iLen As Long
Dim sAns As String
Dim ICtr As Long
Dim sChar As String
OrigString = Trim(OrigString)
iLen = Len(OrigString)
For lCtr = 1 To lLen
sChar Mid(OrigString, lCtr, 1)
If IsAlphaNumeric(Mid(OrigString, ICtr, 1)) Then
sAns = sAns & sChar
End If
'DoEvents '(optional, but if processing long string,
'necessary to prevent program from appearing to hang)
'if used, make so no re-entrancy into this function
'can occur)
Next
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DataFromPort = sAns
End Function
Private Function IsAlphaNumeric(sChr As String) As Boolean
IsAlphaNumeric = sChr Like "[0-9A-Za-z.]"
End Function
Private Sub mnuSpeedSelClick(Index As Integer)
Dim i As Integer
Dim CurPortOpen As Boolean
Dim NewSettings As String
For i=0 To 10
If (i = Index) Then
mnuSpeedSel(i).Checked = True
Select Case Index
Case 0 ' 110
NewSettings = "1 10,,,"
Case 1 '300
NewSettings = "300,,,"
Case 2 '600
NewSettings = "600,,,"
Case 3 ' 1200
NewSettings = "1200,,,"
Case 4 '2400
NewSettings = "2400,,,"
Case 5 ' 9600
NewSettings = "9600,,,"
Case 6 ' 14400
NewSettings = "14400,,,"
Case 7 ' 19200
NewSettings = "19200,,,"
Case 8 '28800
NewSettings = "28800,,,"
Case 9 ' 38400
NewSettings = "38400,,,"
Case 10 '56000
NewSettings = "56000,,,"
End Select
Else
mnuSpeedSel(i).Checked = False
End If
Next i
SetPort (NewSettings)
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End Sub
Private Sub SetPort(NewSettings As String)
Dim CurPortOpen As Boolean
Dim OldIndex As Integer
Dim OldLength As Integer
Dim NewIndex As Integer
Dim NewLength As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Dim Settings(O To 3) As String
Dim Temp As String
With MSComml
CurPortOpen = .PortOpen
If .PortOpen Then
.PortOpen = False
End If
OldIndex = 1
NewIndex = 1
For i = 0 To 3
NewLength = InStr(NewIndex, NewSettings, ",")
If (NewLength =0) Then
NewLength NewIndex + Len(Mid(NewSettings, NewIndex))
End If
OldLength = InStr(OldIndex, .Settings, ",")
If (OldLength =0) Then
OldLength = OldIndex + Len(Mid(.Settings, OldIndex))
End If
If (NewLength = NewIndex) Then
Settings(i) = Mid(.Settings, OldIndex, OldLength - OldIndex)
Else
Settings(i) = Mid(NewSettings, NewIndex, NewLength - NewIndex)
End If
OldIndex = OldLength + 1
NewIndex = NewLength + 1
Next i
.Settings = Settings(0) & "," & Settings(1) & "," & _
Settings(2) & "," & Settings(3)
If CurPortOpen Then
.PortOpen = True
End If
End With
UpdateStatus
End Sub
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Private Sub UpdateStatus()
If MSComml.PortOpen True Then StatusBarl.Panels(1).Text "Connected" Else:
StatusBar .Panels(1).Text "Disconnected"
'mnuConnect.Caption = "&Connect"
StatusBarl.Panels(2).Text = "COM" & MSComml.CommPort
StatusBar 1.Panels(3).Text = MSComm 1. Settings
End Sub
Private Sub FormLoadO
Load frmSplashScreen
frmSplashScreen. Show
delay = 50
Dim i As Integer
OutputAscii = True
If Not ValidatePort Then
MsgBox "There are no available comm ports on this computer.",, "Commx"
End If
masscolumn = 1
peakcolumn= 2
timecolumn = 3
ComboMag.Addltem "1.0
ComboMag.Addltem "1.5
ComboMag.Addltem "2.0
ComboMag.AddItem "2.5
ComboMag.Addltem "3.0
ComboMag.AddItem "3.5
ComboMag.Addltem "4.0
ComboMag.Addltem "4.5
ComboMag.Addltem "5.0
ComboMag.Addltem "5.5
ComboMag.Addltem "6.0
ComboMag.Addltem "6.5
ComboMag.Addltem "7.0
ComboMag.Addltem "7.5
ComboMag.Addltem "8.0
ComboMag.Addltem "8.5
ComboMag.Addltem "9.0
Magnification = 1
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
Magnification"
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UpdateStatus
End Sub
Private Sub mnuAboutClicko
FullName = "Thetis software by Richard Camilli copyright 2001"
MsgBox (FullName), , "Thetis Info"
End Sub
Private Sub mnuBackgroundClick()
CommonDialogl.Flags = &H1&
CommonDialogl.ShowColor
Picture 1.BackColor = CommonDialog 1 .Color
End Sub
Private Sub mnuExitClick()
End
End Sub
Private Sub mnuGridClick()
CommonDialogl.Flags = &H1&
CommonDialog1.ShowColor
Picture 1.ForeColor = CommonDialog1.Color
End Sub
Private Sub mnuOpenClick()
Dim Source As String
Dim coil As String
Dim col2 As String
Dim col3 As String
Dim col4 As String
Dim a As Integer
a = 0
Picture 1.Visible = False
CommonDialogl.Filter = "NEREUS Data files (*.NDF)I*.NDF"
CommonDialogl.ShowOpen 'Display open dialog
If CommonDialog1.FileName <> "" Then
Open CommonDialog1.FileName For Input As #1
'On Error GoTo OpenErro2
MSFlexGridl.Rows = 3
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(0) = 1500
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(l) = 1000
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MSFlexGrid l.ColWidth(2) = 1000
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(3)= 1250
Do While Not EOF(l)' Loop until end of file.
Input #1, coll, col2, col3, col4 'Read data into four variables.
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 0) = colI
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1) = col2
MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(a, 2) = col3
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 3) = col4
MSFlexGridl .Rows = MSFlexGridl.Rows + 1
a=a+ 1
Loop
Close #1 'Close file.
End If
Picture 1.Visible = True
End Sub
Private Sub mnuSaveClicko 'When user clicks Save
Dim filelength As Integer
Dim i As Integer
filelength = MSFlexGridl .Rows
i = 0
'note: the entire file is stored in a string
CommonDialogl.Filter = "NEREUS Data files (*.NDF)I*.NDF"
CommonDialogl.ShowSave 'display Save dialog
If CommonDialog1.FileName <> "" Then
Open CommonDialog 1.FileName For Output As #1
While i < filelength
'GoSub printval
Print #1, MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(i, 0); ","; MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(i, 1); ",";
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(i, 2); ","; MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(i, 3)
i=i+ 1
Wend
Close #1
End If
End Sub
Private Sub MSFlexGridl LoadO
End Sub
Private Sub NitrogenClicko
Histogram
UpdateStatus
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End Sub
Private Sub OxygenClickO
Histogram
UpdateStatus
End Sub
Private Sub Picture IClicko
Histogram
UpdateStatus
End Sub
Private Sub SliderlClick()
Histogram
End Sub
Private Sub Slider2_Click()
Histogram
End Sub
Private Sub StopClick()
If MSComml.PortOpen = True Then MSComml.PortOpen = False
End Sub
Private Sub Timer _TimerO
timeflag 1 = True
End Sub
Private Sub Timer2_Timer()
'processes data
fncGrabData
End Sub
Private Sub ScanClickO
suspend = False
CommCallCount = 0
If openflag = False Then
'setup the spreadsheet
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(0) = 1500
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(1) = 1000
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(2) = 1000
MSFlexGridl .ColWidth(3) = 1250
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(0, 0) = "Date: "& Date
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(l, 0) = "Scan Voltage"
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MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(l, 1)= "M/Z"
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(l, 2) = "Ion Signal"
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(l, 3) = "Time"
End If
Histogram
GetCommands
End Sub
Private Sub sleepClicko
suspend = True
CommCallCount = 0
GetCommands
End Sub
Private Sub TolueneClickO
Histogram
UpdateStatus
End Sub
Private Sub WaterClickO
Histogram
UpdateStatus
End Sub
REM Splash Screen
flag2 = False
openProg = False
If Textl.Text = "Richard" Then flagl = True
If TextI.Text = "Harry" Then flagl = True
If Text2.Text = "espresso" Then flag2 = True
If flag 1 = True And flag2= True Then openProg = True
If openProg = True Then
Unload frmSplashScreen
frmMain.Show
Else
MsgBox "Password is incorrect"
End If
End Sub
Private Sub FormLoadO
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End Sub
Private Sub LabellClick()
End Sub
Private Sub Label2_Click()
End Sub
Private Sub Label3_Click()
End Sub
Private Sub Text1_Changeo
End Sub
Private Sub Text2_Changeo
End Sub
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frmMain - 1
VERSION 5.00
Object = "{F9043C88-F6F2- 101 A-A3C9-08002B2F49FB }# 1 .2#0"; "comdlg32.ocx"
Object = "{5E9E78A0-53 1B-11 CF-9 1 F6-C2863C385E30} #1.0#0"; "Msflxgrd.ocx"
Object = "{648A5603-2C6E-101B-82B6-000000000014}#1.1#0"; "MSCOMM32.OCX"
Object = "{83 1FDD16-OC5C-1 1D2-A9FC-0000F8754DA1 }#2.0#0";
"MSCOMCTL.OCX"
Begin VB.Form frmMain
AutoRedraw = -1 'True
Caption = "Thetis Spectral Viewer"
ClientHeight = 8310
ClientLeft = 60
ClientTop = 630
ClientWidth = 11880
FillColor = &HOOFFFFFF&
FillStyle =2 'Horizontal Line
FontTransparent = 0 'False
ForeColor = &HOOOOOOOO&
Icon = (Icon)
LinkTopic = "Formi"
MaxButton = 0 'False
ScaleHeight = 8310
ScaleWidth= 11880
Visible = 0 'False
Begin VB.TextBox Textl
Alignment = 2 'Center
Enabled = 0 'False
Height = 285
Left = 3960
TabIndex = 39
Text = "NEREUS messages"
Top = 8040
Width = 3015
End
Begin VB.ComboBox ComboMag
Height = 315
Left = 7080
TabIndex = 38
Text = "Graph Magnification"
Top= 8040
Width = 1935
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End
Begin VB.Timer Timer3
Enabled = 0 'False
Interval 10
Left = 2640
Top = 1560
End
Begin VB.CheckBox chkViewData
Caption = "Data Table"
Height = 255
Left= 10560
TabIndex = 36
Top =8040
Width = 1095
End
Begin VB.CommandButton BogusData
Caption = "Bogus Data"
Height = 255
Left = 9840
TabIndex = 35
Top = 5640
Visible = 0 'False
Width = 1695
End
Begin VB.Frame Frame3
Height = 1095
Left = 3360
TabIndex = 32
Top = 6840
Width = 8415
frmMain - 2
Begin MSComctlLib.Slider Sliderl
Height = 495
Left= 120
TabIndex = 33
Top = 480
Width = 8055
_ExtentX = 14208
_ExtentY = 873
-Version = 393216
Max = 10000
TickStyle = 1
TickFrequency = 100
TextPosition = 1
End
Begin MSComctlLib.Slider Slider2
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Height = 495
Left= 120
TabIndex = 34
Top = 120
Width = 8055
_ExtentX = 14208
_ExtentY = 873
Version = 393216
Max = 10000
TickStyle = 3
TickFrequency = 100
TextPosition = 1
End
End
Begin VB.CheckBox chkSlider
Caption = "Scroll Enabled"
Height = 255
Left = 9120
TabIndex = 31
Top =8040
Width= 1335
End
Begin VB.PictureBox Picture2
Appearance = 0 'Flat
AutoRedraw = -1 'True
AutoSize = -I 'True
BackColor = &HOOOOOOOO&
FillColor = &HOOFFFFFF&
FontTransparent = 0 'False
ForeColor = &H00808080&
Height = 5055
Left = 0
MousePointer = 2 'Cross
ScaleHeight = 5025
ScaleWidth = 3225
TabIndex = 9
Top = 2880
Width = 3255
Begin VB.Label Label6
Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
ForeColor = &H8000000F&
Height = 255
Left = 2400
TabIndex = 44
Top = 3480
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Width = 735
End
Begin VB.Label Label5
Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
ForeColor = &H8000000F&
Height = 255
Left = 2280
frmMain - 3
TabIndex = 43
Top = 0
Width = 855
End
Begin VB.Label Label4
Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
ForeColor = &H8000000F&
Height = 255
Left = 2280
TabIndex = 42
Top = 840
Width = 855
End
Begin VB.Label Label3
Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
ForeColor = &H8000000F&
Height = 255
Left = 2520
TabIndex = 41
Top = 1680
Width = 615
End
Begin VB.Label Label2
Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
ForeColor = &H8000000F&
Height = 255
Left = 2400
TabIndex = 40
Top = 2640
Width = 735
End
End
Begin VB.Frame Frame2
Caption = "Signal Average"
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Height = 2175
Left = 1920
TabIndex = 14
Top =600
Width= 1335
Begin VB.OptionButton FiveHundred
Caption = "500 X"
Height = 255
Left = 120
TabIndex =24
Top = 840
Value = -1 'True
Width = 975
End
Begin VB.OptionButton TwoThousand
Caption = "2,000 X"
Height = 255
Left= 120
TabIndex = 23
Top = 1320
Width = 975
End
Begin VB.OptionButton TenThousand
Caption = "10, 000 X"
Height = 255
Left= 120
TabIndex = 19
Top = 1800
Width = 1095
End
Begin VB.OptionButton FiveThousand
Caption = "5,000 X"
frmMain - 4
Height = 255
Left= 120
TabIndex = 18
Top= 1560
Width = 975
End
Begin VB.OptionButton Thousand
Caption = "1,000 X"
Height = 255
Left= 120
TabIndex = 17
Top = 1080
Width = 975
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End
Begin VB.OptionButton Hundred
Caption = "H-count"
Height = 255
Left= 120
TabIndex = 16
Top = 600
Width = 1095
End
Begin VB.OptionButton Ten
Caption = "L-count"
Height = 255
Left= 120
TabIndex = 15
Top = 360
Width = 1095
End
End
Begin VB.Frame Frame 1
Caption = "Scan Type"
Height = 2175
Left = 0
Tablndex = 10
Top = 600
Width = 1815
Begin VB.OptionButton MZ155
Caption = "M/Z 12-150, 0.5"
Height = 255
Left= 120
TabIndex = 27
Top = 1560
Width = 1575
End
Begin VB.OptionButton MZ 151
Caption = "M/Z 12-150, 0.1"
Height = 375
Left = 120
TabIndex = 26
Top = 1200
Width = 1575
End
Begin VB.OptionButton MZ485
Caption = "M/Z 12-48, 0.5"
Height = 255
Left= 120
TabIndex = 22
240
Top =960
Width = 1455
End
Begin VB.OptionButton GradientTrack
Caption = "Gradient Track"
Height = 315
Left= 120
TabIndex = 13
Top = 1800
Width = 1455
frmMain - 5
End
Begin VB.OptionButton MZ481
Caption = "M/Z 12-48, 0.1"
Height = 375
Left = 120
TabIndex = 12
Top = 600
Value = -1 'True
Width = 1455
End
Begin VB.OptionButton PeakJump
Caption = "Peak Jump"
Height = 195
Left= 120
TabIndex = 11
Top = 360
Width = 1215
End
End
Begin VB.Frame GasesMonitored
Caption = "Gases Monitored"
Height = 615
Left = 0
TabIndex = 3
Top = 0
Width = 11775
Begin VB.CheckBox Oxygen
Caption = "Oxygen"
Height = 255
Left = 3120
TabIndex = 30
Top = 240
Width = 975
End
Begin VB.CheckBox Toluene
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Caption = "Toluene"
Height = 255
Left = 7800
TabIndex = 29
Top = 240
Width = 975
End
Begin VB.CheckBox Benzene
Caption = "Benzene"
Height = 255
Left = 6720
TabIndex = 28
Top = 240
Width = 975
End
Begin VB.CommandButton SLEEP
BackColor = &HOOFFFFOO&
Caption = "Sleep"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "MS Sans Serif'
Size = 12
Charset = 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 495
Left = 10800
Style = 1 'Graphical
TabIndex = 25
Top = 120
Width = 975
End
frmMain - 6
Begin VB.CommandButton Stop
BackColor = &HOOOOOOFF&
Caption = "Stop"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "MS Sans Serif'
Size = 12
Charset= 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
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EndProperty
Height = 495
Left = 9840
Style = 1 'Graphical
TabIndex = 21
Top = 120
Width = 975
End
Begin VB.CommandButton Scan
BackColor = &HOOOOCOOO&
Caption = "Scan"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "MS Sans Serif'
Size = 12
Charset = 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 495
Left = 8880
MaskColor = &H80000000&
Style = 1 'Graphical
TabIndex = 20
Top = 120
Width = 975
End
Begin VB.CheckBox Water
Caption = "Water"
Height = 255
Left = 1200
TabIndex = 8
Top = 240
Width = 855
End
Begin VB.CheckBox CarbonDioxide
Caption = "Carbon Dioxide"
Height = 255
Left = 5160
TabIndex = 7
Top = 240
Width = 1455
End
Begin VB.CheckBox Argon
Caption = "Argon"
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Height = 255
Left = 4200
TabIndex = 6
Top = 240
Width =735
End
Begin VB.CheckBox Methane
Caption = "Methane"
Height = 255
Left= 120
TabIndex = 5
Top = 240
frmMain - 7
Width = 1095
End
Begin VB.CheckBox Nitrogen
Caption = "Nitrogen"
Height = 255
Left = 2040
TabIndex = 4
Top = 240
Width = 975
End
End
Begin MSFlexGridLib.MSFlexGrid MSFlexGridl
Height = 5535
Left = 3480
TabIndex = 1
Top = 840
Visible = 0 'False
Width = 5175
_ExtentX = 9128
_ExtentY = 9763
Version = 393216
Rows =4
Cols = 4
FixedRows = 3
FixedCols = 0
AllowUserResizing= 3
End
Begin MSComDlg.CommonDialog CommonDialog1
Left = 2400
Top = 1200
_ExtentX = 847
_ExtentY = 847
Version = 393216
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End
Begin VB.PictureBox Picturel
Appearance = 0 'Flat
AutoRedraw = -1 'True
AutoSize = -1 'True
BackColor = &HOOEOEOEO&
FontTransparent = 0 'False
ForeColor = &H00808080&
Height = 6015
Left = 3360
MousePointer = 99 'Custom
ScaleHeight = 5985
ScaleWidth = 8385
TabIndex = 0
Top = 720
Width = 8415
Begin VB.Timer Timer2
Enabled = 0 'False
Interval = 250
Left = 1200
Top =2040
End
Begin VB.Timer Timerl
Left = 360
Top =2040
End
End
Begin MSCommLib.MSComm MSComml
Left = 2280
Top = 480
_ExtentX = 1005
_ExtentY = 1005
Version = 393216
DTREnable = -1 'True
InBufferSize = 512
InputLen = 512
frmMain - 8
OutBufferSize = 3
RThreshold = 1
SThreshold = 3
End
Begin MSComctlLib.StatusBar StatusBarl
Align = 2 'Align Bottom
Height = 330
Left = 0
TabIndex = 2
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Top =7980
Width= 11880
_ExtentX = 20955
_ExtentY = 582
ShowTips =0 'False
Version = 393216
BeginProperty Panels {8E3867A5-8586-11 Dl-B16A-00C0F0283628}
NumPanels = 4
BeginProperty Panel 1 {8E3867AB-8586-11 D-B16A-00C0F0283628}
Object.Width = 2117
MinWidth = 2117
Text = "Connected"
TextSave = "Connected"
EndProperty
BeginProperty Panel2 {8E3867AB-8586-11 D-B16A-00C0F0283628}
Object.Width = 1270
MinWidth = 1270
Text = "comi"
TextSave = "comI"
EndProperty
BeginProperty Panel3 {8E3867AB-8586-11 D-B16A-00C0F0283628}
Object.Width = 2258
MinWidth = 2258
Text = "9600 8N1"
TextSave = "9600 8N1"
EndProperty
BeginProperty Panel4 {8E3867AB-8586-11 Dl-B16A-00C0F0283628}
Object.Width = 1235
MinWidth = 1235
Text = "ASCII"
TextSave = "ASCII"
EndProperty
EndProperty
End
Begin VB.Label Labell
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
Caption = "Mag"
Height = 255
Left = 4320
TabIndex = 37
Top = 8040
Width = 735
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuFile
Caption = "&File"
Begin VB.Menu mnuOpen
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Caption "&Open"
Shortcut =^O
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSave
Caption "&Save"
Shortcut =^S
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuClose
Caption = "&Close"
Shortcut AW
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuExit
Caption = "&Exit"
Shortcut =AQ
frmMain - 9
End
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSettings
Caption = "&Settings"
Begin VB.Menu mnuPort
Caption = "&Port"
Begin VB.Menu mnuCom
Caption = "Com &"
Index = 1
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuCom
Caption = "Com &2"
Index = 2
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuCom
Caption = "Comm &3"
Index = 3
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuCom
Caption = "Com &4 (IrDA)"
Index = 4
End
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeed
Caption = "&Speed"
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "1 1&0"
Index = 0
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "&300"
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Index =1
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "&600"
Index= 2
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "&1,200"
Index = 3
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "&2,400"
Index= 4
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "&9,600"
Checked = -1 'True
Index = 5
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "14,400"
Index = 6
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "19,200"
Index = 7
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "28,800"
Index = 8
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "3&8,400"
Index= 9
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSpeedSel
Caption = "56,000"
Index = 10
frmMain - 10
End
End
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuGraph
Caption = "&Graph"
Begin VB.Menu mnuColors
Caption = "&Colors"
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Begin VB.Menu mnuBackground
Caption = "&Background"
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuGrid
Caption = "&Grid"
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuDataLine
Caption = "&Data Line"
End
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuPrint
Caption = "&Print"
End
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuHelp
Caption = "&Help"
NegotiatePosition= 3 'Right
Begin VB.Menu mnuAbout
Caption = "&About"
End
End
End
frmSplashScreen - 1
VERSION 5.00
Begin VB.Form frmSplashScreen
AutoRedraw = -1 'True
BackColor = &HOOEOEOEO&
BorderStyle = 0 'None
ClientHeight = 9000
ClientLeft = 0
ClientTop = 0
ClientWidth = 12000
DrawWidth 3
FillStyle = 0 'Solid
LinkTopic = "Form2"
MaxButton = 0 'False
MinButton = 0 'False
ScaleHeight 9000
ScaleWidth 12000
ShowInTaskbar = 0 'False
StartUpPosition = 2 'CenterScreen
Begin VB.CommandButton Commandl
Caption = "LOGIN"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
Size = 18
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Charset= 0
Weight 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 495
Left = 7440
TabIndex = 5
Top =8040
Width = 1695
End
Begin VB.TextBox Text2
Alignment = 2 'Center
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Arial"
Size = 14.25
Charset = 0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 465
IMEMode = 3 'DISABLE
Left = 5160
PasswordChar =
TabIndex = 4
Text = "Password"
Top =8040
Width = 1695
End
Begin VB.TextBox Textl
Alignment = 2 'Center
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
Size = 14.25
Charset= 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 465
Left = 2760
TabIndex = 3
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frmSplashScreen - 2
Text = "User Name"
Top = 8040
Width = 1695
End
Begin VB.Line Line4
BorderWidth = 3
XI = 120
X2 = 120
Y1 = 8880
Y2 = 120
End
Begin VB.Line Line3
BorderWidth = 3
X1 = 11880
X2 = 120
Y1 = 8880
Y2 = 8880
End
Begin VB.Line Line2
BorderWidth = 3
X1 = 11880
X2 = 11880
Y1 = 120
Y2 = 8880
End
Begin VB.Line Line 1
BorderWidth = 3
X1 = 11880
X2 = 120
Y1 = 120
Y2 = 120
End
Begin VB.Image Image 1
Appearance = 0 'Flat
Height = 4815
Left = 3600
Picture = (Metafile)
Stretch -1 'True
Top = 600
Width = 4935
End
Begin VB.Label Label3
Alignment = 2 'Center
BackColor = &H8000000E&
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
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Caption = "R. Camilli Copyright 2001"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
Size = 12
Charset 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
ForeColor = &H00404040&
Height = 615
Left= 120
TabIndex = 2
Top = 7320
Width = 11895
End
Begin VB.Label Label2
Alignment = 2 'Center
BackColor = &H8000000E&
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
Caption = "THETIS SPECTRAL VIEWER SOFTWARE"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
frmSplashScreen - 3
Size = 36
Charset = 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
ForeColor = &H00404040&
Height = 975
Left = 0
TabIndex = I
Top = 5640
Width = 12015
End
Begin VB.Label Label 1
Alignment = 2 'Center
BackColor = &H8000000E&
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
Caption = "MASSACHVSETTS INSTITVTE OF TECHNOLOGY"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
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Size = 24
Charset 0
Weight 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
ForeColor = &H00404040&
Height = 615
Left = 0
TabIndex = 0
Top = 6720
Width = 12015
End
End
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NEREUS DATA INTERPRETER CODE
Dim RMSnoise As Double
Dim NoiseThreshold As Single
Private Sub EndClickO
End
End Sub
Private Sub RMS()
RMSnoise = 0
sigmasqA = 0
sigmasqB = 0
sigmasqC = 0
CounterA 0
CounterB= 0
CounteC = 0
totalA = 0
totalB = 0
totalC = 0
averageA = 0
averageB = 0
averageC = 0
Label8.Caption = ""
Rem finds noise in 48-48.5 AMU range
For a = 4 To MSFlexGridl.Rows - 1
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1)) > 48 And Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1))
<= 48.5 Then
totalA = Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 2)) + totalA
CounterA = CounterA + 1
End If
Next a
If CounterA > 0 Then
averageA = totalA / CounterA
For a = 4 To MSFlexGridl.Rows - 1
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1)) > 48 And Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a,
1)) <= 48.5 Then
sigmasqA = ((Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(a, 2)) - averageA) ^ 2) + sigmasqA
End If
Next a
End If
Rem finds noise in 25-25.5 amu range
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For a = 4 To MSFlexGridl.Rows - 1
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1)) > 25 And Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1))
<= 25.5 Then
totalB = Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(a, 2)) + totalB
CounterB = CounterB + 1
End If
Next a
If CounterB > 0 Then
averageB = totalB / CounterB
For a = 4 To MSFlexGridl.Rows - 1
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1)) > 25 And Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a,
1)) <= 25.5 Then
sigmasqB = ((Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 2)) - averageB) A12) + sigmasqB
End If
Next a
End If
Rem finds noise in 18.8-19.0 amu range
For a = 4 To MSFlexGridl.Rows - 1
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1)) > 18.7 And Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a,
1)) <= 19# Then
totalC = Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 2)) + totalC
CounterC = CounterC + 1
End If
Next a
If CounterC > 0 Then
averageC = totalC / CounterC
For a = 4 To MSFlexGridl.Rows - 1
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1)) > 18.7 And Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(a,
1)) <= 19# Then
sigmasqC = ((Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 2)) - averageC)^ 2) + sigmasqC
End If
Next a
End If
RMSnoise = (sigmasqA + sigmasqB + sigmasqC) A (0.5)
Label8.Caption = "RMS noise =" & Int(RMSnoise) & "mV"
End Sub
Private Sub mnuOpenClick()
Dim Source As String
Dim coil As String
Dim col2 As String
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Dim col3 As String
Dim col4 As String
Dim a As Integer
a = 0
NoiseThreshold = 3
CommonDialogl.Filter = "NEREUS Data files (*.NDF)*.NDF"
CommonDialog 1 .ShowOpen 'Display open dialog
If CommonDialogl.FileName <> "" Then
Open CommonDialog1.FileName For Input As #1
'On Error GoTo OpenErro2
MSFlexGridl.Rows = 3
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(0) = 1500
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(1) = 1000
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(2) = 1000
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(3) = 1250
Do While Not EOF(l) 'Loop until end of file.
Input #1, coll, col2, col3, col4 'Read data into four variables.
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 0) = coll
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 1) = col2
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 2) = col3
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(a, 3) = col4
MSFlexGridl.Rows = MSFlexGridl.Rows + 1
a=a+ 1
Loop
Close #1 'Close file.
End If
MSFlexGrid2.Rows = 4
MSFlexGrid2.ColWidth(0) = 1500
MSFlexGrid2.ColWidth(l) = 1000
MSFlexGrid2.ColWidth(2) = 1000
MSFlexGrid2.ColWidth(3) = 1250
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(0, 0) = "From:" & CommonDialog1.FileTitle
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(1, 0) = "Ion"
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(l, 1) = "M/Z"
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(1, 2) = "Peak Height"
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(1, 3) = "Time"
MSFlexGridl.Visible = True
Picture2.Visible = True
InterpretData
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MSFlexGrid2.Visible = True
openbutton.Visible = True
Save.Visible = True
DrawGraph
End Sub
Private Sub mnuSaveClick() 'When user clicks Save
Dim filelength As Integer
Dim i As Integer
filelength = MSFlexGridl .Rows
i = 0
Rem this trims off file designation
For lCtr = 1 To 8
sChar = Mid(CommonDialogl .FileTitle, lCtr, 1)
TheFileName = TheFileName & sChar
Next lCtr
TheFileName = TheFileName & ".NPI"
'note: the entire file is stored in a string
CommonDialog 1.Filter = "NEREUS Peak Interpreted files (*.NPI)I*.NPI"
CommonDialog1.ShowSave 'display Save dialog
If CommonDialog1.FileName <> "" Then
Open TheFileName For Output As #1
While i < MSFlexGrid2.Rows
'GoSub printval
Print #1, MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(i, 0); ","; MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(i, 1); ",";
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(i, 2); ","; MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(i, 3)
i=i+ 1
Wend
Close #1
End If
End Sub
Private Sub mnuCloseClickO
MSFlexGridl.Rows = 4
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(O) = 1500
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(1) = 1000
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(2) = 1000
MSFlexGridl.ColWidth(3) = 1250
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(0, 0) = "Date: "& Date
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(1, 0) = "Scan Voltage"
MSFlexGrid l.TextMatrix(1, 1)= "M/Z"
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(1, 2) = "Ion Signal"
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(1, 3) = "Time"
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End Sub
Private Sub mnuExitClickO
End
End Sub
Private Sub InterpretData()
mnuFile.Visible = True
mnuHelp.Visible = True
mnuCalculations.Visible = True
MSFlexGrid2.Rows = 4
N2 = 0
Ar= 0
02 =0
CH4 = 0
C02 = 0
Label4.Caption =
Label5.Caption =
Label6.Caption =
Label7.Caption =
RMS
For peakfinder = 13 To MSFlexGridl.Rows - 44
peak = 0
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 2)) >=
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder - 1, 2)) And
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 2)) >=
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder - 2, 2)) And
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 2)) >=
Val(MSFlexGridl .TextMatrix(peakfinder - 3, 2)) And
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 2)) >=
Val(MSFlexGridl .TextMatrix(peakfinder + 1, 2)) And
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 2)) >=
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder + 2, 2)) And
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 2)) >=
Val(MSFlexGridl .TextMatrix(peakfinder + 3, 2)) Then
peak = Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 2))
lowbasevalue = 0
lowcount = 0
highbasevalue = 0
highcount = 0
lowmin = 5000
highmin = 5000
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lowmax = 0
highmax = 0
Rem this finds
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) < 21 Then
For basestep = (peakfinder - 9) To (peakfinder + 9)
If (Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(basestep, 1))) <=
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) - 0.3) And
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 1))) >=
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) - 0.5) Then
lowbasevalue = lowbasevalue + Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep,
2))
lowcount = lowcount + 1
Rem this finds noise in lower M/Z region
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2)) > lowmax Then lowmax =
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2))
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2)) < lowmin Then lowmin =
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2))
End If
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 1)) >=
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) + 0.3) And
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 1)) <=
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) + 0.5) Then
highbasevalue = highbasevalue + Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep,
2))
highcount = highcount + 1
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2)) > highmax Then highmax =
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2))
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2)) < highmin Then highmin =
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2))
End If
Next basestep
End If
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) > 21 Then
For basestep = (peakfinder - 40) To (peakfinder + 40)
If basestep > 1 And basestep < MSFlexGridl .Rows Then
If (Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(basestep, 1))) <=
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) - 1.4) And
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 1))) >=
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) - 1.6) Then
lowbasevalue = lowbasevalue + Val(MSFlexGrid l.TextMatrix(basestep,
2))
lowcount = lowcount + 1
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Rem this finds noise in lower M/Z region
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2)) > lowmax Then lowmax =
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(basestep, 2))
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2)) < lowmin Then lowmin =
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2))
End If
If Val(MSFlexGrid1 .TextMatrix(basestep, 1)) >=
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) + 1.4) And
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(basestep, 1)) <=
(Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1)) + 1.6) Then
highbasevalue = highbasevalue + Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep,
2))
highcount = highcount + 1
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(basestep, 2)) > highmax Then highmax =
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(basestep, 2))
If Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(basestep, 2)) < highmin Then highmin
Val(MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(basestep, 2))
End If
End If
Next basestep
End If
If highbasevalue > 0 And lowbasevalue > 0 Then
baseline = ((lowbasevalue / lowcount) + (highbasevalue / highcount)) / 2
noise = (lowmax - lowmin)
If (highmax - highmin) > noise Then noise = (highmax - highmin)
If (peak - baseline) > (NoiseThreshold * RMSnoise) Then
Rem assigns molecule
descriptor******************************************
mass = Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1))
molecule = "unknown"
If mass > 13.5 And mass < 14.5 Then molecule = "Nitrogen 2+"
If mass > 14.5 And mass < 15.7 Then
molecule = "Methane"
CH4 = Int(peak - baseline)
End If
If mass > 15.7 And mass < 16.7 Then molecule = "Oxygen 2+"
If mass > 16.7 And mass < 17.7 Then molecule = "Hydronium"
If mass > 17.7 And mass < 18.7 Then molecule = "Water"
If mass > 19.7 And mass < 20.5 Then molecule = "Argon 2+"
If mass > 27.6 And mass < 28.7 Then
molecule = "Nitrogen"
N2 = Int(peak - baseline)
N2time = MSFlexGrid1.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 3)
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End If
If mass > 31.6 And mass < 32.7 Then
molecule = "Oxygen"
02 = Int(peak - baseline)
02time = MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 3)
End If
If mass > 39.6 And mass <= 40.7 Then
molecule = "Argon"
Ar = Int(peak - baseline)
Artime = MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 3)
End If
If mass > 43.7 And mass <= 44.9 Then
molecule = "Carbon Dioxide"
If Int(peak - baseline)> C02 Then C02 = Int(peak - baseline)
CO2time = MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 3)
End If
If mass > 77.5 And mass <= 78.7 Then molecule = "Benzene"
If mass > 90.5 And mass <= 91.7 Then molecule = "Toluene"
Rem store data in second spreadsheet
If molecule <> "unknown" And molecule <>
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 0) Then
MSFlexGrid2.Rows = MSFlexGrid2.Rows + 1
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1))) / 10
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows
baseline)
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 3)
End If
If molecule <> "unknown" And molecule =
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 0) And
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 2) < Int(peak -
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows 
- 1,
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows 
- 1,
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 1))) / 10
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows 
- 1,
baseline)
- 1, 0) = molecule
-1, 1)= (Int(10 *
- 1, 2) = Int(peak -
-L1 3) =
baseline) Then
0) = molecule
1) = (Int(10 *
2) = Int(peak -
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 3) =
MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 3)
End If
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End If
End If
End If
Next peakfinder
Rem finds ratios*************************************************
If N2 <> 0 And Ar <> 0 Then
Label4.Caption = "Nitrogen: Argon = "& Int(CCur(N2 / Ar) * 100) / 100
MSFlexGrid2.Rows = MSFlexGrid2.Rows + 1
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 0) = "N2:Ar"
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 2) = Int(CCur(N2 / Ar) * 100) 100
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 3) = Artime
End If
If N2 <> 0 And O2 <> 0 Then
Label5.Caption = "Nitrogen: Oxygen =" & Int(CCur(N2 / 02) * 100) / 100
MSFlexGrid2.Rows = MSFlexGrid2.Rows + I
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 0) = "N2:02"
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 2) = Int(CCur(N2 / 02) * 100)!
100
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 3) = O2time
End If
If Ar <> 0 And 02 <> 0 Then
Label6.Caption = "Oxygen : Argon = "& Int(CCur(02 / Ar) * 100) / 100
MSFlexGrid2.Rows = MSFlexGrid2.Rows + 1
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 0) = "O2:Ar"
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 2) = Int(CCur(O2 / Ar) * 100) / 100
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 3) = Artime
End If
If CH4 <> 0 And C02 <> 0 Then
Label7.Caption = "Methane : C02 " & Int(CCur(CH4 / C02) * 100) / 100
MSFlexGrid2.Rows = MSFlexGrid2.Rows + 1
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 0) = "CH4:CO2"
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 2) = Int(CCur(CH4 / C02) * 100) /
100
MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1, 3) = C02time
End If
Frame2.Visible = True
MSFlexGrid2.Visible = True
End Sub
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Private Sub mnuAbout_Clicko
FullName = "NEREUS Peak Interpreter by Richard Camilli copyright 2002"
MsgBox (FullName), , "Peak Interpreter Info"
End Sub
Private Sub DrawGrapho
'this draws the graph
Dim hashval As String 'Date
Dim xposition As Variant
Dim yposition As Variant
Dim i As Integer
Dim X As Single
Dim Y As Single
Dim vbLTGrey As ColorConstants
Dim spectrummax As Single
Dim xbarmax As Single
magnification = 1
Picture2.Visible = True
Picture2.Cls
Picture2.ForeColor = vbBlack
Picture2.Scale (-0.5, 11)-(11, -1)
spectrummax = 150
xbarmax = Int(spectrummax) / 10
maxheight = 1
For peakfinder = 13 To MSFlexGridl.Rows - 20
If Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 2)) > maxheight Then maxheight =
Val(MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(peakfinder, 2))
Next peakfinder
'draw data
'Picture2.ForeColor = RGB(128, 240, 240)
Dim line As Integer
Dim datastepper As Integer
Picture2.Line (0, 0)-(10.5, 0), RGB(128, 240, 240)
For MassStepper = 4 To MSFlexGridl.Rows - 4
If MSFlexGridl .TextMatrix(MassStepper, masscolumn) <> "" Then
xposition = Val(MSFlexGridl .TextMatrix(MassStepper, 1))
yposition = ((Val(MSFlexGridl .TextMatrix(MassStepper, 2)) - minPeak) /
(maxheight) * 10.5)
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X = ((xposition - 10.5) / (spectrummax - 10.5)) * 10.5
Y = yposition * magnification
Picture2.Line (X, 0.05)-(X, Y), vbBlack 'RGB(128, 128, 128)
End If
Next MassStepper
'draws y-axis gridlines
For i = 1 To 5
Y = 10.5 * i/ 5
Picture2.Line (10.5, Y)-(0, Y), RGB(128, 240, 240)
If i = 2 Then LabellO.Caption = Int(maxheight * (i + 1) / (magnification * 6))
If i = 3 Then Labell 1 .Caption = Int(maxheight * (i + 1) / (magnification * 6))
If i = 4 Then Labell2.Caption = Int(maxheight * (i + 1) / (magnification * 6))
If i = 5 Then Labell3.Caption = Int(maxheight * (i + 1) / (magnification * 6))
If i = 1 Then Label 14.Caption = Int(maxheight * (i + 1) / (magnification * 6))
Next i
'Draw X axis hash marks and values
For i = 0 To xbarmax - 1
Picture2.Line ((i / (xbarmax - 1) * 10.5), -0.3)-((i / (xbarmax - 1) * 10.5), -0.1)'
RGB(128, 240, 240)
Next i
For i = 0 To xbarmax - 1
Picture2.CurrentY = -0.35
Picture2.CurrentX = (i / (xbarmax - 1) * 10.5) - 0.1
hashval = Int((i / (xbarmax)) * spectrummax) + 10
Picture2.Print hashval
Next i
'Picture2.CurrentY = -0.2
'Picture2.CurrentX = -0.4
'Picture2.Print "10"
'draw sampling time window of spectrum on the histogram
For MassStepper = 4 To MSFlexGrid2.Rows - 1
If MSFlexGridl.TextMatrix(MassStepper, masscolumn) <> "" Then
xposition = Val(MSFlexGrid2.TextMatrix(MassStepper, 1))
yposition = 10
X = ((xposition - 10.5) / (spectrummax - 10.5)) * 10.5
Y = yposition
Picture2.Line (X, 0.05)-(X, Y), vbRed 'RGB(128, 128, 128)
End If
Next MassStepper
End Sub
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Private Sub openbuttonClickO
mnuOpen_ Click
End Sub
Private Sub Picture2_Click()
End Sub
Private Sub Save_ ClickO
mnuSaveClick
End Sub
Private Sub mnu3XRMSClicko
NoiseThreshold = 3
InterpretData
DrawGraph
End Sub
Private Sub mnu2XRMSClicko
NoiseThreshold = 2
InterpretData
DrawGraph
End Sub
Private Sub mnulXRMSClicko
NoiseThreshold = 1
InterpretData
DrawGraph
End Sub
Private Sub mnu5XRMS Clicko
NoiseThreshold = 0.5
InterpretData
DrawGraph
End Sub
Private Sub mnu 1 OXRMSClickO
NoiseThreshold = 0.1
InterpretData
DrawGraph
End Sub
Private Sub StartClick()
Start.Visible = False
CloseButton.Visible = False
Label 1.Visible = False
Label2.Visible = False
Label3.Visible = False
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Image 1.Visible = False
mnuOpen Click
End Sub
Forml - 1
VERSION 5.00
Object = "{5E9E78A0-531B-I ICF-91F6-C2863C385E30}#1.0#0"; "Msflxgrd.ocx"
Object= "{F9043C88-F6F2- 10A-A3C9-08002B2F49FB}#1.2#0"; "comdlg32.ocx"
Begin VB.Form Forml1
AutoRedraw = -1 'True
BackColor = &H80000005&
Caption = "NEREUS Data Interpreter"
ClientHeight = 10440
ClientLeft = 60
ClientTop = 345
ClientWidth = 15165
LinkTopic = "Formi"
ScaleHeight 10440
ScaleWidth= 15165
WindowState = 2 'Maximized
Begin VB.CommandButton Save
Caption = "SAVE"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 20.25
Charset= 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 855
Left = 7800
TabIndex = 21
Top = 9600
Visible = 0 'False
Width = 2295
End
Begin VB.CommandButton openbutton
Caption = "OPEN"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 20.25
Charset = 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
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Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 855
Left = 5280
TabIndex = 20
Top = 9600
Visible = 0 'False
Width = 2535
End
Begin VB.Frame Frame2
Caption = "Calculated Ratios"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 9.75
Charset =0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 2775
Left = 5280
TabIndex = 14
Top= 6840
Visible = 0 'False
Width = 4815
Begin VB.CommandButton Commandl
Forml - 2
Caption = "Commandl"
Height = 195
Left = 0
TabIndex = 19
Top = 2760
Width = 1935
End
Begin VB.Label Label7
Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
Caption = "Label7"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 18
Charset = 0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
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EndProperty
Height = 495
Left = 0
TabIndex = 18
Top = 2160
Width = 4695
End
Begin VB.Label Label6
Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
Caption = "Label6"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 18
Charset = 0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 495
Left = 0
TabIndex = 17
Top = 1560
Width = 4695
End
Begin VB.Label Label5
Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
Caption = "Label5"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 18
Charset = 0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 495
Left = 0
TabIndex = 16
Top = 960
Width = 4695
End
Begin VB.Label Label4
Alignment = 1 'Right Justify
Caption = "Label4"
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BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 18
Charset= 0
Weight = 400
Formi - 3
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 495
Left = 0
TabIndex = 15
Top = 360
Width = 4695
End
End
Begin MSFlexGridLib.MSFlexGrid MSFlexGrid2
Height = 3615
Left = 10080
TabIndex = 7
Top =6840
Visible = 0 'False
Width = 5055
_ExtentX = 8916
_ExtentY = 6376
Version = 393216
Rows = 3
Cols =4
FixedRows = 2
FixedCols = 0
ScrollTrack = -1 'True
End
Begin MSComDlg.CommonDialog CommonDialogl
Left = 10200
Top = 960
_ExtentX = 847
_ExtentY = 847
Version = 393216
End
Begin MSFlexGridLib.MSFlexGrid MSFlexGridl
Height = 3615
Left = 0
TabIndex = 5
Top = 6840
Visible = 0 'False
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Width = 5295
_ExtentX = 9340
_ExtentY = 6376
Version = 393216
Rows =4
Cols = 4
FixedRows = 3
FixedCols = 0
ScrollTrack = -1 'True
AllowUserResizing= 3
End
Begin VB.CommandButton CloseButton
BackColor = &H00404040&
Caption = "Close"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
Size = 33
Charset= 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = -1 'True
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height= 1335
Left = 10680
Style = 1 'Graphical
TabIndex = 4
Top = 9120
Width = 3255
FormI - 4
End
Begin VB.CommandButton Start
BackColor = &H00404040&
Caption = "BEGIN"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
Size = 32.25
Charset= 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = -1 'True
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height= 1335
Left = 1200
MaskColor = &HOOEOEOEO&
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Style = 1 'Graphical
TabIndex = 3
Top = 9120
UseMaskColor = -1 'True
Width = 3255
End
Begin VB.PictureBox Picture2
AutoRedraw = -1 'True
Height = 6855
Left = 0
ScalefHeight = 6795
ScaleWidth= 15075
TabIndex = 6
Top = 0
Visible = 0 'False
Width = 15135
Begin VB.Frame Frame 1
Caption = "Frame 1"
Height = 15
Left = 5280
TabIndex = 13
Top = 6840
Width = 4455
End
Begin VB.Label Label8
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 12
Charset = 0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 855
Left = 5880
TabIndex = 22
Top = 840
Width = 2535
End
Begin VB.Label Labell4
Caption = "Label 14"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 8.25
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Charset 0
Weight 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 375
Formi - 5
Left = 0
TabIndex = 12
Top = 4920
Width = 735
End
Begin VB.Label Label13
Caption = "Label 13"
Height = 375
Left = 0
TabIndex = 11
Top = 120
Width = 855
End
Begin VB.Label Label12
Caption = "Label 12"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 8.25
Charset = 0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 255
Left = 0
Tablndex = 10
Top = 1320
Width = 735
End
Begin VB.Label Label 1
Caption = "Label 11"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 8.25
Charset = 0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
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Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 375
Left = 0
TabIndex = 9
Top = 2520
Width = 735
End
Begin VB.Label Label10
Caption = "label 10"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Century Gothic"
Size = 8.25
Charset= 0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height = 255
Left = 0
TabIndex = 8
Top = 3720
Width = 735
End
End
Begin VB.Image Image 1
Appearance = 0 'Flat
Height = 5535
Left = 4680
Formi - 6
Picture = (Metafile)
Stretch = -1 'True
Top = 960
Width = 5535
End
Begin VB.Label Label2
Alignment = 2 'Center
BackColor = &H8000000D&
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
Caption = "NEREUS"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
Size = 63.75
Charset = 0
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Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
Height= 1575
Left = 4680
TabIndex = 2
Top = 6600
Width = 5775
End
Begin VB.Label Label3
Alignment = 2 'Center
BackColor = &H8000000E&
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
Caption = "R. Camilli Copyright 2002"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
Size = 12
Charset = 0
Weight = 700
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
ForeColor = &HOOOOOOOO&
Height = 615
Left = 3000
TabIndex = 1
Top= 9000
Width = 9015
End
Begin VB.Label Labell
Alignment = 2 'Center
BackColor = &H80000002&
BackStyle = 0 'Transparent
Caption = "Embedded Data Interpreter"
BeginProperty Font
Name = "Tempus Sans ITC"
Size = 26.25
Charset = 0
Weight = 400
Underline = 0 'False
Italic = 0 'False
Strikethrough = 0 'False
EndProperty
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ForeColor = &HOOOOOOOO&
Height = 735
Left = 3360
TabIndex = 0
Top = 8160
Width = 8295
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuFile
Caption = "&File"
FormI - 7
Visible = 0 'False
Begin VB.Menu mnuOpen
Caption = "&Open"
Shortcut =AO
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuSave
Caption = "&Save"
Shortcut =AS
End
Begin VB.Menu nmuClose
Caption = "&Close"
Shortcut =AW
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuExit
Caption = "&Exit"
Shortcut =AQ
End
End
Begin VB.Menu minuCalculations
Caption = "&Calculations"
Visible = 0 'False
Begin VB.Menu mnuThreshold
Caption = "&Peak Threshold"
Begin VB.Menu mnu3XRMS
Caption = "&3X RMS Noise"
Checked = -1 'True
Shortcut = {F3}
End
Begin VB.Menu mnu2XRMS
Caption = "&2X RMS Noise"
Shortcut= {F2}
End
Begin VB.Menu mnulXRMS
Caption = "&1X RMS Noise"
Shortcut = {FI}
End
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Begin VB.Menu mnu5XRMS
Caption = "O.&5X RMS Noise"
Shortcut {F5}
End
Begin VB.Menu mnulOXRMS
Caption = "O.&1X RMS Noise"
Shortcut ={FI1}
End
End
End
Begin VB.Menu mnuHelp
Caption = "&Help"
Visible = 0 'False
Begin VB.Menu mnuAbout
Caption = "&About"
End
End
End
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
NEREUS TOWED DEPLOYMENT DATA FROM
UPPER MYSTIC LAKE
13-Dec
2002
Argon 40. 40 10:17:17
Argon 40. 361 12:36:05
Argon 40. 342 12:37:13 1
Argon 40. 327 12:38:22
Argon 40. 33 12:40:39
Ar on 40. 31 12:41:47
Ar on 40. 30 12:44:04
Argon 40. 317 12:45:12
Argon 40. 355 12:46:20
Argon 40. 28 12:47:29
Argon 40. 299 13:12:18 42.43151665 -71.14750394
Ar on 40. 281 13:13:27 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Argon 40. 272 13:14:35 42.43149519 -71.14755758
Argon 40. 251 13:15:43 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Argon 40. 297 13:16:52 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Argon 40. 241 13:18:00 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Ar on 40. 238 13:19:08 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Argon 40. 240 13:20:17 42.43153274 -71.14751467
Argon 40. 225 13:21:25 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Argon 40. 233 13:23:42 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Argon 40. 221 13:24:50 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Argon 40. 21 13:25:59
Ar on 40. 227 13:27:07
Argon 40. 219 13:28:15
Argon 40. 14 13:49:16 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Argon 40. 163 13:50:24 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Argon 40. 190 13:51:33 42.4314844 -71.14803501 1
Argon 40. 178 13:52:41 42.43185461 -71.14844271 1 1
Argon 40. 149 13:53:53 42.43216574 -71.14836224 1
Ar on 40. 165 13:55:01 42.43255734 -71.14827641 1
Argon 40. 165 13:57:18 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
Argon 40. 161 13:58:27 42.43359804 -71.14809939 1 1
Argon 40. 150 13:59:35 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1 1 d
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO OR P Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude - (C) I (m) pH (%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Argon 40. 162 14:00:43 42.4344188 -71.14795991 1
Argon 40. 158 14:01:52 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Argon 40. 17 14:03:00 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Argon 40. 163 14:04:09 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Argon 40. 158 14:05:17 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Argon 40. 161 14:06:25 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
Argon 40. 230 14:07:34 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
Argon 40. 160 14:08:43 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
Argon 40. 16 14:09:51 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
Argon 40. 153 14:10:59 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
Argon 40. 172 14:13:16 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Argon 40. 15 14:14:25 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Argon 40. 149 14:15:33 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1
Argon 40. 163 14:16:41 42.43829191 -71.1479652 1
Argon 40. 16 14:17:50 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
Argon 40. 17 14:20:07 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Ar on 40. 172 14:21:15 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Argon 40. 1 14:22:23 42.4380880 -71.14820131 1
Argon 40. 16 14:23:32 42.4379861 -71.1482549 1
Argon 40. 15 14:24:40 42.4379861 -71.1482549 1
Argon 40. 1 14:30:22 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
Argon 40. 163 14:32:39 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5
Argon 40. 1 14:33:47 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5
Argon 40. 172 14:34:56 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
Argon 40. 155 14:36:04 42.43766427 -71.14848026 5
Argon 40. 180 14:52:12 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
Argon 40. 174 14:53:20 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
Argon 40. 163 14:54:29 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Argon 40. 17 14:55:37 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Argon 40. 175 14:56:45 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Argon 40. 170 14:57:54 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Argon 40. 16 14:59:02 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Argon 40. 167 15:00:10 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Ar on 40. 179 15:02:27 42.43268073 -71.1489147 10
Argon 40. 169 15:03:36 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
Argon 40. 17 15:04:44 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
Argon 40. 162 15:05:52 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
Argon 40. 16 15:07:01 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
Argon 40. 16 15:08:09 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
Argon 40. 200 15:10:26 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
Argon 40. 16 15:11:34 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
Argon 40. 187 15:12:43 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10
Argon 40. 165 15:13:51 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO (DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule IM/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude I Longitude I (C)I (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Ar on 40. 197 15:14:59 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
Argon 40. 181 15:16:08 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
Argon 40. 165 15:17:16 42.43650556 -71.14868947 10
Argon 40. 16 15:18:25 42.43677378 -71.14863583 10
Argon 40. 168 15:19:33 42.43661821 -71.14871093 10
Argon 40. 200 15:24:07 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Argon 40. 167 15:25:15 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Argon 40. 16 15:26:23 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Argon 40. 180 15:27:32 42.43594229 -71.1491293 11
Argon 40. 187 15:28:40 42.43558824 -71.14919373 11
Argon 40. 166 15:29:49 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
Argon 40. 199 15:30:57 42.43518055 -71.1491561 11
Argon 40. 163 15:32:05 42.43514299 -71.14918836 11
Argon 40. 172 15:33:14 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
Argon 40. 167 15:34:22 42.43450463 -71.14928492 11
Argon 40. 20 15:38:56 42.4336195 -71.149424 11
Ar on 40. 168 15:40:04 42.4336195 -71.149424 11
Argon 40. 169 15:41:12 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
Argon 40. 166 15:42:21 42.4329650 -71.14952632 11
Argon 40. 179 15:43:29 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
Argon 40. 21 15:44:38 42.43293822 -71.14953705 51
Argon 40. 161 15:45:46 42.43277729 -71.14954778 5
Argon 40. 171 15:46:54 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
Argon 40. 165 15:48:03 42.4324500 -71.14924201 5
Argon 40. 173 15:49:11 42.4321442 -71.14878067 5
Argon 40. 14 16:14:50 1
Argon 40. 14 16:16:02 1
Argon 40. 181 16:17:11 1
Argon 40. 131 16:18:19 1
Ar on 40. 112 16:19:27 1
Argon 40. 133 16:20:36 1
Argon 40. 103 16:22:53 1
Argon 40. 131 16:26:18 2.2 1.4 4.43 12.95 26 1 611.8
Ar on 40. 130 16:28:34 2.2 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
Argon 40. 140 16:30:51 2.27 1. 4.57 12.95 259 612.5
Argon 40. 15 16:33:08 42.43153274 -71.14756831 2.3 4. 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
Ar on 40. 140 16:34:17 42.43201017 -71.14756295 2.29 4.2 4.47 12.94 265 621.1
Ar on 40. 133 16:35:25 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.4 12.12 261 631
Argon 40. 130 16:36:33 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.5 12.69 259 613.3
Argon 40.5 123 16:37:42 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.8 254 613.1
Argon 40.3 15 16:38:50 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2. 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
Argon 40.5 155 16:39:59 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.78 251 612.
Argon 40.5 186 16:41:07 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.3 4. 4.74 12.95 250 612.1
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal ISpCond
Molecule M/Z Iht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) (I) IpH (%sat) (mg/I) I (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Argon 40. 128 16:42:16 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.34 4.3 4.85 12.95 24 612.4
Argon 40. 145 16:43:24 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.36 4.4 4.86 12.82 244 612.4
Argon 40. 182 16:44:32 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
Argon 40. 173 16:45:41 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.d
Argon 40. 132 16:46:49 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.2
Argon 40. 145 16:47:58 42.43538439 -71.14755758 2.3 4. 5.08 12.9 232 611.9
Argon 40. 128 16:49:06 42.4353683 -71.14786335 2.3 4.3 5.1 12.76 22 613.9
Argon 40. 132 16:51:23 42.4353146 -71.14850172 2.2 4.4 5.22 12.79 224 613.
Ar on 40. 131 16:52:31 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.4 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
Ar on 40. 143 16:53:40 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.9 22 613.3
Argon 40. 145 16:54:48 42.4348801 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.8 223 613.1
Argon 140. 102 16:58:13 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2. 10. 4.89 10.63 235 765.d
Argon 40. 87 16:59:22 42.43482649 -71.1497140 2.8 10.7 5.02 10.2 227 818.9
Argon 40. 80 17:01:38 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.49 14 4.9 4.1 217 1091
Argon 40. 90 17:02:47 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
Argon 40. 110 17:03:55 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.4 102 1159
Argon 40. 101 17:05:04 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.56 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
Argon 40. 105 17:07:21 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.1 12. 5.55 1.4 82 106C
Argon 40. 89 17:10:46 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11. 5. 6.81 111 900.4
Argon 40. 93 17:11:54 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11.4 5.2 7.9 123 890.5
Argon 40. 80 17:13:03 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11. 5.25 8.11 129 900.1
Argon 40. 73 17:14:11 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.2 7.57 130 934.3
Argon 2+ 20.1 127 10:17:07
Argon 2+ 20.1 38 12:35:56
Argon 2+ 20.1 37 12:37:04
Argon 2+ 20.1 48 12:38:12
Argon 2+ 20.1 45 12:40:29
Argon 2+ 20.1 33 12:41:38
Ar on 2+ 20.1 37 12:43:54
Argon 2+ 20.1 42 12:45:03,
Argon 2+ 20.1 10 12:46:11
Argon 2+ 20.1 40 12:47:19
Argon 2+ 20.1 27 13:12:09 42.43151665 -71.14750394
Argon 2+ 20.1 32 13:13:17 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Argon 2+ 20. 3 13:14:26 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Argon 2+ 20. 27 13:15:34 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Argon 2+ 20.1 53 13:16:42 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Ar on 2+ 20. 25 13:17:51 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Argon 2+ 20.1 35 13:18:59 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Ar on 2+ 20.1 22 13:20:07 42.4315327 -71.14751467
Argon 2+ 20. 23 13:21:16 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Argon 2+ 20.1 2 13:23:32 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Argon 2+ 20.1 21 13:24:41 42.43150592 -71.14752003
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule IM/Z ht (mV)I (EDST)I Latitude Longitude I'(C) I (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Argon 2+ 20. 2 13:25:49 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Argon 2+ 20.1 25 13:26:58
Argon 2+ 20.1 29 13:28:06
Argon 2+ 20.1 16 13:49:06 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Argon 2+ 20. 17 13:50:15 42.43144691 -71.14791163 11
Ar on 2+ 20.1 30 13:51:23 42.43148446 -71.14803501 1
Argon 2+ 20. 17 13:52:32 42.43164003 -71.1483837 1
Argon 2+ 20.1 15 13:53:44 42.43216574 -71.14836224 1
Argon 2+ 20. 19 13:57:09 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
Argon 2+ 20. 19 13:58:17 42.43359804 -71.14809939 1
Ar on 2+ 20. 1 13:59:26 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
Argon 2+ 20. 11 14:01:42 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Argon 2+ 20. 21 14:02:51 42.43488014 -71.14790627 11
Argon 2+ 20. 20 14:03:59 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Ar on 2+ 20. 20 14:05:08 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Argon 2+ 20. 22 14:06:16 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
Argon 2+ 20. 70 14:07:25 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
Argon 2+ 20. 1 14:08:33 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
Argon 2+ 20. 17 14:09:42 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
Argon 2+ 20. 2 14:10:50 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
Argon 2+ 20. 15 14:14:15 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Argon 2+ 20. 21 14:15:24 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1_
Argon 2+ 20. 15 14:16:32 42.43829191 -71.1479652 1
Argon 2+ 20. 22 14:17:40 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1 1
Ar on 2+ 20. 21 14:19:57 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1 1 1 1 1
Ar on 2+ 20. 17 14:21:06 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Argon 2+ 20. 15 14:22:14 42.4380880 -71.14820131 1
Argon 2+ 20. 23 14:23:22 42.4379861 -71.1482549 1
Argon 2+ 20.1 20 14:24:31 42.43798614 -71.14825496 1
Argon 2+ 20. 25 14:30:13 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
Ar on 2+ 20. 23 14:33:38 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5 1
Argon 2+ 20. 22 14:34:46 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
Argon 2+ 20.1 27 14:35:55 42.43766427 -71.14848026 5
Ar on 2+ 20.1 29 14:52:02 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
Argon 2+ 20. 22 14:53:11 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
Argon 2+ 20.1 17 14:54:19 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Argon 2+ 20. 20 14:55:28 42.43323863 -71.14881822 51
Argon 2+ 20. 19 14:56:36 42.43277729 -71.14883431 5
Argon 2+ 20. 2 14:57:44 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Argon 2+ 20. 20 14:58:53 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
Argon 2+ 20.1 23 15:00:01 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
Argon 2+ 20. 25 15:02:18 42.43268073 -71.14891478 10
Argon 2+ 20. 2 15:03:26 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
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Peak Time Tem p Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) () pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Ar on 2+ 20.1 23 15:04:35 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
Argon 2+ 20.1 22 15:05:43 42.43356586 -71.14875385 10
Argon 2+ 20.1 1 15:06:51 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
Argon 2+ 20.1 1 15:08:00 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
Argon 2+ 20. 22 15:10:17 42.43482113 -71.14872166 10
Ar on 2+ 20. 1 15:11:25 42.43482113 -71.14872166 10
Argon 2+ 20. 19 15:12:33 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10
Argon 2+ 20. 23 15:13:42 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
Argon 2+ 20.1 22 15:14:50 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
Argon 2+ 20. 1 15:15:58 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
Argon 2+ 20.1 20 15:17:07 42.4365055 -71.14868947 10
Argon 2+ 20. 2 15:18:15 42.4367737 -71.14863583 10
Argon 2+ 20.1 20 15:19:24 42.43676841 -71.14865192 10
Argon 2+ 20.1 31 15:23:57 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 25 15:25:06 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 17 15:26:14 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 21 15:27:22 42.43594229 -71.1491293 11
Argon 2+ 20. 17 15:28:31 42.4355882 -71.14919373 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 21 15:30:48 42.43518055 -71.1491561 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 1 15:33:04 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 19 15:34:13 42.43450463 -71.14928492 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 21 15:38:46 42.4336195 -71.149424 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 27 15:39:55 42.4336195 -71.149424 11
Argon 2+ 20. 19 15:41:03 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 1 15:42:11 42.4329650 -71.14952632 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 22 15:43:20 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
Argon 2+ 20.1 3 15:44:28 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
Argon 2+ 20.1 19 15:45:36 42.43277729 -71.1495477 5
Argon 2+ 20. 29 15:46:45 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
Argon 2+ 20.1 24 15:47:53 42.4324500 -71.14924201 5
Argon 2+ 20.1 17 15:49:02 42.4321442 -71.14878067 5
Argon 2+ 20.1 13 16:15:53 1
Argon 2+ 20.1 35 16:17:01 1
Argon 2+ 20.1 1 16:18:10 1
Argon 2+ 20. 17 16:19:18 1
Argon 2+ 20.1 18 16:20:26 1
Argon 2+ 20.1 14 16:22:43 1
Argon 2+ 20. 23 16:28:25 2.28 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
Argon 2+ 20. 35 16:30:42 2.27 1. 4.57 12.95 259 612.5
Argon 2+ 20. 14 16:32:59 42.4315327 -71.14756831 2.38 4.4 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
Argon 2+ 20. 12 16:34:07 42.43173659 -71.14753612 2.28 3.5 4.56 12.37 257 620.8
Argon 2+ 20. 19 16:35:16 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.38 4.3 4.46 12.12 261 631
Argon 2+ 20.1 22 16:36:24 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.38 4.3 4.56 12.69 259 613.
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ( ORP I Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) I (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Argon 2+ 20. 18 16:37:32 42.43277729 -71.14736446 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.88 254 613.1
Argon 2+ 20.1 18 16:38:41 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.4 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
Ar on 2+ 20.1 13 16:39:49 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.78 251 612.2
Argon 2+ 20. 20 16:40:58 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.3 4.4 4.74 12.95 250 612.1
Argon 2+ 20. 21 16:42:06 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.42 4.3 4.84 12.8 245 612.1
Argon 2+ 20. 23 16:43:15 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.36 4.4 4.8 12.82 244 612.4
Argon 2+ 20.1 1 16:44:23 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 1 12.9 242 612.4
Argon 2+ 20. 1 16:45:32 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
Argon 2+ 20.1 25 16:46:40 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.2
Argon 2+ 20. 20 16:47:48 42.43538439 -71.1475575 2.34 4. 5.0 _ 12.9 232 611.9
Argon 2+ 20. 23 16:51:14 42.4353146 -71.14850172 2.24 4.4 5.22 12.79 224 613.3
Argon 2+ 20.1 24 16:52:22 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4. 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
Argon 2+ 20.1 22 16:54:39 42.4348801 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.8 223 613.1
Argon 2+ 20. 15 16:58:04 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2.8 10. 4.89 10.63 235 765.5
Argon 2+ 20. 1 16:59:12 42.43482649 -71.1497140 2. 10. 4.97 10.51 230 756.8
Argon 2+ 20. 15 17:02:38 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
Ar on 2+ 20. 1 17:03:46 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.4 102 1159
Argon 2+ 20. 13 17:04:55 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
Argon 2+ 20. 19 17:07:11 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.51 13. 5.49 1.39 7 1104
Argon 2+ 20.1 7 17:10:37 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11. 5. 6.81 111 900.4
Argon 2+ 20.1 13 17:11:45 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11. 5.2 7.9 123 890.5
Argon 2+ 20. 1 17:12:54 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11. 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
Argon 2+ 20. 12 17:14:02 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.28 7.57 130 934.3
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 16 12:37:15
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 14 12:38:24
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 17 12:40:40
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 1 12:41:49
Carbon
Dioxide 4 20 12:44:05
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 1 12:45:14
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 20 12:46:22
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 11 12:47:31
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 29 13:12:20 42.43151665 -71.14750394
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 13 13:13:28 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 13:14:37 42.43149519 -71.14755758
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 17 13:15:45 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 16 13:16:54 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 19 13:18:02 42.43151128 -71.14754149
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I I Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) (mi) I pH (%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 13 13:19:10 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 1 13:21:27 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 13:23:44 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 13:24:52 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 13 13:26:01
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 1 13:27:09
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 22 13:28:17
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 13 13:49:18 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 13 13:50:26 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 11 13:51:34 42.43148446 -71.14803501 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 1 13:52:43 42.43185461 -71.14844271 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 13:53:55 42.4321657 -71.1483622 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 18 13:57:20 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 33 13:58:28 42.4335980 -71.14809939 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 13:59:37 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 24 14:00:45 42.4344188 -71.14795991 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 1 14:01:54 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 20 14:04:11 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Carbon
Dioxide 16 14:05:19 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 2 14:06:27 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 19 14:07:36 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 14 14:08:44 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
Carbon
Dioxide 4 1 14:09:53 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 25 14:11:01 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 20 14:13:18 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 1 14:14:26 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Carbon
Dioxide 45.1 2 14:15:35 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 1 14:16:43 42.43829191 -71.1479652 1
Carbon
Dioxide 4 13 14:17:52 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 14:20:08 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Carbon 4 18 14:21:17 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDSTI Latitude Longitude (C) (e) pH (%sat) Dg) (m (ppt) (aeS/om)
Dioxide
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 17 14:22:25 42.4380880 -71.14820131 1
Carbon
Dioxide 4 16 14:23:34 42.4379861 -71.14825496 1 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 14:24:42 42.4379861 -71.14825496 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 27 14:30:24 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 17 14:33:49 42.43793249 -71.14843735 51
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 18 14:34:57 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 2 14:36:06 42.43766427 -71.1484802 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 17 14:52:14 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 17 14:53:22 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 16 14:54:31 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 12 14:55:39 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 11 14:56:47 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 14:57:56 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 2 14:59:04 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 15:00:12 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 22 15:02:29 42.43268073 -71.14891478 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 2 15:03:37 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 23 15:04:46 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 24 15:05:54 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10_
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 15:07:03 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 20 15:08:11 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 27 15:10:28 42.43482113 -71.14872166 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 22 15:11:36 42.43482113 -71.14872166 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 19 15:12:45 42.43516982 -71.14875921 101
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 25 15:13:53 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 27 15:15:01 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 23 15:16:10 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 20 15:17:18 42.43650556 -71.14868947 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 27 15:18:27 42.43677378 -71.14863583 10
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 26 15:19:35 42.43661821 -71.14871093 101
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) _ (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Carbon
Dioxide 44.5 30 15:24:08 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.6 22 15:25:17 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.6 20 15:26:25 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.7 24 15:27:34 42.43594229 -71.14912936 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.5 21 15:28:42 42.43558824 -71.14919373 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.3 17 15:29:50 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.6 23 15:30:59 42.43518055 -71.14915618 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.3 24 15:32:07 42.43514299 -71.14918836 11 __
Carbon
Dioxide _44.6 24 15:33:16 42.43460655 -71.14923664 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 52 15:34:24 42.43450463 -71.14928492 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 28 15:38:58 42.4336195 -71.14942 11 _
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 27 15:40:06 42.4336195 -71.1494244 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.7 32 15:41:14 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.3 26 15:42:23 42.43296504 -71.14952632 11_
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 23 15:43:31 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
Carbon
Dioxide 44.5 19 15:44:39 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44.7 17 15:45:48 42.43277729 -71.14954778 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 15:46:56 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5 __
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 14 15:48:05 42.43245006 -71.14924201 5
Carbon
Dioxide 44.7 17 15:49:13 42.43214428 -71.14878067 5 _
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 16:14:52 1 _____ __
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 16:16:04 1______ ____ _   _ _
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 16:17:13 1 ____ _
Carbon
Dioxide 44.j 11 16:18:21 ________1___ __
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 14 16:20:38 1
Carbon
Dioxide 44.5 16 16:22:54 ____1___ _____ 1 ____ _ __
Carbon
Dioxide 44.2 16 16:26:19 2.28 1.4 4.43 12.95 268 611.8
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 18 16:28:36 2.28 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 11 16:30:53 2.27 1.6 4.57 12.95 259 612.5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 16:33:10 42.43153274 -71.14756831 2.38 4.4 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
Carbon 44.7 21 16:34:19 42.43201017 -71.14756295 2.29 4.2 4.47 12.94 265 621.1
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Peak) Time Temp Depth DO j(DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH %sat) mg/1) (mV) ppt (aeS/cm)
Dioxide
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 13 16:35:27 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.38 4.3 4.46 12.12 261 631
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 16:37:44 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.8 25 613.1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 18 16:38:52 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2. 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.j
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 28 16:40:01 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.78 251 612.2
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 2 16:41:09 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.36 4.4 4.74 12.95 250 612.1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 27 16:42:17 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.34 4.3 4.85 12.95 24 612.4
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 16:44:34 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 2 16:45:43 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 16:51:25 42.43531466 -71.14850172 2.24 4. 5.22 12.79 224 613.3
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 13 16:52:33 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.4 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
Carbon
Dioxide 43. 1 16:53:41 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.9 22 613.3
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 16:54:50 42.43488014 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.8 223 613.1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 15 16:58:15 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2. 10. 4.97 10.51 230 756.8
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 17 16:59:23 42.43482649 -71.1497140 2.8 10.7 5.02 10.24 227 818.9
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 2 17:01:40 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.49 1 4.9 4.1 217 1099
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 27 17:02:49 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 3 17:03:57 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.46 102 1159
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 3 17:05:06 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
Carbon
Dioxide 43. 21 17:07:22 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.1 12. 5.55 1.4 82 106C
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 23 17:10:48 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11. 5. 6.81 111 900.4
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 20 17:11:56 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11.4 5.2 7.98 123 890.5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 17:13:05 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11. 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 29 17:14:13 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.28 7.57 130 934.3
CH4:CO2 0.6 14:14:26 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1 1_1__
CH4:CO2 0.21 17:01:40 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.49 1 4.9 4.18 217 1099
CH4:CO2 0.1 17:02:49 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 112
CH4:CO2 0.47 17:03:57 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.4 102 1159
CH4:CO2 0.31 17:05:06 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
Water
Fragment 17.1 104 10:17:06
Water
Fragment 17.1 119 12:35:54
Water
Fragment 17.1 99 12:37:03
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule I M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (i) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Water
Fragment 17.1 93 12:38:11 _____
Water
Fragment 17.1 77 12:40:28
Water
Fragment 17.1 92 12:41:361
Water
Fragment 17.1 84 12:43:53
Water
Fragment 17.1 81 12:45:01
Water
Fragment 17.1 60 12:46:10
Water
Fragment 17.1 74 12:47:18_
Water
Fragment 17.1 5 1312:07 42 151665 4
Water
Fragment 17.1 45 13:13216 42.43158102 -71.147532
Water
Fragment 17.1 3 13:14:24 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Water
Fragment 17.1 35 13:15:3 42.43153811 -71.14754682_
Water
Fragment 17.1 3 13:16:41 42.43153811 -71.14754685 _
Water
Fragment 17.1 41 13:17:49 42.4315112 -71.1475419
Water
Fra e 17.1 42 13:1:58 42.4315112 -71.14754149 ____
Water
Fragment 17.1 35 13:20:06 42.4315327 -71.147514
Water
Fragment 17.1 39 13:21:4 42.43150592 -71.14752003 _
Water
Fragment 17.1 43 13:23:31 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Water
Fra3ment 17.1 _3 13:24:40 42.43150592 -71.14752003 _
Water
Fragment 17.1 40 13:25:48 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Water
Fragment 17.1 46 13:26:5_6 __ 359 _7_4
Water
Fragment 17.1 _3 13:28:05
Water
Fragment 17.1 38 13:49:05 42.4314691 -71.479163 1
Water
Fragment 17. 30 13:50:13 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Water
Fra1ment 17.1 31 13:51:22 42.4314846 -71 .14803501 1 __
Water
Fragment 17. 32 13:52:20 42.4314003 -71.1483837 1
Water
Fragment 17._44 13:53:42 42.43216574 -71.1483622_1 __1__
Water
Fragment 17.3 39 13:54:51 42.43216574 -71.14836224 1
Water
Fragment 17.3 42 13:57:07 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 33 13:58:16 42.43359804 -71.14809939 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 36 13:59:24 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
Water 17. 38 14:00:33 42.4344188 -71.14795991 1 1
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I Peak Time |Temp Depth DO DO ) ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude I Longitude I (C) (m) pH |(%sat)| (mgil) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Fragment
Water
Fragment 17. 42 14:01:41 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Water
Fragment 17. 4 14:02:49 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Water
Fragment 17. 45 14:03:58 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Water
Fragment 17. 53 14:05:06 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Water
Fragment 17. 41 14:06:15 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
Water
Fragment 17. 40 14:07:23 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
Water
Fragment 17. 45 14:08:32 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
Water
Fragment 17. 38 14:09:40 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 39 14:10:49 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
Water
Fragment 17. 45 14:13:05 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Water
Fragment 17. 34 14:14:14 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Water
Fragment 17. 4 14:15:22 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1
Water
Fragment 17. 51 14:16:31 42.43829191 -71.1479652 1
Water
Fragment 17. 50 14:17:39 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
Water
Fragment 17. 47 14:19:56 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Water
Fragment 17. 50 14:21:04 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 49 14:22:13 42.4380880 -71.14820131 1
Water
Fragment 17. 45 14:23:21 42.4379861 -71.1482549 1
Water
Fragment 17. 42 14:24:29 42.4379861 -71.1482549 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 39 14:30:11 42.43802905 -71.14824959 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 51 14:32:28 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 41 14:33:36 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 44 14:34:45 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 3 14:35:53 42.43766427 -71.14848026 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 43 14:52:01 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 40 14:53:09 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 43 14:54:18 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 45 14:55:26 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 46 14:56:35 42.43277729 -71.14883431 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 47 14:57:43 42.43263781 -71.14889869 51
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M/Z Peak Time Temp Depth DO DOI ORP (Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (M) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Water
Fragment 17.1 45 14:58:51 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 47 15:00:00 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 48 15:02:16 42.43268073 -71.1489147 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 43 15:03:25 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 45 15:04:33 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 49 15:05:42 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 47 15:06:50 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 51 15:07:58 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 43 15:10:15 42.43450463 -71.1487163 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 44 15:11:24 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 53 15:12:32 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 54 15:13:40 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 42 15:14:49 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 55 15:15:57 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 44 15:17:05 42.4365055 -71.14868947 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 49 15:18:14 42.4367737 -71.14863583 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 42 15:19:22 42.43676841 -71.14865192 10
Water
Fragment 17.1 77 15:23:56 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 50 15:25:04 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 53 15:26:13 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 54 15:27:21 42.43594229 -71.1491293 11
Water
Fra ment 17.1 57 15:28:29 42.4357330 -71.14915081 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 50 15:29:38 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 49 15:30:46 42.43518055 -71.14915618 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 47 15:31:55 42.43514299 -71.1491883 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 48 15:33:03 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 47 15:34:11 42.43460655 -71.14923664 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 60 15:38:45 42.4336195 -71.149424 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 52 15:39:53 42.4336195 -71.1494244 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 42 15:41:02 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
Water 17.1 50 15:42:10 42.4329650 -71.14952632 11
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M Peak Time Temp Depth DO 
(DO ORP (Sal) Sp Cond
Molecule M/Zt (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Fragment
Water
Fragment 17.1 44 15:43:18 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
Water
Fragment 17.1 44 15:44:27 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 47 15:45:35 42.43277729 -71.14954778 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 47 15:46:44 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 51 15:47:52 42.4324500 -71.14924201 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 52 15:49:00 42.43214428 -71.14878067 5
Water
Fragment 17.1 42 16:14:39 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 4 16:15:52 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 33 16:17:00 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 39 16:18:08 1 _
Water
Fragment 17.1 40 16:19:17 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 3 16:20:25 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 29 16:22:42 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 39 16:26:07 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 40 16:28:24 2.2 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
Water
Fragment 17. 40 16:30:40 2.27 1. 4.57 12.95 259 61-2.5
Water
Fragment 17.1 35 16:32:57 42.4315327 -71.14756831 2.38 4. 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
Water
Fragment 17.1 29 16:34:06 42.43173659 -71.14753612 2.2 3.5 4.5 12.37 257 620.8
Water
Fragment 17.1 3 16:35:14 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.38 4.3 4.46 12.12 261 631
Water
Fragment 17. 39 16:36:23 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.56 12.69 259 613.3
Water
Fragment 17. 43 16:37:31 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.88 25 613.1
Water
Fragment 17.1 38 16:38:39 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.4 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
Water
Fragment 17.1 231 16:39:48 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.7 251 612.2
Water
Fragment 17.1 40 16:40:56 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.36 4. 4.74 12.95 250 612.1
Water
Fragment 17.1 35 16:42:05 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.42 4.3 4.8 12.84 245 612.1
Water
Fragment 17. 35 16:43:13 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.34 4.3 4.85 12.95 244 612.4
Water
Fragment 17.1 39 16:44:22 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
Water
Fragment 17. 41 16:45:30 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
Water
Fragment 17. 47 16:46:38 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.2
Water
Fragment 17. 3 16:47:47 42.43538439 -71.14755758 2.34 4.4 5.0 12.94 232 611.
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I Z Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal ISp Cond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) I (M) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Water
Fragment 17. 40 16:48:55 42.4353683 -71.14786335 2.3 4.3 5.14 12.76 22 613.9
Water
Fragment 17.1 34 16:51:12 42.4353146 -71.14850172 2.24 4. 5.18 12.85 22 613.5
Water
Fragment 17. 47 16:52:21 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.4 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
Water
Fragment 17.1 3 16:53:29 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.26 12.9 224 613.3
Water
Fragment 17.1 33 16:54:37 42.4348801 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.24 12.84 223 613.1
Water
Fragment 17.1 24 16:58:02 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2.84 10.6 4.89 10.63 235 765.5
Water
Fragment 17.1 23 16:59:11 42.43482649 -71.14971408 2.8 10.6 4.97 10.51 230 756.8
Water
Fragment 17.1 13 17:01:28 42.43482649 -71.14971408 4.49 14 4.9 4.18 217 1099
Water
Fragment 17. 20 17:02:36 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
Water
Fra ment 17.1 37 17:03:45 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.4 102 1159
Water
Fragment 17.1 31 17:04:53 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
Water
Fragment 17.1 32 17:07:10 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.51 13. 5.49 1.39 78 1106
Water
Fragment 17.1 2 17:10:35 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11. 5. 6.81 111 900.4
Water
Fragment 17.1 31 17:11:4 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11. 5.2 7.98 123 890.5
Water
Fra ment 17.1 29 17:12:52 42.4348533 -71.14970871 3.13 11.4 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
Water
Fragment 17.1 26 17:14:01 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.2 7.57 130 934.3
Methane 15. 12 14:14:13 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Methane 15. 6 17:01:27 42.43482649 -71.14971408 4.49 1 4.9 4.18 217 109.
Methane 1 5 17:02:35 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
Methane 15.1 17 17:03:44 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.4 102 115d
Methane 15. 12 17:04:52 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
N2:Ar 11.9 10:17:17
N2:Ar 3.4 12:36:05
N2:Ar 3.68 12:37:13
N2:Ar 4.2 12:38:22
N2:Ar 4.13 12:40:391
N2:Ar 3.81 12:41:47
N2:Ar 3.75 12:44:04
N2:Ar 3.4 12:45:12,
N2:Ar 5.9 12:46:20
N2:Ar 4.2 12:47:29
N2:Ar 3.35 13:12:18 42.43151665 -71.14750394
N2:Ar 2.5 13:13:27 42.43158102 -71.14753612
N2:Ar 2.6 13:14:35 42.43149519 -71.14755758
N2:Ar 1 2.77 13:15:43 42.43153811 -71.14754685
N2:Ar 1 3.55 13:16:52 42.43153811 -71.14754685
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Peak Time Temp Depth J DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z Iht (mV) I (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) I (m) I pH (%sat)I (mg/1)| (mV)I (ppt) (aeS/cm)
N2:Ar 2.77 13:18:00 42.43151128 -71.14754149
N2:Ar 2.79 13:19:08 42.43151128 -71.14754149
N2:Ar 2.85 13:20:17 42.4315327 -71.14751467
N2:Ar 2.7 13:21:25 42.43150592 -71.147520031
N2:Ar 2.45 13:23:42 42.43150592 -71.14752003
N2:Ar 2.74 13:24:50 42.43150592 -71.14752003
N2:Ar 2.7 13:25:59
N2:Ar 3.65 13:27:07
N2:Ar 2.77 13:28:15
N2:Ar 3.07 13:49:16 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
N2:Ar 2.71 13:50:24 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
N2:Ar 3.53 13:51:33 42.4314844 -71.14803501 1
N2:Ar 2.76 13:52:41 42.43185461 -71.14844271 1
N2:Ar 3.17 13:53:53 42.4321657 -71.14836224 1
N2:Ar 4.8 13:55:01 42.4325573 -71.14827641 1
N2:Ar 3.1 13:57:18 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
N2:Ar 3.19 13:58:27 42.4335980 -71.14809939 1
N2:Ar 3.1 13:59:35 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
N2:Ar 3.17 14:00:43 42.4344188 -71.14795991 1
N2:Ar 3.1 14:01:52 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
N2:Ar 2.9 14:03:00 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
N2:Ar 3.25 14:04:09 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
N2:Ar 3.02 14:05:17 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
N2:Ar 3.0 14:06:25 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
N2:Ar 5. 14:07:34 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
N2:Ar 3.32 14:08:43 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
N2:Ar 3.1 14:09:51 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
N2:Ar 3.27 14:10:59 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
N2:Ar 2.91 14:13:16 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
N2:Ar 3 14:14:25 42.43825436 -71.14802965 1
N2:Ar 3.4 14:15:33 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1
N2:Ar 2.85 14:16:41 42.43829191 -71.1479652 1
N2:Ar 2.9 14:17:50 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
N2:Ar 2.7 14:20:07 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
N2:Ar 4.5 14:21:15 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
N2:Ar 3.15 14:22:23 42.43808806 -71.14820131 1
N2:Ar 2.89 14:23:32 42.43798614 -71.1482549 1
N2:Ar 2.8 14:24:40 42.4379861 -71.1482549 1
N2:Ar 2.9 14:30:22 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
N2:Ar 3.41 14:32:39 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5
N2:Ar 4.3 14:33:47 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5
N2:Ar 3.22 14:34:56 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
N2:Ar 3.1 14:36:04 42.43766427 -71.14848026 5
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule IM/Z ht mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cin
N2:Ar 3.06 14:52:12 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
N2:Ar 2.81 14:53:20 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
N2:Ar 3.01 14:54:29 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
N2:Ar 2.8 14:55:37 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
N2:Ar 3.15 14:56:45 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
N2:Ar 2.97 14:57:54 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
N2:Ar 3.14 14:59:02 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
N2:Ar 3.01 15:00:10 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
N2:Ar 2.94 15:02:27 42.43268073 -71.1489147 10
N2:Ar 2.82 15:03:36 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
N2:Ar 5.2 15:04:44 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
N2:Ar 3.05 15:05:52 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
N2:Ar 3.0 15:07:01 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
N2:Ar 2.9 15:08:09 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
N2:Ar 2. 15:10:26 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
N2:Ar 2.88 15:11:34 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
N2:Ar 3.5 15:12:43 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10
N2:Ar 3.21 15:13:51 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
N2:Ar 2. 15:14:59 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
N2:Ar 2.7 15:16:08 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
N2:Ar 2.98 15:17:16 42.4365055 -71.14868947 10
N2:Ar 2.84 15:18:25 42.4367737 -71.14863583 10
N2:Ar 2.95 15:19:33 42.43661821 -71.14871093 10
N2:Ar 2.37 15:24:07 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
N2:Ar 3.4 15:25:15 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
N2:Ar 2.93 15:26:23 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
N2:Ar 3.86 15:27:32 42.43594229 -71.1491293 11
N2:Ar 2.52 15:28:40 42.4355882 -71.14919373 11
N2:Ar 3 15:29:49 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
N2:Ar 2.52 15:30:57 42.43518055 -71.1491561 11
N2:Ar 2.9 15:32:05 42.4351429 -71.1491883 11
N2:Ar 2.97 15:33:14 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
N2:Ar 2.89 15:34:22 42.43450463 -71.14928492 11
N2:Ar 2.41 15:38:56 42.4336195 -71.149424 11
N2:Ar 2.94 15:40:04 42.4336195 -71.14942 11
N2:Ar 2.69 15:41:12 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
N2:Ar 2.7 15:42:21 42.43296504 -71.14952632 11
N2:Ar 2.6 15:43:29 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
N2:Ar 2.92 15:44:38 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
N2:Ar 3.01 15:45:46 42.43277729 -71.14954778 5
N2:Ar 2.75 15:46:54 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
N2:Ar 3.01 15:48:03 42.43245006 -71.14924201 5
N2:Ar 2.59 15:49:11 42.43214428 -71.14878067 5
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO (DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) I (m) pH (%sat) (mg/l) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
N2:Ar 2.8 16:14:50 1
N2:Ar 4.49 16:16:02 1
N2:Ar 3.61 16:17:11 1
N2:Ar 2.69 16:18:19 1
N2:Ar 2.88 16:19:27 1
N2:Ar 3.64 16:20:36 1
N2:Ar 4.42 16:22:53 1
N2:Ar 2.74 16:26:18 2.28 1.4 4.43 12.95 26 611.8
N2:Ar 2.97 16:28:34 2.2 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
N2:Ar 3.07 16:30:51 2.27 1.6 4.57 12.95 259 612.5
N2:Ar 2.55 16:33:08 42.4315327 -71.14756831 2.38 4. 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
N2:Ar 5.65 16:34:17 42.43201017 -71.14756295 2.29 4.2 4.47 12.94 265 621.1
N2:Ar 2.75 16:35:25 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.46 12.12 261 631
N2:Ar 3 16:36:33 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.56 12.69 259 613.3
N2:Ar 2.7 16:37:42 42.43277729 -71.14736446 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.8 25 613.1
N2:Ar 2.37 16:38:50 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.4 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
N2:Ar 2. 16:39:59 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.7 251 612.2
N2:Ar 2.3 16:41:07 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.36 4. 4.74 12.95 250 612.1
N2:Ar 2.91 16:42:16 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.3 4.3 4.85 12.95 24 612.4
N2:Ar 2.47 16:43:24 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.36 4. 4.86 12.82 24 612.4
N2:Ar 2.35 16:44:32 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
N2:Ar 2.8 16:45:41 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
N2:Ar 2.89 16:46:49 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.2
N2:Ar 2.71 16:47:58 42.43538439 -71.1475575 2.34 4.4 5.08 12.9 232 611.9
N2:Ar 3.03 16:49:06 42.4353683 -71.14786335 2.3 4.3 5.14 12.7 22 613.9
N2:Ar 2.62 16:51:23 42.43531466 -71.14850172 2.24 4.4 5.22 12.79 22 613.3
N2:Ar 2.79 16:52:31 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4. 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
N2:Ar 2.32 16:53:40 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.26 12.9 22 613.3
N2:Ar 2.4 16:54:48 42.4348801 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.24 12.84 223 613.1
N2:Ar 3.5 16:58:13 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2.8 10. 4.89 10.63 235 765.5
N2:Ar 2.55 16:59:22 42.43482649 -71.1497140 2.8 10.7 5.02 10.2 227 818.9
N2:Ar 3.02 17:01:38 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.49 1 4.9 4.18 217 1099
N2:Ar 3.02 17:02:47 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
N2:Ar 2.79 17:03:55 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.4 102 1159
N2:Ar 2.91 17:05:04 42.43483186 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.48 1.52 87 1162
N2:Ar 2.71 17:07:21 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.18 12. 5.55 1.4 82 106C
N2:Ar 3.47 17:10:46 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11.4 5.4 6.81 111 900.4
N2:Ar 2.87 17:11:54 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11.4 5.28 7.9 123 890.5
N2:Ar 3.15 17:13:03 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11.4 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
N2:Ar 3.57 17:14:11 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.28 7.57 130 934.3
N2:02 2.75 10:17:131
N2:02 2.03 12:36:01
N2:02 1.9 12:37:10
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I Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
N2:02 2.22 12:38:18
N2:02 1.59 12:40:35
N2:02 2.22 12:41:43
N2:02 2.33 12:44:00
N2:02 2.15 12:45:08
N2:02 2.74 12:46:17
N2:02 2.22 12:47:25
N2:02 2.8 13:12:14 42.43151665 -71.14750394
N2:02 2.43 13:13:23 42.43158102 -71.14753612
N2:02 2.3 13:14:31 42.43149519 -71.14755758
N2:02 2.45 13:15:40 42.43153811 -71.14754685
N2:02 2.96 13:16:48 42.43153811 -71.14754685
N2:02 2.3 13:17:56 42.43151128 -71.14754149
N2:02 2.3 13:19:05 42.4315112 -71.14754149
N2:02 1.71 13:20:13 42.4315327 -71.14751467
N2:02 2.25 13:21:21 42.43150592 -71.14752003
N2:02 2.1 13:23:38 42.43150592 -71.14752003
N2:02 2.43 13:24:47 42.43150592 -71.14752003
N2:02 2.35 13:25:55
N2:02 2.53 13:27:03
N2:02 2.07 13:28:12
N2:02 1.75 13:49:12 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
N2:02 1.83 13:50:20 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
N2:02 1.92 13:51:29 42.4314844 -71.14803501 1
N2:02 1.01 13:52:37 42.43185461 -71.14844271 1
N2:02 2 13:53:49 42.43216574 -71.14836224 1
N2:02 2.45 13:54:58 42.4325573 -71.14827641 1
N2:02 2.2 13:57:14 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
N2:02 1. 13:58:23 42.4335980 -71.14809939 1
N2:02 2 13:59:31 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
N2:02 1.96 14:00:40 42.434418 -71.14795991 1
N2:02 1.8 14:01:48 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
N2:02 2.15 14:02:56 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
N2:02 1.93 14:04:05 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
N2:02 1.9 14:05:13 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
N2:02 1.96 14:06:22 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
N2:02 3.02 14:07:30 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
N2:02 2.14 14:08:39 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
N2:02 1.53 14:09:47 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
N2:02 2.12 14:10:56 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
N2:02 2.08 14:13:12 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
N2:02 2.07 14:14:21 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
N2:02 2.07114:15:291 42.438248991 -71.14803501I I_ 1 1 1| 1 1 1 1 
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude t (C) I (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
N2:02 2.0 14:16:38 42.43829191 -71.14796528 1
N2:02 1.92 14:17:46 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
N2:02 2 14:20:03 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
N2:02 2.52 14:21:11 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
N2:02 2.14 14:22:20 42.43808806 -71.14820131 1
N2:02 1.71 14:23:28 42.4379861 -71.14825496 1
N2:02 2.11 14:24:37 42.43798614 -71.14825496 1
N2:02 2.07 14:30:18 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
N2:02 2.22 14:32:35 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5
N2:02 2.6 14:33:44 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5
N2:02 2.2 14:34:52 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
N2:02 1.87 14:36:00 42.43766427 -71.14848026 5
N2:02 2.29 14:52:08 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
N2:02 2.0 14:53:16 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
N2:02 2.17 14:54:25 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
N2:02 2.09 14:55:33 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
N2:02 2.31 14:56:42 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
N2:02 2.2 14:57:50 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
N2:02 2.5 14:58:58 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
N2:02 2.22 15:00:07 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
N2:02 2.31 15:02:23 42.43268073 -71.1489147 10
N2:02 2.01 15:03:32 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
N2:02 2.73 15:04:40 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
N2:02 2.1 15:05:49 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
N2:02 2.18 15:06:57 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
N2:02 2.21 15:08:05 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
N2:02 2.1 15:10:22 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
N2:02 2.2 15:11:31 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
N2:02 2.7 15:12:39 42.43516982 -71.14875921 101
N2:02 2.17 15:13:47 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
N2:02 2.3 15:14:56 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
N2:02 2.21 15:16:04 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
N2:02 2.41 15:17:12 42.43650556 -71.14868947 101
N2:02 2.47 15:18:21 42.43677378 -71.14863583 10
N2:02 1.9 15:19:29 42.43661821 -71.14871093 10
N2:02 2.3 15:24:03 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
N2:02 2.61 15:25:11 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
N2:02 2.2 15:26:20 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
N2:02 2.59 15:27:28 42.43594229 -71.1491293 11
N2:02 2.22 15:28:36 42.43558824 -71.14919373 1 11
N2:02 2.17 15:29:45 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
N2:02 2.16 15:30:53 42.43518055 -71.14915618 11
N2:02 2.19 15:32:02 42.43514299 -71.14918836 11_
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Peak Time Temp Depth I DO DO ORP Sal ISp Cond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude . (C) I (M) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
N2:02 2.41 15:33:10 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
N2:02 2.16 15:34:18 42.43450463 -71.14928492 11
N2:02 2.32 15:38:52 42.4336195 -71.1494244 11
N2:02 2.37 15:40:00 42.4336195 -71.1494244 11
N2:02 2.21 15:41:09 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
N2:02 2.13 15:42:17 42.4329650 -71.14952632 11
N2:02 1.97 15:43:25 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
N2:02 2.69 15:44:34 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
N2:02 1.7 15:45:42 42.43277729 -71.1495477 5
N2:02 1.98 15:46:51 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
N2:02 1.9 15:47:59 42.4324500 -71.14924201 5
N2:02 1.97 15:49:07 42.4321442 -71.14878067 5
N2:02 2.15 16:14:46 1
N2:02 2.19 16:15:58 1
N2:02 2.97 16:17:07 1
N2:02 1.97 16:18:15 1
N2:02 2.05 16:19:24 1
N2:02 2.07 16:20:32 1
N2:02 2.01 16:22:491 1
N2:02 2.05 16:26:14 2.2 1.4 4.43 12.95 26 611.8
N2:02 2.0 16:28:31 2.2 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
N2:02 2.13 16:30:47 2.27 1. 4.57 12.95 259 612.5
N2:02 2.05 16:33:04 42.4315327 -71.14756831 2.38 4. 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
N2:02 2.99 16:34:13 42.43201017 -71.14756295 2.2 3.5 4.5 12.37 257 620.8
N2:02 2.12 16:35:21 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.38 4.3 4.4 12.12 261 631
N2:02 1.97 16:36:30 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.38 4.3 4.5 12.69 259 613.3
N2:02 1.7 16:37:38 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.88 25 613.1
N2:02 1.78 16:38:47 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.4 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
N2:02 1.95 16:39:55 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.78 251 612.2
N2:02 2.1 16:41:03 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.36 4.4 4.7 12.95 250 612.1
N2:02 1.8 16:42:12 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.42 4.3 4.8 12.84 245 612.1
N2:02 1.9 16:43:20 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.3 4. 4.8 12.82 2 612.4
N2:02 2.12 16:44:29 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
N2:02 2.24 16:45:37 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
N2:02 1.86 16:46:45 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.2
N2:02 2.11 16:47:54 42.43538439 -71.1475575 2.34 4. 5.0 12.94 232 611.9
N2:02 2.05 16:49:02 42.4353683 -71.14786335 2.3 4.3 5.14 12.7 228 613.9
N2:02 1.89 16:51:19 42.4353146 -71.14850172 2.24 4. 5.22 12.79 224 613.3
N2:02 1.7 16:52:28 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.4 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
N2:02 1.74 16:53:36 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.9 224 613.3
N2:02 1.88 16:54:44 42.43488014 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.84 223 613.1
N2:02 2.67 16:58:09 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2.84 10.6 4.89 10.63 235 765.5
N2:02 2.61 16:59:18 42.43482649 -71.14971408 2.86 10.7 5.02 10.24 227 1 818.d
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Peak Time Temp Depth I DO (DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) --(im) I pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
N2:02 13.4 17:01:35 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.49 14 4.9 4.1 217 1099
N2:02 9.71 17:02:43 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
N2:02 5.29 17:03:52 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.46 102 1159
N2:02 14.7 17:05:00 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.48 1.52 87 1162
N2:02 9.5 17:07:17 42.43483186 -71.14970335 4.1 12. 5.55 1.48 82 106C
N2:02 4.29 17:10:42 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11. 5.4 6.81 111 900.4
N2:02 3.81 17:11:51 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11.4 5.2 7.9 123 890.5
N2:02 4.66 17:12:59 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11. 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
N2:02 6.51 17:14:08 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.2 7.57 130 934.3
Nitrogen 28. 4856 10:17:11 1
Nitrogen 28. 1243 12:35:59
Nitr en 28. 1259 12:37:08
Nitrogen 28. 1375 12:38:16
Nitrogen 28. 1389 12:40:33
Nitrogen 28. 1214 12:41:41
Nitr en 28. 1139 12:43:58
Nitroen 28. 1099 12:45:06
Nitrogen 28. 2097 12:46:15
Nitrogen 28. 1235 12:47:23
Nitrogen 28. 1003 13:12:13 42.43151665 -71.14750394
Nitrogen 28. 705 13:13:21 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Nitr en 28. 726 13:14:29 42.43149519 -71.14755758
Nitrogen 28. 696 13:15:38 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Nitrogen 28. 105 13:16:46 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Nitrogen 28. 669 13:17:54 42.43151128 -71.14754149
Nitrogen 28. 665 13:19:03 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Nitr en 28. 68 13:20:11 42.4315327 -71.14751467
Nitrogen 28. 627 13:21:20 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Nitrogen 28. 573 13:23:36 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Nitrogen 28. 607 13:24:45 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Nitrogen 28. 605 13:25:53
Nitrogen 28. 829 13:27:01
Nitr en 28. 607 13:28:10
Nitrogen 28. 455 13:49:10 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Nitrogen 28. 443 13:50:19 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Nitrogen 28. 672 13:51:27 42.4314844 -71.14803501 1
Nitrogen 28. 493 13:52:35 42.43185461 -71.14844271 1
Nitrogen 28. 473 13:53:48 42.43216574 -71.1483622 1
Nitrogen 28. 802 13:54:56 42.43255734 -71.14827641 11
Nitro en 28. 513 13:57:13 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
Nitrogen 28. 514 13:58:21 42.43359804 -71.14809939 1
Nitrogen 28. 46 13:59:29 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
Nitrogen 28. 515 14:00:38 42.4344188 -71.14795991 1
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Nitrogen 28. 503 14:01:46 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Nitrogen 28. 528 14:02:55 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Nitrogen 28. 530 14:04:03 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Nitrogen 28. 478 14:05:11 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Nitrogen 28. 493 14:06:20 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
Nitrogen 28. 1242 14:07:28 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
Nitrogen 28. 532 14:08:37 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
Nitrogen 28. 519 14:09:45 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
Nitrogen 28. 501 14:10:54 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
Nitrogen 28. 501 14:13:11 42.43825436 -71.14802965 1
Nitrogen 28. 47 14:14:19 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Nitrogen 28. 51 14:15:27 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1
Nitrogen 28. 465 14:16:36 42.43829191 -71.1479652 1
Nitrogen 28. 49 14:17:44 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
Nitrogen 28. 481 14:20:01 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Nitrogen 28. 789 14:21:09 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Nitrogen 28. 51 14:22:18 42.4380880 -71.14820131 1
Nitrogen 28. 481 14:23:26 42.43798614 -71.1482549 1
Nitrogen 28. 445 14:24:35 42.4379861 -71.1482549 1
Nitrogen 28. 487 14:30:16 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
Nitrogen 28. 55 14:32:33 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5
Nitrogen 28. 80 14:33:42 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5
Nitrogen 28. 555 14:34:50 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
Nitrogen 28. 481 14:35:58 42.43766427 -71.1484802 5
Nitrogen 28. 551 14:52:06 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
Nitrogen 28. 489 14:53:15 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
Nitrogen 28. 492 14:54:23 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Nitrogen 28. 488 14:55:31 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Nitrogen 28. 552 14:56:40 42.43277729 -71.14883431 5
Nitrogen 28. 505 14:57:48 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Nitrogen 28. 529 14:58:56 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
Nitrogen 28. 504 15:00:05 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Nitrogen 28. 527 15:02:21 42.43268073 -71.14891478 10
Nitroen 28. 47 15:03:30 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
Nitrogen 28. 93 15:04:38 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
Nitrogen 28. 495 15:05:47 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
Nitrogen 28. 515 15:06:55 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
Nitrogen 28. 483 15:08:04 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
Nitrogen 28. 481 15:10:20 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
Nitrogen 28. 48 15:11:29 42.43482113 -71.1487216 101
Nitrogen 28. 655 15:12:37 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10
Nitrogen 28. 531 15:13:45 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
Nitrogen 28. 474 15:14:54 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I'(C) (m) pH 1(%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) I(aeS/cm)
Nitroen 28. 497 15:16:02 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
Nitrogen 28. 493 15:17:11 42.4365055 -71.14868947 10
Nitrogen 28. 478 15:18:19 42.43677378 -71.14863583 10
Nitrogen 28. 497 15:19:27 42.43661821 -71.14871093 101
Nitr en 28. 474 15:24:01 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Nitrogen 28. 579 15:25:09 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Nitrogen 28. 487 15:26:18 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Nitrogen 28. 696 15:27:26 42.43594229 -71.1491293 11
Nitrogen 28. 473 15:28:35 42.4355882 -71.14919373 11
Nitrogen 28. 499 15:29:43 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
Nitrogen 28. 503 15:30:51 42.43518055 -71.1491561 11
Nitrogen 28. 484 15:32:00 42.43514299 -71.14918836 11
Nitrogen 28. 512 15:33:08 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
Nitrogen 28. 483 15:34:17 42.43450463 -71.14928492 11
Nitrogen 28. 497 15:38:50 42.4336195 -71.14942 11
Nitrogen 28. 49 15:39:58 42.4336195 -71.14942 11
Nitrogen 28. 45 15:41:07 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
Nitrogen 28. 45 15:42:15 42.4329650 -71.14952632 11
Nitr en 28. 473 15:43:24 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
Nitrogen 28. 631 15:44:32 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
Nitrogen 28. 48 15:45:40 42.43277729 -71.1495477 51
Nitrogen 28. 471 15:46:49 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
Nitrogen 28. 49 15:47:57 42.4324500 -71.14924201 5
Nitrogen 28. 449 15:49:05 42.4321442 -71.14878067 5
Nitrogen 28. 42 16:14:44 1
Nitrogen 28. 65 16:15:57 1
Nitrogen 28. 65 16:17:05 1
Nitrogen 28. 353 16:18:13 1
Nitrogen 28. 323 16:19:22 1
Nitro en 28. 485 16:20:30 1
Nitrogen 28. 45 16:22:47 1
Nitrogen 28. 357 16:26:12 1
Nitrogen 28. 387 16:28:29 2.28 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
Nitrogen 28. 431 16:30:46 2.27 1.6 4.57 12.95 259 612.5
Nitrogen 28. 399 16:33:03 42.4315327 -71.14756831 2.3 4. 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
Nitrogen 28. 791 16:34:11 42.43201017 -71.14756295 2.2 3.5 4.5 12.37 257 620.8
Nitro en 28. 367 16:35:19 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.4 12.12 261 631
Nitr en 28. 390 16:36:28 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.56 12.69 259 613.3
Nitrogen 28. 340 16:37:36 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.8 254 613.1
Nitrogen 28. 370 16:38:45 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2. 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
Nitrogen 28. 403 16:39:53 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.7 251 612.2
Nitrogen 28. 429 16:41:02 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.36 4.4 4.74 12.95 250 612.1
Nitrogen 28. 373 16:42:10 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.42 4.3 4.84 12.8 245 612.1
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I Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule M/Z (ht mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (M) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Nitrogen 28. 359 16:43:18 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.36 4.4 4.86 12.82 24 612.4
Nitrogen 28. 429 16:44:27 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
Nitrogen 28.3 499 16:45:35 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.
Nitrogen 28. 382 16:46:44 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.d
Nitrogen 28. 393 16:47:52 42.43538439 -71.1475575 2.34 4. 5.08 12.94 232 611.9
Nitrogen 28. 38 16:49:00 42.4353683 -71.14786335 2.3 4.3 5.14 12.7 228 613.9
Nitrogen 28. 34 16:51:17 42.43531466 -71.14850172 2.24 4.4 5.22 12.79 224 613.3
Nitrogen 28. 36 16:52:26 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.4 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
Nitrogen 28. 332 16:53:34 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.9 224 613.d
Nitr en 28. 354 16:54:42 42.4348801 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.24 12.8 223 613.1
Nitro en 28. 36 16:58:08 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2.8 10. 4.89 10.63 235 765.5
Nitrogen 28. 222 16:59:16 42.43482649 -71.14971408 2.8 10.7 5.02 10.2 227 818.9
Nitrogen 28. 243 17:01:33 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.49 1 4.98 4.1 217 1099
Nitrogen 28. 272 17:02:41 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
Nitrogen 28. 307 17:03:50 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.4 102 1159
Nitrogen 28. 29 17:04:58 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
Nitrogen 28. 285 17:07:15 42.43483186 -71.14970335 4.1 12.6 5.55 1.4 82 1060
Nitrogen 28. 309 17:10:40 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11.4 5.4 6.81 111 900.4
Nitrogen 28. 267 17:11:49 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11. 5.2 7.9 123 890.5
Nitrogen 28. 252 17:12:57 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11. 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
Nitrogen 28. 254 17:14:06 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.2 7.57 130 934.3
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 371 10:17:04
Nitrogen
2+ 1 6 12:35:53
Nitrogen
2+ 1 44 12:37:01
Nitrogen
2+ 1 115 12:38:10
Nitrogen
2+ 1 43 12:40:26.
Nitrogen
2+ 1 51 12:41:35
Nitrogen
2+ 1 44 12:43:51
Nitrogen
2+ 1 42 12:45:00
Nitrogen
2+ 1 369 12:46:08
Nitrogen
2+ 1 51 12:47:17
Nitrogen
2+ 1 2 13:12:06 42.43151665 -71.14750394
Nitrogen
2+ 1 27 13:13:14 42.43165076 -71.14749321
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 39 13:14:23 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 22 13:15:31 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 106 13:16:39 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Nitroaen 1 28 13:17:48 42.43151128 -71.14754149
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule IM/Z k (mV) (EDST) Latitude I Longitude I (C) (m) pH (%sat (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
2+
Nitrogen
2+ 1 30 13:18:56 42.43151128 -71.14754149
Nitrogen
2+ 1 21 13:20:04 42.43153274 -71.14751467 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 22 13:21:13 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 30 13:23:30 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Nitrogen
2+ 1 28 13:24:38 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 32 13:25:46 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 31 13:26:55
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 33 13:28:03
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 22 13:49:04 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 19 13:50:12 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 33 13:51:20 42.4314844 -71.14803501 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 26 13:52:29 42.43164003 -71.1483837 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 17 13:53:41 42.43216574 -71.1483622 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 13:54:49 42.4321657 -71.1483622 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 13:57:06 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 31 13:58:14 42.4335980 -71.14809939 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 22 13:59:23 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 33 14:00:31 42.4344188 -71.14795991 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 17 14:01:40 42.434418 -71.14795991 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 33 14:02:48 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 2 14:03:56 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 14:05:05 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 21 14:06:13 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 375 14:07:22 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 20 14:08:30 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 17 14:09:39 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 22 14:10:47 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 33 14:13:04 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 34 14:14:12 42.43825436 -71.14802965 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 20 14:15:21 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1
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I Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Moleculel M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 14 14:16:29 42.43829191 -71.14796528 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 28 14:17:38 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 18 14:19:54 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 21 14:21:03 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 21 14:22:11 42.43808806 -71.14820131 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 19 14:23:20 42.4379861 -71.14825496 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 19 14:24:28 42.43798614 -71.1482549 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 21 14:30:10 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 25 14:32:27 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 21 14:33:35 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 36 14:34:43 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 17 14:35:52 42.43766427 -71.1484802 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 3 14:52:00 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 14:53:08 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 24 14:54:16 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 24 14:55:25 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 19 14:56:33 42.43277729 -71.14883431 5
Nitrogen
2+ 1 21 14:57:41 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Nitrogen
2+ 1 24 14:58:50 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 31 14:59:58 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 19 15:03:23 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 16 15:04:32 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 15 15:05:40 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 24 15:06:49 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 24 15:07:57 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 27 15:10:14 42.43450463 -71.1487163 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 28 15:11:22 42.43482113 -71.14872166 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 23 15:12:31 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 18 15:13:39 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10 _______________
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 18 15:14:47 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
Nitroaen 14. 22 15:15:56 42.43630171 -71.14868947 101
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PmVk (DTime i onitd Temp Depth DO DO) ORP (Sal) Sp CondMoe ue I I 1hP a i eI d I Sp IondPeak Tme e  (mn) I H (%sat) Img/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)Molecule IM/Z ht (mV) I(EDST) Latitude Longitude I(C) () p %a)(gI m)(p)(e/m
2+
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 19 15:17:04 42.4365055 -71.14868947 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 26 15:18:12 42.4367737 -71.14863583 101
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 29 15:19:21 42.43676841 -71.14865192 10
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 23 15:23:54 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 22 15:25:03 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 25 15:26:11 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 28 15:27:20 42.43594229 -71.14912936 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 17 15:28:28 42.43573308 -71.14915081 11_
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 21 15:29:36 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 19 15:30:45 42.43518055 -71.1491561 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 2 15:31:53 42.43514299 -71.1491883 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 20 15:33:01 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 17 15:34:10 42.43460655 -71.1492366 11
Nitrogen
2+ 1 16 15:38:43 42.4336195 -71.1494244 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 17 15:39:52 42.4336195 -71.14942 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 15:41:00 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
Nitrogen
2+ 1 19 15:42:09 42.4329650 -71.14952632 11
Nitrogen
2+ 1 19 15:43:17 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 9 15:44:25 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 16 15:46:42 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
Nitrogen
2+ 1 20 15:47:50 42.4324500 -71.14924201 5
Nitrogen
2+ 1 19 15:48:59 42.4321442 -71.14878067 5
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 20 16:15:50 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 144 16:16:58 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 16:18:07 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 12 16:19:15 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 15 16:20:24 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 17 16:22:40 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 14 16:28:22 2.28 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 13 16:30:39 2.27 1.6 4.57 12.95 259 1 612._
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) I(m) pH (%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 12 16:32:56 42.43153274 -71.14756831 2.38 4.4 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 9 16:34:04 42.43173659 -71.14753612 2.28 3.5 4.56 12.37 257 620.8
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 16:35:13 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.29 4.2 4.47 12.94 265 621.1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 15 16:36:21 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.38 4.3 4.5 12.69 259 613.3
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 23 16:37:30 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.88 254 613.1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 14 16:38:38 42.43277729 -71.14736446 2.4 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 16 16:39:47 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.78 251 612.2
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 19 16:43:12 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.3 4.3 4.85 12.95 244 612.4
Nitrogen
2+ 13. 63 16:44:20 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 2 16:45:29 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 1 16:47:45 42.43538439 -71.1475575 2.34 4. 5.0 12.9 232 611.9
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 16:52:19 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4. 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 15 16:53:28 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.9 224 613.3
Nitrogen
2+ 13. 6 17:01:26 42.43482649 -71.14971408 4.49 1 4.9 4.18 217 1091
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 17:02:35 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 8 17:03:43 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.46 102 115
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 12 17:04:52 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.56 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 17:07:09 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.51 13. 5.49 1.39 7 1106
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 11 17:10:34 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11. 5. 6.81 111 900.4
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 15 17:12:51 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11. 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
Nitrogen
2+ 1 15 17:13:59 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.2 7.57 130 934.3
02:Ar 4.33 10:17:17
O2:Ar 1.69 12:36:05
02:Ar 1.87 12:37:13
O2:Ar 1.89 12:38:22
02:Ar 2.59 12:40:39
O2:Ar 1.71 12:41:47
02:Ar 1.61 12:44:04
02:Ar 1.61 12:45:12
02:Ar 2.15 12:46:20
02:Ar 1.93 12:47:29
02:Ar 1.1 13:12:18 42.43151665 -71.14750394
02:Ar 1.03 13:13:27 42.43158102 -71.14753612
02:Ar 1.11 13:14:35 42.43149519 -71.14755758
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Peak I Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP (Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) I (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
02:Ar 1.12 13:15:43 42.43153811 -71.14754685
02:Ar 1.19 13:16:52 42.43153811 -71.14754685
O2:Ar 1.17 13:18:00 42.43151128 -71.14754149
02:Ar 1.17 13:19:08 42.4315112 -71.14754149
02:Ar 1.66 13:20:17 42.43153274 -71.14751467
02:Ar 1.23 13:21:25 42.43150592 -71.14752003
02:Ar 1.1 13:23:42 42.43150592 -71.14752003
02:Ar 1.12 13:24:50 42.43150592 -71.14752003
02:Ar 1.18 13:25:59
02:Ar 1.4 13:27:07
02:Ar 1.33 13:28:15
02:Ar 1.75 13:49:16 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
02:Ar 1.48 13:50:24 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
02:Ar 1.83 13:51:33 42.4314844 -71.14803501 11
02:Ar 2.73 13:52:41 42.43185461 -71.14844271 1
02:Ar 1.5 13:53:53 42.4321657 -71.1483622 1
02:Ar 1.9 13:55:01 42.4325573 -71.14827641 1
02:Ar 1.41 13:57:18 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
02:Ar 1.7 13:58:27 42.4335980 -71.14809939 1
02:Ar 1.55 13:59:35 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
02:Ar 1.61 14:00:43 42.434418 -71.14795991 1
02:Ar 1.7 14:01:52 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
02:Ar 1.37 14:03:00 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
02:Ar 1.6 14:04:09 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
02:Ar 1.5 14:05:17 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
02:Ar 1.55 14:06:25 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
02:Ar 1.7 14:07:34 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
02:Ar 1.55 14:08:43 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
02:Ar 2.0 14:09:51 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
02:Ar 1.5 14:10:59 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
02:Ar 1.39 14:13:16 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
02:Ar 1.44 14:14:25 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
02:Ar 1.67 14:15:33 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1
02:Ar 1.39 14:16:41 42.43829191 -71.1479652 1
02:Ar 1.55 14:17:50 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
02:Ar 1.37 14:20:07 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
02:Ar 1.81 14:21:15 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
02:Ar 1.4 14:22:23 42.43808806 -71.14820131 1
02:Ar 1.69 14:23:32 42.43798614 -71.1482549 1
02:Ar 1.3 14:24:40 42.43798614 -71.14825496 1
02:Ar 1.43 14:30:22 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
02:Ar 1.53 14:32:39 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5 1 1 1 1
02:Ar 1.6 14:33:47 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5 1 1 1 1
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Peak Time Temp Depth 0 DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) P() pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
02:Ar 1.42 14:34:56 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
02:Ar 1.65 14:36:04 42.43766427 -71.14848026 5
O2:Ar 1.33 14:52:12 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
02:Ar 1.37 14:53:20 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
02:Ar 1.38 14:54:29 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
02:Ar 1.33 14:55:37 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
02:Ar 1.3 14:56:45 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
02:Ar 1.3 14:57:54 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
02:Ar 1.25 14:59:02 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
02:Ar 1.35 15:00:10 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
02:Ar 1.27 15:02:27 42.43268073 -71.14891478 10
02:Ar 1. 15:03:36 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
02:Ar 1.92 15:04:44 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
02:Ar 1.41 15:05:52 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
02:Ar 1. 15:07:01 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
02:Ar 1.32 15:08:09 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
02:Ar 1.12 15:10:26 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
O2:Ar 1.28 15:11:34 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
02:Ar 1.29 15:12:43 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10
02:Ar 1.47 15:13:51 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
02:Ar 1.04 15:14:59 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
02:Ar 1.23 15:16:08 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
02:Ar 1.23 15:17:16 42.43650556 -71.14868947 10
02:Ar 1.14 15:18:25 42.4367737 -71.14863583 101
O2:Ar 1.4 15:19:33 42.43661821 -71.14871093 10
02:Ar 1.03 15:24:07 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
02:Ar 1.32 15:25:15 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
02:Ar 1.29 15:26:23 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
02:Ar 1.48 15:27:32 42.43594229 -71.14912936 11
02:Ar 1.13 15:28:40 42.4355882 -71.14919373 1 11
02:Ar 1.37 15:29:49 42.43564189 -71.14922055 1 11
02:Ar 1.16 15:30:57 42.43518055 -71.14915618 11
02:Ar 1.35 15:32:05 42.43514299 -71.1491883 11
02:Ar 1.23 15:33:14 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
02:Ar 1.33 15:34:22 42.43450463 -71.14928492 11
02:Ar 1.03 15:38:56 42.4336195 -71.149424 11
02:Ar 1.23 15:40:04 42.4336195 -71.149424 11
02:Ar 1.21 15:41:12 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
02:Ar 1.2 15:42:21 42.4329650 -71.14952632 11
02:Ar 1.3 15:43:29 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
02:Ar 1.08 15:44:38 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
02:Ar 1.73 15:45:46 42.43277729 -71.14954778 5
02:Ar 1.38 15:46:54 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule M/Z ht(mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
02:Ar 1.55 15:48:03 42.43245006 -71.14924201 5
02:Ar 1.31 15:49:11 42.43214428 -71.14878067 5
02:Ar 1.33 16:14:50 1
02:Ar 2.04 16:16:02 1
02:Ar 1.21 16:17:11 1
02:Ar 1.36 16:18:19 1
02:Ar 1. 16:19:27 1
02:Ar 1.75 16:20:36 1
02:Ar 2.19 16:22:53 1
02:Ar 1.33 16:26:18 2.28 1.4 4.43 12.95 26 611.8
02:Ar 1.43 16:28:34 2.2 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
02:Ar 1.4 16:30:51 2.27 1. 4.57 12.95 259 612.
02:Ar 1.2 16:33:08 42.43153274 -71.14756831 2.3 4.4 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
02:Ar 1.88 16:34:17 42.43201017 -71.14756295 2.29 4.2 4.47 12.9 265 621.1
02:Ar 1.3 16:35:25 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.4 12.12 261 631
02:Ar 1.51 16:36:33 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.5 12.69 259 613.
02:Ar 1.55 16:37:42 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.8 254 613.1
02:Ar 1.32 16:38:50 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2. 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
02:Ar 1.32 16:39:59 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.78 251 612.2
02:Ar 1.06 16:41:07 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.3 4. 4.7 12.95 250 612.1
02:Ar 1.56 16:42:16 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.34 4.3 4.85 12.95 24 612.4
02:Ar 1.2 16:43:24 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.3 4. 4.86 12.82 244 612.4
02:Ar 1.1 16:44:32 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
02:Ar 1.2 16:45:41 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
02:Ar 1.55 16:46:49 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.2
02:Ar 1.2 16:47:58 42.43538439 -71.1475575 2.34 4. 5.0 12.94 232 611.9
02:Ar 1.47 16:49:06 42.4353683 -71.14786335 2.3 4.3 5.1 12.7 22 613.9
02:Ar 1.38 16:51:23 42.4353146 -71.14850172 2.2 4. 5.22 12.79 22 613.3
02:Ar 1.5 16:52:31 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4. 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
02:Ar 1.32 16:53:40 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.9 22 613.3
02:Ar 1.29 16:54:48 42.4348801 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.8 223 613.1
02:Ar 1.33 16:58:13 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2.8 10. 4.89 10.63 235 765.5
02:Ar 0.97 16:59:22 42.43482649 -71.14971408 2.8 10.7 5.02 10.24 227 818.
02:Ar 0.22 17:01:38 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.49 1 4.9 4.1 217 1099
02:Ar 0.31 17:02:47 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
02:Ar 0.52 17:03:55 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.4 102 1159
02:Ar 0.19 17:05:04 42.43483186 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
O2:Ar 0.28 17:07:21 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.18 12.6 5.55 1.4 82 106C
02:Ar 0. 17:10:46 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11. 5. 6.81 111 900.4
O2:Ar 0.75 17:11:54 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11. 5.2 7.98 123 890.5
02:Ar 0.67 17:13:03 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11.4 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
02:Ar 0.54 17:14:11 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.28 7.57 130 934.
Oxygen 32. 1760 10:17:13 1 T# I I I
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm
Oxygen 32. 612 12:36:01
Oxygen 32. 640 12:37:10
Oxygen 32. 619 12:38:18
Oxygen 32. 873 12:40:35
Oxygen 32. 546 12:41:43
Oxygen 32. 488 12:44:00
Oxygen 32. 511 12:45:08
Oxygen 32. 76 12:46:17
Oxygen 32. 556 12:47:25
Oxygen 32. 353 13:12:14 42.43151665 -71.14750394
Oxygen 32. 290 13:13:23 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Oxygen 32. 30 13:14:31 42.43149519 -71.14755758
Oxygen 32. 283 13:15:40 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Oxygen 32. 35 13:16:48 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Oxygen 32. 283 13:17:56 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Oxygen 32. 279 13:19:05 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Oxygen 32. 399 13:20:13 42.4315327 -71.14751467
Oxygen 32. 278 13:21:21 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Oxygen 32. 272 13:23:38 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Oxygen 32. 249 13:24:47 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Oxygen 32. 257 13:25:55
Oxygen 32. 327 13:27:03
Oxygen 32. 293 13:28:12
Oxygen 32. 259 13:49:12 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Oxygen 32. 242 13:50:20 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Oxygen 32. 349 13:51:29 42.4314844 -71.14803501 1
Oxygen 32. 486 13:52:37 42.43185461 -71.14844271 1
Oxygen 32. 23 13:53:49 42.4321657 -71.1483622 1
Oxygen 32. 327 13:54:58 42.4325573 -71.14827641 1
Oxygen 32. 233 13:57:14 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
Oxygen 32. 285 13:58:23 42.4335980 -71.14809939 1
Oxygen 32. 233 13:59:31 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
Oxygen 32. 262 14:00:40 42.434418 -71.14795991 1
Oxen 32. 270 14:01:48 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Oxygen 32. 245 14:02:56 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Oxygen 32. 27 14:04:05 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Oxygen 32. 251 14:05:13 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Oxygen 32. 251 14:06:22 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
Oxygen 32. 410 14:07:30 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
Oxygen 32. 248 14:08:39 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
Oxygen 32. 339 14:09:47 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
Oxygen 32. 236 14:10:56 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
Oxygen 32. 240 14:13:12 42.43825436 -71.14802965 1
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Peak I Time) I Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal JSp Cond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude | Longitude (C) (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) |(aeS/cm)
Oxygen 32. 228 14:14:21 42.43825436 -71.14802965 1
Oxygen 32. 249 14:15:29 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1
Oxygen 32. 227 14:16:38 42.43829191 -71.14796528 1
Oxygen 32. 25 14:17:46 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
Oxygen 32. 240 14:20:03 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Oxygen 32. 312 14:21:11 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Oxygen 32. 241 14:22:20 42.43808806 -71.14820131 1
Oxygen 32. 281 14:23:28 42.43798614 -71.14825496 1
Oxygen 32. 210 14:24:37 42.43798614 -71.1482549 1
Oxygen 32. 235 14:30:18 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
Oxygen 32. 250 14:32:35 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5
Oxygen 32. 307 14:33:44 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5
Oxygen 32. 245 14:34:52 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
O en 32. 25 14:36:00 42.43766427 -71.14848026 5
Oxygen 32. 240 14:52:08 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
Oxygen 32. 239 14:53:16 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
Oxygen 32. 22 14:54:25 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Oxygen 32. 233 14:55:33 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Oxygen 32. 23 14:56:42 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Oxygen 32. 221 14:57:50 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Oxygen 32. 211 14:58:58 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Oxygen 32. 22 15:00:07 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Oxygen 32. 22 15:02:23 42.43268073 -71.1489147 10
Oxygen 32. 237 15:03:32 42.43284702 -71.14881822 101
Oxygen 32. 343 15:04:40 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
Oxygen 32. 229 15:05:49 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
Oxygen 32. 23 15:06:57 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
Oxygen 32. 21 15:08:05 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
Oxygen 32. 22 15:10:22 42.43482113 -71.14872166 10
Oxygen 32. 21 15:11:31 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
Oxygen 32. 242 15:12:39 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10_
Oxygen 32. 24 15:13:47 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
Oxygen 32. 20 15:14:56 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
Oxen 32. 22 15:16:04 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
Oxygen 32. 20 15:17:12 42.4365055 -71.14868947 10
Oxygen 32. 193 15:18:21 42.4367737 -71.14863583 10
Oxygen 32. 250 15:19:29 42.43661821 -71.14871093 10 _
O en 32. 206 15:24:03 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
O en 32. 221 15:25:11 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Oxygen 32. 215 15:26:20 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Oxygen 32. 26 15:27:28 42.43594229 -71.14912936 11
Oxygen 32. 213 15:28:36 42.43558824 -71.14919373 11
Oxygen 32. 229 15:29:45 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule I M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (n) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Oxygen 32. 232 15:30:53 42.43518055 -71.14915618 11
Oxygen 32. 221 15:32:02 42.43514299 -71.14918836 11
Oxygen 32. 212 15:33:10 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
Oxygen 32. 223 15:34:18 42.43450463 -71.14928492 11
O en 32. 21 15:38:52 42.4336195 -71.1494244 11
Oxen 32. 20 15:40:00 42.4336195 -71.1494244 11
Oxygen 32. 20 15:41:09 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
Oxygen 32. 214 15:42:17 42.43296504 -71.14952632 11
Oxygen 32. 240 15:43:25 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
Oxygen 32. 23 15:44:34 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
O en 32. 279 15:45:42 42.43277729 -71.14954778 5
Oxygen 32. 237 15:46:51 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
Oxygen 32. 25 15:47:59 42.43245006 -71.14924201 5
Oxygen 32. 227 15:49:07 42.4321442 -71.14878067 5
Oxygen 32. 197 16:14:46 1
Oxygen 32. 299 16:15:58 1
Oxen 32. 220 16:17:07 1
Oxygen 32. 179 16:18:15 1
Oxygen 32. 157 16:19:24 1
Oxygen 32. 23 16:20:32 1
Oxygen 32. 226 16:22:49 1
Oxygen 32. 17 16:26:14 2.28 1. 4.43 12.95 26 611.8
Oxygen 32. 187 16:28:31 2.2 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
Oxygen 32. 202 16:30:47 -- 2.27 1. 4.57 12.95 259 612.5
Oxygen 32. 19 16:33:04 42.4315327 -71.14756831 2.3 4. 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
Oxygen 32. 26 16:34:13 42.43201017 -71.14756295 2.2 3.5 4.5 12.37 257 620.8
Oxygen 32. 173 16:35:21 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.4 12.12 261 631
Oxygen 32. 197 16:36:30 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.38 4.3 4.5 12.69 259 613.3
Oxygen 32. 191 16:37:38 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.8 25 613.1
Oxygen 32. 207 16:38:47 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2. 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
Oxygen 32. 206 16:39:55 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.7 251 612.2
Oxygen 32. 19 16:41:03 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.3 4. 4.7 12.95 250 612.1
Oxygen 32. 200 16:42:12 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.42 4.3 4.8 12.8 245 612.1
Oxen 32. 183 16:43:20 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.3 4.4 4.8 12.82 244 612.4
Oxygen 32. 202 16:44:29 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
Oxygen 32. 222 16:45:37 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
Oxygen 32. 205 16:46:45 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.2
Oxygen 32. 18 16:47:54 42.43538439 -71.1475575 2.34 4. 5.0 12.9 232 611.9
Oxygen 32. 189 16:49:02 42.4353683 -71.14786335 2.3 4.3 5.14 12.7 22 613.9
Oxygen 32. 183 16:51:19 42.4353146 -71.14850172 2.24 4.4 5.22 12.79 224 613.3
Oxygen 32. 205 16:52:28 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.4 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
Oxygen 32. 190 16:53:36 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.9 22 613.3
Oxygen 32. 188 16:54:44 42.4348801 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.24 12.84 223 613.1
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Peak Time Temp Depth 1 DO DO ORP Sal ISpCond
Molecule M/Z nt (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/om)
Oxygen 32. 136 16:58:09 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2.8 10. 4.89 10.63 235 765.5
Oxygen 32. 85 16:59:18 42.43482649 -71.14971408 2.86 10.7 5.02 10.24 227 818.9
Oxygen 32. 20 17:01:35 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.49 1 4.9 4.1 217 1099
Oxygen 32. 28 17:02:43 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
Oxygen 32. 58 17:03:52 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.46 102 1159
O en 32. 20 17:05:00 42.43483186 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.48 1.52 87 1162
Oxygen 32. 30 17:07:17 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.18 12. 5.55 1.4 82 1060
Oxygen 32. 72 17:10:42 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11.4 5.4 6.81 111 900.4
Oxygen 32. 70 17:11:51 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11.4 5.28 7.9 123 890.d
Oxygen 32. 5 17:12:59 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11. 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
O en 32. 39 17:14:08 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.28 7.57 130 934.3
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 201 10:17:05
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 69 12:35:54
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 50 12:37:02
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 75 12:38:11
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 41 12:40:27
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 3 12:41:36
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 36 12:43:52
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 3 12:45:01
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 237 12:46:09
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 40 12:47:18
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 22 13:12:07 42.43151665 -71.14750394
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 14 13:13:15 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 13:14:24 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 20 13:15:32 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 64 13:16:40 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 26 13:17:49 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 23 13:18:57 42.4315112 -71.14754149
Oxygen
2+ 16. 15 13:20:06 42.4315327 -71.14751467
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 13 13:21:14 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 21 13:23:31 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 23 13:24:39 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Oxygen
2+ 16. 21 13:25:47 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Oxvaen 16.1 21 13:26:56
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I I Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule IM/Z t (mV) (EDST)I Latitude I Longitude (C) | (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) mV) (ppt) (aeS/om)
2+
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 13:28:04
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 13:49:05 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 18 13:50:13 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 45 13:51:21 42.43148446 -71.14803501 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 19 13:52:30 42.43164003 -71.1483837 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 13:53:42 42.43216574 -71.1483622 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 41 13:54:50 42.43216574 -71.14836224 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 20 13:57:07 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 20 13:58:15 42.43359804 -71.14809939 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 20 13:59:24 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 25 14:00:32 42.434418 -71.14795991 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 15 14:01:40 42.4344188 -71.14795991 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 13 14:02:49 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 24 14:03:57 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 1 14:05:06 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 1 14:06:14 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 15 14:07:23 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 23 14:08:31 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 26 14:09:40 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 58 14:13:05 42.43825436 -71.14802965 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 20 14:14:13 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 18 14:15:22 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1_
Oxygen
2+ 16. 17 14:16:30 42.43829191 -71.14796528 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 19 14:17:39 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 14:19:55 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 17 14:21:04 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 22 14:22:12 42.43808806 -71.14820131 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 17 14:23:21 42.4379861 -71.1482549 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 13 14:24:29 42.4379861 -71.14825496 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 20 14:30:11 42.43802905 -71.14824959 11
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Peak Time TempjDepth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule tM/Z ht(mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 14:32:28 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 14:33:36 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 14:34:44 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 14:35:53 42.43766427 -71.14848026 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 27 14:52:01 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 27 14:53:09 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 14:54:17 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Oxygen
2+ 16. 17 14:55:26 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 14:56:34 42.43277729 -71.14883431 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 13 14:57:42 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 14:58:51 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 32 14:59:59 42.43264854 -71.14890405 10
Oxygen
2+ 16. 1 15:03:24 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 22 15:04:33 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 2 15:05:41 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 20 15:06:49 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 15:07:58 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 15:10:15 42.43450463 -71.1487163 10_
Oxygen
2+ 16. 17 15:11:23 42.43482113 -71.1487216 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 17 15:12:31 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10
Oxygen
2+ 16. 1 15:13:40 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 15:14:48 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
Oxygen
2+ 16. 28 15:15:57 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 15:17:05 42.4365055 -71.14868947 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 20 15:18:13 42.4367737 -71.14863583 101
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 25 15:19:22 42.43676841 -71.14865192 10
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 23 15:23:55 42.43641973 -71.14888796 11
Oxygen
2+ 16. 22 15:25:04 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Oxygen
2+ 16. 17 15:26:12 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Oxygen
2+ 16. 15 15:27:21 42.43594229 -71.1491293 11
Oxvaen 16.1 23 15:28:29 42.43573308 -71.14915081 11 1 1
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp CondMolecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/l) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
2+
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 25 15:29:37 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 18 15:30:46 42.43518055 -71.14915618 11
Oxygen
2+ 16. 17 15:33:03 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 24 15:34:11 42.43460655 -71.14923664 11
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 25 15:38:44 42.4336195 -71.1494244 11
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 21 15:39:53 42.4336195 -71.1494244 11
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 20 15:41:01 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 23 15:42:10 42.4329650 -71.14952632 11
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 20 15:43:18 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 3 15:44:26 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 20 15:45:35 42.43277729 -71.14954778 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 15:46:43 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 15:47:51 42.4324500 -71.14924201 5
Oxygen
2+ 16. 10 15:49:00 42.4321442 -71.14878067 5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 17 16:14:39 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 14 16:15:51 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 4 16:16:59 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 11 16:18:08 1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 12 16:19:16 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 16:20:25 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 16:22:41 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 20 16:26:06 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 13 16:28:23 2.2 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 12 16:30:40 2.27 1.6 4.57 12.95 259 612.5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 10 16:32:57 42.4315327 -71.14756831 2.3 4. 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 16:34:05 42.43173659 -71.14753612 2.28 3.5 4.56 12.37 257 620.8
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 13 16:35:14 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.46 12.12 261 631
Oxygen
2+ 16. 13 16:39:47 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.78 251 612.2
Oxygen
2+ 15. 383 16:40:56 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.36 4.4 4.74 12.95 250 1 612.1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 15 16:44:21 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV)I (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) I (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/l) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 21 16:45:30 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
Oxygen
2+ 16. 88 16:46:38 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.2
Oxygen
2+ 16. 29 16:47:46 42.43538439 -71.1475575 2.34 4.4 5.0 12.9 232 611.9
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 1 16:53:28 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.26 12.9 22 613.3
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 16 16:54:37 42.4348801 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.24 12.84 223 613.1
Oxygen
2+ 16. 17 17:02:36 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 112d
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 9 17:03:44 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.46 102 1159
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 17:04:53 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 17 17:07:09 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.51 13. 5.49 1.39 7 1106
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 11 17:10:35 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11.4 5.4 6.81 111 900.4
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 13 17:11:43 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11.4 5.2 7.98 123 890.5
Oxygen
2+ 1 10 17:12:52 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11.4 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
Water 18.1 423 10:17:06
Water 18.1 351 12:35:55
W ater 18.1 341 12:37:03
Water 18.1 332 12:38:11
Water 18.1 331 12:40:28
Water 18.1 320 12:41:37
Water 18.1 322 12:43:53
Water 18.1 313 12:45:02
Water 18.1 30 12:46:10
Water 18.1 30 12:47:18
Water 18.1 191 13:12:08 42.43151665 -71.14750394
Water 18.1 190 13:13:16 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Water 18.1 169 13:14:25 42.43158102 -71.14753612
Water 18.1 170 13:15:33 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Water 18.1 158 13:16:41 42.43153811 -71.14754685
Water 18.1 164 13:17:50 42.43151128 -71.14754149
Water 18.1 161 13:18:58 42.43151128 -71.14754149
Water 18.1 156 13:20:06 42.43153274 -71.14751467
Water 18.1 160 13:21:15 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Water 18.1 151 13:23:32 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Water 18.1 156 13:24:40 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Water 18.1 157 13:25:48 42.43150592 -71.14752003
Water 18.1 155 13:26:57
Water 18.1 164 13:28:05
Water 18. 174 13:49:05 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
Water 18. 184 13:50:14 42.43144691 -71.14791163 1
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule I M/Z lt (mV) (EDST) Latitude I Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Water 18. 185 13:51:22 42.43148446 -71.14803501 1
Water 18. 184 13:52:31 42.43164003 -71.1483837 1
Water 18. 187 13:53:43 42.43216574 -71.14836224 1
Water 18. 189 13:54:51 42.4321657 -71.14836224 1
Water 18. 18 13:57:08 42.43314207 -71.14815303 1
Water 18. 193 13:58:16 42.43359804 -71.14809939 1
Water 18. 181 13:59:25 42.43391991 -71.1479921 1
Water 18. 193 14:00:33 42.4344188 -71.14795991 1
Water 18. 189 14:01:41 42.4348801 -71.14790627 1
Water 18. 191 14:02:50 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Water 18. 186 14:03:58 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Water 18. 202 14:05:07 42.43488014 -71.14790627 1
Water 18. 20 14:06:15 42.43632853 -71.14778825 1
Water 18. 197 14:07:24 42.43658602 -71.14795991 1
Water 18. 200 14:08:32 42.43699372 -71.1479921 1
Water 18. 19 14:09:41 42.43749261 -71.1479921 1
Water 18. 19 14:10:49 42.43785739 -71.14801892 1
Water 18. 199 14:13:06 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Water 18. 203 14:14:14 42.4382543 -71.14802965 1
Water 18. 197 14:15:23 42.43824899 -71.14803501 1
Water 18. 203 14:16:31 42.43829191 -71.14796528 1
Water 18. 215 14:17:40 42.43824363 -71.14800819 1
Water 18. 212 14:19:56 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Water 18. 202 14:21:05 42.43816853 -71.14809402 1
Water 18. 20 14:22:13 42.4380880 -71.14820131 1
Water 18. 204 14:23:21 42.4379861 -71.14825496 1
Water 18. 210 14:24:30 42.4379861 -71.1482549 1
Water 18. 199 14:30:12 42.43802905 -71.14824959 1
Water 18. 209 14:32:28 42.43798077 -71.14832469 5
Water 18. 205 14:33:37 42.43793249 -71.14843735 5
Water 18. 196 14:34:45 42.43786812 -71.14844271 5 1
Water 18. 204 14:35:54 42.43766427 -71.1484802 5
Water 18.1 202 14:52:01 42.43339419 -71.14878067 5
Water 18.1 190 14:53:10 42.43338883 -71.14875921 5
Water 18.1 190 14:54:18 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Water 18.1 18 14:55:27 42.43323863 -71.14881822 5
Water 18.1 191 14:56:35 42.43277729 -71.14883431 5
Water 18.1 190 14:57:43 42.43263781 -71.14889869 5
Water 18.1 188 14:58:52 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Water 18.1 192 15:00:00 42.4326485 -71.14890405 10
Water 18.1 199 15:02:17 42.43268073 -71.14891478 10
Water 18.1 198 15:03:25 42.43284702 -71.14881822 10
Water 18.1 195 15:04:34 42.43322253 -71.14880749 10
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Water 18.1 199 15:05:42 42.4335658 -71.14875385 10
Water 18.1 201 15:06:50 42.43385553 -71.14876457 10
Water 18.1 205 15:07:59 42.43412912 -71.14876457 10
Water 18.1 204 15:10:16 42.43450463 -71.1487163 101
Water 18.1 209 15:11:24 42.43482113 -71.14872166 10
Water 18.1 201 15:12:32 42.43516982 -71.14875921 10
Water 18.1 212 15:13:41 42.43564189 -71.14872702 10
Water 18.1 207 15:14:49 42.43591011 -71.14872702 10
Water 18.1 210 15:15:57 42.43630171 -71.14868947 10
Water 18.1 213 15:17:06 42.4365055 -71.14868947 10
Water 18.1 207 15:18:14 42.43677378 -71.14863583 10
Water 18.1 202 15:19:23 42.43676841 -71.14865192 10
Water 17. 306 15:23:56 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Water 18.1 211 15:25:05 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Water 18.1 207 15:26:13 42.43641973 -71.1488879 11
Water 18.1 207 15:27:21 42.43594229 -71.1491293 11
W ater 18.1 215 15:28:30 42.43573308 -71.14915081 11
Water 18.1 209 15:29:38 42.43564189 -71.14922055 11
W ater 18.1 209 15:30:47 42.43518055 -71.1491561 11
Water 18.1 215 15:31:55 42.43514299 -71.1491883 11
Water 18.1 21 15:33:03 42.43486941 -71.14920982 11
Water 18.1 225 15:34:12 42.43450463 -71.14928492 11
Water 18.1 221 15:38:45 42.4336195 -71.14942 11
Water 18.1 207 15:39:54 42.4336195 -71.14942 11
Water 18.1 20 15:41:02 42.43326545 -71.14954242 11
Water 18.1 210 15:42:10 42.4329650 -71.14952632 11
Water 18.1 207 15:43:19 42.43293822 -71.14953705 11
Water 18.1 215 15:44:27 42.43293822 -71.14953705 5
Water 18.1 211 15:45:36 42.43277729 -71.14954778 5
Water 18.1 220 15:46:44 42.4326539 -71.14946195 5
Water 18.1 217 15:47:52 42.4324500 -71.14924201 5
Water 18.1 215 15:49:01 42.43214428 -71.14878067 5
Water 18.1 18 16:14:40 1
Water 18.1 170 16:15:52 1
Water 18.1 171 16:17:00 1
Water 18.1 168 16:18:09 1
Water 18.1 162 16:19:17 1
Water 18.1 154 16:20:26 1
Water 18.1 145 16:22:42 1
Water 18.1 171 16:26:07 1
Water 18.1 17 16:28:24 2.2 1.5 4.41 12.97 269 612.1
Water 18.1 172 16:30:41 2.27 1.6 4.57 12.95 259 612.5
Water 18.1 164 16:32:58 42.43153274 -71.14756831 2.3 4. 4.39 12.13 265 628.5
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule I M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Water 18.1 140 16:34:06 42.43173659 -71.14753612 2.28 3.5 4.56 12.37 257 620.8
Water 18.1 159 16:35:15 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.38 4.3 4.46 12.12 261 631
Water 18. 175 16:36:23 42.43221939 -71.14747175 2.3 4.3 4.5 12.69 259 613.3
Water 18.1 157 16:37:31 42.43277729 -71.14736446 2.39 4.3 4.65 12.8 254 613.1
Water 18.1 173 16:38:40 42.43277729 -71.1473644 2.4 4.3 4.72 13 251 612.8
Water 18. 187 16:39:48 42.43317962 -71.14729472 2.33 4.3 4.73 12.7 251 612.2
Water 18.1 152 16:40:57 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.36 4.4 4.74 12.95 250 612.1
Water 18.1 15 16:42:05 42.43358731 -71.14725717 2.42 4.3 4.84 12.8 245 612.1
Water 18. 170 16:43:14 42.43409693 -71.14720889 2.36 4.4 4.86 12.82 244 612.4
Water 18.1 173 16:44:22 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.32 4.2 4.9 12.9 242 612.4
Water 18.1 157 16:45:30 42.43470311 -71.14718207 2.31 4.3 4.93 12.73 240 612.8
Water 18.1 168 16:46:39 42.43501425 -71.14730545 2.31 4.3 5.03 12.81 235 612.2
Water 18.1 155 16:47:47 42.43538439 -71.1475575 2.3 4.4 5.08 12.9 232 611.9
Water 18.1 160 16:48:56 42.4353683 -71.14786335 2.3 4.3 5.14 12.7 22 613.9
Water 18.1 150 16:51:13 42.4353146 -71.14850172 2.2 4. 5.18 12.85 22 613.5
Water 18.1 150 16:52:21 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4. 5.22 12.82 223 613.3
Water 18.1 15 16:53:29 42.43508399 -71.14907035 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.9 22 613.3
Water 18.1 151 16:54:38 42.4348801 -71.1496497 2.23 4.5 5.2 12.8 223 613.1
Water 18.1 113 16:58:03 42.43483722 -71.14970335 2. 10.6 4.89 10.63 235 765.5
Water 18.1 11 16:59:11 42.43482649 -71.1497140 2. 10. 4.97 10.51 230 756.8
Water 18.1 74 17:01:28 42.43482649 -71.14971408 4.49 1 4.9 4.1 217 1099
Water 18.1 105 17:02:37 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.55 14.1 5.27 1.62 173 1125
Water 18.1 137 17:03:45 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.77 14.2 5.45 1.4 102 1159
Water 18.1 139 17:04:54 42.43482113 -71.14970335 4.5 13.7 5.4 1.52 87 1162
Water 18.1 124 17:07:10 42.4348318 -71.14970335 4.51 13. 5.49 1.39 7 110E
Water 18.1 11 17:10:36 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.12 11. 5. 6.81 111 900.4
Water 18.1 125 17:11:44 42.43484259 -71.14970335 3.07 11. 5.28 7.9 123 890.5
Water 18.1 112 17:12:53 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.13 11. 5.25 8.11 129 900.5
Water 18.1 103 17:14:01 42.43485332 -71.14970871 3.23 11.5 5.28 7.57 130 934.3
15-Dec
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z t mV (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m pH (%sat) m (mV) (aeS/cm)
Argon 40.1 464 14:12:49
Argon 4 383 15:44:35 42.4315112 -71.14760586
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PI eak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht(mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Argon 40. 165 17:05:11 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.77 12.28 160 625.
Argon 40. 128 17:06:58 42.43428469 -71.15037926 2.69 4.8 4.45 12.16 180 626.
Argon 40. 192 17:08:45 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2.65 7.6 4.3 11.67 189 689.1
Argon 40. 15 17:10:31 42.43431687 -71.15039536 2.6 10.7 4.35 18.54 189 796
Argon J40. 11 17:14:05 42.43428469 -71.15037926 2.6 10.2 4.33 10.92 192 788.2
Argon 40. 127 17:17:38 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.92 12 4.39 9.7 190 1 912.1
Argon 140. 120 17:22:58 42.43427932 -71.15037926 4.69 14 4.84 1.57 139 1183
Argon 140. 132 17:24:45 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15 5.09 0.85 102 1229
Argon 40. 141 17:26:31 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.65 15.9 5.21 0.59 69 1299
Argon 40. 109 17:28:18 42.4342739 -71.15039536 4.64 15.9 5.23 0.52 5 1299
Argon 40. 153 17:30:05 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.47 17.2 5.21 0.63 38 1352
Argon 40. 165 17:31:52 42.43427932 -71.15037926 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 2 1353
Argon 40. 209 17:33:38 42.4343437 -71.15050265 4.45 17.1 5.2 0.49 1 1357
Ar on 40. 13 17:35:25 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4. 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
Argon 40. 200 17:37:12 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.44 17.1 5.27 0.43 4 136C
Argon 40. 15 17:38:58 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22. 5.2 0.52 -1 1387
Ar on 40. 152 17:40:45 42.4344724 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0.5 - 1385
Argon 40. 450 17:42:32 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C
Argon 40. 140 17:44:19 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C
Argon 40. 130 17:46:05 42.43450999 -71.1505884 4.23 14.1 5.12 2.06 8 1097
Argon 40. 12 17:49:39 42.43448854 -71.15053483 3. 12. 4.8 5.9 6 960
Argon 40. 162 17:51:26 42.43463874 -71.15043827 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 74 959.3
Ar on 40. 148 17:53:12 42.43472457 -71.1503685 4.67 15.1 5.1 1.43 47 1275
Argon 40. 171 17:54:59 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
Argon 40. 139 17:56:46 42.43467629 -71.150352 4.74 15 5.4 0.59 7 127C
Argon 40. 15 17:58:33 42.43455291 -71.15030416 4.75 14.9 5.49 0. -2 1266
Argon 40. 167 18:00:19 42.4344670 -71.15013787 4.82 14. 5.5 0.57 -5 121
Argon 40. 15 18:02:06 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.7 15.1 5.5 1.53 -10 125C
Argon 40. 17 18:03:53 42.43433833 -71.14991256
Ar on 40.1 213 18:33:41 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.6 -0.1 7.03 81. 11.07 468 0.3 654
Argon 40.1 13 18:34:54 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.3 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 46 0.3 656
Argon 40.1 147 18:36:54 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.06 77.5 10.63 468 0.3 653
Argon 40.1 1169 18:38:40 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.39 -0.1 7.07 80.7 11.01 468 0.3 653
Ar on 40.1 133 18:47:33 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13.4 6.72 37.7 4.9 46 0.5 1019
Ar on 40.1 919 18:52:53 42.4343758 -71.15013787 4.15 13. 6. 4 0.53 468 0. 1094
Argon 4 125 18:54:40 42.43465483 -71.15024515 4.12 13.7 6.65 10.4 1.3 46 0. 1097
Argon 40.1 122 18:56:26 42.4348318 -71.15033099 3.38 12. 6.7 31. 4.1 467 0.5 992
Argon 40.1 129 18:59:59 4.03 13.4 6.6 17.8 2.45 467 0.6 1077
Argon 4 164 19:01:46 3.8 13.1 6.6 30.1 3.95 466 0.5 1042
Argon 40.1 127 19:03:32 3.65 13.2 6.69 27.7 3.62 46 0.5 1031
Argon 40.1 124 19:08:52 2.74 10.9 6.89 70.7 9.55 465 0.4 824
Ar on 40.1 149 19:12:25 2.8 5. 7.04 81.4 10.98 464 0.3 654
Argon 40.1 111 19:14:11 2.7 5.3 7.07 8 11.34 464 0.3 65d
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Molecule IM/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) I (M) pH (%sat)I (mg/l) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Argon 40.1 143 19:15:58 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.36 46 0.3 659
Argon 40.1 132 19:17:45 2.79 6.1 7.07 83.2 11.2 46 0.3 661
Argon 40.1 182 19:19:31 2.77 5.1 7.0 83.2 11.24 46 0.3 659
Argon 40.1 20 19:23:04
Argon 40.1 512 19:24:51
Ar on 40.1 199 19:26:38 2. 0.9 7.05 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 65C
Argon 40.1 169 19:28:25 2.81 1 7.05 83. 11.2 46 0.3 65C
Argon 40.1 180 19:30:11 2.8 1 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 649
Ar on 40.1 181 19:31:58 2.8 0.9 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 648
Ar on 40.1 18 19:33:45 2.79 0.9 7.04 83.7 11.29 463 0.3 643
Ar on 40.1 128 19:51:58 2.69 1 7.02 76.9 10.41 463 0.3 637
Argon 40.1 199 19:55:19 2.7 1.1 7.01 78.7 10.63 463 0.3 637
Argon 40.1 212 19:58:40 2.7 1.1 7.02 77.1 10.41 462 0.3 64C
Argon 2+ 20.1 55 14:12:40
Argon 2+ 20.1 87 15:44:071
Argon 2+ 20.1 21 17:04:58 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.7 12.08 160 624.9
Argon 2+ 20.1 29 17:06:44 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2.69 4. 4.45 12.1 180 626.8
Argon 2+ 20.1 19 17:08:31 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2.65 7. 4.3 11.67 189 689.1
Argon 2+ 20. 41 17:10:17 42.43431687 -71.15039536 2.63 0 4.3 0 187 705.3
Argon 2+ 20.1 40 17:13:50 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2. 10.3 4.33 11.22 192 768.1
Argon 2+ 20.1 1 17:17:24 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.7 11. 4.39 10.05 190 838.2
Argon 2+ 20.1 4 17:26:17 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15.1 5.18 0.73 77 125C
Argon 2+ 20.1 60 17:28:04 42.4342739 -71.15039536 4.6 15.9 5.23 0.52 54 1299
Argon 2+ 20. 2 17:29:51 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.4 17.2 5.21 0.47 41 1351
Argon 2+ 20. 45 17:33:24 42.4343007 -71.150449 4.45 17.2 5.23 0.51 20 1357
Argon 2+ 20.1 32 17:40:31 42.434472 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0.5 - 1385
Argon 2+ 20.1 109 17:42:17 42.434472 -71.15055093 4.39 22.5 5.31 0.7 -16 1385
Argon 2+ 20.1 2 17:44:04 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 0
Argon 2+ 20.1 24 17:45:51 42.43450999 -71.1505884 4.37 1 5.2 2.32 -1 111
Argon 2+ 20.1 23 17:49:25 42.4344885 -71.15053483 3.39 12.7 4.87 5.8 61 951.1
Argon 2+ 20.1 31 17:51:11 42.43460119 -71.15039536 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 7 959.3
Argon 2+ 20.1 35 17:52:58 42.43472457 -71.15036854 4.61 15.3 4.91 4.2 71 1290
Argon 2+ 20. 31 17:54:45 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
Ar on 2+ 20.1 25 17:56:32 42.43467629 -71.15035244 4.74 15 5.4 0.59 7 1270
Argon 2+ 20.1 29 17:58:18 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.7 14.9 5.49 0. 0 125
Argon 2+ 20. 20 18:00:05 42.4344670 -71.15013787 4.82 14. 5.5 0.55 -5 1213
Argon 2+ 20. 2 18:01:52 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.7 15.1 5.58 1.53 -10 1250
Argon 2+ 20.1 22 18:03:38 42.43433833 -71.14991256
Argon 2+ 20.1 103 18:33:32 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.64 -0.1 7.03 81. 11.07 46 0.3 65
Argon 2+ 20.1 15 18:34:44 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.3 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 468 0.3 656
Argon 2+ 20.1 23 18:36:39 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.06 77.5 10.63 46 0.3 65
Ar on 2+ 20.1 21 18:38:26 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.43 0 7.07 82.1 11.19 468 0.3 651
Argon 2+ 20.1 35 18:47:19 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13.4 6.72 33.3 4.4 468 0.5 1017
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Argon 2+ 20.1 23 18:52:39 42.43437588 -71.15013787 4.15 13.6 6.64 4 0.53 468 0. 1094
Argon 2+ 20.1 2 18:54:26 42.4345153 -71.15017005 4.17 13.8 6.64 7.7 1 468 0. 1101
Argon 2+ 20. 36 19:12:11 2.8 5. 7.04 81.4 10.98 46 0.3 658
Argon 2+ 20.1 23 19:13:57 2.77 5.5 7.0 8 11.34 464 0.3 66C
Argon 2+ 20.1 47 19:15:44 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.36 464 0.3 659
Argon 2+ 20.1 22 19:17:30 2.79 6.1 7.07 83.2 11.24 464 0.3 661
Argon 2+ 20.1 2 19:19:17 2.7 5.9 7.07 83.5 11.27 46 0.3 661
Argon 2+ 20.1 29 19:22:50
Argon 2+ 20.1 30 19:24:37
Argon 2+ 20.1 41 19:26:24 2.81 1 7.05 83.5 11.26 464 0.3 649
Argon 2+ 20.1 32 19:28:10 2.81 1 7.05 83.4 11.2 464 0.3 65C
Ar on 2+ 20.1 3 19:31:44 2.8 0.9 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 644
Argon 2+ 20.1 3 19:33:31 2.79 0.9 7.04 83.7 11.29 463 0.3 643
Argon 2+ 20.1 45 19:51:30 2.69 1 7.02 76.9 10.41 463 0.3 637
Argon 2+ 20.1 59 19:54:50 2.71 1.1 7.02 79.2 10.72 463 0.3 637
Ar on 2+ 20.1 45 19:58:11 2.77 1.1 7.02 77.5 10.47 462 0.3 641
Carbon
Dioxide 43. 33 14:12:51
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 6 15:44:42 42.4315112 -71.14760586
Carbon
Dioxide 44.1 17 17:05:14 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.77 12.2 160 625.3
Carbon
Dioxide 44. __ 17:07:01 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2.63 7.5 4.2 12.07 190 702.8
Carbon
Dioxide 43. 23 17:08:47 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2.65 7.6 4.3 11.67 189 689.1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 61 17:10:35 42.43431687 -71.1503953 2. 10.7 4.35 18.5 189 796
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 31 17:14:08 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2. 10.2 4.33 10.92 192 788.2
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 20 17:17:41 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.92 12 4.39 9.7 190 912.1
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 65 17:23:01 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.65 14 4.96 1.25 126 1154
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 57 17:24:48 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15 5.09 0.85 102 1229
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 70 17:26:34 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.65 15.9 5.21 0.59 69 1299
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 71 17:28:21 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.6 15.9 5.23 0.52 5 1299
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 6 17:30:08 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.47 17.2 5.21 0.63 38 1352
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 73 17:31:54 42.43427932 -71.15037926 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 2 1353
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 82 17:33:41 42.4343437 -71.15050265 4.45 17.1 5.2 0.49 16 1357
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 119 17:35:28 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4.44 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 86 17:37:15 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.4 17.1 5.27 0.43 4 136C
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 83 17:39:01 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 23.2 5.23 0.58 -2 1387
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 89 17:40:48 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0.56 -8 1385
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Molecule M/Z t (mV) I (EDST) Latitude -Longitude (C) (M) I pH (%sat) (mg/l) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cr)
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 122 17:42:35 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C
Carbon
Dioxide 44.1 72 17:44:21 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 62 17:46:08 42.43450999 -71.1505884 4.23 14.1 5.12 2.06 8 1097
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 50 17:49:42 42.43448854 -71.15053483 3.4 12.8 4.8 5.9 6 960
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 52 17:51:28 42.43463874 -71.15043827 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 74 959.3
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 62 17:53:15 42.43472457 -71.15036854 4.67 15.1 5.18 1.43 47 1275
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 83 17:55:02 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.72 15 5.41 0.53 17 1270
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 57 17:56:49 42.43467629 -71.1503524 4.74 15 5.46 0.59 7 1270
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 62 17:58:35 42.43455291 -71.15030416 4.75 14.9 5.49 0.4 -2 126d
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 61 18:00:22 42.4344670 -71.15013787 4.82 14. 5.5 0.57 -5 121
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 55 18:02:09 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.7 15.1 5.5 1.53 -10 1250
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 74 18:03:56 42.43433833 -71.14991256
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 21 18:33:43 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2. -0.1 7.03 81.6 11.07 468 0.3 654
Carbon
Dioxide 4 1 18:34:56 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.3 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 468 0.3 656
Carbon
Dioxide 4 19 18:36:56 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.06 77.5 10.63 46 0.3 653
Carbon
Dioxide 44.1 58 18:38:43 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.39 -0.1 7.07 80.7 11.01 46 0.3 653
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 61 18:47:36 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13.4 6.72 37.7 4.9 46 0.5 1019
Carbon
Dioxide 44.1 112 18:52:56 42.4345153 -71.15017005 4.15 13.6 6.6 4 0.53 46 0. 1094
Carbon
Dioxide 4 69 18:54:43 42.43465483 -71.15024515 4.12 13.7 6.65 10. 1.3 46 0. 1097
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 76 19:00:02 4.03 13.4 6.6 17. 2.45 467 0. 1077
Carbon
Dioxide 44.1 5 19:03:35 3.65 13.2 6.69 27.7 3.62 46 0.5 1031
Carbon
Dioxide 44.1 21 19:14:14 2.7 5.3 7.07 84 11.34 46 0.3 659
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 12 19:16:01 2.79 5.2 7.07 84.1 11.35 464 0.3 659
Carbon
Dioxide 43. 20 19:17:47 2.79 6.1 7.07 83.2 11.2 464 0.3 661
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 19 19:23:07
Carbon
Dioxide 60 19:24:54
Carbon
Dioxide 44.1 16 19:26:41 2. 0.9 7.05 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 650
Carbon
Dioxide 43. 17 19:28:27 2.81 1 7.05 83.4 11.2 464 0.3 650
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 14 19:32:01 2.81 0.9 7.05 83.6 11.28 463 0.3 649
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 23 19:33:48 2.79 0.9 7.04 83.7 11.29 463 0.3 643
Carbon 44.1 70 19:52:04 2.69 1 7.02 77.9 10.55 463 0.3 637
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jPeak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) I (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)I
Dioxide
Carbon
Dioxide 44.1 19 19:55:25 2.7 1.1 7.01 78.7 10.63 463 0.3 637
Carbon
Dioxide 44. 24 19:58:45 2.78 1.1 7.02 77.1 10.41 462 0.3 64C
CH4:CO2 0. 15:44:42 42.4315112 -71.14760586
CH4:CO2 0.43 17:08:48 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2.65 7.6 4.3 11.67 189 689.1
CH4:CO2 0.9 17:24:48 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15 5.09 0.85 102 1229
CH4:CO2 0.75 17:26:34 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.65 15.9 5.21 0.59 69 1299
CH4:CO2 0.9 17:28:21 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.64 15.9 5.23 0.52 54 1299
CH4:CO2 1.92 17:30:08 42.4342739 -71.15039536 4.47 17.2 5.21 0.63 3 1352
CH4:CO2 2.45 17:31:54 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 2 1353
CH4:CO2 2.04 17:33:41 42.4343437 -71.15050265 4.45 17.1 5.2 0.49 1 1357
CH4:CO2 1.47 17:35:28 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4. 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
CH4:CO2 2.11 17:37:15 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.44 17.1 5.27 0.43 4 1360
CH4:CO2 2.2 17:39:01 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 23.2 5.23 0.58 -2 1387
CH4:CO2 2.7 17:40:48 42.434472 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0.56 -8 1385
CH4:CO2 1.71 17:42:35 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 d_ I
CH4:CO2 1.63 17:44:21 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 0
CH4:CO2 1.2 17:46:08 42.43450999 -71.1505884 4.23 14.1 5.12 2.0 8 1097
CH4:CO2 0.2 17:49:42 42.4344885 -71.15053483 3.4 12. 4.8 5.94 6 960
CH4:CO2 0.9 17:51:28 42.4346387 -71.15043827 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 74 959.3
CH4:CO2 0.9 17:53:15 42.43472457 -71.1503685 4.67 15.1 5.1 1.43 47 1275
CH4:CO2 1.0 17:55:02 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.72 15 5.41 0.53 17 1270
CH4:CO2 1.5 17:56:49 42.43467629 -71.1503524 4.74 15 5.4 0.59 7 1270
CH4:CO2 2.79 17:58:35 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.75 14.9 5.49 0.48 -2 1266
CH4:CO2 1.31 18:00:22 42.4344670 -71.15013787 4.82 14. 5.5 0.57 -5 1213
CH4:CO2 1.69 18:02:09 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.78 15.1 5.58 1.53 -10 1250
CH4:CO2 1.08 18:03:56 42.43433833 -71.14991256
CH4:CO2 3.95 18:33:43 42.43423641 -71.1493117 2.64 -0.1 7.03 81. 11.07 468 0.3 654
CH4:CO2 0.12 18:38:43 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.39 -0.1 7.07 80.7 11.01 46 0.3 653
CH4:CO2 0.1 18:52:56 42.4345153 -71.15017005 4.15 13.6 6. 0.53 468 0. 1094
CH4:CO2 0.15 18:54:43 42.43465483 -71.15024515 4.12 13.7 6.65 10.4 1.3 46 0.6 1097
Water
Fragment 17.1 200 14:12:38 1 1
Water
Fragment 17.1 339 15:44:03
Water
Fragment 17.1 48 17:04:57 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.7 12.0 160 624.9
Water
Fragment 17.1 70 17:06:42 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2.69 4. 4.45 12.1 180 626.8
Water
Fragment 17.1 6 17:08:28 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2.64 7. 4.32 11.52 18 699
Water
Fragment 17.1 75 17:10:15 42.43431687 -71.1503953 2.63 0 4.3 0 187 705.3
Water
Fragment 17. 56 17:13:48 42.43428469 -71.15037926 2. 10.3 4.33 11.22 192 768.1
Water
Fragment 17.1 100 17:17:22 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.7 11. 4.39 10.05 190 838.
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO I ORP (Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude - (C) I (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Water
Fragment 17.1 79 17:22:42 42.43427932 -71.15037926 4.69 14 4.84 1.57 139 1183
Water
Fragment 17.1 6 17:24:28 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4. 14.1 5.02 1.02 115 117C
Water
Fragment 17.1 41 17:26:15 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15.1 5.18 0.73 77 125C
Water
Fragment 17.1 81 17:28:02 42.43427396 -71.1503953 4.64 15.9 5.23 0.52 5 1299
Water
Fragment 17.1 8 17:29:48 42.43427396 -71.1503953 4.48 17.2 5.21 0.47 41 1351
Water
Fragment 17.1 6 17:31:35 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 2 1353
Water
Fragment 17.1 95 17:33:22 42.43430078 -71.150449 4.45 17.2 5.23 0.51 20 1357
Water
Fragment 17.1 99 17:35:09 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.4 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
Water
Fragment 17.1 84 17:36:55 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4. 17 5.2 0.51 1359
Water
Fragment 17.1 90 17:38:42 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22. 5.2 0.52 -1 1387
Water
Fragment 17.1 80 17:40:29 42.4344724 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0. - 1384
Water
Fragment 17.1 12 17:42:15 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 22.5 5.31 0.7 -1 1385
Water
Fragment 17.1 82 17:44:02 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 _
Water
Fragment 17.1 75 17:45:49 42.43450999 -71.1505884 4.37 1 5.2 2.32 -1 1119
Water
Fragment 17.1 90 17:49:22 42.4344885 -71.15053483 3.39 12.7 4.87 5.8 61 951.1
Water
Fragment 17.1 91 17:51:09 42.43460119 -71.1503953 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 7 959.3
Water
Fragment 17.1 101 17:52:56 42.43472457 -71.1503685 4.61 15.3 4.91 4.2 71 1290
Water
Fragment 17.1 8 17:54:43 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
Water
Fragment 17.1 8 17:56:29 42.43467629 -71.15035244 4.7 15 5.45 0.53 10 1261
Water
Fragment 17.1 92 17:58:16 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.7 14.9 5.49 0. 0 1255
Water
Fragment 17.1 90 18:00:03 42.43446708 -71.15013787 4.82 14. 5.5 0.55 -5 1213
Water
Fragment 17.1 93 18:01:50 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.7 15.1 5.58 1.53 -10 1250
Water
Fragment 17.1 9 18:03:36 42.43433833 -71.14991256
Water
Fragment 17.1 62 18:34:43 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.3 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 46 0.3 656
Water
Fragment 17.1 90 18:36:37 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.06 77.5 10.63 468 0.3 653
Water
Fragment 17.1 79 18:38:24 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.43 0 7.07 82.1 11.19 46 0.3 651
Water
Fragment 17.1 81 18:47:17 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13.4 6.72 33.3 4. 468 0.5 1017
Water
Fragment 17.1 94 18:52:37 42.4343758 -71.15013787 4.15 13.6 6.6 4 0.53 46 0. 1094
Water
Fragment 17.1 101 18:54:23 42.4345153 -71.15017005 4.17 13.8 6.64 7.7 1 46 0. 1101
Water
Fragment 17.1 92 18:56:10 42.43483186 -71.15033099 3.38 12. 6.7 31.4 4.16 467 0.5 992
Water 17.1 90 18:59:43 42.4346441 -71.15048119 4.03 13.4 6.66 17.8 2.45 467 0.6 1077
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M/Z Peak) Time Temp Depth DO (DO I ORP Sal Sp CondMolecule t (mV EDST Latitude Longitude (C) pH (%sat mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Fragment
Water
Fragment 17.1 124 19:01:29 3.75 13.1 6.69 28.9 3.79 467 0.5 1038
Water
Fragment 17.1 100 19:03:16 3.78 13.2 6.68 30.3 3.98 46 0.5 1044
Water
Fragment 17.1 80 19:08:35 2.74 10.9 6.89 70.7 9.55 465 0.4 824
Water
Fragment 17.1 110 19:12:08 2.8 5.4 7.04 81. 10.9 464 0.3 658
Water
Fragment 17.1 92 19:13:55 2.77 5.5 7.06 11.34 464 0.3 66C
Water
Fragment 17.1 92 19:15:42 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.3 46 0.3 659
Water
Fragment 17.1 95 19:17:28 2.78 6.3 7.07 83.5 11.28 46 0.3 662
Water
Fra ment 17.1 95 19:19:15 2.7 5.9 7.07 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 661
Water
Fragment 17.1 92 19:22:48
Water
Fragment 17.1 99 19:24:35
Water
Fra ment 17.1 101 19:26:22 2.81 1 7.05 83.5 11.26 464 0.3 649
Water
Fragment 17.1 98 19:28:08 2.81 1 7.05 83. 11.2 464 0.3 65C
Water
Fragment 17.1 92 19:29:55 2. 1 7.0 83.5 11.27 463 0.3 65C
Water
Fragment 17.1 96 19:31:42 2.8 0.9 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 648
Water
Fra ment 17.1 101 19:33:28 2.81 0.9 7.03 83.9 11.32 463 0.3 646
Water
Fragment 17.1 150 19:51:25 2.69 1 7.01 77. 10.5 463 0.3 637
Water
Fragment 17.1 152 19:54:46 2.71 1.1 7.02 79.2 10.72 463 0.3 637
Water
Fragment 17.1 144 19:58:07 2.77 1.1 7.02 77. 10.47 462 0.3 641
Methane 15.1 4 15:44:00
Methane 15.1 10 17:08:27 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2.64 7. 4.32 11.52 188 69
Methane 15.1 55 17:24:27 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.6 14.1 5.02 1.02 115 117
Methane 1 53 17:26:14 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15.1 5.1 0.73 77 125
Methane 15. 64 17:28:01 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.6 15.9 5.23 0.52 54 1299
Methane 15.1 131 17:29:47 42.43427396 -71.1503953 4.4 17.2 5.21 0.47 41 1351
Methane 15.1 179 17:31:34 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 2 1353
Methane 15.1 16 17:33:20 42.4343007 -71.150449 4.45 17.2 5.23 0.51 20 1357
Methane 15.1 17 17:35:07 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4. 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
Methane 15.1 182 17:36:54 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4.4 17 5.2 0.51 6 1359
Methane 15.1 188 17:38:41 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22. 5.2 0.52 -1 1387
Methane 15.1 24 17:40:27 42.4344724 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0. - 1384
Methane 15.1 209 17:42:14 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 22.5 5.31 0.7 -16 1385
Methane 15.1 118 17:44:01 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C
Methane 15.1 77 17:45:47 42.43450999 -71.15058848 4.37 14 5.2 2.32 -1_ 111
Methane 15.1 10 17:49:21 42.43448854 -71.15053483 3.39 12.7 4.87 5.8 61 1 951.1
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Peak Time Temp Depth I DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) I (m) pH (%sat)_ (mg/1) (mV) I(ppt) (aeS/om)
Methane 15.1 49 17:51:08 42.43460119 -71.15039536 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 74 959.3
Methane 15.1 60 17:52:54 42.43472457 -71.15036854 4.61 15.3 4.91 4.2 71 129C
Methane 15.1 90 17:54:41 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
Methane 15.1 88 17:56:28 42.43467629 -71.15035244 4.7 15 5.45 0.53 10 1261
Methane 15.1 173 17:58:15 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.78 14.9 5.49 0.6 0 1255
Methane 15.1 80 18:00:01 42.43446708 -71.15013787 4.82 14. 5.5 0.55 -5 1213
Methane 15.1 93 18:01:48 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.7 15.1 5.5 1.53 -10 125C
Methane 15.1 80 18:03:35 42.43433833 -71.1499125 1
Methane 15.1 83 18:33:29 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.62 0 7.0 79.6 10.79 46 0.3 654
Methane 15. 9 18:38:23 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.43 0 7.07 82.1 11.19 468 0.3 651
Methane 1 21 18:52:35 42.4343758 -71.15013787 4.15 13. 6.6 4 0.53 468 0. 1094
Methane 1 11 18:54:22 42.4345153 -71.15017005 4.17 13.8 6.6 7.7 1 46 0. 1101
N2:Ar 5.92 14:12:49
N2:Ar 3.79 15:44:35 42.43151128 -71.14760586
N2:Ar 3.66 17:05:11 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.77 12.2 160 625.3
N2:Ar 4.36 17:06:58 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2.69 4. 4.45 12.1 180 626.8
N2:Ar 3.13 17:08:45 42.43430078 -71.15040609 2.65 7. 4.3 11.67 189 689.1
N2:Ar __4_17:10:32 42.43431687 -71.1503953 2. 10.7 4.35 18.5 189 796
N2:Ar 5.2 17:14:05 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2. 10.2 4.33 10.92 192 788.
N2:Ar 5.33 17:17:38 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.92 12 4.39 9.7 190 912.1
N2:Ar 6.05 17:22:58 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.69 1 4.8 1.57 139 1183
N2:Ar 7.71 17:24:45 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15 5.09 0.85 102 1229
N2:Ar 5.73 17:26:31 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.65 15.9 5.21 0.59 69 1299
N2:Ar 7.41 17:28:18 42.4342739 -71.15039536 4. 15.9 5.23 0.52 5 1299
N2:Ar 5.69 17:30:05 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.47 17.2 5.21 0.63 3 1352
N2:Ar 7.69 17:31:52 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 2 1353
N2:Ar 3.85 17:33:38 42.4343437 -71.15050265 4.45 17.1 5.2 0.49 1 1357
N2:Ar 8.2 17:35:25 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4. 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
N2:Ar 5.8 17:37:12 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.4 17.1 5.27 0.43 1360
N2:Ar 5.92 17:38:58 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22. 5.2 0.52 -1 1387
N2:Ar 5.81 17:40:45 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0.5 - 1385
N2:Ar 1.84 17:42:32 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 0
N2:Ar 7.02 17:44:19 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 0
N2:Ar 5.78 17:46:05 42.43450999 -71.15058848 4.23 14.1 5.12 2.0 1097
N2:Ar 5.5 17:49:39 42.4344885 -71.15053483 3. 12. 4.8 5.9 6 960
N2:Ar 5.25 17:51:26 42.4346387 -71.15043827 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 7 959.3
N2:Ar 5.37 17:53:12 42.43472457 -71.15036854 4.67 15.1 5.1 1.43 47 1275
N2:Ar 4.6 17:54:59 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
N2:Ar 6.3 17:56:46 42.43467629 -71.15035244 4.74 15 5.4 0.59 7 1270
N2:Ar 4.6 17:58:33 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.75 14.9 5.49 0.48 -2 1264
N2:Ar 5.9 18:00:19 42.43446708 -71.15013787 4.82 14. 5.5 0.57 -5 1213
N2:Ar 4.72 18:02:06 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.7 15.1 5.58 1.53 -10 125C
N2:Ar 4.89 18:03:53 42.43433833 -71.14991256 1
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO I ORP (Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) I (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/l) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
N2:Ar 9.11 18:33:41 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.64 -0.1 7.03 81.6 11.07 46 0.3 654
N2:Ar 3.55 18:34:54 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.3 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 46 0.3 656
N2:Ar 4 18:36:54 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.06 77.5 10.63 46 0.3 653
N2:Ar 0.74 18:38:40 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.39 -0.1 7.07 80.7 11.01 468 0.3 653
N2:Ar 4.91 18:47:33 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13.4 6.72 37.7 4.9 468 0.5 1019
N2:Ar 0.69 18:52:53 42.43437588 -71.15013787 4.15 13.6 6.64 4 0.53 468 0.6 1094
N2:Ar 5.8 18:54:40 42.43465483 -71.15024515 4.12 13.7 6.65 10.4 1.3 46 0. 1097
N2:Ar 5.87 18:56:26 42.4348318 -71.15033099 3.38 12.8 6.7 31. 4.16 467 0.5 992
N2:Ar 5.55 18:59:59 4.03 13.4 6.6 17. 2.45 467 0. 1077
N2:Ar 4.33 19:01:46 3.8 13.1 6.68 30.1 3.95 46 0.5 1042
N2:Ar 4.73 19:03:32 3.65 13.2 6.69 27.7 3.62 46 0.5 1031
N2:Ar 6.67 19:08:52 2.7 10.9 6.89 70.7 9.55 465 0.4 824
N2:Ar 4.71 19:12:25 2. 5. 7.04 81.4 10.98 46 0.3 654
N2:Ar 5.49 19:14:11 2.7 5.3 7.07 8 11.3 46 0.3 659
N2:Ar 4.69 19:15:58 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.3 46 0.3 659
N2:Ar 4.42 19:17:45 2.79 6.1 7.07 83.2 11.2 464 0.3 661
N2:Ar 3.79 19:19:31 2.77 5.1 7.0 83.2 11.24 46 0.3 659
N2:Ar 3. 19:23:04
N2:Ar 1.37 19:24:51
N2:Ar 3.5 19:26:38 2. 0.9 7.05 83.5 11.27 4 0.3 650
N2:Ar 4.43 19:28:25 2.81 1 7.05 83. 11.2 46 0.3 65d
N2:Ar 4.12 19:30:11 2. 1 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 649
N2:Ar 3.99 19:31:58 2. 0.9 7.05 83. 11.28 463 0.3 648
N2:Ar 4.1 19:33:45 2.79 0.9 7.04 83.7 11.29 463 0.3 643
N2:Ar 0.6 19:51:58 2.69 1 7.02 76.9 10.41 463 0.3 637
N2:Ar 4.22 19:55:19 2.7 1.1 7.01 78.7 10.63 463 0.3 637
N2:Ar 3.79 19:58:40 2.7 1.1 7.02 77.1 10.41 462 0.3 640
N2:02 2.2 14:12:45
N2:02 2.1 15:44:24 42.4315112 -71.14760586
N2:02 2.0 17:05:06 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.77 12.28 160 625.3
N2:02 1.9 17:06:52 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2.69 4.8 4.45 12.1 180 626.8
N2:02 2.22 17:08:39 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2.65 7. 4.3 11.67 189 689.1
N2:02 2.28 17:10:26 42.43431687 -71.1503953 2.63 0 4.36 0 187 705.3
N2:02 2.2 17:13:59 42.43428469 -71.15037926 2. 10.3 4.33 11.22 192 768.1
N2:02 2.77 17:17:32 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.92 12 4.39 9.7 190 912.1
N2:02 6.4 17:22:52 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.69 14 4.84 1.57 139 1183
N2:02 7.27 17:24:39 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15 5.09 0.85 102 1229
N2:02 4.59 17:26:26 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15.1 5.18 0.73 77 1250
N2:02 8.24 17:28:13 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4. 15.9 5.23 0.52 5 1299
N2:02 5.45 17:29:59 42.43427396 -71.1503953 4.4 17.2 5.21 0.47 41 1351
N2:02 13.5 17:31:46 42.43427932 -71.15037926 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 28 1353
N2:02 5.55 17:33:32 42.43430078 -71.150449 4.45 17.1 5.2 0.49 16 135
N2:02 12.21 17:35:19 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4. 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
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Peak Time Temp Depth IDDO O ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) (i) pH I(%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
N2:02 5.32 17:37:06 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.44 17.1 5.27 0.43 4 136C
N2:02 12.32 17:38:53 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22.6 5.24 0.52 -1 1387
N2:02 9.6 17:40:40 42.4344724 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0.56 -8 1385
N2:02 7.07 17:42:26 42.43446171 -71.15060457 4.39 22.5 5.31 0.7 -16 138d
N2:02 8.86 17:44:13 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C
N2:02 11.05 17:46:00 42.43450999 -71.15058848 4.23 14.1 5.12 2.06 1097
N2:02 4.1 17:49:33 42.4344885 -71.15053483 3.4 12.8 4.8 5.9 66 96C
N2:02 5.06 17:51:20 42.43463874 -71.15043827 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 74 959.3
N2:02 8.04 17:53:07 42.43472457 -71.15036854 4.67 15.1 5.18 1.43 47 1275
N2:02 7.71 17:54:54 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
N2:02 8.67 17:56:40 42.43467629 -71.15035244 4.74 15 5.4 0.59 7 127C
N2:02 7.5 17:58:27 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.7 14.9 5.49 0. 0 1255
N2:02 7.1 18:00:14 42.4344670 -71.15013787 4.82 14.8 5.5 0.57 -5 1213
N2:02 4.78 18:02:00 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.7 15.1 5.5 1.53 -10 125C
N2:02 8.3 18:03:47 42.43433833 -71.1499125 1
N2:02 3.59 18:33:37 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2. -0.1 7.03 81.6 11.07 468 0.3 654
N2:02 2.03 18:34:50 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.38 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 468 0.3 656
N2:02 2.24 18:36:48 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.0 77.5 10.63 46 0.3 65
N2:02 0.3 18:38:35 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.39 -0.1 7.07 80.7 11.01 46 0.3 65
N2:02 4.24 18:47:27 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13. 6.72 33.3 4. 468 0.5 101
N2:02 0.9 18:52:48 42.4343758 -71.15013787 4.15 13. 6. 4 0.53 46 0. 1094
N2:02 8.45 18:54:34 42.43465483 -71.15024515 4.12 13.7 6.65 10. 1.3 468 0. 1097
N2:02 6.3 18:56:21 42.4348318 -71.15033099 3.38 12. 6.7 31.4 4.1 467 0.5 992
N2:02 7.79 18:59:53 42.4346441 -71.15048119 4.03 13.4 6.6 17. 2.45 467 0. 1077
N2:02 6.34 19:01:40 3. 13.1 6.68 30.1 3.95 466 0.5 1042
N2:02 6.82 19:03:27 3.7 13.2 6.6 30.3 3.9 466 0.5 1044
N2:02 3.23 19:08:46 2.7 10. 6.89 70.7 9.55 465 0.4 824
N2:02 2.31 19:12:19 2. 5. 7.04 81.4 10.98 464 0.3 658
N2:02 2.01 19:14:06 2.7 5.3 7.07 8 11.3 46 0.3 659
N2:02 2.23 19:15:52 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.3 46 0.3 659
N2:02 2.14 19:17:39 2.79 6.1 7.07 83.2 11.2 464 0.3 661
N2:02 2.73 19:19:25 2.7 5.9 7.07 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 661
N2:02 2.31 19:22:59
N2:02 2.4 19:24:46
N2:02 2.45 19:26:32 2. 0.9 7.05 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 65
N2:02 2.54 19:28:19 2.81 1 7.05 83. 11.2 464 0.3 653
N2:02 2.4 19:30:06 2.8 1 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 649
N2:02 2.42 19:31:52 2.8 0.9 7.05 83.6 11.28 463 0.3 648
N2:02 2.5 19:33:39 2.79 0.9 7.04 83.7 11.29 463 0.3 64
N2:02 1.63 19:51:47 2.69 1 7.02 76.9 10.41 463 0.3 63
N2:02 3.03 19:55:07 2.76 1.1 7.01 78.7 10.63 463 0.3 637
N2:02 2.72 19:58:28 2.77 1.1 7.02 77.5 10.47 462 0.3 641
Nitrogen 28.1 274 14:12:431
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IPeak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule IM/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/1) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Nitrogen 28.1 1452 15:44:19 1
Nitrogen 28. 605 17:05:03 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.77 12.2 160 625.3
Nitrogen 28. 559 17:06:50 42.43428469 -71.15037926 2.69 4.8 4.45 12.1 180 626.8
Nitrogen 28. 602 17:08:36 42.43430078 -71.15040609 2.65 7.6 4.3 11.67 189 689.1
Nitrogen 28. 616 17:10:23 42.43431687 -71.1503953 2.63 0 4.36 0 187 705.3
Nitr en 28. 598 17:13:56 42.43428469 -71.15037926 2. 10.3 4.33 11.22 192 768.1
Nitrogen 28. 678 17:17:29 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.7 11.4 4.39 10.05 190 838.2
Nitrogen 28. 726 17:22:49 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.69 14 4.8 1.57 139 1183
Nitrogen 28. 1019 17:24:36 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15 5.09 0.85 102 1229
Nitrogen 28. 809 17:26:23 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15.1 5.18 0.73 77 125C
Nitrogen 28. 808 17:28:10 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.64 15.9 5.23 0.52 54 1299
Nitrogen 28. 872 17:29:56 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.4 17.2 5.21 0.47 41 1351
Nitrogen 28. 1269 17:31:43 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 2 1353
Nitrogen 28. 80 17:33:30 42.4343007 -71.150449 4.45 17.1 5.26 0.49 1 1357
Nitrogen 28. 1124 17:35:16 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.4 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
Nitrogen 28. 1161 17:37:03 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.4 17.1 5.27 0.43 4 136C
Nitrogen 28. 912 17:38:50 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22. 5.2 0.52 -1 1387
Nitrogen 28. 884 17:40:37 42.4344724 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0.5 -8 138d
Nitrogen 28. 82 17:42:23 42.43446171 -71.15060457 4.39 22.5 5.31 0.7 -1 1385
Nitr en 28. 984 17:44:10 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C1
Nitrogen 28. 752 17:45:57 42.43450999 -71.1505884 4.37 1 5.2 2.32 -1 1119
Nitrogen 28. 712 17:49:30 42.4344885 -71.15053483 3. 12.8 4.8 5.9 6 96
Nitrogen 28. 851 17:51:17 42.43463874 -71.15043827 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 7 959.1
Nitrogen 28. 796 17:53:04 42.43472457 -71.15036854 4.67 15.1 5.1 1.43 47 1275
Nitr en 28. 787 17:54:50 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
Nitrogen 28. 87 17:56:37 42.43467629 -71.1503524 4.7 15 5.4 0.59 7 127C
Nitrogen 28. 741 17:58:24 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.7 14.9 5.49 0. 0 1 1255
Nitrogen 28. 987 18:00:11 42.4344670 -71.15013787 4.82 14.8 5.5 0.57 -5 1213
Nitrogen 28. 747 18:01:58 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.78 15.1 5.5 1.53 -10 125C
Nitrogen 28. 851 18:03:44 42.43433833 -71.14991256
Nitr en 28.1 1942 18:33:35 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.6 -0.1 7.03 81. 11.07 46 0.3 654
Nitrogen 28.1 483 18:34:48 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.3 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 46 0.3 656
Nitrogen 28.1 589 18:36:45 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.0 77.5 10.63 46 0.3 653
Nitrogen 28.1 876 18:38:32 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.39 -0.1 7.07 80.7 11.01 46 0.3 653
Nitrogen 28.1 65 18:47:25 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13. 6.72 33.3 4. 468 0.5 1017
Nitrogen 28.1 63 18:52:45 42.43437588 -71.15013787 4.15 13. 6.64 4 0.53 46 0. 1094
Nitrogen 28.1 73 18:54:31 42.43465483 -71.15024515 4.12 13.7 6.65 10. 1.3 46 0.6 1097
Nitr en 28.1 717 18:56:18 42.4348318 -71.15033099 3.3 12.8 6.7 31. 4.1 467 0.5 992
Nitr en 28.1 717 18:59:51 42.4346441 -71.15048119 4.03 13.4 6.6 17. 2.45 467 0. 1077
Nitrogen 28.1 711 19:01:37 3.8 13.1 6.68 30.1 3.95 466 0.5 1042
Nitrogen 28.1 601 19:03:24 1 3.7 13.2 6.6 30.3 3.9 46 0.5 1044
Nitrogen 28.1 828 19:08:43 2.74 10.9 6.89 70.7 9.55 465 0.4 82
Nitrogen 28.1 702 19:12:16 1 2. 5. 7.04 81.4 10.98 464 0.3 65
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M/I Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal ISp Cond
Molecule (M/Z ft mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) I (M) pH (%sat) (mg/)'I (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Nitrogen 28.1 610 19:14:03 2.7 5.3 7.07 84 11.34 464 0.3 659
Nitrogen 28.1 672 19:15:50 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.3 464 0.3 659
Nitrogen 28.1 584 19:17:36 2.79 6.1 7.07 83.2 11.2 464 0.3 661
Nitrogen 28.1 690 19:19:23 2.78 5.9 7.07 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 661
Nitrogen 28.1 695 19:22:56
Nitrogen 28.1 702 19:24:43
Nitrogen 28.1 710 19:26:29 2.81 1 7.05 83.5 11.2 464 0.3 649
Nitrogen 28.1 749 19:28:16 2.81 1 7.05 83. 11.2 46 0.3 650
Nitrogen 28.1 742 19:30:03 2. 1 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 649
Nitrogen 28.1 723 19:31:50 2.8 0.9 7.05 83. 11.28 463 0.3 648
Nitrogen 28.1 775 19:33:36 2.79 0.9 7.0 83.7 11.29 463 0.3 643
Nitrogen 28.1 861 19:51:41 2.69 1 7.02 76.9 10.41 463 0.3 637
Nitrogen 28.1 840 19:55:02 2.76 1.1 7.01 78.7 10.63 463 0.3 637
Nitrogen 28.1 804 19:58:23 2.77 1.1 7.02 77.5 10.47 462 0.3 641
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 122 14:12:37,
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 101 15:43:59
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 34 17:04:55 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.7 12.0 160 624.9
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 2 17:06:40 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2.69 4. 4.45 12.1 180 626.8
Nitrogen
2+ 1 19 17:08:26 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2. 7. 4.32 11.52 188 699
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 7 17:10:13 42.43431687 -71.1503953 2.63 0 4.3 0 187 705.3
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 29 17:13:46 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2. 10.3 4.33 11.22 192 768.1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 79 17:17:19 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.7 11. 4.39 10.05 190 838.2
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 83 17:24:26 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.6 14.1 5.02 1.02 115 1170
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 49 17:26:13 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15.1 5.1 0.73 77 1250
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 59 17:29:46 42.43427396 -71.1503953 4.48 17.2 5.21 0.47 41 1351
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 71 17:31:33 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 2 1353
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 5 17:33:20 42.43430078 -71.150449 4.45 17.2 5.23 0.51 20 1357
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 199 17:35:06 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4.44 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 81 17:36:53 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.4 17 5.2 0.51 6 1 1359
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 69 17:38:40 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22. 5.2 0.52 -1 1387
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 81 17:40:27 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0. -6 1384
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 11 17:42:13 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 22.5 5.31 0.76 -1 1385
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 63 17:44:00 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 49 17:45:47 42.43450999 -71.15058848 4.37 14 5.2 2.32 -1 111
Nitroaen 14.1 30 17:49:20 42.4344885 -71.15053483 3.39 12.7 4.87 5.86 61 951.1
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude I (C) I (m) pH (%sat) (mg/l) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
2+
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 47 17:51:07 42.43460119 -71.15039536 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 74 959.3
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 70 17:52:54 42.43472457 -71.15036854 4.61 15.3 4.91 4.2 71 1291
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 55 17:54:40 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 51 17:56:27 42.43467629 -71.15035244 4.76 15 5.45 0.53 10 1261
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 80 17:58:14 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.78 14.9 5.49 0. 0 125
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 48 18:00:01 42.43446708 -71.15013787 4.82 14. 5.5 0.55 -5 121
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 61 18:01:47 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.78 15.1 5.58 1.53 -10 125
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 50 18:03:34 42.43433833 -71.14991256 1
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 420 18:33:29 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.62 7.0 79. 10.79 46 0.3 654
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 1 18:34:42 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.3 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 468 0.3 656
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 29 18:36:35 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.32 0 7.0 77.5 10.63 46 0.3 653
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 37 18:38:22 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.43 0 7.07 82.1 11.19 468 0.3 651
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 5 18:47:15 42.434102 -71.1496497 3.53 13. 6.72 33.3 4.4 46 0.5 1017
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 4 18:52:35 42.4343758 -71.15013787 4.15 13. 6.6 4 0.53 468 0. 1094
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 32 18:54:21 42.4345153 -71.15017005 4.17 13. 6. 7.7 1 46 0. 1101
Nitrogen
2+ 14. 35 18:59:41 42.4346441 -71.15048119 4.03 13. 6.6 17. 2.45 467 0. 1077
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 47 19:03:14 3.78 13.2 6.6 30.3 3.9 466 0.5 1044
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 4 19:08:33 2.7 10.9 6.89 70.7 9.55 465 0. 824
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 40 19:13:53 2.77 5.5 7.06 84 11.34 46 0.3 660
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 15 19:15:40 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.36 46 0.3 659
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 3 19:17:26 2.7 6.3 7.07 83.5 11.28 46 0.3 662
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 37 19:22:46 _
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 43 19:24:33
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 71 19:26:19 2.81 1 7.05 83.5 11.26 464 0.3 649
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 3 19:28:06 2.81 1 7.05 83.4 11.2 464 0.3 65C
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 4 19:29:53 2. 1 7.0 83.5 11.27 463 0.3 650
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 38 19:31:40 2. 0.9 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 648
Nitrogen
2+ 14.1 40 19:33:26 2.81 0.9 7.03 83.9 11.32 463 0.3 646
Nitrogen
2+ 1 52 19:51:21 2.69 1 7.01 77.6 10.5 463 0.3 637
Nitrogen
2+ 1 362 19:54:42 2.71 1.1 7.02 79.2 10.72 463 0.3 63
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z Iht (mV)I (EDST) Latitude I Longitude (C) I() pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Nitrogen
2+ 1 61 19:58:02 2.77 1.1 7.02 77.5 10.47 462 0.3 641
O2:Ar 2.63 14:12:49
02:Ar 1 1.73 15:44:35 42.4315112 -71.14760586
02:Ar 1.77 17:05:11 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.77 12.2 160 625.3
02:Ar 2.29 17:06:58 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2.69 4.8 4.45 12.1 180 626.8
O2:Ar 1.41 17:08:45 42.43430078 -71.15040609 2.65 7.6 4.3 11.67 189 689.1
02:Ar 1.75 17:10:32 42.43431687 -71.1503953 2. 10.7 4.35 18.54 189 796
02:Ar 2.35 17:14:05 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2. 10.2 4.33 10.92 192 788.2
02:Ar 1.92 17:17:38 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.92 12 4.39 9.76 190 912.1
02:Ar 0.93 17:22:58 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.69 14 4.84 1.57 139 1183
02:Ar 1.06 17:24:45 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15 5.09 0.85 102 1229
02:Ar 1.2 17:26:31 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.65 15.9 5.21 0.59 69 1299
02:Ar 0.89 17:28:18 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.6 15.9 5.23 0.52 54 1299
02:Ar 1.0 17:30:05 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.47 17.2 5.21 0.63 3 1352
02:Ar 0.56 17:31:52 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 28 1353
O2:Ar 0.69 17:33:38 42.4343437 -71.15050265 4.45 17.1 5.26 0.49 1 1357
02:Ar 0.67 17:35:25 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4. 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
02:Ar 1.09 17:37:12 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4. 17.1 5.27 0.43 136C
02:Ar 0.4 17:38:58 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22. 5.2 0.52 -1 1387
O2:Ar 0. 17:40:45 42.434472 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0.5 -8 1385
02:Ar 0.26 17:42:32 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C.
02:Ar 0.79 17:44:19 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C
02:Ar 0.52 17:46:05 42.43450999 -71.1505884 4.23 14.1 5.12 2.0 8 1097
02:Ar 1.33 17:49:39 42.43448854 -71.15053483 3. 12. 4.8 5.9 6 96C
O2:Ar 1.03 17:51:26 42.4346387 -71.15043827 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 74 959.3
02:Ar 0.6 17:53:12 42.43472457 -71.1503685 4.67 15.1 5.18 1.43 47 1275
02:Ar 0.59 17:54:59 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
02:Ar 0.72 17:56:46 42.43467629 -71.1503524 4.7 15 5.4 0.59 7 127C
02:Ar 0.62 17:58:33 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.75 14.9 5.49 0.4 -2 126E
02:Ar 0.83 18:00:19 42.4344670 -71.15013787 4.82 14.8 5.5 0.57 -5 1213
O2:Ar 0.98 18:02:06 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.7 15.1 5.5 1.53 -10 125C
02:Ar 0.58 18:03:53 42.43433833 -71.1499125 _
O2:Ar 2.53 18:33:41 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.6 -0.1 7.03 81.6 11.07 46 0.3 654
02:Ar 1.7 18:34:54 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.38 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 46 0.3 656
02:Ar __ 1.7 18:36:54 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.0 77.5 10.63 468 0.3 653
O2:Ar 2.15 18:38:40 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.39 -0.1 7.07 80.7 11.01 46 0.3 653
02:Ar 1.15 18:47:33 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13.4 6.72 37.7 4.9 468 0.5 1019
02:Ar 0.71 18:52:53 42.43437588 -71.15013787 4.15 13.6 6.6 4 0.53 468 0. 1094
O2:Ar 1 0.69 18:54:40 42.43465483 -71.15024515 4.12 13.7 6.65 10.4 1.3 468 0. 1097
02:Ar 0.92 18:56:26 42.4348318 -71.15033099 3.38 12.8 6.7 31.4 4.1 467 0.5 992
O2:Ar 0.71 18:59:59 4.03 13.4 6.66 17.8 2.45 467 0. 1077
O2:Ar 0.68 19:01:46 _ 3.8 13.1 6.68 30.1 3.95 466 0.5 104
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Peak Time Temp Depth I DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/1) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
02:Ar 0.69 19:03:32 3.65 13.2 6.69 27.7 3.62 46 0.5 1031
02:Ar 2.06 19:08:52 2.74 10.9 6.89 70.7 9.55 465 0. 824
02:Ar 2.03 19:12:25 2. 5. 7.04 81.4 10.9 46 0.3 658
02:Ar 2.72 19:14:11 2.76 5.3 7.07 8 11.34 46 0.3 65d
02:Ar 2.1 19:15:58 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.3 464 0.3 659
02:Ar 2.06 19:17:45 2.79 6.1 7.07 83.2 11.24 464 0.3 661
02:Ar 1.38 19:19:31 2.77 5.1 7.0 83.2 11.24 4 0.3 659
02:Ar 1.47 19:23:041
02:Ar 0.56 19:24:51
02:Ar 1.45 19:26:38 2.8 0.9 7.05 83.5 11.27 46 0.3 650
02:Ar 1.73 19:28:25 2.81 1 7.05 83.4 11.2 46 0.3 650
02:Ar 1.71 19:30:11 2. 1 7.05 83. 11.28 463 0.3 649
02:Ar 1. 19:31:58 2. 0.9 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 648
02:Ar 1.63 19:33:45 2.79 0.9 7.0 83.7 11.29 463 0.3 643
02:Ar 0.4 19:51:58 2.69 1 7.02 76.9 10.41 463 0.3 637
02:Ar 1.39 19:55:19 2.7 1.1 7.01 78.7 10.63 463 0.3 637
02:Ar 1.39 19:58:40 2.78 1.1 7.02 77.1 10.41 462 0.3 640
Oxygen 32.1 122 14:12:45
Oxygen 32. 666 15:44:24 42.4315112 -71.14760586
Oxygen 32. 293 17:05:06 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.77 12.2 160 625.3
Oxygen 32. 29 17:06:52 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2.69 4. 4.45 12.1 180 626.8
Oxygen 32. 271 17:08:39 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2.65 7. 4.3 11.67 189 689.1
Oxygen 32. 270 17:10:26 42.43431687 -71.1503953 2.63 0 4.3 0 187 705.3
Oxygen 32. 271 17:13:59 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2. 10.3 4.33 11.22 192 768.1
Oxygen 32. 244 17:17:32 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.92 12 4.39 9.7 190 912.1
Oxygen 32. 112 17:22:52 42.43427932 -71.15037926 4.69 1 4.8 1.57 139 1183
Oxygen 32. 140 17:24:39 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15 5.09 0.85 102 1229
Oxygen 32. 17 17:26:26 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15.1 5.1 0.73 77 1250
Oxyen 32. 98 17:28:13 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.6 15.9 5.23 0.52 5 1299
Oxygen 32. 160 17:29:59 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.4 17.2 5.21 0.47 41 1351
Oxygen 32. 9 17:31:46 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 2 1353
Oxygen 32. 145 17:33:32 42.4343007 -71.150449 4.45 17.1 5.2 0.49 1 1357
O en 32. 92 17:35:19 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4.44 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
Oxygen 32. 21 17:37:06 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.44 17.1 5.27 0.43 4 136d
Oxygen 32. 74 17:38:53 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22. 5.24 0.52 -1 1387
Oxygen 32. 92 17:40:40 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0.5 - 1385
Oxygen 32. 117 17:42:26 42.43446171 -71.15060457 4.39 22.5 5.31 0.7 -1 1385
Oxygen 32. 111 17:44:13 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 0
Oxygen 32. 6 17:46:00 42.43450999 -71.1505884 4.23 14.1 5.12 2.06 8 1097
O en 32. 171 17:49:33 42.4344885 -71.15053483 3. 12. 4.86 5.9 66 960
Oxygen 32. 168 17:51:20 42.43463874 -71.15043827 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 74 959.3
Oxygen 32. 99 17:53:07 42.43472457 -71.1503685 4.67 15.1 5.18 1.43 47 1275
Oxygen 32. 102 17:54:54 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 127
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal ISpCond
Molecule IM/Z ht (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) I(m) pH (%sat) (mg/l) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Oxygen 32. 101 17:56:40 42.43467629 -71.15035244 4.74 15 5.46 0.59 7 1270
Oxygen 32. 98 17:58:27 42.43455291 -71.15030416 4.7 14.9 5.49 0.6 0 1255
Oxygen 32. 139 18:00:14 42.4344670 -71.15013787 4.82 14.8 5.5 0.57 -5 1213
Oxygen 32. 15 18:02:00 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.78 15.1 5.5 1.53 -10 125C
Oxygen 32. 102 18:03:47 42.43433833 -71.14991256 1
Oxygen 32. 540 18:33:37 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.64 -0.1 7.03 81. 11.07 46 0.3 654
Oxygen 32. 237 18:34:50 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.38 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 46 0.3 65
Oxygen 32. 262 18:36:48 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.06 77.5 10.63 46 0.3 653
Oxygen 32. 2521 18:38:35 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.39 -0.1 7.07 80.7 11.01 468 0.3 653
Oxygen 32. 15 18:47:27 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13. 6.72 33.3 4.4 46 0.5 1017
Oxygen 32. 660 18:52:48 42.4343758 -71.15013787 4.15 13.6 6.6 4 0.53 468 0.6 1094
Oxygen 32. 87 18:54:34 42.43465483 -71.15024515 4.12 13.7 6.65 10. 1.3 46 0. 1097
Oxygen 32. 113 18:56:21 42.4348318 -71.15033099 3.3 12. 6.7 31. 4.1 467 0.5 992
Oxygen 32. 92 18:59:53 42.4346441 -71.15048119 4.03 13. 6.6 17. 2.45 467 0. 1077
Oxygen 32.1 112 19:01:40 3. 13.1 6.6 30.1 3.95 46 0.5 1042
Oxygen 32. 88 19:03:27 3.7 13.2 6.6 30.3 3.9 46 0.5 1044
O en 32. 25 19:08:46 2.7 10.9 6.89 70.7 9.55 465 0. 824
Oxygen 32. 303 19:12:19 2.8 5. 7.04 81.4 10.9 4 0.3 658
Oxygen 32. 302 19:14:06 2.7 5.3 7.07 84 11.3 4 0.3 65d
Oxygen 32. 301 19:15:52 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.3 46 0.3 659
Oxygen 32. 272 19:17:39 2.79 6.1 7.07 83.2 11.2 4 0.3 661
Oxygen 32. 252 19:19:25 2.78 5.9 7.07 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 661
Oxygen 32. 300 19:22:59
Oxygen 32. 287 19:24:46
Oxygen 32. 289 19:26:32 2. 0.9 7.05 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 650
Oxygen 32. 294 19:28:19 2.81 1 7.05 83. 11.2 46 0.3 650
Oxygen 32. 308 19:30:06 2. 1 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 649
Oxygen 32. 29 19:31:52 2. 0.9 7.05 83. 11.2 463 0.3 648
Oxygen 32. 305 19:33:39 2.79 0.9 7.04 83.7 11.29 463 0.3 643
Oxygen 32. 526 19:51:47 2.69 1 7.02 76.9 10.41 463 0.3 637
Oxygen 32. 277 19:55:07 2.7 1.1 7.01 78.7 10.63 463 0.3 637
Oxygen 32. 295 19:58:28 2.77 1.1 7.02 77.5 10.47 462 0.3 641
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 95 14:12:38 1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 160 15:44:01
Oxygen
2+ 16. 33 17:04:56 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.7 12.08 160 624.
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 3 17:06:41 42.43428469 -71.15037926 2.69 4.8 4.45 12.16 180 626.
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 39 17:08:28 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2. 7. 4.32 11.52 18 69
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 33 17:10:14 42.43431687 -71.15039536 2.63 0 4.36 0 187 705.
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 7 17:13:48 42.43428469 -71.15037926 2.6 10.3 4.33 11.22 192 768.1
Oxvaen 16. 40 17:17:21 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.7 11.4 4.39 10.05 190 838.
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Peak Time Temp Depth I DO DO ORP Sal Sp Condi
Molecule M/Z ht (mV)I (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) (m) pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
2+
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 57 17:22:41 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.69 14 4.84 1.57 139 1183
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 102 17:24:28 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.6 14.1 5.02 1.02 115 117C
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 12 17:26:14 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15.1 5.18 0.73 77 125C
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 123 17:28:01 42.43427396 -71.1503953 4.64 15.9 5.23 0.52 54 1299
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 177 17:29:48 42.4342739 -71.15039536 4.48 17.2 5.21 0.47 41 1351
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 264 17:31:34 42.43427932 -71.15037926 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 28 1353
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 216 17:33:21 42.43430078 -71.150449 4.45 17.2 5.23 0.51 20 1357
Oxygen
2+ 16. 274 17:35:08 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4.44 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 251 17:36:55 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4.4 17 5.2 0.51 6 1359
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 255 17:38:41 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22. 5.2 0.52 -1 1387
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 288 17:40:28 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0. -6 1384
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 29 17:42:15 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 22.5 5.31 0.76 -16 1385
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 153 17:44:01 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 0
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 11 17:45:48 42.43450999 -71.15058848 4.37 14 5.2 2.32 -1 1119
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 39 17:49:22 42.43448854 -71.15053483 3.39 12.7 4.87 5.8 61 951.1
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 62 17:51:08 42.43460119 -71.15039536 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 74 959.3
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 18 17:52:55 42.43472457 -71.1503685 4.61 15.3 4.91 4.2 71 1290
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 111 17:54:42 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 119 17:56:29 42.43467629 -71.1503524 4.76 15 5.45 0.53 10 1261
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 141 17:58:15 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.7 14.9 5.49 0. 0 1255
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 110 18:00:02 42.43446708 -71.15013787 4.82 14. 5.5 0.55 -5 1213
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 14 18:01:49 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.7 15.1 5.5 1.53 -10 1250
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 11 18:03:36 42.43433833 -71.14991256
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 320 18:33:30 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.64 -0.1 7.03 81. 11.07 46 0.3 654
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 19 18:34:42 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.3 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 46 0.3 656
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 23 18:36:37 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.0 77.5 10.63 468 0.3 653
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 27 18:38:23 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.43 0 7.07 82.1 11.19 468 0.3 651
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 29 18:47:16 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13. 6.72 33.3 4.4 468 0.5 1017
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 36 18:52:36 42.43437588 -71.15013787 4.15 13. 6.6 4 0.53 46 0. 1094
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 22 18:54:23 42.43451536 -71.15017005 4.17 13.8 6.64 7.7 1 468 0. 1101
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal SpCond
Molecule M/Z t (mV) (EDST) Latitude Longitude (C) I() pH (%sat) (mg/) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 33 18:59:42 42.4346441 -71.15048119 4.03 13.4 6.66 17. 2.45 467 0.6 1077
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 39 19:12:08 2.8 5.4 7.04 81.4 10.9 464 0.3 658
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 49 19:13:54 2.77 5.5 7.0 84 11.3 46 0.3 66C
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 56 19:15:41 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.36 464 0.3 659
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 37 19:17:28 2.7 6.3 7.07 83.5 11.2 464 0.3 662
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 25 19:19:14 2.78 5.9 7.07 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 661
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 32 19:22:47
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 33 19:24:34
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 40 19:26:21 2.81 1 7.05 83.5 11.2 464 0.3 649
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 28 19:28:08 2.81 1 7.05 83. 11.2 4 0.3 650
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 21 19:31:41 2. 0.9 7.05 83.6 11.2 463 0.3 648
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 4 19:33:28 2.81 0.9 7.03 83.9 11.32 463 0.3 646
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 52 19:51:24 2.69 1 7.01 77. 10.5 463 0.3 637
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 100 19:54:45 2.71 1.1 7.02 79.2 10.72 463 0.3 637
Oxygen
2+ 16.1 52 19:58:05 2.77 1.1 7.02 77.5 10.47 462 0.3 641
Toluene 91. 33 17:28:55 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.52 17.2 5.22 0.59 50 1339
Water 18.1 810 14:12:39
Water 18.1 921 15:44:04
Water 18.1 191 17:04:57 42.43429005 -71.1503739 2.63 -0.2 4.7 12.0 160 624.9
Water 18.1 282 17:06:42 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2.69 4. 4.45 12.1 180 626.8
Water 18.1 26 17:08:29 42.4343007 -71.15040609 2. 7.6 4.32 11.52 18 699
Water 18.1 270 17:10:16 42.43431687 -71.1503953 2.63 0 4.3 0 187 705.3
Water 18.1 259 17:13:49 42.43428469 -71.1503792 2. 10.3 4.33 11.22 192 768.1
Water 18.1 267 17:17:22 42.43429542 -71.15038463 2.7 11. 4.39 10.05 190 838.2
Water 18.1 283 17:22:42 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.69 1 4.84 1.57 139 1183
Water 18. 261 17:24:29 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4. 14.1 5.02 1.02 115 1170
Water 18.1 299 17:26:16 42.43428469 -71.15036317 4.77 15.1 5.18 0.73 77 1250
Water 18.1 315 17:28:02 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.6 15.9 5.23 1 0.52 5 1299
Water 18.1 30 17:29:49 42.4342739 -71.1503953 4.48 17.2 5.21 0.47 41 1351
Water 18.1 31 17:31:36 42.43427932 -71.1503792 4.47 17.1 5.23 0.47 28 1353
Water 18.1 308 17:33:23 42.4343007 -71.150449 4.45 17.2 5.23 0.51 20 1357
Water 18.1 311 17:35:09 42.43437588 -71.15052947 4.44 17.2 5.27 0.63 10 1361
Water 18.1 335 17:36:56 42.4343758 -71.15052947 4.4 17 5.2 0.51 6 1359
Water 18.1 335 17:38:43 42.43445635 -71.15058311 4.39 22.6 5.24 0.52 -1 1387
Water 18.1 321 17:40:29 42.43447244 -71.15055093 4.39 23.5 5.22 0. - 1384
Water 18.1 373 17:42:16 42.434472 -71.15055093 4.39 22.5 5.31 0.7 -1 1385
Water 18.1 334 17:44:03 42.43446171 -71.15060457 0 0 0 0 0 C
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Peak Time Temp Depth DO DO ORP Sal Sp Cond
Molecule M/Z ht (mV) (EDST)I Latitude I Longitude I (C) I (m) I pH (%sat) (mg/I) (mV) (ppt) (aeS/cm)
Water 18.1 318 17:45:50 42.43450999 -71.15058848 4.37 14 5.2 2.32 -1 1119
W ater 18.1 320 17:49:23 42.43448854 -71.15053483 3.39 12.7 4.87 5.8 61 951.1
Water 18.1 318 17:51:10 42.43460119 -71.1503953 3.42 12.9 4.87 5.7 7 959.3
W ater 18.1 325 17:52:57 42.43472457 -71.15036854 4.61 15.3 4.91 4.2 71 129C
Water 18.1 32 17:54:43 42.43475139 -71.15029343 4.71 15 5.39 0.57 22 1273
Water 18.1 327 17:56:30 42.43467629 -71.1503524 4.74 15 5.46 0.59 7 127C
W ater 18.1 332 17:58:17 42.43455291 -71.1503041 4.7d 14.9 5.49 0.6 0 1255
Water 18.1 329 18:00:04 42.43446708 -71.15013787 4.82 14.8 5.5 0.55 -5 1213
Water 18.1 338 18:01:50 42.43442953 -71.15004131 4.78 15.1 5.5 1.53 -10 125C
Water 18.1 342 18:03:37 42.43433833 -71.14991256
Water 18.1 217 18:33:31 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.6 -0.1 7.03 81. 11.07 468 0.3 654
Water 18.1 225 18:34:43 42.43423641 -71.14931175 2.38 0 7.05 80.5 11.01 46 0.3 656
Water 18.1 343 18:36:38 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.32 0 7.0 77.5 10.63 46 0.3 653
W ater 18.1 322 18:38:25 42.43417203 -71.14922055 2.43 0 7.07 82.1 11.19 468 0.3 651
Water 18.1 35 18:47:18 42.4341023 -71.1496497 3.53 13.4 6.72 33.3 4. 46 0.5 1017
Water 18.1 365 18:52:38 42.4343758 -71.15013787 4.15 13.6 6. 4 0.53 46 0. 1094
Water 18.1 370 18:54:24 42.43451536 -71.15017005 4.17 13.8 6.64 7.7 1 46 0. 1101
Water 18.1 375 18:56:11 42.4348318 -71.15033099 3.3 12. 6.7 31.4 4.1 467 0.5 992
Water 18.1 382 18:59:43 42.4346441 -71.15048119 4.03 13.4 6.66 17. 2.45 467 0. 1077
Water 18.1 36 19:01:30 3.8 13.1 6.68 30.1 3.95 46 0.5 1042
Water 18.1 359 19:03:17 3.7 13.2 6.6 30.3 3.9 46 0.5 1044
Water 18.1 335 19:08:36 2.74 10.9 6.89 70.7 9.55 465 0.4 824
Water 18.1 350 19:12:09 2. 5. 7.04 81.4 10.9 4 0.3 658
Water 18.1 361 19:13:56 2.77 5.5 7.0 84 11.3 4 0.3 66C
Water 18.1 36 19:15:42 2.77 5 7.07 84.1 11.3 4 0.3 659
Water 18.1 35 19:17:29 2.7 6.3 7.07 83.5 11.28 4 0.3 662
Water 18.1 34 19:19:16 2.7 5.9 7.07 83.5 11.27 464 0.3 661
Water 18.1 370 19:22:49
Water 18.1 367 19:24:36
Water 18.1 372 19:26:22 2.81 1 7.05 83.5 11.2 4 0.3 649
Water 18.1 36 19:28:09 2.81 1 7.05 83. 11.2 4 0.3 65C
Water 18.1 368 19:29:56 2. 1 7.0 83.5 11.27 463 0.3 65C
Water 18.1 380 19:31:42 2. 0.9 7.05 83.6 11.2 463 0.3 648
Water 18.1 383 19:33:29 2.81 0.9 7.03 83.9 11.32 463 0.3 646
Water 18.1 551 19:51:27 2.69 1 7.01 77. 10.5 463 0.3 637
Water 18.1 5 19:54:47 2.71 1.1 7.02 79.2 10.72 463 0.3 637
Water 18.1 562 19:58:08 2.77 1.1 7.02 77.5 10.47 462 0.3 641
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